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INTRODUCTION

In spite of the political and military importance

of Dionysius I of Syracuse, both contemporary and later

evidence is severely limited. Moreover, extant contemporary

testir..ony stems chiefly from i\thens. The evidence of

Lysias and Isocrates, a few notices in Xenophon's

Hellenica and a small amount of epigraphic testimony shed

light upon the relations of Dionysius and Athens. As

regards local information, a few fragments from Dionysius'

own tragedies, the seventh and eighth Platonic Lpistle~,

and important numismatic evidence, constitute the sole

testimony. A couple of references in Aristotle's Politics

and some valuable notices on Dionysius' financial policies

in the second book of the Pseudo-Aristotle's Oeconomica

are the only other extant sources from the fourth century

B. C. For the rest, we must be content with much later

sources. In fact, all that is preserved with any degree

of substantiality is found in the accounts of Diodorus,

Justin, Cornelius Nepos and Plutarch. It is true that

references are found in Cicero, Strabo, Livy, Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, Frontinus, Polyaenus, Aelian, Sidonius

Appollinaris and P~ianus rtarcellinus. These are, however,

sparse and, generally speaking, of a gossipy nature,

deriving from the late hostile legacy and shedding little

I
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light on the crucial events of Dionysius' reign. The same,

indeed, applies to the somewhat fuller account, preserved.

in Plutarch. Justin's epitome of Trogus Pompeius'

Philippica, which seems to derive from the early 'tradition

of Theopompus, is valuable though limited, in that by its

very nature it is a summary. Further, it begins with the

defeat of Himilcon's army in 396 B. C. and thus does not

provide any account of the rise of Dionysius and the great

encounter preceding Hirnilcon's defeat. Nepos' account

seems to derive from the early Philistus tradition, but

again it constitutes the briefest of expositions.

Thus Diodorus emerges as the only source of any

substance. Indeed, ~Jithout Diodorus' testimony, it would

be impossible to reconstruct the history of Sicily under

Dionysius at all. The problem is that Diodorus lived three

and a half centuries after Dionysius. Accordingly,

acceptance of Diodorus' testimony is essentially conditioned

by the problem of the validity of the accounts of the

sources which he employed. First, the question to be asked

is, did he employ one or many sources? Second, what was

his approach to the sources which he utilized? Does any

evidence suggest that Diodorus possessed a certain desree

of individuality in the use which he made of his authorities?

Inevitably, any consideration of the sources

employed by Diodorus for his Sicilian narrative is limited

to the historians about ~7hom adequate testiwony exists. It
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follows that little can be said about historians of the

fourth century like Dionysius himself, Hermias of Methymna

and Alcimus Siculus. Diodorus may have seen their accounts,

as he seems to have seen the work of their contemporary,

Polycritus of Mende. However, we know virtually nothing

about their works, except that they appear to have discussed
~ 'J ~ - •

Dionysius. It is, moreover, very likely that Diodorus

would employ as chief evidence the more distinguished

historians. Indeed, the evidence of the fragments found

in Diodorus clearly indicates that this was the case.

Accordingly, decisive conclusions as to the influence of

the lesser known historians upon Diodorus is impossible.

Attention must, therefore, be focused upon the testimonies

of historians about whom tradition was well informed:

Philistus, Ephorus, Theopompus and Timaeus.

Research conducted upon Diodorus' Bibliotheke

during the last century has concluded that Diodorus' account

of Dionysius derives essentially from Timaeus, although it

is often conceded that Ephorus might have exerted some

influence. It has been assumed that Diodorus possessed no

individuality and that he was merely capable of reproducing

what his sources wrote. Even when it was conceded that more

than one source was employed at a time, Diodorus was

regarded as no more than a scissors-and-paste historian,

stitching together the accounts of his predecessors in an

entirely uncritical fashion.
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It is true that a few scholars have reacted to these

conclusions. In the case of the Sicilian chapters of the

Bibliotheke, Holm and Freeman protested strongly against the

assumption that Diodorus was only capable of reproducing the
1

works of his predecessors. However these protests had

little effect upon scholarship and the conclusions of the

scholars who were attacked by Holm and Freeman, were

accepted and developed in subsequent studies.

A few cries of protest continued to be heard, though

not in a specifically Sicilian context. M. Kunz's important

study of Diodorus' Prooemium attributed more individuality

to Diodorus than had hitherto been considered to be the
2

case. P. Treves, in reviewing the work, expressed approval

of Kunz's thesis, and in an independent study on the sources

for book sixteen, sought to prove that Diodorus used many

sources of less importance than the major authorities for
3

his account of Philip II of Macedon.

More recently, J. Palm's study of the purely

philological aspects of the Bibliotheke reached the

conclusion that a definite stylistic unity characterized the
4

work. Even more important for the point of view espoused in

the present study, R. Drews has shown that the work's

historiographical aims and methodology reflec~ a unity of
5

conception.

It must be stressed that no scholar since Holm and

Freeman has deviated from the view that the chapters in
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Diodorus' Bibliotheke on Dionysius I, stemmed from Timaeus,

perhaps with additions from Ephorus, and that Diodorus'

choice was not motivated by particular historiographical

objectives, which betrayed any individuality on the part

of the historian. A primary aim of this study is, therefore,

to rectify this situation and re-establish the validity of

the claim of Holm and Freeman. At the same time the present

writer's debt to the research of the above scholars will be

apparent in the course of this study, particularly in the

exposition of the concluding chapter.

The first chapter will be devoted to an examination

of the views of those scholars who assume that Diodorus

merely reproduced the accounts of Timaeus and Ephorus. I

shall seek to demonstrate the weaknesses inherent in the

two approaches adopted towards source criticism of Diodorus'

text. In the course of this investigation, it will be shown

that Diodorus seems to have used many sources. In addition
a

it will be suggested that/synthesis of the approaches of

Laqueur and his predecessors is the course to be followed.

Chapter two will be devoted to an analysis of

Diodorus' text, and the conclusion thereby derived will be

shown to indicate that the source upon whom Diodorus relied

the most was Philistus. Chapter three will deal with

Philistus' viewpoint, in particular the relationship of

Philistus' thought to that of Thucydides. In chapter four,

I intend to discuss the evidence for Punic-Siceliot

relations in the last decade of the fifth century. The
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purpose of this enquiry is to demonstrate the unreliability

of the text's view of the Syracusan demos and the

governments of the Siceliot states. It will be shown that

far greater strength characterized their position than the

text implies, and that this reflects the Thucydidean-type

animosity of Philistus towards Siceliot achievement.

Having sought to establish Philistus as the chief

source of Diodorus, I shall attempt to indicate the extent

to which Philistus' ideological position corresponds to

that of the major fourth century political thinkers. It

will be shown that similar ideals are found in Xenophon,

Isocrates, Ephorus, Theopompus and Plato, and that they

represent a strong conservative reaction against democracy,

involving the establishment of monarchical rule rather than

that of aristocratic government. Because this conservatism

possessed a marked idealistic tone, the aims of these

persons did not c~rrespond to the realities of the political

situation. Hence the conflictsof Philistus and Dionysius

and Plato and Dionysius are closely related, and are not to

be regarded as isolated from the experiences of Xenophon

and the Isocratics. Finally, it will be shown that

Philistus' association with Thucydides is based upon a

common moral viewpoint, which contrasted strongly with that

of the Isocratic school.

In chapter six, I shall trace the tradition about

Dionysius which developed after Philistusi discuss the role
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of Ephorus and Theopompus and the growth of the hostile

tradition, culminating in the history of Timaeus of

Tauromeniurn: and assess the extent of these influences

upon Diodorus. It will be shown that though there is little

doubt that Diodorus consulted all these later sources, it is,

at the same time, clear that he relied mostly upon Philistus.

This conclusion will be confirmed in the final chapter,

where Diodorus' individuality and the unity of his conception

of history will be indicated. It will thus be apparent that

precise historical objectives influenced Diodorus' choice

of Philistus as his chief source, and that Diodorus did tend

to consult as many authorities as possible for his account

of Dionysius I.



I

DIODORUS ' SOURCES AND MODEP~ SCHOLARSHIP

The research of modern scholars, though resulting

in similar conclusions, can be divided into two distinct

categories. Early source criticism was based upon a

consideration of external factors. Laqueur's method,

which certainly resulted from the earlier techniques,

constituted, in fact, a radical new approach, in that it

was based upon the pre~ise that essential to any source

identification v.'as an examination of the text. Both

ap~roaches ~ossess a great de~l of validity, though, as

will be indicated, the errors of their protagonists lay

in their unwillingness to effect a synthesis of both

methods. In this chapter, the arguments will be examinee,

and reasons produced for effecting conclusions upon their

unsatisfactory nature.

~ S~~rce Criticis~ cefore Laqueur

Chr. Volquardson, in his pioneer study of the

sources of Diodorus' Bibliotheke, concluded that, whereas

Ephorus was the chief authority for the portion discussing

the Greek mainland from the Persian ~ars to the rise of

Hacedon, the same period of Sicilian history derived from
1

Timaeus. This certainly does not represent the ultimate

\vord on the issue of Diodorus' sources. Yet the attempts

8
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of Bachof, Schwartz and, indeed, Laqueur at modifying this

thesis were not of a radical nature and merely introduced

-the possibility that Ephorus, too, might have exerted some

influence upon the Sicilian chapters. Indeed, the general

consensus of opinion still accepts the viewpoint that

_ .. Diodorus used Ephorus for the account of the Greek homeland,

while Timaeus was employed for the West. Holm and Freeman,

whose reasoning was so sound when they sought to dethrone

Volquardson and his colleagues from their position of

supremacy, were unable to command enough support in their

endeavours. Volquardson's arguments to support his

contention were largely taken over by Ed. Schwartz, who

certainly felt that Timaeus was the decisive influence
2

upon Diodorus, and that he was the chief source employed.

Bachof, in fact, attacking Holm, anticipated Schwartz in

the conclusion, that in spite of probable Ephorus influence
3

upon the text, Timaeus was the chief source of Diodorus.

According to Laqueur, Diodorus had in front of him Ephorus

who was his basic source: Timaeus was used to fill in the
4

details. This might appear to represent a radical step

away from the Volquardson theory. However, since Laqueur

attributes about two thirds of DiodoruS' text to Timaeus,

and thus makes Timaeus a major rather than a subsidiary

source., he is much nearer to the conventional solution than

might appear at first sight. Jacoby expressed disagreement

-with the details of Laqueur's thesis: its general nature
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5
was, however, accepted by him. Even Stroheker, whose

approach differed considerably from the efforts of earlier

scholars}continued to maintain that the decisive influence
6

upon Diodorus was Timaeus. Essentially, this was the view

accepted by De Sanctis, Busolt, Wachsmuth, Schoenle, Sartori,
7

Drews, Woodhead, Barber, Luria, Gsell, Berve and Arias.

Even R. Lauritano, who claimed that Diodorus' source was
8

Silenus was forced to admit the weight of Timaeus' influence.

One scholar betrayed real hesitation and inclined towards

the cautious and, it must be admitted, somewhat negative

approach of Holm and Freeman. However, even in the case of

M. Kunz, the decision against Timaeus was not, in any way,
9

decisive.

At the base of this contention lay the fact that

the source cited most often was Timaeus. This fact lay at

the root of the claims of Volquardson and Laqueur, and it

is likely that similar considerations influenced the other

scholars, Bachof, Laqueur and Stroheker, even if not

explicit~y-- stated by them. The next most-cited authority

was Ephorus; therefore, it was argued by Schwartz, that

the other source of importance employed by Diodorus was

Ephorus. Schwartz indeed, by basing his argument upon the

citations, followed Volquardson in attempting to discover

a wider use of Ephorus and Timaeus. He differed in attempting

to incorporate Ephorus into the scheme of Diodorus' source.

Both Schwartz and Volquardson argued that the numbers of the
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barbarians of Diodorus appear to have been based upon

Timaeus, and not upon Ephorus, for it was Ephorus who gave

the higher numbers and Timaeus the lower; and Diodorus
10

seems to agree with Timaeus by adopting the lower numbers.

Similarly both writers believed that the excursus on

Acragantine luxury was derived from Timaeus, for there are

two references to him, a fact which, they argued, indicated
11

that Timaeus was the source. Jacoby accepted this thesis

and the Acragantine chapters consequently appear in his

collection as a fragment of Timaeus. The reference to
12

Tellias, it is argued, was therefore also taken from

Timaeus, for Tellias appears in Diodorus' account of
13

Acragantine luxury. Likewise both scholars were of the

therefore, the other
15

reference to Dexippus came from Timaeus.'

upon the numbers of the Acragantine inhabitants led to the
16

conclusion that they were based upon the authority of Timaeus.

The validity of these arguments which attempt to

find more extensive use of Timaeus than indicated by the

fragments themselves is challenged by the fact that the only

evidence which we have of the use of Timaeus or Ephorus or

indeed of polycritus of Mende, is when Diodorus actually

cites these writers. At no point in the narrative is it

stated that these historians are represented in the whole

of Diodorus' portion on Sicily and it is clear that the
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fragments cannot form a basis for a wider identification.

On eleven occasions alone are we able to attribute

with certainty a part of Diodorus' work to Timaeus. Very

little is revealed on the five occasions when Diodorus

cites Ephorus and Timaeus, in connection with the numerical
17

problem. All that we, in fact, know is that the problem

of numbers represented a difference of opinion on the part

of Ephorus and Timaeus. We are certainly.not justified in

assuming on the basis of these references, that the rest

of book thirteen is entirely based upon either Ephorus or

Timaeus, or that it is a compilation of both.

I~.must be asked whether Diodorus or his sources

were compelled to cite this divergence of opinion for a

definite purpose? It is possible that motives of

nationalism compelled the universal historian Ephorus to

adopt ex~gerated numbers. Whether this' is the case or not,

the fact is that Timaeus adopted a more conservative

estimate, and that the text's aim is to distinguish between

the opinion of the local historian and the Isocratean

universalist. In other words, it appears that the only

reason for the reference to Ephorus and Timaeus is to

indicate that a difference regarding barbarian numbers

existed~

In five other cases can the evidence of Timaeus

be regarded as decisive. First, there is the important

digression on Acragantine luxury. This occurs between
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the reference to the gathering of the crops and possessions

within the city walls and the preparations of the
18

Acragantines for the Carthaginian attack and the
19

beginning of the campaign of Carthage against Acragas.

In the course of this sketch, Diodorus twice singles out

the authority of Timaeus. In the first case, he refers to
20

the monument which Timaeus saw with his own eyes. The

second citation is connected with Tellias' generosity.

Here reference is made to the actual book of Timaeus~ book
21

fifteen. Whether the whole excursus on the wealth of

Acragas derived from Timaeus is a question about which, on

the evidence cited by Volquardson, Schwartz and Laqueur,

one cannot be dogmatic. The two citations in themselves

do not warrant such an assumption. All that can be said

is that Timaeus saw the monument referred to above and that

the story of Tellias' generosity came from Timaeus.

However, it will, in fact, be seen below that

significant evidence lends support to the conclusion of

Volquardson, Schwartz and Laqueur. In the first place, I

shall show that Diodorus is not alone in attributing an

interest in Acragantine luxury to Timaeus. Second, the

evidence which we have concerning Timaeus' attitude to

Acragas and Sicily in general, confirms the argument

attributing this excursus to Timaeus. Third, there is the

question of the comparative position of this topic in the

works of Diodorus and Timaeus. Even then, the evidence is
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in no respect decisive, and it cannot be proved that

Timaeus is the sole authority for the Acragantine excursus.

We must ask for what purpose Timaeus decided to include it

in his narrative? The possibility that Timaeus' source

contained the excursus cannot be discounted. Finally,

there is the problem of the excursus in the general scheme
22

of Diodorus.

The second instance where Timaeus was probably the

source is closely concerned with the question of numbers,

which has already been referred to. Volquardson, Schwartz

and Laqueur noted that Diodorus based his numbers of the
23

barbaria~· upon Timaeus. The same may be stated about
24

the agreement on the number of the Acragantine population.

At the same time, it must be stated that other sources may

have agreed with Timaeus, and Ephorus is not the only

alternative.

The final three passages which obviously betray

use by Diodorus or Timaeus, since he<is explicitly cited,

are those describing the bronze statue of Apollo and
25

Alexander, Dexippus and the bull of Phalaris.

These are the only passages which can definitely

be said to derive from Timaeus and Ephorus. No evidence

exists to support the contention that these were the only

sources employed by Diodorus. The citations from Ephorus

and Timaeus can only be regarded as the starting point for

a discussion on the question of Diodorus' sources for books
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thirteen and fourteen.

The problem of the existence of the authority of

Ephorus by the side of Timaeus was solved in three ways.

First, it was argued that Diodorus read both Timaeus and

Ephorus and that the influence of both were found in~his

history. Thus Laqueur claimed that he knew exactly where

Diodorus used each of these two authorities. Second, it

has been assumed that even though Diodorus probably read

Ephorus, Diodorus relied mostly upon Timaeus. Laqueur.

indeed carne close to accepting such a view, and it is

certainly implicit in Schwartz, Bachof and Stroheker, who

undoubtedly attributed most of Diodorus' narrative to

Timaeus. Finally, there remains the suggestion that Diodorus

did not even see Ephorus, a view particularly associated

with Volquardson, who had no doubt that Timaeus alone was

Diodorus' source, and that the Ephorus citations were derived

from Timaeus. As has been noted, Volquardson's arguments

were sufficiently weighty that Stroheker, in fact, adopted

him. Thus, although three different solutions have been

indicated, it is clear that it is impossible to describe a

consistent trend towards a single solution, with the result

that the majority of the opinions of modern authorities tend

to fluctuate between the three solutions. Nevertheless, for

the sake of coherent argument and rejection, the three

solutions have to be considered.

The question is basically of a twofold nature. First,
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can it be argued that Timaeus is the sole source?

Alternatively, if the authority of Ephorus is also accepted,

can it be said that Timaeus and Ephorus are the ~nly

sources of Diodorus?

A general argument against both claims is closely
26

connected with the commonly-held conception of Diodorus.

It is generally assumed that it was Diodorus' practice

merely to stitch together excerpts from the efforts of other

historians". Holm and Freeman campaigned energetically

against this ~_~~~9~j assumption, and it is clear that the
27

validity of their contention is supported by three factors.

First, the common view is often based upon vague theorizing

or the acceptance of the general conclusions of earlier

scholars. Second, this assumption is often associated with

limited sections of Diodorus, and it is assumed that what is

probably for a particular section is equally relevant for
28

the rest of the work. Finally the possibility of the

existence of unity of thought on the part of Diodorus is
29

simply ignored. It is thus clear that a dogmatic

conclusion that Diodorus was unable to speak for himself,

and tended merely to reproduce one source at a time, either

with others incorporated or alone, tends to be based upon

arguments founded on limited evidence of a doubtful nature.

The possibility that Diodorus in his Sicilian narrative used,

for example, Philistus or Theopompus, as well as Timaeus or

Ephorus, cannot be overlooked, and the existence of material
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derived from these other sources cannot be denied, without

producing definite reasons for Diodorus' failure to use it.

It is extremely unlikely that Diodorus ignored the

authority of Ephorus. Volquardson adopted what is now the

traditional view that Diodorus based his account of events

in the Greek homeland predominantly upon the testimony of

Ephorus. In this view he was followed in particular by

Schwartz. The fact that Volquardson adopted this view

renders his interpretation on the sources for Sicilian

history extremely unlikely. It presupposes the view noted

above, that Diodorus was a mere copyist, following one

source or more at a time. Volquardson' reconstruction of

the nature of Diodorus' ability as an historian is quite

clearly representative of the popular picture of the simple-

minded Diodorus who at the most was capable of copying word

for word from efforts of his predecessors. The weaknesses

inherent in this supposition have been clearly shown. The

fact is that it is most unlikely that Diodorus would have

read Ephorus' account of the history of the Greek mainland,

and ignored his account of Sicilian events.

Volquardson was not embarrassed by references to
30

facts recorded by Ephorus. His answer was simple:

Diodorus received this from quotations which he found in

Timaeus. The above noted objection applies equally well

to this claim: if Ephorus was used for the narrative of

the bulk of Greek history, why should he not have been used
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for Sicilian history?

Three further facts support the view that the

influence of Ephorus in Diodorus' text cannot be discounted.

First, Holm observed that Ephorus is cited solely in connection

with the question of numbers, and that the reference to the

figures of Timaeus is given last. Therefore, Holm argued

that Ephorus was logically the source, since Diodorus would

first cite the source he was following and then refer to the

contrary opinion. Holm certainly raised an important issue,

and it might conceivably be assumed that Diodorus' techniques

followed such a pattern. It must certainly be admitted that

Diodorus might equally well not have been inclined to adopt

such a procedure. It is certainly a situation which calls

for the avoidance of dogmatic assertions. Holm's contention

does, however, lend some credence to the view that Ephorus

was not, as Volquardson asserted, merely reproduced

secondhand by Diodorus from the narrative of Timaeus.

Second, it is clear that, if it appears in book

thirteen that Diodorus, in respect to the barbarian numbers

was following Timaeus' more moderate estimate, the same

cannot be said about the situation in book fourteen. Here

we possess only one citation from the two writers. Ephorus

records the figure of 300,000 Punic soldiers:- Timaeus,
31

however, gives 130,000 (i. e. 100,000 + 30,000). Now in

the seventy-sixth chapter, the Carthaginians loose 150,000

men in the plague. Therefore, it seems clear that in the
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battle before Syracuse, the higher figures of Ephorus were
32

preferred to the lower figures of Timaeus.

Finally, it must be stressed that the references to

Timaeus' authority with the exception of the above passage

from book fourteen are confined to the thirteenth book.

Therefore as regards book fourteen, there is no more reason

to prefer the authority of Timaeus to that of Ephorus. In

the thirteenth book there are nine definite citations from

Timaeus: in book fourteen, there is only one fragment.

The latter is cited together with Ephorus and, as has been

seen above, the evidence of numbers in a subsequent chapter

suggests heavier reliance on Ephorus' figures than in the

earlier book.

It is thus clear that Bachof, Schwartz and Laqueur

were essentially correct to insist on the unlikelihood of

Diodorus' reliance solely upon one source - Timaeus.

Evidence indicating use of Ephorus is certainl~!not lacking.

Furthermore, it must be stated that the case against Diodorus'

probable use of sources other than Timaeus and Ephorus is

exceedingly feeble. The evidence of the citations cannot be

regarded as decisive proof of Diodorus' reliance upon these

two authorities.

Volquardson was not deterred by Diodorus' mention

of the dates which marked the terminus of the works of
33

Thucydides and Philistus. He assumed that they carne from

Appo11odorus who is indeed mentioned in this context. Against
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such reasoning, it must be stressed that the fact that

Diodorus used Apollodorus is in itself no proof that

Diodorus did not read these writers.

The possibility of a third source,Philistus, a

contemporary of Dionysius exists. Indeed Volquardson's

dismissal of Philistus as Diodorus' source rests upon
34

particularly insecure grounds. It is argued that as

Diodorus' notice on the date which marked the close of the
35

first part of Philistus' work appears in the narration of

the Peloponnesian War and not in the narrative of Sicilian

history, therefore Diodorus did not read Philistus. The

untenability of this argument is apparent when it is

appreciated that Diodorus rounds off the affairs of 406 B. C.

with this fact, together with the death of Sophocles and

the possible death of Euripides. Thus Diodorus' mention of

the termination of Philistus' work occurs in a perfectly

logical position, and the fact that this does not appear in

the Sicilian sections cannot be regarded as decisive

evidence against the possibility of direct use of Philistus

by Diodorus.

Schwartz argued that Philistus' famous dictum in

Diodorus XIV. 8. 5, could only corne from Timaeus and not
36

from Philistus, as Plutarch knew. Diodorus related that

Philistus' advice to Dionysius at the time of the hoplite

revolt was that it was not fitting to run away from the

tyranny on a galloping horse, but that it was seemly to be
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east out and araqged by the leg. In Plutarch's account,

it is stated that boys tied a~ope to Philistus' lame leg

and dragged him through the city, and the Syracusans mocked

him, remembering his advice to Dionysius. The important

point made by Plutarch is that this was based on Timaeus'

authority and not Philistus', for Philistus denied that he

had given this advice to Dionysius •

. Against Schwartz, it must first be noted that this

evidence does not indicate compleue ignorance of Philistus'

authority on the part of Diodorus. It perhaps merely

indicates Diodorus' choosing to follow Timaeus on this point

alone. secondly, though Philistus denied making this remark

himself, he never denied placing this statement in another

person's mouth. The statement is certainly consistent with

Philistus' attitude.

Positive evidence certainly exists indicating

niodorus' use of sources other than Philistus or Ephorus.

As Volquardson observed, the notices on the jealousy of

Agathocles for Gelon's grave, and on the survival of Diocles'

laws to Timoleon's and Hieron's time, indicated a late source,
37

perhaps Timaeus.

Further,more positive evidence exists of the use of

Sources other than Ephorus and Timaeus. First, there is the

citation of Polycritus of Mende. Certainly, Polycritus is

a shadowy figure. He appears. to have written a work on
38

Dionysius I and a poetical work on Sicilian history. He
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39
certainly lived before Timaeus. However, whether he was

found by Diodorus in Timaeus or whether the author of the

Bibliotheke consulted his work at first hand, cannot be

proved. It certainly cannot be proved that Diodorus did

not consult him. Again the extremely vague nature of the

generalization in the traditional attitude to Diodorus

must be emphasized.

Second, one of the references to the divergence of

opinion concerning barbarian numbers in book thirteen does

not cite Ephorus in contrast to Timaeus. It merely refers
40

to T l. VE:s holding an opinion. The question is why on this

occasion, Ephorus is not cited? It would be logical to

assume that Diodorus read more sources than Ephorus and

Timaeus.

In the above case, it could be argued, though not

conclusively by those holding the traditional view of

Diodorus as an author incapable of selecting material

critically and arranging it according to his own scheme,

that the reference to "LVESwas found in Timaeus. Such

an argument does not challenge the implications of the

passage dealing with the bull of Phalaris. It is a

somewhat misleading passage. As has been noted this text

can be cited as evidence for Diodorus' use of ~imaeus.

At the same time, it can be regarded as proof that

Diodorus read another historian - the historian who

attacked Timaeus. This other writer has generally been

-- - "'...: .... ;.
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Also,

Indeed,there is little doubt
42

that Polybius was one of Diodorus' sources.

41
identified as Polybius.

Polybius is the only authority before Diodorus who mentions
43

Timaeus' error. The important point is first, that we

have here a case of Diodorus' probabl~ use of two sources;

and secondly, it is a source later than Timaeus. The latter

fact is especially significant, since it cannot be refuted

by the claim that all sources other than Timaeus derive
44

ultimately from Timaeus.

Finally, two passages of a more doubtful nature may

be noted. Regarding the thirty-five triremes sent by the
45

Syracusans, Diodorus later gives the figure of twenty-five.

Bachof argued that this indicated a change of source. This

is certainly possible. However, the fact that the change

in figure represents mere error on the part of Diodorus or

the manuscript tradition cannot be discounted. Bachof also

noted that the reference to Diocles' death was followed by
46

an account of Diocles' legislation. Bachof argued that

a change from Ephorus to Timaeus is indicated in both cases.

Again, it must be stressed that the possibility of a source

change is there. Yet it is not a point for dogmatic

assertions. It is possible that Diodorus' methodological

problems are involved here or that clumsy editing is at the

root of the issue.

Basic to any attempt at arriving at Diodorus' source

have been the actual quotations. Yet it is clear that these
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in themselves are of limited value. Acceptance of the

arguments about Acragantine and Barbarian numbers do

possess a certain degree of validity. However,it cannot

be concluded on the basis of the two citations in the

Acragantine excursus, that the whole extract is derived

from Timaeus. When it is assumed that Since Timaeus

mentions a character like Tellias or Dexippus once, every

other reference to him must come from Timaeus, quite

clearly we are entering the dangerous realms of speculation.

Even in regard to the question of the Acragantine numbers,

the evidence for saying that only Timaeus knew of this

information is certainly not decisive.

It is, therefore, clear that a reference to a

source in the text, can only account for the actual citation

and not for a considerable portion of the text. Recourse

to guesswork is the result of failure to adhere to such

limitation of method. A single reference to an event or

person must not presuppose sole ownership of it by the

quoted source. Indeed it was such a dangerous speculation

by Volquardson and Schwartz that laid open the path for

the ingenious approach of Laqueur.

Furthermore, it is clear that the evidence of the

fragments does not decisively limit the choice of Diodorus'

authorities. It is logical to assume that Ephorus was

extensively used by Diodorus. Indeed indirect evidence

testifies to the fact that Diodorus had as much recourse
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to him as to Timaeus. Furthermore, the mere fact that

these sources are cited does not exclude the possibility

that other sources were employed by Diodorus. Indeed

it has been shown that other sources like Polybius were,

in fact, consulted, not merely in their respective chrono

logical framework, but throughout the work. This would

confirm Holm's point, that Diodorus had a uniform style

and that the Bibliotheke is a summary.

Volquardson, Bachof, and Schwartz supported the

arguments concerned with the fragments, with contentions

based upon general stylistic consideration of the possible

sources and their identification with the text of Diodorus.

These were of a threefold nature. First, Volquardson

argued that details about local colour and topography which

could only come from a source well acquainted with Sicilian

affairs and Sicilian geography, indicated that Timaeus was

the only source Diodorus utilized. Secondly, Volquardson,

Bachof, Schwartz and Stroheker based much of their thesis

about Timaeus' excessive influence on Diodorus upon the

authority of Polybius, who devoted much of the eleventh

book of his history to a critique of Timaeus. Finally,

it was claimed that the chronological scheme of Diodorus

echoed Timaeus.

First Volquardson notes the great detail of local

colour which Diodorus' text on Sicliy reveals. The

citations come from books eleven to sixteen. They include
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the note on the Catanian seizure of Inessa, renamed Aetna;

the chapter on the craters near Aetna; Diocles' temple;

the citation regarding the later Lilybaeum; the excursus

on Acragantine wealth; the disturbance of Theron's grave;

the occupation by the Syracusan cavalry of the later

Aetna; the construction of Ortygia; Archonides' foundation

of Halaesa Archonidion, eight stades from the sea; the

details concerning Dionysius' fortifications of Epipolae;

Motya's position, six stades from the coast of Sicily; the

reward of one hundred minas to Archylus, who was the first

to mount the walls of Motya; the fact that while Himilcon's

quarters were in the temple of Zeus, the rest of the army

lay encamped twelve stades from the city; the plundering of

the temple of Persephone and Kore; Magon's entry into the

territory of the Agyrinaeans on the banks of the Chrysas

river, near the road leading to Morgantina; the Italiot

surrender at the eighth hour; the cost of wheat at five

minas a medimnus because of the eleven month siege of

Rhegium; the Syracusan dating system by their priests,

upheld till Roman times; the build~ngs of Agathocles; and
47

the decree in honour of Timoleon.

Volquardson concluded that such detailed information

could only corne from a Sicilian source. The latter was

Timaeus, first because .of the arguments about the Timaeus

citations. Further, many details of the narrative reveal

that the source was later than, for example Philistus, the
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most important Sicilian historian with Timaeus. For

example, the chapters on Diocles' legislation, the note

on the Syracusan calendar and the observation that

Agathocles was jealous of Gelon's grave are clearly derived
48

from sources later than Philistus, Ephorus and Theopompus.

Therefore,Volquardson concluded that Timaeus was obviously

Diodorus' sole source. Finally,Volquardson observed the

fact that Timaeus was frequently quoted in connection with

discussion of geographical details of local importance.

Thus Timaeus refers to-monuments, Tellias, Dexippus at

Gela, the bull of Phalaris and the statue of the river
49

Gela.

Volquardson finally substantiated his claim that

Timaeus was the source of the Sicilian books eleven to

sixteen of Diodorus' J?-i~l5o~~~~~ with the thesis that

undue prominence is given to Tauromenium-, Timaeus' hometown.

Thus instances provided by Volquardson are the capture of

Tauromenium by the Siceli, its capture by Dionysius and its

mercenary settlement, Andromachus' settlement of Tauromenium
50

and his support to Timoleon.

Thus Volquardson's thesis depends upon three

considerations, and in criticizing it, we must note five

questions. First, is there any validity in V~lquardson's

claim that the details on local colour reflect solely

the view of Timaeus? Second, is it, in fact, the case,

that the Sicilian details reflect a late writer of the late
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fourth and early third century? Finally, there is the

problem of the degree of confidence that can be placed upon

the Tauromenium citations.

At the basis of Volquardson's claims lies the problem

of the Timaeus citations. It has been shown above that very

little can be derived from these fragments, and that they

merely account for the passages in which fuey appear.

Further/ it was indicated that clear evidence exists

indicating Diodorus' use of other sources, including Ephorus.

Thus the chief argument favouring Timaeus' authority is

immediately removed.

Secondly, as Holm observed, an historian conceivably

studies topography personally, and does not necessarily take
51

the authority of another historian on account. Thus the

fact that Himilcon's quarters were in Zeus' temple is not

indicative of particular:interest by anyone historian in

Sicilian affairs. There is no reason to assume that Ephorus,

for example, would not have mentioned an event like the

later foundation of Lilybaeum. Certainly local details

would have been reflected in Philistus.

Thirdly, it can be argued that the text's Sicilian

interest stems from the fact that Diodorus himself was a

Sicilian. Indeed this is probably the reason for the

prominent position accorded Sicilian affairs in Diodorus'

plan. Especially noticeable is the fact that a half of

book thirteen and fourteen deals with Sicily. Finally, the
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evidence about Timaeus' life cannot substantiate the

claim of Volquardson that Timaeus supplied Diodorus with

precise details concerning Sicilian topography. The fact

is that Timaeus' work was not based upon a personal eye

witness account. Timaeus' exile due to Agathocles' enmity

resulted in the fifty year absence which witnessed the
52

writing and publication of Timaeus' history. As a result,

Polybius directed his attack against the bookishness of

Timaeus and the latter's preference ofaxo~ to opao~s

It is moreover "clear that the evidence cited by

Volquardson cannot be exclusively dated to the period in

which Timaeus wrote. In the first place, much of the

information can certainly be associated with an earlier

authority. Diocles' temple can have been recorded by

53

Philistus, Ephorus or Theopompus. The chapter on the crater

near Aetna or the fortifications of Epipolae, to cite two

further examples, need not derive ultimately from Timaeus.

Secondly, it is clear that information like that of the

later fate of Diocles' legislation may conceivably derive

from a source later than Timaeus. The hypothesis could be

stated that this information derives from the source other

than Timaeus, consulted by Diodorus for the question of the

bull of Phalaris. Again, there exists the possibility that

Diodorus' own influence is to be felt - a fact which must

not be dismissed without positive reasoning. Holm cites

one important case: In Roman times, the citizens of Halaisa
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were given Roman citizenship and denied kinship with the
54

Herbitaeans. This information is late and could

conceivably be associated with Diodorus alone. Clearly to

associate Timaeus alone with the local details oversimplifies

a considerably more complex situation.

Finally, the citations about the history of

Tauromenium need not merely derive from Timaeus. Certainly,

one cannot be dogmatic about the early references. Even

if Timaeus is the source for all the early passages, this
55

is no proof that Diodorus did not consult other authorities.

Holm significantly observed that more importance is attributed

to the much less important Agyrium, which was Diodorus'

birthplace. Apart from two mythological references to
56

Agyrium, the latter city figures prominently in the

narrative of books fourteen and sixteen. The Campanians
57

leave their packs there on their march to Syracuse. Holm

argued that such a reference could only be inserted by an

historian born in the town. Similarly, Diodorus noted
58

Dionysius' alliance with Agyris. Agyris had twenty
59

thousand citizens. Later the text records the forty

thousand new citizens given to Syracuse and the ten thousand
60

to Agyrium. The latter reference is particularly significant.

Whereas it can be argued that Agyris' relations with Dionysius

may have been important, though it certainly does appear to

have been attributed undue prominence in Diodorus, it cannot

be claimed that Agyrium was the Siceliot town second in
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importance to Syracuse. Clearly it would appear that the

comparative importance attributed to Tauromenium and

Agyrium indicates that the influence of Diodorus himself

is more apparent than that of one of his sources, Timaeus.

Three aspects of Polybius' attack upon Timaeus have

confirmed the views of Volquardson, Bachof and Schwartz.

Polybius condemns Timaeus for the nastiness of his attacks

from a

for his bookishness, ignorance of geography,
62

politics and warfare;

upon the personalities of such men as Demochares and
61

Agathocles;

and for his rhetorical show of

It was the first and latter two characteristics

that furthered the conviction of the above scholars that

Timaeus' influence was felt to exist in Diodorus' text.

On the basis of the established fact that Timaeus

was heavily biased against Agathocles, Volquardson claimed

that Timaeus was equally biased against Dionysius. Thus

evidence of Timaeus' personal animosity is said to emerge

in the Sicilian narrative. It is significant that this

claim was not merely developed by Bachof and Laqueur:

indeed it formed the basis for the more recent reconstruction

of historiographical methods regarding the events of Greek
65

Sicily, undertaken by Stroheker and Brown. The value of

these researches must not be underestimated and will be

considered below. The validity of their reconstruction of

Timaeus' ideology and historical approach is certainly
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Later Dionysius renounces his tyrannical power.
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sound. More questionable is their identification of

Timaeus and Diodorus. This development is a result of the

many factors discussed above; however, the basic.argument

concerns the hostility of Timaeus to Dionysius, which is

supposedly reflected in Diodorus' text. It is accordingly

essential to examine the basis of this contention, whose
66

origin emerges with Volquardson.

Volquardson observed that ot XCXPI.EO'tCX'tOI. 'twv nOAI.'twv
67

are against Dionysius. Indeed the text clearly affirms

the fact that Dionysius plunders the rich of Gela to pay
68

his troops. The people as is their wont, swing to the

wrong side and Dionysius deceives the multitude when he

manages to obtain a bodyguard, thereby establishing his
69

tyranny. Volquardson stresses that the word Tyrant is

used. It is Dionysius' desire to increase this tyrannical

- -power that leads to the hostilities over Naxos, Catane and
70

Leontini.

The Siceliots are clearly stated as hating the tyranny of

Dionysius: their submission to the latter is due to their
72

greater hatred of the Phoenician.. The speech of Theodorus,

according to Volquardson, reflects the text's hostility to
73

Dionysius: to Bachof, Laqueur and Stroheker, this speech

is central to the thesis of Diodorus' sole use of Timaeus.

The chief thesis propounded in the speech is Dionysius'

schemes against Naxos, Catane, Messene, Gela, and Camarina;

the necessity o£ maintaining a Punic foe; and war as a
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m@e§Yr~ t9 §i§t~get tn~ ~ie~liots from their internal

~~i@Ven§~§, V~l~yg~e§§fl sr~u~d that the same attitude is

¥~V~e!~g in th~ sCq§Yflt. §t ~ienysius' secret treaty with

§e~the~~ in ,~~ ~. e" wher~ it is clearly stated that

74
eefthe~!nieP ggn9~~ g§ e neeessary guarantee for his rule.

V§lqYef:g§~n e!§~ ~~integ t~ the notice on Leptines'

ett~@ptep §~ttle~~nt ~t ~eg~e among the Italiots which

@ef:n~g the Q!§f~V9pr Qt Di9Pysius because such a policy
75

§tf:Y§~ et th~ ve~y ~Q§t§ ~t the designs of Dionysius.

TflY§ ~iQnysi~s demgng~g t.h~ ~nconditional surrender of the
79

Ite!iQt§, Hgetility te ~iQnysius is further revealed by

th@ e§Qgynt 9t Ly§ie§' ptteck ~pon the tyrant at the
. ;i

§!YffiP!§S ~f ,~e B, C" th~ attack upon the Rhegine_. ? ~

rhyt§n, th~ R~g,§"fit ~t ~iQnysius' success with his

tfe~egy ~t the ~engegn t§§tival, his victory over his
79

~@tt§fe, hie QV~£~9tin~ gng ~esulting death. Finally,

tfl§~~ i§ the ~§t~~en~e t9 h,i,~ tyranny as "bound with fetters
eo

§f §t§§l I' gng the fi9t§ c;m i;he end of tyranny under
~;l.

Tim91e9P.

i§ tfl§ g@§~fivt,i,Qn ~t the sctions of Dionysius. Dionysius

~§~enge ~~Qn the ~ee ~t g~eg force. He merely uses the

~§§~lg fQ~ hie §wn en~§, gi§~~rding that element once it

p~Qves disposable, Since his basic support is the army,

hie m~ip q~m§ s~e p¥ ngty~@ ~ilitary. For this reason,the
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tyrant conducts military operations against Naxos and

Catane and the Italiots, and finds himself in opposition

to the man of peace, Leptines. Because Dionysius' power

is of a military nature, it is essential to have a

serious foe in perpetual existence. The complete

elimination of Carthage from the political and military

arena will, therefore, undermine the basis of Dionysius'

control. Therefore, Dionysius is determined to avoid

.complete defeat of the Punic foe, thereby assuring the

permanence of his regime.

Secondly, it is argued that the text's general

view of Dionysius supports the view, which the description

of Dionysius' actions demonstrates. Dionysius is the

tyrant, hated by the people, opposed by the best elements,

in opposition to the wealthy, holding his empire in fetters

-'of steel.

Thirdly, there is the evidence of the status

occupied by the ?~o~. They are devoid of political insight,

and hate the tyrant who tricked them into acceding to his

elevation. Fourthly, there is the evidence of a gossipy

type concerned with Lysias' attack, Phyton and the death

story. Finally, there is the speech of Theodorus, which,

it is argued, reflects the view of Timaeus and corresponds
82

--to themes found elsewhere in the Sicilian narrative.

The fact is that, even if it is argued that the

text betrays hostility towards Dionysius, this need not be
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indicative of Diodorus' use of Timaeus. There is little

doubt that a hostile tradition grew up soon after that

tyrant's death. This development emerges with the

opposition of the comic poets and the failure of Plato's

Sicilian adventure. The result is the creation of the
83

tyrant type of the eighth book of the Republic. The

culmination of this tendency is the growth of a mass of
84

anecdotal material, generally of a hostile kind. It is

certain that by Diodorus' time, this collection had grown

considerably.

Therefore, when it is claimed that material of a

hostile type derives from Timaeus, it is only a guess. It

is true that Timaeus is a most likely storehouse of hostile

information, for Timaeus was the most popular historian on

Sicily, certainly by the time of Polybius, and the latter

was obliged to accept the Sicilian historian's supremacy

in the field of Western affairs. Hence Polybius' history

continued from the point where Timaeus ended his work in

264 B. C. However the problem again centers around the

issue of acceptance or rejection of the traditional theory

of Diodorus as a mere copyist who was unable to influence

his narrative by any personal viewpoint, and who showed no

sense of judgment in the selection of his authorities.

Again it must be emphasized that evidence regarding the

Sicilian narrative is certainly not decisive to indicate

that Diodorus was not catholic in the use made of his sources.
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Volquardson and those scholars who insist upon strong

Timaeus influence in Diodorus' text, supply no reason for

denying this hostile element to the authority of Polycritus

of Mende or Silenus. The reference of Diodorus to

Polycritus can certainly not exclude the possibility of the

latter as a source of the Bibliotheke. More important, the

likelihood that the information might derive from the

Isocratic school is not considered. The fact that Ephorus

is actually cited certainly suggests the likelihood of such

a fact. Stroheker has drawn attention to the growth of the

Athenian hostile tradition as reflected in the orators and
85

Athenian comic poets. It is conceivable that Diodorus

had recourse to such information, and more probably that

Athenian hostility was found in the pages of the Isocratics.

Such a possibility cannot be excluded without examination of

the possibility. The philosophic hostility originating from

the Academy, certainly added impetus to these tendencies,

and the possibility that Diodorus consulted such opinions

directly or as reflected in historiographical material

cannot be discounted. The chief point to note is that the

procedure of attributing hostile material to Timaeus

considerably oversimplifies a most complex situation.

However, it is evident that the claim that Diodorus'

text betrays distinct hostility to Dionysius is a chimaera.

There are obvious dangers in assuming the existence in

Diodorus' narrative of a particular approach deriving from
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Timaeus. Most important is the fact that Philistus' chief

work was on Dionysius the Elder. It is clear that Philistus'
86

history was essentially favourable to the regime of Dionysius.

However, it must not be assumed that it was simply a work of

flattery. It will be shown in the third chapter that there

is good reason to believe that it was tyranny as a form of

government that Philistus favoured. In other words, it was

the system of government as much as the individual tyrant

himself that attracted Philistus. Certainly a remarkable

piece of evidence furnished by Cornelius Nepos, which will
87

be fully discussed below, would indicate this. The main

point to observe is that it must not be assumed that

Philistus' work was a mere panegyric. It seems to have been

written from an objective angle.

Indeed, as will also be shown below, Philistus was
88

-bracketed with Thpcydides by ancient authorities. Hence

an interest in the essence of power politics is unlikely to

have resulted in the elimination of details indicating

Dionysius' military aims and accomplishments. It can be

assumed that Dionysius' campaigns against the Siceliots and

Italiots formed as prominent a role in Philistus' as in

Diodorus' history. Further, Philistus would have been only

too aware of the importance of the maintenance of the

--Carthaginian danger for Dionysius' competent control of

Sicilian affairs. He is unlikely to have omitted the

significance of this factor from a consideration of the
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effectiveness of Dionysius' rule. The contempt of the text

towards the demos, which falls victim to the tyrant's

machinations and is unable to formulate decisive resistance

to Dionysius, would accord with the point of view of

Philistus. Indeed, Philistus was interested in the problem

of power and the arche. For this reason, he would especially

record the methods employed by Dionysius to gain the

adherence of the demos and defeat the aims of the Chariestatoi.

The fact that Philistus was most probably a member of the

latter group need not imply an unwillingness to criticize that

element of the Syracusan and Geloan citizen body. Philistus'

spiritual mentor, Thucydides, was quite willing to support

Pericles, in spite of the latter's opposition to the

historian's presumed kinsman, the Philaid, Cimon. Power,its

attainment and maintenance, was the theme that occupied

Philistus' attention. Thus Philistus would sympathize with

Dionysius, in spite of the fact that such a viewpoint

inevitably resulted in estrangement from both demos and

Chariestatoi. Direct evidence is seen above all in Philistus'

willingness to pay the fine, when Dionysius gained his
89

bodyguard in 405 B. C. Here the historian worked against

both the democratic and oligarchic elements in favour or

Dionysius. Therefore, when Volquardson argues that the

text portrays Dionysius as a ruthless tyrant and cites the

examples of the attack upon Catane and Naxos, the opposition

of the"best"men, the deception of the multitude and the
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citation regarding the "fetters of iron", he overlooks

the simple fact that the same evidence would fit just as

logically, and perhaps more so, into the scheme of Philistus.

The fact that Dionysius, according to a distinctly hostile

source, might make peace with Carthage in order to perpetuate

the Punic menace, which was a necessary ingredient to the

maintenance of his rule, need not eliminate use of the same

view by an historian interested in the source of Dionysius'

arche. By claiming that a favourable comment indicates a

non-hostile source and·an inimicable remark an authority in

distinct opposition, Volquardson, and indeed Bachof, Laqueur

and Stroheker, though adopting a convenient solution,

seriously oversimplify a situation of far greater complexity.

Clearly- as a preliminary to the attribution of a certain

viewpoint to Timaeus or Philistus, it is necessary to gain

a clear picture of the outlook of these historians.

The above fact would also apply - perhaps in a

somewhat limited manner - to the other historians who may

have provided Diodorus' evidence. If it is agreed that

most of the evidence cited by Volquardson and others need

not imply hostility, it is clear that Ephorus, for example,

might be equally well responsible for the data recorded by

Diodorus. Certainl~ the possibility must not. be dismissed

without adequate investigation as to its likelihood.

An additional danger resides in the process of

selectivity pursued by Volquardson and his followers. To
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base their reconstruction upon isolated references which

they regard as representative of the Timaeus approach is

to ignore the existence of an equally important part of

the narrative which portrays Dionysius as the defender of

Hellas against the Semitic foe. Volquardson's retort is

that this aspect, too, reflects the view of Timaeus. Here,

it is argued that Timaeus' nationalistic sentiments overcome

his hostility to the Syracusan despot. It is a convenient

sol~tion, and the authority of Polybius, regarding Timaeus'

aim to glorify Sicily at the expense of the rest of Greece,
90

might appear to confirm the validity of this view. Yet

even Polybius' evidence fails to indicate any association

in Timaeus' mind between Dionysius as despot and defender of

Hellas. No evidence exists to indicate with any degree of

certainty that Timaeus pictured Dionysius as defender of

- ~Western Bellas. Indeed the latter portrait appears to be

a figment of the imagination of Volquardson and his colleagues.

Diodorus confirms Polybius' claim that Timaeus was
91

extremely biased towards Agathocles. Significantly, Diodorus

adds that the Agathoc1es' books are to be disbelieved.

Therefore, more discretion must be assumed on the part of

Diodorus in his selection of source material. It is logical

to assume that suspicion of the Agathoc1es boo~s would be

reflected in Diodorus' attitude to those books dealing with

Dionysius,- assuming the correctness of Volquardson's thesis

that Timaeus was as biased against Dionysius as he was
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against Agathocles. Consequently, Diodorus' caution in

acc~pting the heavily biased account of Timaeus, would

support the conclusions that even if it is agreed that

the text is actually hostile to Dionysius, it is unlikely

that the narrative reflects in every respect the hostility

of. Timaeus. However, the fact that it has been shown that

such hostility is purely hypothetical, confirms the

conclusion that Diodorus' caution prevented wholesale

acceptance of Timaeus' viewpoint.

Diodorus' refe~ence to Dionysius as tyrant and his

oligarchic opponents as Chariestatoi, cannot be regarded as

exclusive evidence for Timaeus, or indeed for the existence

of a particularly hostile source. Both Pindar and Isocrates

could use the word ~~_~t in addresses to Hieron and
92

Evagoras. It is true that the word Tyrant possessed

elements of an evil connotation already by Solon's time.

Nevertheless the possessor of tyranny was in an essentially

enviable position. It was only as a result of the Platonic

judgment of tyranny, that the word began to assume any

likeness to the modern meaning. Yet, the fact that Isocrates

employed the word in a favourable address to Evagoras is
mid

indicative that,by the/fourth century, the word could still

be employed without a tone of philosophic disapproval. It

is true that a late source would employ the word in a

Platonic or Aristotelian pejorative sense. However, it is

doubtful whether a source from the first part of the fourth
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century would attribute to it such a meaning. This is

certainly true of Ephorus or Theopompus. In the case of

Philistus whose references might parallel those qf Pindar

and Isocrates, there is no doubt that the word tyrant

would be perfectly appropriate for, as has been noted,

Philistus appears to have approved of tyranny as an

institution. On the other hand, if it is accepted that

tyrant indicates hostile use, could it not be merely

representative in a general sense of the post-Plato

meaning, and not derive inevitably from Timaeus?

Similarly, the reference to the oligarchic

opponents of Dionysius as Chariestatoi need not reveal

favour towards this element, and opposition to Dionysius.

ot XapLEa~a~oL appears, for example, in Isocrates and
93

Aristotle to signify men of taste. In the Nicomachean

Ethics the contrast is provided'OL nOAAotxat ~Op~Lxw~a~oL
94

It would, therefore, be conceivable that the

reference to Chariestatoi in Diodorus need not represent

hostility. It might merely refer to those possessing

aristocratic virtues. In other words the text is speaking

of the Syracusan upper class or nobility. As has been

seen, Philistus' chief task was an examination of the

essence of absolute power. The evidence does not suggest

that it was his task to depict Dionysius as a man of taste.

His use of the word Chariestatoi could thus represent

current expression. Philistus could have been referring to
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the opponents of Dionysius in such a manner. Ephorus could

also have used such a term. Further, a later source like

Timaeus might have ultimately drawn the word fro~ a

contemporary or near contemporary source. The chief

point again is that too great an emphasis upon words like

tyrant or Chariestatoi, though convenient'in an attempt to

effect automatic identification with Timaeus, oversimplifies

a considerably more complex situation.

There remains the problem of the speech of Theodorus

of XIV. 65- 69, which, it is argued by Volquardson, Bachof,

Schwartz, Laqueur and Stroheker, reflects the personal

animosity of Timaeus. Bachof adds three points. First, he

believes that the speech is typical of Timaeus' rhetorical

tendencies, to which Polybius referred. In addition, he

argues that Timaeus' attitude is balanced by his attitude

to Gelon, and that the hostility does not merely associate
95

itself ~lith the Sicilian tyrants but with Sparta as well.

The most important issue is whether the speech

reflects the hostile viewpoint of Timaeus. That it reflects

hos~ility towards Dionysius is a fact. The problem is to

determine whether the sentiments therein expressed are to be

equated with the viewpoint of the text of the narrative. In

other words, does the author of the text, be he Diodorus

himself or his source, 'sympathize with the verbal onslaught

of Theodorus?

The first point to be observed is that the fact that
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the speech expresses a viewpoint hostile to Dionysius need

not imply that the material because it is hostile derives

from Timaeus. The possibility that Ephorus might be the

source of the speech is in the context of the fact that

the speech's sentiments are hostile, very real. As has

been shown above, Ephorus is cited often by Diodorus in

the course of the Sicilian narrative, and he would have

had a rich legacy of hostility from which to draw 

particularly from the circle of the orators and Cornie poets.

Further, Ephorus was a pupil of Isocrates and as such is a

possible source of Diodorus for the speech of Theodorus. It

must be stressed that this is not the place for dogmatic

assertions. However,it is to be observed that at least as

much validity must be attributed the above argument as

those of Volquardson and his followers.

This is not, however, the fundamental point.

What must be emphasized is the fact that it must not be

assumed that a source more favourably disposed to Dionysius,

would omit the speech of Theodorus. This is particularly

the case, when we consider the account of Philistus. It has

already been suggested that Philistus' account of Dionysius

was no mere eulogy. Indeed, this sUbject will be fully

explored in the third chapter. The evidence suggests that

Philistus was chiefly concerned with the issue of power

politics in its manifestation in Dionysius' regime. MoreoveL

as will also be shown, Thucydides and Philistus were linked
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in the historiographical tradition. These facts render

doubtful the suggestion that Philistus would not have

included Theodorus' indictment of the Syracusan ~yranny.

In the first place, Philistus' interest in the power

structure would not have blinded that historian to the

fact that Dionysius deliberately kept alive the Punic

threat to secure his own position within Syracuse. He

would not have felt any embarrassment at the fact that

Theodorus referred to this fact. Similarly, the tyrant's

treachery at Camarina, the enslavement of Catane and Naxos

and the plundering of temples, were all themes in no way in

compatible with the thesis of an historian concerned with

power politics, and its representative Dionysius.

As a spiritual disciple of Thucydides, moreover, a

considerable degree of intellectual integrity is to be

expected of Philistus. It is extremely doubtful whether

Philistus would compromise himself by omitting salient

details, no matter how they eliminated any process of

idealization. The fact that Philistus' central figure was

Dionysius, whose regime that historian certainly favoured,

need not preclude the fact that Philistus included a speech

which attacked the central figure of the work.

It is interesting to observe that important

differences characterize the information provided by the

speech from that derived from the rest of the narrative.

In the speech, Dionysius is said to have fled
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Motyai earlier, Dionysius is said to have left because he

was widely separated from the allied cities and because his
96

food supplies were reduced. Thus Theodorus mentions

motives which are absent in the narrative of the events.

Theodorus remarks that immediately after the battle

at Catane with Magon's fleet, a storm arose; in the narrative
97

this storm occurs later, after the arrival of Himilcon.

Theodorus simplified the issue for convenience, in order to

stress that Dionysius had a chance to prevail over Carthage

immediately after the battle. The storm was the key

according to Theodorus. However, since the storm occurred

later, it is doubtful whether Dionysius, in fact, had the

strategic advantage to which Theodorus refers. Nevertheless

to arouse opposition to Dionysius, such a fact could be

obscured. It mattered little what actually took place:

more important was what the people thought had taken place.

Similarly in the speech, Dionysius is said to have

treacherously avoided attacking the enemy who had arrived

at Panormus after a stormy passage. Earlier however, it is

stated that Dionysius was at the time before Segestai the
98

result was the loss of Motya. Again, Theodorus is

fabricating facts to suit his own purpose of arousing

discontent against Dionysius.

On these two occasions, Theodorus does not actually

fabricate convenient situations. He does, however, attribute

motives to Dionysius which the narrative omits. The same
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words are used about the destruction of Messana: as a result,

the Carthaginians cut off aid to the Siceliots from the

Italian Greeks, and the Peloponnesian allies. Yet there is

a significant difference. The reference in the narrative

does not attribute this to the express designs of Dionysius,
99

as the comment in the speech of Theodoruscertainly does.

Secondly, though the treachery to Gela and Camarina is

noted both in the narrative and in the speech, it is

significant that the notice in the narrative betrays less

interest in the events as part of Dionysius' complicated
100

motivation. Clearly the picture of Dionysius the schemer

appears more openly in the speech.

Bachof considered the differences insignificant in

contrast to the basic unanimity of opinion regarding

Dionysius' actions. Yet in the context of a non-hostile

source, these facts gain added importance. An historian

interested in the power structure would not ignore the

fundamental issues: the importance of the continued existence

of the Punic threat to Dionysius; Dionysius' policy towards

the hostile Ionian bloc; and the tyrant'~policy towards the

Dorian allies of Syracuse before the treaty of 405/4 B. C.

He would include such considerations in his narrative and

not merely relegate them to the speech of the representative

of the Syracusan knights. In addition, a Thucydidean like

Philistus would be loath to omit facts of the utmost

significance. The same intellectual integrity, however,
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would oblige him to distinguish between the views of an

opponent ana the facts as they actually stood. Hence the

discrepancies do not concern obvious major occurrences and

policies, but comparatively minor episodes, knowledge of

which at the time of the speech's delivery would be

extremely vagu~. Dionysius' failure to rel~eve Motya and

his inability to crush Magon's fleet - these were all

occurrences about which, at the time there was no precise

. information. The critical historian could certainly

establish the cause of these failures at a later date: at

the time, however, speculation was able to prevail. It was

the duty of the historian to establish the nature of the

facts as they actually happened, and to declare openly

what it w~s felt at the time had happened. Hence while the

narrative reco~ds the facts that wide separation from the

allied cities, and lack of food supplies were the cause of

the flight from Motya, Theodorus ignores this fact. The

distinctioh is between the fact and the fiction: the view

of the historian himself and the opinion of the hostile

witness. ~he same argument applies to the note on the

storm. Theodorus might have seized upon the prevailing

opinion which arose from the uncertain nature of the facts,

or he may h~ve invented this account, thereby profiting

--- from th~-un~ertainty. However, the historian, with his

aim of establishing the facts as they happened, is careful

to distinguish between the view which he believes and that
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attributed by the opponent of Dionysius. Should the views

of both coincide, there is no contradiction. Thus both

agree on the significance of the maintenance of the Punic

threat to Dionysius. But where the historian feels that

the hostile witness invents facts, or indeed attributes

motives with which he is unable to acquiesce, the result

is a divergence of viewpoint, which is clearly indicated

in the text. Inevitably Theodorus would emphasize again

and again those facts which supported his case. A Philistus

or an Ephorus or any other source, who would certainly not

omit major events like Dionysius' evacuation of Gela and

Camarina, and would perhaps concede that this was part

of Dionysius' deliberate policy to gain the despotate of

Syracuse and ultimately of Sicily, would be careful not to

issue pUblic declarations in an uncertain context. Thus the

narrative does not press the theme as does Theodorus. To

do so in the speech is, of course, perfectly justifiable and

does not compromise the historian's integrity: more

irresponsible, however, is the inclusion of such statements

in the course of the narrative.

Two conclusions emerge. First, it is apparent that

the text is greatly concerned with establishing veracity of

fact, and distinguishing fact from Theodorus' -fictitious

statements. This suggests that Diodorus' informant possessed

a responsible attitude towards his task. It certainly

appears that he was the type of historian who would include
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information like the speech of Theodorus, even if he was

well disposed towards Dionysius. This would certainly

support the contention argued above, that Diodor~s' source

seems to have possessed the intellectual integrity to

include information less flattering to his central figure.

Secondly, the fact that the text admits that

Theodorus fabricates and distorts events for his own ends,

suggests that the author of the narrative cannot simply

have utilized the speech to propagate his own hostile

sentiments. It is accordingly difficult bo assume that the

author sympathized with the stand of Theodorus. This

conclusion is confirmed by significant evidence, indicating

that Theodorus' ideals are hardly consistent with Syracusan

sentiment. The corollary is the fact that Theodorus is

portrayed as an impractical statesman, whose political

ineptitude is illustrative of weaknesses inherent in the

camp of the opposition to Dionysius.

Thus Theodorus declares that the Carthaginians, if

victorious, would merely impose tribute, whereas Dionysius
101

takes property and plunders temples. Yet, as will be

shown in the analysis of chapter two, the Siceliots hated

the Carthaginians for their violence, and the text devotes

extensive reference to Carthaginian brutality. The narrative

at no point suggests that Carthage would merely impose

tribute. Indeed the treatment accorded to Selinus, Himera,

Acragas and Camarina clearly testifies to the brutal policy
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adopted by Carthage towards her conquests. It is this

brutality which is employed by the text as a means whereby

sympathy is directed towards the Siceliots, and it is

suggested that a major cause of the Syracusan and Siceliot

desire to join Dionysius was a wish to inflict vengeance

for indignities suffered at Carthage's hands.

Theodorus argues that Dionysius gave the property

taken from the private owners to the slaves through whom

he ruled. Syracusan territory is in the hands of those who
102

increased Dionysius' power. Theodorus' words imply that

Dionysius' support is essentially based upon the loyalty of

the slaves and those of a slave mentality. It certainly

appears that according to Theodorus, the majority of the

Syracusans were crushed beneath an imponderable yoke which

they were eager to cast off at the first favourable

opportunity. This picture contrasts noticeably with that

given of the popular Dionysius, launching a crusade for the

survival of Hellenic civilization in the West. While it is

true that the text states that the.Syracusans ultimately

hoped to assert their freedom and were eager to lessen the

weight of Dionysius' yoke, there is no suggestion that

Dionysius' rule was devoid of all leniency. Dionysius gains

cooperation in his venture by creating patriotic zeal and

by mixing with the populace. The declaration of war is

taken by the Syracusans as a whole. The Siceliots are in a

position to desert if they so desire. Further, Dionysius'
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rewards are given to citizens as well as slaves and

mercenaries. Finally, the very fact that Theodorus is in

a position to attack Dionysius in the assembly contradicts

his own statement to the effect that Dionysius depended
103

upon slaves and mercenaries. Indeed, the evidence of

Theodorus' speech confirms the views which will be

discussed in Chapter Two regarding the policy of leniency

and the regard for constitutional practice which characterized

Dionysius' rule. It is noteworthy that even if it is assumed

that the speech represents the personal viewpoint of Timaeus -

a view for which there is no direct convincing evidence - it

would have to be concluded that Timaeus was willing to

acknowledge that the situation as described by Theodorus did

not accord with the facts. Indeed the ease with which the

text notes that Dionysius was able to win over the Syracusans

----fully confirms the fact that Theodorus, far from being a
104

realist espousing sensible policies was a man 60xwv EtvaL npax~~x6~

This is confirmed by a final fact. Theodorus'

references to the enslavement of Catane and Naxos, can only

be viewed within the context of an idealistic pan-Siceliotism,

of the type associated with a Hermocrates, and as such is

hardly likely to have appealed to Syracusan popular opinion
105

under the Dioclean democracy and Dionysius' r~gime. Again,

Theodorus hardly emerges as the practical politician. It is

to be noted that this view of Theodorus accords with the

general picture provided of the Syracusan opposition to
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Dionysius, which will be explored in Chapter Two.

Thus, to conclude, Theodorus' speech can hardly be

regarded as a vehicle whereby a hostile source like Timaeus

expressed his disapproval of the regime of Dionysius. Its

inclusion in Diodorus' text is accounted for by two facts.

First, intellectual integrity probably necessitated the

inclusion of a speech, hostile towards Dionysius. At the

same time it is clear that the speech does not present a

particularly edifying picture of Theodorus. In the first

place, Theodorus is depicted as either distorting the facts

or being in ignorance of the reality. Secondly, the Syracusan

knight is painted as~a particularly impractical politician,

and as such his role accords with the picture given of the

incompetent Syracusan demos.

The view expounded above, that the speech of

-Theodorus is included in Diodorus for sound historiographical

reasons is challenged by Bachof's claim that its inclusion

derives from Timaeus' interests in rhetorical exercises. He

adds the argument that it represents a manifestation of

Timaeus' patriotic feelings. In support of this thesis, he

produces two pieces of evidence. First, he notes that three

out of four of the major speeches found in the Bibliotheke

of Diodorus deal with Sicilian affairs. Indeed, the only

major speech which occurs in a non-Sicilian context is

Endius' speech. Secondly, Bachof argues that Polybius'

statement about Timaeus' use of speeches ,to which reference
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has already been made, would support his contention that the

speech is representative of Timaeus' rhetorical and patriotic

tendencies.

Polybius' statement certainly indicates that Timaeus

employed speeches, less for their importance at elucidating

the text and as a source of accuracy of fact than as a

vehicle for glorifying Sicily and her great men, and

indulging in feats of verbosity. Yet the problem in this

context is, can the speech be regarded as patriotic in

sentiment, and was it the practice of Diodorus to include

speeches merely for the sake of rhetorical effect?

Certainly, on any level, the speech's sentiments

can hardly be interpreted as patriotic. For Timaeus, there

is little in the speech that can be considered edifying.

True, it appears as a call to action, for the Syracusans

.-. ~o resist Dionysius. Yet it--emphasizes Dionysius' despotate

and the tyrant's ability to succeed in nefarious policies

towards the Syracusans and other Siceliots and Carthage. It

portrays the great conspiracy of the Syracusan despot.

Theodorus' subsequent failure hardly lends credence to the

view that the speech is representative of Syracusan or

Siceliot patriotic awareness.

More important is the fact that, as has been seen,

-the speech is distinctly aimed at portraying the incompetence

of the leader of Syracusan resistance, and as such it closely

corresponds to the general sentiments expressed about the
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opposition to Dionysius.

Finally, it is clear that it was not the practice

of Dionysiu:~. to incl,\lQ.e spe~~h~s for reasons of rhetorical

effect. The historian's own statements make this quite

clear. Endius' speech was included for its succinctness

and Laconianism. Moreover, Diodorus argues against the

use of tedious rhetorical exercises of speech. He adds

that only when the subject matter is great and the speech

worthy of memory is an historian justified in including
106

speeches.

It is unfortunate that Diodorus' assertions about

his own personal integrity have simply been ignored by

scholars of the Vo1quardson genre. Their refusal to admit

that Diodorus' caution in respect to the account given by

Timaeus of Agathoc1es is likely to have affected the

Timaeus' books on Dionysius has already been noted.

Similarly, Diodorus' statement that he has no interest in

mere verbal gymnastics, has received little serious

consideration. Diodorus is explicit: the subject matter

determines whether a speech be included or not. Therefore,

the implication is that the speech of Theodorus is not a

figment of the imagination of Timaeus or, indeed, of any

other source. The fact that Diodorus rarely included

speeches in the course of his history would appear to

confirm the sincerity of his intentions.

It is thus clear that the importance of the
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subject matter was the determining factor in Diodorus'

decisions concerning the inclusion of speeches. As a

Sicilian himself and an historian, devoting considerable

effort on the Sicilian narrative - a fact which the mere

length of the text testifies to - Diodorus, no doubt,

considered the speech of Theodorus significant enough for

inclusion. This is confirmed by the very fact that three

out of four major speeches in the Bibliotheke refer to

Sicilian events. However, the Sicilian factor is hardly

decisive. It must be emphasized that the speech is to

be regarded primarily as a means for determining the

incapabilities of the Syracusan opposition to the tyrant.

Bachof argued that Theodorus' reference to Gelon

was representative of the Timaeus tradition which aimed at

A further

One result was the antithesis of the
108

basileus Gelon with the tyrannos, Dionysius.

contrasting the moderate rule of Gelon with the despotate
107

of Dionysius.

consequence was the glorification of Himera at the expense
109

of Salamis.

However, it must be emphasized that although it

is probable that Timaeus presented Gelon as the noble ruler

in contrast to the absolutism of the Dionisii and Agathocles,

it cannot be proved that such a view originates with Timaeus,

and is solely to be associated with that historian. In the

first place, the tendency to glorify the Sicilian past may

be represented by all the major Sicilian historians. It is
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not inconceivable that Philistus painted a similar picture

of Gelon to that of Theodorus. Indeed it can be conjectured

that Philistus' attachment to Dionysius arose out of

attraction for past Sicilian achievement against Carthage,

as epitomized by the ~igure of Gelon. Indeed, this tradition

probably existed by the end of the fifth century. It can

accordingly be argued that Philistus knew this. His

intellecutal integrity enabled him to include this fact

in the speech of Theodorus. In short, to attribute the

Gelonian tradition solely to Timaeus obscures the complexity

surrounding the growth of the tradition. Superficiality

characterizes attempts to associate a tradition with any

one individual. Consequently, there is a great deal of

validity in the view of Oldfather that "Diodorus as a native

Sicilian would not let the opportunity escape him of
110

magnifying the exploits of his fellow countrymen."

Obviously Diodorus has as much right to this tradition as

Timaeus. He can have received this from many sources,

including non-Sicilian authorities. He might also have

received it orally. The main point to observe is that

this view of Gelon does not clash with the narrative of

Diodorus on Dionysius.

Certainly the growth of a hostile tradition

stemming from the Athenian comic writers, Plato and the

philosophic schools and Timaeus accelerated the development

of the favourable portrait of Gelon. It is moreover clear
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that a culminating point is very likely to' have been the

history of Timaeus. The contrast bet'veen Gelon and Dionysius

was thus emphasized. A further element was the fact that

whereas a seventy-year period of cessation of hostilities

followed the battle of Himera, Dionysius was unable to achieve

a decisive victory. Again, the gradual divorce of the two

traditions is conceivable. Nevertheless,it is not to be assumed

that this was always the case. The possibility that a source

earlier than Timaeus, and not necessarily hostile to Dionysius,

contained this tradition, cannot be ignored, and is probable

in view of the fact that there is little evidence for open

hostility in the text towards Dionysius.

Finally, there remains the problem of the apparent

anti-Spartan tendencies of the text, noted by Bachof. Two

factors are singled out. First, there is the speech of

Gylippus against Nicolaus in favour of Diocles' proposal for

the meting of harsh measures against the Athenians. Gylippus

appears in an unfavourable light. Consequently, Bachof

concludes that the attack is ultimately directed against
III

Sparta. The reason is that Timaeus could not bear to see

Sicily aided by another power-Sparta. Thus Hermocrates is

regarded by Timaeus as the real saviour of Sicily, and not

Gylippus. Two factors support this contention: the fact

that fragments of Timaeus indicate that IIcrmocrates was that
112

historian's hero; and that Plutarch records Timaeus' contribution
113

to the denigration of Gylippus. This situation is accounted

for by three considerations: the fact that Timaeus found
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refuge in Athens would direct his hostility to Athens' foe,

Sparta; the personal experience of the historian and his

father ~'lOuld direct his sympathies tO~7ards Corinth; finally,

the clear hostility which Timaeus bore towards Dionysius

would automatically direct suspicion towards Dionysius'
114

ally, Sparta.

Bachof finQs a second source of hostility tOv:ards

Sparta in book fourteen. The text of the chapter follmling

Since Bachof views

byIn the same context, the earlier betrayal
116

Aretes or Aristos the Spartan is noted.

Theodorus' speech stresses the betrayal by the Spartan
115

Pharacic~as.

Tiwaeus as the source for hostility to Sparta in the speech

of Gylippus, he concludes that the second nanifestation of

disfavour towards Sparta likewise stems from Ti~aeus. Bachof's

conclusion is that Tip.laeus' probler,l \Jas to reconcile his pride

as a Siceliot with his hostility towards Dionysius. The

solution was the adoption of an anti-Spartan attitude, which

reflected disapproval of Spartan and Syracusan opposition
117

to de~ocratic govern~ent.

The evidence of the 'l'imaeus fragments and Plutarch

certainly supports the validity of Bachof's claiQ that

Timaeus was opposed to Gylippus and in favour of Hermocrates,

and that Timaeus' influence is accordingly to be seen in

Gylippus' speech. Hore questionable is the argument that

Timaeus' .vievls are representative in Theodorus' speech and that

these views reflect pro-democratic tendencies. First,
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the note on the hostility to Sparta is not given in the

speech but after it. Moreover, it must be stressed that

Theodorus is a knight and representative of the propertied
118

classes. He closely resembles Hermocrates. In fact,

Timaeus' favour towards Hermocrates is not necessarily

the result of any pro-democratic sympathies of that

statesman. Hermocrates has, at the same time, much in

common with Dionysius. He is a curious blend of oligarch

and tyrant, a blend not necessarily incompatible, as any

consideration of Gelon~s and, indeed, Dionysius' career
119

reveals. Therefore, to regard Timaeus' favour towards

Hermocrates as due to pro-democratic sympathies is not

entirely consistent with the realities of the situation.

The danger of laying too great a stress upon the

identification of ideologies and practical .politics is

above all illustrated by the presence of· Dexippus within
120

Siceliot ranks during the crisis of 407/6 B. C. During

that period Syracuse was functioning ~nder the Dioclean

extreme democracy. Yet the state received the support of

pro-oligarchic Sparta. At the same time, it must be

admitted that, though Hermocrates was no democrat, there is

good reason to suppose that Timaeus thought that he was.

More important, however, is the fact that there is

equal possibility that this attitude to Sparta might stem

from any Sicilian patriotic source. Further, no evidence

exists indicating that Timaeus in general disapproved of
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Sparta. The fact that he was contemptuous of Gylippus

and approved of Hermocrates is certainly not decisive. It

merely indicates disfavour towards an individual or policy

of a state as epitomized by Gylippus at a particular time.

Finally, the context of the remark called for a reference

to Spartan aid. Again it must be said that a Philistus

or indeed an Ephorus would be as likely to include such

information. It has already been suggested that Philistus

was not writing a mere eulogy, but a tract on power politics.

Hence the inclusion in his work of the information is most

likely.

It thus appears that there is little evidence for

direct hostility on the part of th~ main body of the text

towards Dionysius, of the type Timaeus was a representative.of.

The speech of Theodorus is not to be regarded as a vehicle

of Timaeus' opposition and attempts to associate this factor

with the Geloan tradition, the supposed disfavour of the

text towards Sparta and Timaeus' rhetorical tendencies

command little confidence. It must be added that no attempt

is here being made to erase Timaeus from the problem of the

sources of Diodorus: what is being suggested is that

Timaeus' influence is hardly as decisive as is generally

held. The fact that Diodorus cites Timaeus more than any

other authority is significant enough to prevent any attempt

to deny knowledge of the Sicilian historian on the part

of Diodorus. Further some of the evidence which suggests
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a more moralistic tone might conceivably come from Timaeus.

Certainly the latter part of book fourteen contains material

of a far more hostile and gossipy kind than the rest of

the book and all of book thirteen. This includes the Lysias

episode at Olympia and the attack upon Phyton. The material

has much in common with the brief notices in book fifteen

regarding Dionysius' strained relations with the literary

figures at his court, - Aristoxenus, Philistus and Plato 

and the condemnatory account of the tyrant's death, caused

by a drinking bout, following the tyrant's triumph at the

Lenaean festival. Indeed the issue of the dramatic change

in the scale and nature of Diodorus' narrative and the

survival of a mass of scanty material for the latter part

of Dionysius' reign is a problem to be discussed below.

The case for Timaeus, it will be shown, is not strong, and

two considerations seem to influence the abrupt change of

attitude and scale: the viewpoint of Diodorus' chief

source, and the possibility of a deficiency in source

material.

The important point to observe in the present

context is that the overwhelming bulk of the material

contained in the narrative of Diodorus, does not contain

information which can be considered in a real sense, as

deriving from a distinctly hostile source.

It was observed above that two different guises

characterize Dionysius. On the one hand, he appears as the
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military monarch, suppressing all opposition, obliging all

elements to subordinate themselves to his overriding person-

ality and designs. The other aspect revealed itself in the

view of Dionysius as the epitome of Western Hellas' defence

against Carthage. Having identified the former aspect with

Timaeus, Volquardson and his colleagues decided very

naturally tO,argue for a similar association in respect to
121

the strongly patriotic episodes. Dionysius thus served

a contradictory function in this reconstruction of- the

political thought of Timaeus. On the one hand, he was their

saviour and representative; on the other hand, he denied

the Syracusans their political liberty.

Confirmatory evidence appeared to derive from

Polybius' reference to the superstitious nature of Timaeus,

as reflected in his works. The bulk of the evidence
122

concerned the fate of Himilcon's expedition in 396 B. C.

and that of the earlier expedition of 406/5 B. C., culminating

. in the death of Hannibal. The chief argument concerned the

intervention of supernatural forces in the affairs of the

Carthaginians, illustrating the divine displeasure with Punic
123

impiety.

Again it must be stated that an attractive and

convenient view lacks direct evidence. It was argued above

that the hypothesis concerned with the narrative's interest

in Sicilian affairs which appears to echo a Siceliot

patriotic source, cannot eliminate' the use of any Sicilian
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historian. The individuality of Diodorus' own person

cannot be eliminated from the discussion. In other words,

the fact that a great deal of interest is shown in Sicily

can be indicative of the views of a Si1enus, Po1ycritus

of Mende, or a Phi1istus, or indeed of Diodorus himself.

Therefore, when it is argued by Vo1quardson that great

sympathy is shown for the Sice1iot suffering at the hands

of Carthage, and resulting pride in the victory of the

Sice1iot, there is no reason to avoid the possibility that

any Sice1iot source is the projector of these ideals.

Indeed it is not inconceivable that a non-Sice1iot source

might have taken similar pride in the Greek triumph over

the Barbarian. This is certainly a viewpoint that might

have appealed to the historians of the Isocratic school.

Further, the thesis of the helpless Sice1iot in

face of the Punic conqueror is one that was likely to have

appealed to Phi1istus whose aim seems to have been to

portray Dionysius as the saviour of Greek Sicily in the
124

fourth century B. C. No fragment of Timaeus records

that Timaeus held such a view. Certainly Timaeus was

hostile to Dionysius: his attitude to Carthage is not

known. Bachof and Vo1quardson are, in fact merely guessing.

Having assumed that the evidence discussed above is decisive -

particularly that of the fragments and the supposedly anti-

Dionysius bias, - they concluded that the second portrait

must similarly derive from Timaeus. Yet the view that
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Timaeus represented Dionysius as a_~ecessary evil is a

chimaera.

Volquardson claimed that the evidence of the plague

in the fifteenth book was merely a repetition of those
125

plagues in the thirteenth and fourteenth books. The

implication is serious. The fact that there are three

plagues in three successive wars, is certainly strange.

However, much more detail is accorded the first two

plagues, particularly the second. Indeed this fact accords

with the general brevity of the narrative of the fifteenth

book. Thus, simply to assume that the last plague derives

from the pen of the author of the thirteenth and fourteenth

books, obscures the serious problem posed by the difference

in scale and subject matter of book fifteen.

Finally, though it is true that the so-called

superstitious elements in the text could be associated with

the authority of Timaeus, it is equally possible that any

other historian, including Diodorus himself, might be the

originator. Drews has shown that Diodorus' religious

viewpoint rendered him capable of altering the meaning

of a text by simply connecting events which in the original

source are merely stated and not attributed the meaning
126

alloted to them by Diodorus. It will be shown that

Philistus, even though. he was a disciple of Thucydides, was

not above belief in divine intervention: the case for

Thucydides' own rationality in respect to the divine,
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though supported by considerable evidence, does not

entirely dispose of the possibility that he too was not

above suspicion that something other than human motivation
127

influenced the course of his history. It is certainly

a more complex issue than Volquardson, Schwartz, Bachof

and Laqueur are willing to admit.

There remains the problem of Diodorus'

chronological scheme. Schwartz thought that the notices on

the destruction o£ Selinus and Himera, two hundred and forty

years after their foundation, reflected the chronological
128

interest of Timaeus. However, it must be stated that

interests in these facts cannot be regarded as the exclusive

property of Timaeus. Any other historian including Diodorus

might have inserted the notices on the long existence of the

two towns. Further, Timaeus' chronological scheme associated

with the priestesses of Argos, Athenian archons, Olympiads

and Spartan kings, is not reflected. Hore recently, Hejni

suggested that the influence of Philistus was to be found

in the chronological scheme of Diodorus' narrative, in
129

particular of the Sicilian portions.

2. Laqueur's Study of Diodorus' Sources

The most detailed study of the source problem was
130

that of Laqueur, which examined the whole Sicilian

narrative as well as the books dealing with Dionysius. The

thesis was in essence a development of the ideas espoused
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by Volquardson, Bachof and Schwartz: however, precise

analysis of the thesis is required in view of the fact that

the article of Laqueur has exercised considerable influence

upon the recent work of Stroheker, and has even been

accepted, with reservation, by Jacoby.

Laqueur assumed that Diodorus' text was a fusion of

two accounts. The failure of his predecessors, he claimed

lay in their unwillingness to examine the text closely

enough. In fact, as has been seen, at the root of the

approach of Volquardson-, Bachof and Schwartz lay the problem

of the fragments, the fact that special importance is

attributed to Sicily, and the information provided by

Polybius concerning Timaeus' qualities, in particular his

failings. Thus general associations, and not precise

examination, determined their approach. Laqueur accordingly

presented a close analysis of the text of Diodorus.

By following such a course, Laqueur claimed that

Diodorus was following one author. Once he had done this,

he claimed that he was able to work out from the account

which did not fit in, what the account of the second source

was. Laqueur concluded that these two authors could only

be Ephorus and Timaeus. By applying such a method to the

whole of Sicilian history, Laqueur hoped to discover

precisely what Timaeus wrote, and, compared to Ephorus, what

his grasp of history was. In short, he endeavoured to supply

a true picture of Ephorus and Timaeus. It need hardly be
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said that like his predecessors, he based his conclusion

on the fact that Timaeus and Ephorus are the two most

frequently cited sources.

Laqueur's thesis holds obvious attractions. It is

skil~ully argued, and if accepted, furnishes us not only

with a clear picture of the manner, whereby Diodorus

created his history, but also with a very real portrait of

the historians, Ephorus and Timaeus. Further, there is a

great deal of validity in Laqueur's basic assumption that

general arguments of the type expounded by his predecessors

neglect the necessary primary stage of investigation,

involving a thorough investigation of the text of Diodorus.

However, upon close investigation, serious flaws

emerge. The first difficulty concerns Laqueur's general

thesis. The argument that Ephorus was the chief source,

and Timaeus the authority providing the minor details,

might appear to have three facts in its favour. First, if

as seems undoubtedly the case, Diodorus relied upon Ephorus

for his account of Greek affairs, it is unlikely that he

laid Ephorus aside when he was writing about Sicilian events.

Secondly, it might appear that Ephorus, composing a general

universal history of the Greeks, would deal less fully with

the Hellenes of the West, and Timaeus, writing only on the

Western Greeks, would produce a much fuller account than

Ephorus.Finally, Diodorus, being a Sicilian, might desire

to discuss Sicily on a larger scale than hi~ main source,
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Ephorus. Hence it could be argued that he felt it

necessary to include information of Tirnaeus, the historian

who, more than any other, according to Polybius, endeavoured

to glorify Sicilian affairs and personages.

By themselves, these facts carry little weight.

Three points are noteworthy. First, as has already been

noted, there is little reason for the automatic assumption

of the view that Ephorus and Timaeus have precedence over,

for example, Philistus or Theopompos. The fact that the

former are cited does not in itself exclude Diodorus' use

of the latter two. Hence Holm, Freeman, Hammond and Brown

quite rightly laid stress upon Diodorus' use of more than
131

one or two authorities.

Secondly, it must be asked, how does Laqueur know

that Ephorus is the chief source, and Timaeus the subsidiary

source? The fact that Laqueur argues that most of the

narrative derives from Timaeus in itself testifies against
132

this view. Clearly Laqueur is guessing. Inherent in

Laqueur's thesis lies the problem of the nature of the

respective scale of Timaeus' and Ephorus' portions on

Sicily under Dionysius the Elder. The claim that Timaeus'

account would be more detailed than Ephorus' is an

attractive hypothesis. But whether this was, -in fact, the

case cannot be established with certainty. Diodorus, it

has been shown, probably used three or more sources at once.

Even if only two - Ephorus and Tirnaeus, are accepted, it
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cannot be concluded that we simply have a potpourri of

extracts, presented according to the original scale of

these authors.

Finally, there is the difficulty of Diodorus' own

contribution, which Laqueur simply overlooks. There always

exists the possibility of Diodorus' adding colour himself,
133

and of his liability to error in the process of transcription.

The dangers inherent in the common view of Diodorus as a

scissors-and-paste historian have been indicated above.

Again Laqueur's thesis depends ultimately upon the

question of the actual citations from earlier sources found

in Diodorus. To regard these sources as representative of

the whole narrative is highly speculative. Laqueur overlooks

the simple fact that at no place in the narrative is it

stated that these historians are represented in the whole

of Diodorus' narrative. Laqueur furnishes what he considers

to be a fusion of two sources. The majority of these cases,

as will be seen, do not command much confidence. A few

cases, however, demand more serious consideration. One

such case is found in chapter eighty-eight and eighty-nine

of the thirteenth book. In the last section of chapter
134

eighty-eighty, the whole population is said to have

left Acragas. The first section of chapter eighty-nine

describes their departure and it is implied that all, in

fact, left because it was a matter of life and death. The

second section of chapter eighty-nine, however, appears to
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give a different story: the sick and the old stayed

behind and some committed suicide. It must be observed

that Laqueur's argument that this contradiction sterns from

the combination of two sources - Ephorus and Timaeus, is

not the most obvious sOlution. The first reference to the

complete evacuation probably merely referred to the vital

elements of the state, and not the superfluous factors.

However, if Laqueur's thesis is accepted, and it is granted

that the second section of chapter eighty-nine is an insertion,

no direct evidence exists for attributing it to Timaeus.

Further, there is no reason for assuming that the last

section of chapter eighty-eight, and the first section of

chapter eighty-nine carne from Ephorus. Also it is

questionable whether both passages can be classed as general

as opposed to detailed evidence. It is, in addition,

conceivable that the error - if it is conceded that this is

an error - ultimately derives from one particular source.

For example Timaeus alone or Ephorus alone, as well as any

other source, could have mentioned both facts - the complete

evacuation and the note on the sick and old. Finally,it is

clearly possible that an error could have crept into the text

as a result of Diodorus' own transcription of the material.

It is thus not necessary to assume an error as a result of

the opinions of two earlier sources.

The conclusion noted above is confirmed by a close

study of Laqueur's individual arguments, whereby he seeks
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to prove that certain passages follow the one source and

certain others the other.

First Laqueur brings forth arguments based upon

vocabulary similarities. Thus he believed that use of the

same word more than once indicates the employment of a
common source. Thus the similarity of pa6Lw~ xa~Enovouv~o

and paotws ~Aa~~ouv~o induces Laqueur to claim that the
135

section coming in between derives from a single source.

This source, Laque~r claims, can only be Timaeus because

mention is made here of the Campanians, who Laqueur knows

were only written about by Timaeus. A similar argument is

employed elsewhere on the basis of a double reference to
136

the word "to force out." Again one reason for excluding

the words a~~aas oe IlT)XavcX.s ~O ~E~XOs saa.AEuE xa~from what

Laqueur considers to be an extract from Ephorus, is the use
the

of/word aaAEuw , which is considered to be an expression
137

typical of Timaeus. A further argument concerns Diodorus'

use of the word to describe the Greeks of Southern Italy in

chapters one hundred and nine and one hundred and ten. They

are either referred to as ot xa~'!~aA~av (sx,ano'l~aALas)

or as'I~aAl,w~al, The former according to

Laqueur is an expression of Ephorus: the latter is one of
138

Timaeus. Book fourteen also possesses vocabulary

similarities with the thirteenth book: the formula ~OLs E~'

t ( t.. I,3C1 Q,..... 9 140 - -, ~ ( 141
T)YEllov~as ~E~aYIl~vol,~,~ET.a~~/\EaaL,aVaXU¢al, ~aL~ EAn al,V

and aaAE<tw4~ aJ{(x~T) it is argued, is a favourite word
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of Timaeus, because since an early passage in the

fourteenth book is considered to derive from Timaeus, the
143

later reference must also corne from the same source.

Finally, the argumentphrase ~p~~o~ ~w~ a~uvo~tvwv

The same point applies to the double reference to the
144

about the word for the Italiots is renewed in connection
145

with Dionysius' campaigns against Rhegium.

Such arguments, based upon similarity of vocabulary

usage, have little to commend them. It is here submitted

that the mere fact that a word is used twice or three times

in succession is not indicative of the use of the same

source. Perhaps Laqueur's arguments could be accepted with

less reluctance if it could be proved that these words were

used extensively by Timaeus. Certainly two facts would have

to be indicated. First, it would have to be shown that the

use of these words was extensive. A couple of references

cannot warrant a conclusion of any significance. Furthermore,

it would have to be indicated that these words were more or

less exclusive to the sections which were supposed to derive

from Timaeus. Secondly, such views would have to consider

definite association of the passages from which the words

derived with actual fragments of Timaeus. The two facts could

not exist independent of one another. Even then, it would

have to be admitted that there is no evidence to prove that

these words were not used by Ephorus, Philistus or any other

historian.
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Another argument closely resembling the vocabulary

question, is that based upon similarity of content.

Laqueur claimed that Diodorus' text contained references

to certain persons and facts which could only come from

Timaeus. Thus whenever mention was made of the Campanians
146

in book thirteen, the source before Diodorus was Timaeus.

The same applied to every reference to the aid which

Diocles failed to bring to Selinus, and, in fact, brought
147

to Himera. Since Dexippus was first mentioned in

connection with the authority of Timaeus, Laqueur concluded

that the later references to Dexippus likewise had to come
148

from Timaeus. A similar type of argument characterized

the references to Tellias. Since Diodorus declared his

authority to be Timaeus, Laqueur assumed that the later
149

reference to Tellias also stemmed from Timaeus. In the

latter two arguments, he was merely reiterating the views

of Volquardson and Schwartz. Laqueur also noted that the

recurrent theme in book thirteen is that which concerned the

bravery of the Siceliot women and children. It occurred

in connection with the narrative of Carthaginian hostilities
150

directed against Selinus, Himera, Acragas and Gela.

Again, according to Laqueur, this theme could only come from

Timaeus. Similar arguments are applied to the plague which
151

to a reference to the wealth

154
and the two Carthaginian camps.

and to the notices concerning the hatred of
153

Hannibal towards Himera,

attacked the Carthaginians,
152

of Acragas,
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On two occasions in book thirteen, Laqueur assumes that

facts which are recorded only once, the reference to the

burial of the dead by Dionysius and the miseries pf the
155

flight from Acragas, Gela and Camarina, are from Timaeus.

The same procedure is adopted in book fourteen.

Thus deductions are sought

161
the mole at Motya,

156
from the revolt of the knights,

157
to Aetna, the notices on the

159
the information about Philistus,

160
plague in Libya,

the flight of the knights
158

autonomous Sicels,

the reference to the

the reappearance of the theme of the bravery of the Siceliot
162

women and children in connection with the Motyan resistance,

the picture of the cruel tyrant, Dionysius, who plunders
163 164

temples, the Sicani, Siceli, the reference to Segesta
165

and Halyciae, and the existence of precise local information
166

. about Agyris of Agyrium, Tauromenium and Leptines.

It is clear that these arguments can be divided into

two categories: those based upon definite fragments of

Timaeus; and those based purely conjecturely upon the

authority of Philistus. Those concerned with the supposed

cruelty of the tyrant are, of course, based on Volquardson.

The problem of the fragments have §i~ilarly already been

discussed. In Laqueur's reconstruction however, the arguments

based conjecturely upon the authority of Timaeus predominate.

First, it must be asked, is it conceivable that only Timaeus

would concern himself with the Siceliot resistance against

Carthage? This is, in fact what Laqueur is saying when he
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claims that every mention of Diocles and the Siceliot

relief force to Selinus and Himera must derive from Timaeus.

There is no evidence to prove that these facts were not

mentioned by Ephorus, or for that matter, by any other

historian writing on this period. Similarly, there is no

reason to identify the revolt of , the knights, the information

about Philistus, or the account of the plague in Libya with

the authority of anyone historian. Laqueur fails to

perceive that the mere mention of a fact twice or more, does

not indicate a single source. It is surely not inconceivable

that two historians mentioned the same facts. Historians in

antiquity felt obliged to include accounts of plagues in

their narrative. Both Thucydides and Diodorus discuss the

great plague which struck Athens in 429 B. C. Yet it would

be naive to suggest that because a plague appears in Diodorus,

this must reflect the account of Thucydides. Hence, there

are no serious obstacles in the path of identification of

Ephorus and Diodorus. Similarly, there is no special reason

given by Laqueur for the assumption the Libyan plague derives

exclusively from Timaeus. Generally the whole thesis depends

upon the initial identification. One motif is sufficient to

establish the relationship of the remaining citations.

Indeed there is simply no evidence for identifying

these extracts with Timaeus or any other historian. If

Diodorus does not directly mention Timaeus, if these passages

are not found among the extant fragments of Timaeus, and

if there is no reason for considering this evidence as
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likely to have come from Timaeus, no authority exists for

identifying any extract from Diodorus with Timaeus.

When Laqueur notes two references to the same fact,

he concludes that the situation arose because Diodorus

slavishly copied two sources. Thus he observes a double
167

reference to the landing of Hannibal at Lilybaeurn.

Because the first reference is of a more general nature,

Laqueur concludes that it stems from Ephorus. The second

reference in book thirteen is more detailed, mention being

made of the later foundation of the city, Lilybaeurn. This

Laqueur claims, comes from Timaeus.

In the case of the repeated landing of Hannibal,

there is a perfectly reasonable explanation for the

duplication. The first passage notes the landing itself;

the second refers to the pitching of the camp. Other

arguments of Laqueur can be similarly refuted. For example,

it is claimed that there is a double reference to Dionysius'

preparations against Carthage. This according to Laqueur

represents, first the account of Timaeus; the later less
168

detailed narrative, it is argued, derives from Ephorus.

The fact, however, is that these references can more

conceivably be regarded as complimentary statements. The

first discusses Dionysius' constructions of Epipolae; the

second witnesses a development of these plans in Dionysius'

mind, largely as a result of the Libyan plague, and leads

to an account of Dionysius' craftsmen and their products.
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The details in both chapters are entirely different.

Further, it is to be noted that the preparations could

not be confined into one year. Hence the details were

divided to correspond to Diodorus' annalistic scheme.

Laqueur argued that the two references to the two
169

types of ships reflected different sources. Yet the

two references are placed in an entirely different context.

The first places the emphasis upon the workmen who

constructed the ships: the second concentrates upon the

actual ships. Similarly the two references to the missiles
. 170

reflect different circumstances. In the first reference,

the emphasis is upon the fact that it was the gathering of

the craftsmen that led to the invention of the catapults:

the second discusses the methods employed by Dionysius to

effect success on their part. Again, the two references to

the gathering of the skilled mechanics reveals in the first

instance the actual gathering, and in the second, the fact
171

that the workmen created the catapult. Two other references

t~ the gathering of the men refer, on the other hand, to the
172

actual enrollment. In the latter case, the details are

naturally provided.

Laqueur further argues that there are two references

to the dispatch of an embassy to Carthage, leading to the

outbreak of hostilities. The first refers to messengers
173

being sent: in the second one, messenger is referred to.

However Laqueur overlooks the fact that in the first reference
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all that is stated is Dionysius' aim: later the herald

is actually sent. Laqueur in the same way argues that the

-two references to the hundred ships of Himilcon is

indicative of the existence of the two sources, he had
174

chosen to be representative in Diodorus' text. Yet the

fact is that the first notice concerns the manning of the

ships: the second discusses the actual sailing.

Thus Laqueur's seeming duplication appears to be

purely hypothetical. However, even if Laqueur's arguments are

regarded as conclusive of repetition,it is not to be concluded

that two sources underlie this development. Diodorus might

possibly be responsible for the duplication himself. This

could result from error. More probably, it is to be regarded

as the inevitable consequence of attempts to fit the

narrative of his sources into his own annalistic pattern.

Further, though it is true that it is difficult to refute

Laqueur's claim directly, nevertheless it is an equally

insoluble position to substantiate. It might be argued

that the fact that there is agreement in respect to the two

citations would indicate not the employment of different

sources, but of one source. In both cases, substantiation

and refutation are well nigh impossible. However,the

alternative approach of viewing the repetition as evidence

of the use of a single source certainly exists. Laqueur,

in fact upon one occasion employs the latter solution, and

assumes a duplication of material as deriving from a single
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175
testimony. He thus serves himself by adherence to

every camp. Two references to one fact are thus regarded

as evidence of one source or two sources, according to

Laqueur's fancy.

Finally, there remains the problem of identification-

with Ephorus or Timaeus. Essentially, the question depends

upon the validity of Laqueur's other arguments. Rejection

of the latter inevitably results in unwillingness to

consider the validity of Laqueur's final solution.

The above arguments concerned with vocabulary

similarities, identifiable occurrences, frequent references

to particular persons, and double citations at least have

some data on which to base themselves. The majority of

Laqueur's claims, however, are representative of a viewpoint

of even less certainty, and are clearly based upon pure

hypothesis.

Let us take an example. Laqueur's reconstruction

of the chapters dealing with the legislator and constitutional

reformer Diocles, may be noted. They are regarded as a

mixture of two accounts. The first part speaks about Diocles'

laws concerning the carrying of arms in the market place and

about his death, which was the consequence of the legislator's
176

having violated his own laws. The second part noted how

the Syracusans were victoriousi how they sent Hermocrates

and other Siceliots to the Aegean, how they rejoiced and

celebrated their victory over the Athenians and how Diocles
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enacted various legal and constitutional changes.

The change of source occurs as the word bLOLXErOeUL

according to Laqueur. From this point onwards, the
178

picture given is of Diocles the lawgiver. This, Laqueur

claims, derives from Timaeus. The passage preceding

bLOLXEro8a~n the other hand, comes from Ephorus.

On the basis of the above reconstruction, Laqueur

attempts to explain the difficulty arising out of the fact

that, whereas in chapter thirty-three Diocles is killed, in

chapter thirty-four he is again alive. As Timaeus wrote

about the legislator, he is also to be considered the source

for the story of his death in chapter thirty-three. Thus

it was Timaeus who placed his death in 413 B. C. Laqueur

explains the mention of Diocles after his death by saying

that Diodorus found the new information from Ephorus after
179

he had already written down the events of Diocles' death.

It is indeed conceivable that the notes on Diocles

in chapter thirty-four were the result of Diodorus' having

received new information. At the same time, it must be

asked, why, if Diodorus first read the account of Timaeus,

did he record the information about the legislator in two

parts? In other words, the passage which follows bLOLXEro8uL

should really take its place in chapter thirty-three. The

law about the carrying.of the arms is part of the

legislative programme and hence belongs to the account of

the general legislation. That a serious chronological
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problem is presented by the narrative of the text is

not denied: what is being suggested is that Laqueur's neat

solution fails to take notice of the close association of

thematic material of the first and third sections which

both deal with Diocles' legal'programme.

However, the above objection only applies to the

question of the validity of chapters thirty-three and

thirty-four. Two general objections apply to all of

Laqueur's arguments of a similar nature. First, it must

be asked, what right has' Laqueur to identify the new

information with the authority of Timaeus? It can equally

well be identified with Ephorus. Laqueur furnishes his

reader with no evidence to the effect that Diocles, the

constitutional reformer was the sole property of Ephorus,

and Diocles the legislator, that of Timaeus.

The latter point gives rise to the final objection.

Is it necessary to make the division at all? The question

here asked is similar to that presented in connection with

the arguments of Volquardson and Schwartz about the relief

force of Diocles, Dexippus and the plague. Laqueur tends

to assume that the ancient Greek historians, writing about

the same period of history, never mentioned the same facts.

Laqueur does not provide evidence to substantiate such

a view. Is it so inconceivable that two men should write

about the same two aspects of the same man's career? No

authority exists to enable one to assume that because two
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facts are recorded about one man, Diodorus effected a

combination of two sources.

In short, two objections can be applied to the

above type of argument. First, no direct evidence to any

ancient authority is noted by Laqueur. Secondly Laqueur

formulates problems where they do not exist. These

criticisms apply equally well to other parts of Laqueur's

thesis, and not merely to chapters thirty-three and

thirty-four of the fourteenth book.

One such argument concerns the account of the

capture of Selinus. Laqueur recognizes what he here considers
180

to be an insertion of Timaeus. The identification with

Timaeus is based upon two facts: the Timaeus picture of

the heroic women and children noted above and the use of

the wordutx~aAw~aandaLx~aAwatavby Ephorus. The objections,

as in the account of Diocles, are that there is no evidence

to identify this passage with Timaeus, and that there is no

reason for regarding this passage as being inconsistent

with the material coming immediately before and after.

Similar criticisms apply to Laqueur's arguments about
181

the fighting between the Himeraeans and Carthaginians.

According to Laqueur, Diodorus has given the Carthaginians

two instead of one victory. The account of Hermocrates'

career is similarly treated as a product of the confusion
182

of sources. Here basing his theory upon no direct evidence,

Laqueur, not satisfied with accusing Diodorus of slavishly
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combining the account of two separate sources, tampers

with the text to effect agreement between the two sources.

The suburbs (npoaoLstoL~) of XIII. 75. 2 are those of

Syracuse and not Himera, according to Laqueur.

Laqueur's cavalier treatment is also accorded to

chapter eighty-five of book thirteen, where he notes what

he considers to be an insertion of Timaeus, occurring

between the account of the stationing of the Acragantine

force and the renewal of the war, which was marked by
183

Hannibal's and Himilcon's raising of the towers. Again

the objection is that the mere fact that there is a

digression does not indicate a change of source.

Laqueur's reconstruction of Carthage's early

relations with Acragas is particularly interesting. Laqueur

notes that the first section of chapter eighty-five records

th?t the Carthaginians began the siege of Acragas. Section

two, however, notes that the Carthaginians offered the

alternative of alliance or neutrality and friendship.

Laqueur consequently claims that section two contradicts

section one. He also claims that the text distinctly says

that the siege was begun first after these terms were refused

by the Acragantines. He then resorts to his practice of
184

cutting up Diodorus' text. It would be impossible to

sympathize with such a procedure, unless justification existed

for viewing the first two sections of chapters eighty-five

as deriving from two independent authorities. It must,
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however, be asked whether such a policy is justified.

Clearly no contradiction exists. First,the Carthaginians

blockaded the city: then, when their terms were refused,
,

they actually began the siege. The word Eu86s presents no

problem: it need not be translated "first" as Laqueur'does

but "immediately~ Even if Laqueur's translation is accepted,

it accords with the pr.esent writer's reconstruction of the

narration.

By similar methods, Laqueur concludes that Diodorus'

account of the plague and the destruction of the monuments

is taken from two sources. Basing his account on no evidence

whatsoever, he concludes that only Timaeus knew of the part
185

played by Hannibal. He again divides the text arbitrarily.

Similarly Laqueur claims that two sources have been

combined in the account of the initial hostilities between

the Carthaginians and the Siceliots during the Acragantine
186

campaign. He concludes that according to Ephorus the

Syracusans were held responsible for allowing the enemy to

escape: Timaeus,on the other hand, held the Acragantine

generals responsible. Again Laqueur's reconstruction is

unacceptable because, first there is no proof that Timaeus

or Ephorus held such opinions, and secondly, the narrative

seems quite coherent in its essential points.

Laqueur also claims that the episode whi.ch follows
187

is a combination of two accounts. Ephorus and Timaeus

gave different reasons for the change in Carthaginian
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fortunes. To Timaeus the cause of the Carthaginian success

lay in the interception of the Syracusan supply fleet: to

Ephorus, on the other hand, it resided in the excessive.

consumption of the corn supplies. Here again Laqueur creates

an argument for which there is clearly no justification.

He fails to note the close relaticnship of the two facts.

The loss of the fleet added to the hunger of the besieged.

There is no need to divorce the one fact from the other.

Laqueur accords the same treatment to the chapters
188

concerned with the rise of Dionysius. The main point

which he makes is that at the point in the narrative when

advice is asked for, Dionysius, instead of giving advice,
189

attacks the oligarchs. When this advice is given, Laqueur

informs us that we are again reading the account of the main
190 191

source, Ephorus. The passage in between comes from Timaeus.

Laqueur's conclusion is that the picture of the establishment

of the tyranny comes from Timaeus: Ephorus, on the other

hand, at this point, sees Dionysius as a man rising to power

by more constitutional means.

The same criticism as has been noted in previous

cases applies to the above reconstruction of Laqueur. The

crux of the matter concerns the use of verb 0V~~OVASVS~V

Laqueur fails to realize that Dionysius does give the

called-for advice: distrust the oligarchs and have the

generals replaced. Hence he is distrusted by the

chariestatoi and supported by the masses. His second move
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is to recall the exiles.

The end of chapter ninety-six is also considered

an insertion from Timaeus. Again the objection is that

the mere fact that a self contained section exists is no

reason for claiming that it is an insertion.

To avoid embarrassment, Laqueur has to divide the

narrative of chapters one hundred and nine and one hundred

and ten~ As the reconstruction of the rise of Dionysius

has been refuted, it is unnecessary to have recourse to this

argument. However, such a procedure is in itself unnecessary,

and there is no reason to suppose that these chapters

represent an artificial conglomeration of two separate

sources, providing entirely different information. Again

it must be said that Laqueur creates problems where they do

not exist, in order to prove the validity of his thesis.

The same procedure is carried through the narrative

of the fourteenth and fifteenth books. Particular1.Y important

is Laqueur's att-empt to indicate that it is only in the tenth

chapter of book fourteen that Ephorus comprehends at last

that Dionysius is attempting to set up a tyranny. The note

on Lysander and the harmost system, being of a general nature,

is identified with the authority of Ephorus. Laqueur then

notes that Aristus is dispatched to increase the power of

the tyranny. The text reads, "for they hoped by establishing

the power of the tyranny"(auVX~~~aHEua~ov~E~~~v apx~v

they would obtain his ready service." According to Laqueur,
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the implication is that the tyranny had not yet been founded.

This, it is claimed, is confirmed by the narrative of

subsequent events. Aristus killed Nicoteles the Corinthian

and betrayed those thinking that he wanted to restore freedom.

Dionysius then sent the Syracusans to the harvest and

removed the arms from the houses; a second wall was built

around the Acropolis; warships were built and mercenaries

were enrolled. Thus Dionysius secured his tyranny. All

this information, according to Laqueur, is from a source

not aware of the previous establishment of the tyranny,

during the course of the war with Carthage. His conclusion

is that Timaeus saw the establishment of the tyranny as

taking place together with the fall of Acragas. Ephorus,

on the other hand, observing Greek history as a whole,

included Spartan aid in the development of the tyranny and

delayed the establishment of the tyranny"by two years.

Laqueur's theory is particularly attractive in view

of Polybius' note on the existence of a division of opinion

about two years regarding the cornrnenc~ment of Dionysius'
192

tyranny. However, the latter passage tells us little

about the disagreement. It certainly does not claim to

associate Ephorus alone with Spartan aid or Timaeus solely

with the developments, following the fall of Acragas. The

fact that Ephorus wrote a universal history can hardly be

regarded as decisive evidence. Timaeus or any other

Sicilian historian might equally well have included this
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information about Aristus. In fact, to have omitted such

vital information, would have been a highly irresponsible

act on the part of any historian, Sicilian or non-Sicilian.

Further, Laqueur's translation of the participle auvxa~a-

..~

is rather forced, because it is impossible

to place the establishment of the tyranny within precise

limits. A gradual process must rather be conceived. Indeed,

it is more likely that a complex development of the tyranny

led to the confusion between Ephorus and Timaeus. It is

far more logical to view this controversy in a context of a

process of growth extending over a couple of years, at

least. Finally, the text distinctly refutes Laqueur's

assertion. It is stated that the Lacedaemonians on the

surface aimed to restore liberty to the Syracusans. Also

the text records that Nicoteles promised to restore this
193

liberty. Clearly there is no second establishment of

the tyranny in the text. Laqueur's defence is to assume
194

that the first passage is Diodorus' own interpolation.

The second notice is considered unimportant, no doubt in

view of the fact that by then the Syracusans had lost

their liberty. The objection is obvious: again adherence

is necessitated towards Laqueur's highly arbitrary mutilation

of Diodorus' text.

Chapters fourteen to sixteen are divided up on

the grounds that whereas the details about Dionysius'

campaigns against Naxos, Catane, Leontini and the Sicels
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are likely to have been covered by Ephorus, the more

precise details about Henna, the Herbitaeans and Halaisa,

reflect the interest of a local historian like Ephorus.

Assuming the correctness of Laqueur's division of material,

the same objections apply here as in the case of

Volquardson's claims that the Sicilian narrative revealed

special Sicilian interest. Clearly the interest might

stem from any Sicilian authority like Philistus or Diodorus

himself. Secondly, it is surely the duty of any reputable

historian to investigate local details. Thus Ephorus is as

likely a choice for the inclusion of the information

attributed by Laqueur to Timaeus. Thirdly, how does Laqueur

know that the general information cannot also come from

Timaeus, or, in other words, why should not the main text

mention the general and local details together? Again

Laqueur's hypothesis is based upon the assumption that

Diodorus was a scissors-and-paste historian. It must be

stressed that this is an assumption which Laqueur makes no

endeavour to prove: he merely assumes this to be the case,

in order to substantiate the thesis which he expounds.

Consequently his division of the text is artificial and

quite unnecessary. There is no need to carve up a narrative,

which, as it stands appears coherent. It is to be noted

that similar arguments occur throughout the text, and when

is suits Laqueur, a major theme can also derive from
195

Timaeus, simply because it reveals local interest. It

is this method which underlies Laqueur's identification,
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noted above, of certain themes with the two sources.

The use of the general word oxa~~ as opposed to

the distinction of warships and merchantmen is supposed
196

to indicate the use of two sources. The same objection

applies: it is unnecessary to make the distinction at

all; and there is no evidence for the particular

identification with Ephorus or Timaeus. It is possible

that the notice regarding the enemy's penetration of the

harbour and the subsequent observation concerning Dionysius'

concentration of his forces to prevent penetration appear
197

to conflict. However, an error in Diodorus' arrangement

cannot be excluded. It is also possible that the forces of

the enemy were divided. On the other hand, even if the

division is accepted, there is no reason to identify the one

fact with Timaeus and the other with Ephorus. It is a

purely arbitrary decision on Laqueur's part. The same

conclusion can be assumed for Laqueur's assumption that

chapters fifty-two and fifty-three echo two distinct battles:

T1maeus wrote about fighting in the streets and Ephorus

about fighting on the walls. Clearly, we are again dealing

with an artificial and unnecessary division, based upon no

direct evidence at all. Further the implications of

Laqueur's reconstruction are serious. Simply-to declare

the existence of two different types of battles is extremely

hazardous. Laqueur fails to ask how and when two such

separate accounts emerged and what the reason for the two
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narratives were. Finally, there remains the problem,which

tradition can be considered the oldest tnd more authentic,

and the reasons for accepting a particular view. Simply

to attribute one tradition to a certain authority without

providing any type of concrete evidence is to submit the

investigation to a state of pure guesswork.

The fact that at one point in the narrative Himilcon

is the general who sends an admiral, and in another point is
198

himself admiral is indicative not necessarily of a

conflict of sources, but equally well of error or vague use

of the word by Diodorus or his sources. Its employment need

not be regarded in a highly technical sense as Laqueur

assumes. Occasionally Laqueur poses serious problems. Thus

the harbour of Messana is able to contain more than six

hundred ships. However, at an earlier point, over one
199

thousand Punic ships are there. Laqueur assumes that

fifty or more may have been sunk, and that at least nine

hundred were there. He suggests that these were intended

to appear in the numbers of Timaeus. The problem, however,

is, why does Timaeus not give these figures? Secondly, the

evidence of earlier statistics, indicates that Timaeus

always gave the lower and more reasonable numbers. Laqueur's

solution reverses the procedure by giving them to Ephorus,

witho~~ indicating reasons for the change. In short, while

it cannot be denied that a difficulty exists, it is more

likely to stern from error by Diodorus or his source or sources.
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The solution is as arbitrary and hypothetical as those

offered elsewhere.

The same criticism applies to Laqueur's qlaim

that the note on the indecision of the Messanians between

the narrative's discussion of Himilcon's encampment at

Peloris and the dispatch of the Messanianforces to prevent

the entry of the Carthaginians, is from a separate source
200

from the surrounding passages. Laqueur's reason is that

chronologically these events would take place before the

Punic arrival. Obviously, this is really no argument. In

the first place, Laqueur's attempt to set precise limits

upon Messanian indecision is hardly realistic. Such

hesitation might very well have lasted well after Himilcon's

arrival. Secondly, Diodorus' placing of this fact need not

be chronologically accurate. Further, it is not an event

about which precise chronology is imperative. The text

deals with a very general state of affairs whose position

in the narrative is hardly of vital concern to the

annalistic pattern involved. Finally, the passage is not

inconsistent with the narrative surrounding it. Hence

Laqueur again indulges in needless textual mutilation.

Laqueur's reconstruction of the subsequent hostilities

likewise reveals that scholar's tendency to formulate

difficulties where they are not warranted by the text itself.

The Messanian purpose is to prevent entry of that state's

borders. Yet Laqueur argues that elsewhere Himilcon observes
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that the Messanians have advanced to prevent the landing

of the ships. This, he claims, indicates that the coast

and not the borders are meant. The rest of the battle is

a mixture of a war at sea and on the walls, Ephorus echoing
201

the sea conflict and Timaeus a land encounter. Again

Laqueur's division of the text is purely arbitrary and

artificial. The narrative as it stands does not warrant

such treatment. The result is merely increased confusion

and uncertainty.

Another example of uncalled-for break-up of the

narrative is Laqueur's claim that the note on the Siceliot

desire for offensive action comes from Timaeus, while
202

their desertion derives from Ephorus. The text as it

stands is perfectly coherent. The main theme is the Siceliot

desertion only after Dionysius' failure to meet their

demands. Similarly, the attempt to divide the cause of the

divine wrath leading to the Punic disaster possesses no
203

substantial confirmatory testimony. The same applies to

Laqueur's treatment of the narrative of the destruction of
204

the Punic camp and the campaigns in South Italy. Laqueur

treats the few notices on Sicilian history in book fifteen

without considering the problem of the change in scope and

detail. On the assumption that nothing had changed, he

continues to see the text as a confusion of two sources,

providing completely different information. Thus Timaeus

in particular, is associated with temple-plundering,
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while Ephorus is more concerned with the relations of

Dionysius and Carthage. There is no doubt that this is

a very personal opinion which is not supported by any

ancient testimony. Laqueur overlooks the problem why

the supposed Ephorus and Timaeus narrations both possess

less adequate information. It is too much of a coincidence

to suppose that the narratives of both sources lacked

information for the last twenty years of the tyrant's reign.

Laqueur does not consider the fact that Ephorus, a near

contemporary would be more likely to possess a fuller

testimony than the later Timaeus. He does not ask why his

authorities were so well informed for the first part of the

tyrant's reign? In short, Laqueur again creates problems

without their having existed before, and without sufficient

.consideration of the external evidence.

The dangers inherent in the approach of Laqueur are

thus clear. His method is much. more thorough than that

employed by his predecessors. At the same time, it is

accompanied by greater danger. Though it can account for

every single chapter, sentence and word of Diodorus' text,

nevertheless the fact is that it is largely composed of

guesses. Laqueur, by simply assuming the existence of a

scissors-and-paste approach fails to observe that if a

source is not mentioned, no authority exists for identifying

a passage with any ancient historian, unless, of course,this

passage can be identified with a fragment of such an
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historian. What he fails to be aware of, is the fact that

in contrast to the modern practice, ancient historians did

not employ inverted commas. It is interesting to observe

that Laqueur claimed that the purpose of his article was

to avoid the guesswork of his predecessors. In this task;

he clearly failed: instead of decreasing the amount of the

guesswork, he actually increased it. True occasionally an

argument of Laqueur commands some confidence. However, such

occasions are exceedingly rare, and are generally based upon

methods of argumentation employed byVolquardson and his

followers.
,

To quote Sartori, " annalisi che, se puo

riscuotere un senso di arnmirazione per l'accutezza e

"l'ingegnosita di certe soluzioni, lascia tuttavia alla fine

"un senso di insoddisfazione e di incredulita, perche non"

pare davvero possibile ricostruire con cosi grande precisione
205

i testi originari:

3. Conclusion

Clearly;the acceptance of Timaeus as a source for

Diodorus has been conditioned by the growth of the mass of

evidence furnished by Volquardson,'Bachof, Schwartz and

Laqueur. As a whole this testimony certainly appears

impressive: upon detailed examination, however, its strength

tends to disintegrate. The evidence of the fragments of

Timaeus and Ephorus serves a limited purpose: the dangers

in attempting major deductions as regards,the whole of the
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text, have been demonstrated. The Sicilian flavour of the

text can, in fact, be said to derive from any Sicilian

historian. That it originates from the efforts of a non

Sicilian cannot be disproved. The arguments of an external

nature would command a great deal more confidence, if the

text itself would correspond with them. However, the

narrative fails to support these conclusions, derived

particularly from Polybius. Above all, it is difficult to

agree that the text is distinctly hostile to Dionysius, or

that the speech of Theodorus reflects the hostility of

Timaeus or indeed real hostility of any source. Finally,

Laqueur's examination is largely composed of hypothesis.

However, the results of this enquiry are not merely

of a negative nature. In the first place, even if the

conclusions of these scholars are to be rejected, the

validity of their approach is sound. The fact is that

Volquardson and his followers were right to concentrate upon

the external evidence. At the same time, their failure lay

in their unwillingness to conduct a thorough examination of

the text. It is true that they claimed that the thought of

the narrative corresponded to the evidence which they had

produced. As has been shown, the narrative was employed

to fit in with this testimony. It was not the primary field

of investigation, as it should have been. Hence their lack

of thoroughness produced the so-called hostile tendency of

Diodorus, which, it has been argued, is non-existent and
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has to be viewed by the side of the evidence, portraying

Dionysius as the saviour of Hellenism in the West.

Laqueur's purpose was, therefore, initially correct.

A thorough examination of the text was imperative. However

Laqueur failed to consider the external evidence. Hence

his radical conclusions were not substantiated by any direct

testimony. His precise division of the text into fragments

from Ephorus and Timaeus was largely a chimaera. As regards

the problem of a solution to the authority of Diodorus'

narrative, it is clear that precise definition of the Laqueur

type will be impossible. Indeed the most that can be hoped

for is a general conclusion as to the nature of the influence

exercised upon Diodorus by the various sources or source.

It is clear that the 'first task is to examine the narrative

in detail to determine the nature of the thought of the

text. Only after such an analysis will it be possible to

summon the support of the external evidence. It should then

be possible to effect agreement as to Diodorus' authorities.

Moreover it is clear that the above examination of

the views has yielded certain positive conclusions, suggestive

of a future course of enquiry. In the first place, the

evidence of the citations is certainly indicative of Diodorus'

use of Timaeus. The problem is to determine the degree of

influence which he exercised over Diodorus. It is certainly

clear that Ephorus, the most likely source for Diodorus'
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account of general Greek history, was employed directly

by Diodorus. Such a situation is plausible in view of the

agreement of numbers in the fourteenth book, and of

reluctance to assume that Diodorus slavishly combined his

sources without adequate testimony to this effect. That

Diodorus was not such a scissors-and-pastehistorian is

suggested above all by the fact that the influence of other

historians is indicated in Diodorus' text. Even if it is

assumed that the reference from Polycritus of Mende was

found in Timaeus, the reference to the 't't.VEc; and the

anonymous source of the bull of Phalaris narrative, certainly

suggests the influence of other sources than the two openly

cited. Finally, the predominance of the role of Agyrium and

the references to late events, indicates the importance of

Diodorus' own presence.

The mere length of the Sicilian narrative in

comparison to that of the rest of the text is certainly

suggestive of the fact that Diodorus relied heavily upon

evidence stemming from Sicilian authorities. Whether Timaeus

is the major source is questionable. Certainly, the political

viewpoint of the text inclines the present writer to surmise

that Diodorus' source was fairly favourably disposed towards

Dionysius' achievements. Indeed, it has been suggested that

Philistus is a likely candidate - a fact which at this stage

is mere hypothesis, but which in the subsequent discussion,

I hope to make more apparent.
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TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

The aim of the subsequent analysis is, first, to

discover the type of information which interested Diodorus'

source or sources and the relative emphasis of the various

topics. Such an examination should facilitate a solution

as to the date of the source, and indicate the interests

of the Diodorus' authority. Secondly, the source

identification depends upon an assessment of the sympathies

and bias of the text. Both parts of this analysis will be

divided into four sections, concerned with Dionysius,

Syracuse and the Siceliots, Acragas and Carthage.

1. Dionysius as Central Figure of Diodorus Text

There is no doubt that Dionysius is the central

figure of Diodorus' narrative, after the fall of Acragas.

Indeed, whereas until this point, the war with Carthage

was central to Diodorus' theme, this war is henceforth

seen against the background of the figure of Dionysius. The

account of Dionysius' rise possesses two aspects: Dionysius'

seizure of power within Syracuse and his relations with

Carthage up to the treaty of 405 B. C. Chapter ninety-one

discusses the general Sice1iot and Acragantine dissatisfaction

with Syracuse and the Syracusan generals, which led to the

elevation of Dionysius, and Dionysius' attack upon the

100
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oligarchs and generals. Chapter ninety-two observes the

successes of Dionysius' proposals regarding the recall of

the exiles, and the dissatisfaction against his colleagues,

which he instigated. The ninety~third chapter portrays

the growth of Dionysius' c1iente1a; the gaining of the

-allegiance of the Ge10an demos; the confiscation of the

wealth of the oligarchs of Ge1a to pay the tyrant's

followers; the failure to gain the loyalty of Dexippus;

and Dionysius' departure and promise to return to Ge1a.

The next chapter describes Dionysius' return to Syracuse

during a dramatic performance; the renewed attack upon his

colleagl s; Dionysius' appointment as S~rategos autokrator;

the doubling of the mercenaries and the reception of a

bodyguard. The strengthening of the despotate within

'Syracuse occupies the ninety-sixth chapter: the distribution

of arms; the promises and gaining of mercenary confidence;

the rewards of military posts to loyal men; the dismissal

of the disloyal elements like Dexippus; the gathering

together of the exiles and the impious; the alternative

offered to the people of slavery to Carthage or to the

mercenaries; the marriage to Hermocrates' daughter; and the

--execution of the leaders of the opposition, Daphnaeus and

Demarchus.

Thus it is clear that chapters ninety-one to ninety

six are devoted to Dionysius' coup. The fact that the

Punic War is in progress is only considered where it
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possesses relevance to Dionysius' plans for personal

aggrandizement. Thus it is clearly stated that the

constitutional crisis in Syracuse was the direct result

of the failure of the resistance at Acragas. Throughout

the narrative of Dionysius' seizure of powers, the Punic

threat is clearly there: it certainly serves as a

background to the story of Dionysius. It is the danger

from Carthage that enables Dionysius first to dispose of

the generals who had conducted the Acragantine campaign,

and then to effect the deposition of his colleagues.

Similarly, it is the disastrous failure at Acragas that

enabled him to gain a bodyguard and control of the

Siceliot fighting force. At the same time, the emphasis

on the Punic-Siceliot hostilities of the earlier chapters

has disappeared. The final reference to the Carthaginian

destruction of Acragas and their wintering in that city's

ruins in the end of chapter ninety-six appears in the form

of a reminder to the reader that, while Syracuse had been

~xperiencing a constitutional crisis, the Carthaginian_

conquest had been proceeding.

Chapters one hundred and nine to one hundred and

fourteen continue to discuss Dionysius' rise to power.

The very nature of the content brings the subject of the

Punic War to the fore. Yet the war is still only

considered in respect to its importance to Dionysius.

Dionysius' major problem was to ensure the establishment
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of his rule, and this was solved by the conclusion of

the war. It was on a platform connected with the war

that he managed to gain the confidence of the Syracusan

citizen body. Thus the treaty of chapter one hundred

and fourteen is the logical conclusion to the drama

which had begun with the ninety-first chapter. Dionysius'

recognition from Carthage as representative of the

Syracusan state was the major step in the establishment

of the Syracusan tyranny.

Before discussing Dionysius' relations with Carthage,

Diodorus' text attempts to bring the reader up to date on

the progress of the Punic War. It is thus intimately

connected with the note at the end of the ninety-sixth

chapter. Now, for a third time, the reader receives the

information that Acragas was captured by the Carthaginians.

This triple reference is not indicative of use by Diodorus
1

of different sources. Indeed, each reference has a

specific purpose. The first is part of the general

narrative; the second is in the form of a reminder of the

fact that the events surrounding the capture of Acr~gas

are coincidental with the rise of Dionysius within Syracuse;

the third serves as a prelude to the hostilities against

Gela, which serve, in turn, as a prelude to Dionysius'

appearance upon the scene. The text discusses the seizure

of the bronze statue; the decision of the Carthaginians

to barricade themselves in, because of their fear of
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Dionysius; the determination of the Geloan women and

children not to leave their city; the successful assault

of the Geloan terrorists; the Carthaginian daily assaults;

and the repair of the walls of the city.
2

Dionysius gathered his army and advanced to Gela.

He pitched camp and planned his campaign. Preliminary

tactics lasted twenty days. There follows Dionysius'

detailed plan of campaign and the subsequent battle. The

next chapter notes the decision of Dionysius and his

advisors to retreat. Camarina is likewise left to its

fate. The wretchedness of the evacuees is elaborated

upon. Accusations are directed against Dionysius for

his delay in furnishing aid. Other faults attributed to

him are the fact that the mercenaries had escaped; the

unreasonable retreat in view of the fact that the Siceliots

had suffered no reverse, the fact that the Carthaginians

had not pursued his party; the conclusion that Dionysius

had used the threat to gain control of Sicily. The result
3

was the Italiot desertion and the cavalry revolt. The

penultimate chapter of book thirteen narrates the

successful crushing of the cavalry revolt, the retreat of

the surviving rebels to Aetna, the arrival of the main

Siceliot body and the retirement of the Geloans and
4

Camarinaeans to Leontini. The final chapter records the

treaty, resulting in the cessation of hostilities, the

confirmation of Dionysius' authority by Carthage, and the
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plague in Africa, resulting after the retirement of
5

Himilcon's army.

The narrative of book fourteen likewise revolves

around the figure of Dionysius. Indeed in the prooemium

Diodorus regards Dionysius as a central figure of his

narrative together with the subject of the thirty tyrants
6

of Athens and the Lacedaemonian hegemony. It is a

strange reference, at odds with the main narrative: it

does, however state clearly the degree of importance

attributed by Diodorus to Dionysius. The contrast of

subject matter in the prooemium is also noteworthy:

whereas Lacedaemon s singled out, Syracuse is ignored in

face of Dionysius. It is the tyrant who is the central

figure and not the state which he represents.

The main narrative is resumed in the seventh chapter.

Dionysius' resolve to strengthen his control, as

manifested by his fortification of the island, the

distribution of estates to the tyrant's friends, and houses

to his friends, citizens and mercenaries, and the

manumission of the slaves, is discussed. The Syracusan

revolt against Dionysius during the siege of the city of
7

the Herbissini is then considered. The end of the revolt

and the account of the Campanian occupation of Entella
8

follows. Chapter ten refers to the Lacedaemonian aid to

Dionysius. The narrative which resumes in chapter

fourteen discusses Dionysius' campaigns against the Ionians
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of the East coast of Sicily, Aetna and the Herbitaeans,

The preparations of

A description of the brief Rhegine and
10

Messanian hostility follows.

and digresses briefly to discuss Archonides' foundation
9

of Halaesa.

Dionysius for the war against Carthage, including the

account of his diplomatic marriages and his creation of

public zeal occupy chapters forty-one to forty-six. The

declaration of war and the Carthaginian reaction is
11

observed in chapters forty-six and forty-seven. There

follows Dionysius' campaign against Carthage,especially

the siege of Motya and the Carthaginian attack upon the

Syracusan fleet, an account of the Punic offensive with

special emphasis upon the capture of Messana and the
12

conflict by Catane. Dionysius' retreat to Syracuse,

Himilcon's pursuit and the siege of Syracuse and the
13

growth of Syracusan discontent occupy the next chapters.

The account of the war ends with the plague and

Syracusan victory, followed by the secret treaty between
14

Himilcon and Dionysius and the Libyan revolt.

Miscellaneous details concerning. Dionysius' problems with

his mercenaries, the settlement of Messana and campaigns

and treaties with the Siceli occupy chapter seventy-eight.

There follows Dionysius' successful resistance to the

Rhegine attempt to capture Messana and his unsuccessful
15

efforts against the Siceli of Tauromeniurn. In 393 B. C.
16

Carthage renewed hostilities around Messana and Rhegiurn
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17
Italiot resistance was one result. Chapters ninety-

five and ninety-six continue the discussion of the Punic

War and include notices on the Syracusan desertion and

treaty, marking the conclusion of the war. The main

narrative continues with an account of the war of
18

Dionysius against Rhegium and the Italiot League. In

between . the first reference to the attack on
19

Dionysius by the orator Lysias occurs.

The references to Dionysius in book fifteen are

sparse and concerned with his strained relations with the

intellectuals at his court, his colonization of the Northern

Adriatic seaboard, the third and fourth Punic Wars and the
20

death of the tyrant.

Dionysius is thus clearly the central figure in

Diodorus' narrative and the emphasis is upon his military

career. This is first represented by the confrontation

with Carthage, especially the first clash, central to which

is the capture of Motya. Secondly, it creates the situation

whereby Dionysius is able to control most of Sicily and

south Italy. Central to this aspect is the clash with

Rhegium and the Italiot League. Finally, it is Dionysius'

military might which enables the tyrant to impose his will

upon the Siceliots epitomized by the Syracusans. Dionysius'

power is in the nature of a military monarchy. Hence the

narrative essentially discusses three subjects: the war

with Carthage; the conflict with the Italiots which was
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intimately connected with the former event; and the

internal situation which is likewise associated with the

two former issues.

There is little doubt that predominance is given

to the Punic Wars. Hence the importance of those chapters

dealing with Dionysius' preparations which are clearly

crucial to any consideration of the political thought

embodied in the text. The fact that most of the narrative

of the events following the collapse of the Athenian

expedition is devoted to Punic-Siceliot hostilities

confirm this conclusion. The conflict with the Sicels,

Ionians, and Italiots is clearly subordinate in importance to

the Punic conflict. It must be stressed that the details

about Dionysius' preparations are noted in connection with

the Punic War and not with his other military undertakings.

They contribute to and result from Dionysius' relations

with Carthage. It must be further emphasized that the

accOunt of the first conflict with Carthage is attributed

the most detail, and occupies the major part of book

fourteen. Further, the narrativ~ following the conflict

becomes more general in nature and scope. In fact,

eighteen chapters follow the narrative of the Punic War,

to which thirty chapters are devoted. Of these eighteen

chapters, four are concerned with the second Punic War.

In book fifteen, four from nine chapters are devoted to

the third and fourth conflicts with Carthage. Those
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military operations which precede the narrative of the

great conflict between Dionysius and Carthage, receive

twelve chapters. Finally, in the thirteenth book,

twenty-three chapters are devoted to Punic-Siceliot

hostilities, while eight are concerned with Dionysius'

policy towards the Syracusans and Siceliots. The latter,

as has been seen, are, in fact, closely connected with

the narrative of the Punic War. Besides this, there

are the four chapters dealing with Acragantine luxury.

The later career of Hermocrates represents a weakening

in Siceliot-Punic relations and his incursions into

Punic territory are thus indissolubly linked to the

narrative of the wars. The Acragantine excursus, it

will be shown, possesses distinct relevance to the

situation of 407/6 B. C., and is not to be regarded as

an isolated insertion. Finally, the chapters on the

legislative and constitutional work of Diocles, though

not so obviously associated with the main subject, do

concern themselves with the chief opponent of Hermocrates

and hence are not totally divorced from the mainstream of

the action.

The chapters which deal with Dionysius' military

exploits against the Ionian states of Sicily and South

Italy and the natives of Sicily are equally relevant to

the main narrative of the Punic War. In the first place,

they are of major importance in the growth of the arche
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of Dionysius which led to the outbreak of hostilities

with Carthage. In particular, the Ionian problem with

its association with the Segesta-Selinus dispute had

provoked the earlier intervention of Athens and Carthage

in the fifth century on three occasions. Secondly,

Dionysius' war with the Italiot League arose out of his

early wars with Naxos and Catane. Indeed,it is significant

that these states do not appear to have joined the Siceliot
21

League. Dionysius indeed, seems to have inherited this

problem. Thus, the problem of the Ionian states and their

allies, the Italiots, in particular Ionian Rhegium, could

not be considered apart from the Punic question. Indeed
22

Rhegium appears throughout the narrative. The interests

of Catane, Naxos and Rhegium were identical with those of

Syracuse's enemies, Athens and Carthage. This pattern of

political identification and sympathy must have been

reinforced as a result of Dionysius' intervention in the

affairs of Magna Graecia, since these developments together

'with the Northern Adriatic policy inevitably presented the

possibility of an encounter with Carthage's allies, the

Etruscan cities. It is noteworthy that the latter furnished
23

Athens with aid, and that the evidence of the narrative

of Diodorus' fifteenth book suggests such a.clash of

interests. 24

The sections of the narrative which deal with the

internal situation of Syracuse are similarly dependent
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upon the narrative of the Punic Wars. In the first

place, it was the Punic danger that led to the elevation

of Dionysius. Secondly, the text openly affirms the

fact that the Punic menace was the vital factor which

assured Dionysius of control over Syracuse and all the
25

Siceliots. Finally, nowhere does the text hide the fact

that Dionysius' monarchy was at root military in nature,

and that the democratic image was apparent purely on the
26

surface.

That the chief -interest of the text is military is,

above all, indicated by the small amount of material

dealing with Dionysius' private life and non-military

affairs. In fact, this type of information first makes

its appearance at the end of book fourteen in connection

with Lysias' attack upon the tyrant and Dionysius' attack

upon Rhegium, concerning itself with the fate of the
27

Rhegine general, Phyton. Thereafter, such material

certainly occupies a predominant position in book fifteen.

The note on Phyton might simply reflect Dionysius' irritation

over Rhegine hostility, the chief source of opposition to

Dionysius' military ventures. However, it is significant

that the new information is confined to the later sections

of Diodorus' narrative, where the text betrays distinct

lack of interest in Dionysius and Western affairs. The

notices on Dionysius' worsening relations with the literati

at his court and Dionysius' death thus occupy a place of
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Alfu6s~ e~B~i i~peitAh§§ 0i~h the narrative of the two

later ccnfli8ts \·li th Carthage and Dionysius I expioi ts

11\ the ?;6fU",efh l-.diiatie ~ Em-lever, at this point the

inforMation supplie~ Ly the text is of almost negligible

vaitie ih tbntr~~t to the detail provi~ed for the first

E06 Becades of bibh~§iU§1 reign. 7he latter info~rnation

is ~~alU§i~e11 t6hE~ih§d 0ith military and political

affairs: ~necdotes ~bout the tyrant's private life and

a tendency to moralize ~fe significantly absent.

thus it is clear that, whereas Dionysius is the

ceht~al figure of Diodoius' narrative, there is little

~6ncetn with his pri~ate life. The emphasis is upon

in1.1a. tary affairs anel "the hey chapters are those dealing

with the fif~t ~Ufiic tAr afid its antecedents, which stand

in sharp €oh~iast to the narrative of the Sicelibt failure

in the thirteehth bbok~ ~he conflict with the tonians,

pr~~Greek ihha~itahts ef Sicily and Italiots is noreover,

fuerely a bbhtributoty fattor to the main event, and

clearly subordinate in i~pbrtance.

2. !nt~.E~~!_9!_!h~ 'l'ex! ih .§..yracus~_.~!!~!£1.s:2j.E~1~ots_

The text is well informe~ about the position of

syracuse prior tb the appearance of Dionysius. Indeed,

the narrative of the Punic Var of 409/8 and 4Q7/5 is

essentially concentrated upon Syracuse, the core of

Siceliot resistance. Thus we read of the promise of
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Syracusan assistance to the Selinuntines. Later the
29

Selinuntines sent for help to Acragas, Gela and Syracuse.

It is clear from what the text says that Syracuse is here

regarded as the state upon which the destinies of the

Siceliot states resided. This point is seen later, when

the next step is the arrangement of peace between Syracuse

and Naxos and Catane. Once this had been concluded,
30

Syracuse was able to gather a relief force. Further, the

importance of Syracuse is revealed on two previous occasions.

First, there is the reference to Hannibal's fear of

Syracusan intervention. Second, the text notes that the
31

Selinuntines expected the Syracusans to arrive.

It is the advance guard of three thousand Syracusans

which attempts to come to terms with Hannibal~ after the
32

fall of Acragas. They failed in their endeavour to

obtain the ransom of the captives and the safety of the

t~~ples. Soon afterwards, there is a note on the aid

brought by the Siceliots to IIimera. The expedition
33

is headed by Diocles the Syracusan.

It is to be noted that throughout the Himeraean
34

campaign, we read of the Himeraeans fighting. It is,

however, quite clear that after the arrival of the relief
35

force supreme power is vested in the hands of the

Syracusan commander, Diocles. It is Diocles who decides

upon retreat, despite the opposition of the Himeraeans.
36

He also leads the retreat of half the population.

Thus it is clear that tlroughout the first encounter
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with Carthage, the initiative according to the text had

been in the hands of Syracuse. She had slowly assumed

control of operations against Carthage. Her importance

is again seen throughout the course of the narrative

of the Acragantine campaign. First, we read how she

censured Carthage for having embarked upon war with the

Siceliots. She then proceeded to arrange alliances with
37

the Italiots and Lacedaemonians. It is quite clear

that a Syracusan was at the head of the allied force, for

again a Syracusan has supreme military authority. The

general was Daphnaeuswho appears to have been the prominent
38

personality in Syracuse after the death of Diocles.

First, he

Daphnaeus then went to the deserted

engaged the Iberian and Campanian

Two facts are noted.

After the assembly, Daphnaeus was in
41

charge of operations.

The Syracusan force
39

mercenaries of Carthage.
40

barbarian camp.

failed to capture the Carthaginian campi secondly he

superintended the starvation tactics. Finally, it is noted

that the ultimate blame for the evacuation of Acragas was
42

attributed to the Syracusan leaders. Hence the

constitutional crisis which resulted in the rise of

Dionysius.

Thus it is clear that the text pursues the history

of Syracuse with great interest. The information, moreover,

is of a fairly precise kind. Not only is the rise in

importance of Syracuse set forth with great clarity.
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The reader is also provided with a clear picture of the

internal position of the city. The status of the generals,

Daphnaeus and Diocles, in relation to that of the demos

is clearly defined.

Thus we read that the Syracusans as a body ceased
43

war with the Chalcidian cities. This implies the
44

continued existence of the extreme democracy of Diocles.

When we read of the remonstrances to Carthage concerning
45

the fate of the captured Selinus, it is the three

thousand picked soldiers who send ambassadors to Hannibal.

Thus again it is the citizen militia which has the power

to effect decisions concerning questions connected with
46

war. The commander of the army was, in fact, Diocles.

At a later stage in the narrative, Diocles is described as

military commander. His position in no way resembles

that held by Dionysius. The most that he can do is to
47

advise the generals to leave. Diocles' proposal was

effected precisely because they agreed with his advice.

The same situation appears to have prevailed

throughout the Acragantine campaign. It is the Syracusans

as a whole who conclude the alliance with the Italiots

and Lacedaemonians, and it is they who send emissaries to
48

the Italiot cities. It is the Syracusans who elected

Daphnaeus as general,· and it is they who add to their
49

company soldiers from Gela and Camarina, After the

battle, Daphnaeus enters the deserted camp where an
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50
assembly is held. He continues to superintend

operations. His powers are, however, limited. The text

is in no doubt about the fact that the decision to retire
51

was reached by the generals and commanders.

These notices indicate the continued existence of

the Dioclean constitution. With the debut of Dionysius,

a change has clearly taken place. This change is explained

by the digression, dealing with Dionysius' seizure of
52

power within Syracuse. The text clearly indicates that
53

it is Dionysius who enlists the forces under the Syracusans.

His position as strategos autokrator provides him with

special emergency powers, such as Diocles and Daphnaeus

appear to have lacked. Later it is Dionysius and not the
54

Syracusans who possesses thirty or fifty thousand men.

It is Dionysius who draws near and pitches carnp~ The

whole plan of campaign appears to reside in his hands.

Certainly the text does not mention any attempt by him to
55

consult with the general and commanders.

After the battle, Dionysius called a meeting of his

friends. The generals and commanders are not mentioned.

It is Dionysius who compels the Camarinaeans to evacuate
56

their city. Finally it is to be noted that the treaty
57

which concluded the war was between Carthage and Dionysius

and that Diodorus concludes book thirteen with a reference

to the fact that he has fulfilled his intention of

completing this book with the conclusion of the war
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between Dionysius and Carthage.

The narrative of book fourteen likewise sees the

source of Syracuse's action in the figure of D~onysius.

Thus Dionysius planned to strengthen his tyranny and
58

led the army against the Siceli. His arbitrary action
59

provoked the Syracusan revolt. Indeed he was forced to

break off the siege of the city of the Herbissini because
60

the citizens of Syracuse resented his rule. Dionysius
61

was bent upon safeguarding the tyranny. It was the tyrant

Dionysius and not the Syracusans who wanted to increase

his power by attacking the Chalcidian colonies. It was

accordingly he who took Aetna and conducted operations

against Leontini, Enna, the city of the Herbitaeans, Catane
62

and Naxos. The Rhegines feared the power growth of

Dionysius, and not that of the Syracusan state, which had

led to the enslavement of their brethren, the Naxians and
63

Catanians,

It was Dionysius who decided to prepare
65

for war against Carthage.

Syracusans, SOU9ht to enlist the.good will of the Siceliots,
66

and feared the Rhegines and Messanians. By a policy of
67

moderation, the tyrant sought to win over the Syracusans.

Indeed the text explicitly states that Dionysius was the
68

determining force. Dionysius was responsible for the
69

declaration of war. He conducted the initial operations
70

against Eryx and received the support of the Greek cities.
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It was Dionysius' army that burst

It was Dionysius who distributed honours,

Dionysius counteracted

Leptines was his
72

viceroy while he went against Carthage's allies.
73

Himilcon acted against Dionysius.
74

this naval initiative.
75

into Motya.

71
Motya was the tyrant's business.

~ealt with the Motyans, stationed the guard, and placed

Leptines in charge of future operations and of the sieges
76

of Segesta and Entella.

In 396 B. C., Dionysius invaded the territory of

He set free the

Leptines went against the fleet as
78

lieutenant of Dionysius. Dionysius was responsible for
79

the decision to retire to Syracuse.

Carthage. Carthage resolved to surpass Dionysius in
77

preparations.

slaves and manned sixty ships, hired Lacedaemonian
80

mercenaries and looked to the defences. After prevailing

upon the Campanians of Catane to move to Aetna, Dionysius
81

led the army to Tauromenium, and thence to Catane. It

was Dionysius who was urged by the Sicilian Greeks to
82

face Himilcon and who decided to retreat to Syracuse.

Dionysius sent for Italiot and Peloponnesian aid to save
83

the Siceliots.

The aim of the Syracusan revolt was to end Syracusan
84

slavery and regain liberty. Theodorus declared that

Dionysius was a harsh master who was unworthy of the
85

leadership which he possessed. Dionysius had been
86

giving the orders. He was the commander who had
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betrayed Gela and Camarina, dealt~ treacherously with

to face Carthage in

The Syracus~ns were

The tyrant was given the
89

opportunity to relinquish office voluntarily.

Naxos and Catane, and was prepared
87

order to control the Siceliots.
88

to seek a new leader.

Pharacidas' aim was to maintain the rule of
90

Dionysius. Dionysius then assumed control of the
91

offensive. Dionysius alone negotiated with the

Carthaginian and finally led out his troops and
92

superintended subsequent operations. Later Dionysius

enrolled new mercenaries to maintain his regime, waged
93

war and made treaties with the Siceli. Rhegine
94

hostility was directed against Dionysius who reciprocated.
95

Similarly Dionysius waged war against Magon's army.
96

The hostility of the Italiot council was aimed at Dionysius.
97

Agyris joined Dionysius. The tyrant finally negotiated
98

with Carthage.

The war in South Italy resulted from Dionysius'
99

ambition. He decided to attack Rhegium, and led his

troops in the operations culminating in the capture of
100

that city. The Olympian representatives came from the
101

tyranny. As tyrant, freed of the Punic menace, D{onysius

was free to take part in literary pursuits, plant colonies
102

in the Adriatic, and .gain control of the Ionian Sea.

There followed a war between Dionysius and Carthage.
103

Dionysius' victory at Cabala was the result. Dionysius'
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As a

104
harsh reply necessitated a truce. Dionysius is said

105
to have hoped for eventual control of all of Sicily.

106
Dionysius' troops were defeated at Cronion.

result, the tyrant was obliged to agree to the peace
107

terms offered by Carthage. The final conflict with
108

Carthage is also attributed to Dionysius.

,
,
i

)
It is thus clear that the information provided about

Syracuse is of a precise nature. Not only is it most

detailed: it is also aware of the contrasting nature of

Syracusan constitutional affairs before and after Dionysius'

coup. It can, therefore be concluded that the interest of

the text especially revolves around Syracuse. It is

possible to conjecture that the text's ultimate source is

well-acquainted with Syracusan affairs, and is very

possibly Syracusan. Such a conclusion is supported by

the fact that two important sections not dealing with the

Punic Wars and Dionysius concern themselves with prominent
109

Syracusans. The interest shown in Diocles and Hermocrates

'is particularly significant in view of the fact that

Dionysius was Hermocrates' follower and Diocles was
110

Hermocrates' opponent.

The importance attributed to Syracuse is especially

noteworthy, when considered beside the nature of the

evidence for the other Siceliot cities.

First, it is interesting to observe that the

narrative of the Selinuntine, Himeraean and Acragantine
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campaigns follow a regular pattern. Each topic is

dealt with in precisely the same way. A prelude which

discusses the causes of the wars is followed by an

account of the actual course of the fighting. The

concluding section gives an account of the results of the

war; the settlement imposed by the Carthaginians.

Thus Diodorus devotes chapters forty-three and

forty-four to the causes of the Punic invasion of 409 B. C.

Selinus' claim to undisputed land resulted in Segesta's

appeal to Carthage. The latter's hesitancy between

desire for possession of Segesta and fear of Syracuse,

was ended by Hannibal's insistence upon vengeance for the

defeat of Himera of 480 B. C. The failure of a joint

Carthaginian and Segestan embassy at Syracuse due to the

intervention of Selinuntine ambassadors supplied the pretext.

Diodorus then passes to the cause of the actual

hostilities. Carthage dispatched five thousand Libyans

and eight hundred Campanians to Sicily. After the first

clash - a Segestan victory - more substantial aid was

sent in the form of Libyans, Iberians and Carthaginians

under the command of Hannibal.

Concerning the attitude of Syracuse, it is quite

clear that according to the narrative, she determined

upon direct intervention at the same time as Carthage.

We know that as a result of the two embassies of 410 B. C.,

Syracuse determined upon an attitude of neutrality and
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that this attitude was abandoned after the battle, when

Syracuse promised direct assistance to Selinus.

Diodorus now passes to the preliminaries of the

actual war, which he places under the year 409 B. C.

Hannibal's arrival in chapter fifty-four is divided

into three parts. First, there is the actual arrival

which induced Selinus to send to Syracuse for aid.

Secondly, there follows the disembarkation. Finally,

the beaching of the ships in the bay of Motya is noted.

There follows the march to Selinus and the capture of

the trading station by the Mazarus river. Finally, the

beginning of the siege of the city is noted.

Two chapters are devoted to the fighting itself.

The first presents a picture of the Selinuntines gaining

the upper hand. In the second chapter, the Carthaginians

begin to make headway.

Thus in chapter fifty-five, after noting the surprise

and courage of the Selinuntines, Diodorus discusses the

"details of the Carthaginian onslaught. Two features of the

fighting are noted: the use of towers and the part played

by the battering rams. The original success of the

Carthaginians was due to the Selinuntine failure to look

carefully enough after their walls. As a result, the

Campanians succeeded in effecting entry. They failed,

however; because they did not clear away the wall

completely, and they did not know of the terrain.

)
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The increasing danger which threatened the

Selinuntines is described in chapter fifty-six. A

.renewed appeal for help from the Siceliots - this time

to Gela and Acragas as well as to Syracuse - led Syracuse

to call a halt to the war which she was waging with the

Chalcidian cities. Meanwhile, it is recorded that

Hannibal had resorted to a change in tactics as a result

of the failure of the Campanians to effect an entry into

the city because of concentration upon one area of the

wall. A more general attack was planned: the area

adjoining that which had been destroyed was broken down

and the rubble was cleared away before any attempt was

made to effect entry.

Diodorus relates that the fighting lasted nine days

and the Carthaginians victory is ascribed to superiority

of numbers. Nevertheless, we are assured that victory

came later than expected, because of the opposition of the

Selinuntines in the streets and because of the difficulties

arising from the missile throwers on the roof tops.

Chapters fifty-seven and fifty-eight are in the

nature of an epilogue to the account of the battle. The

fate of the captured city is discussed. It records the

flight of the remaining Selinuntines to the .market place,

the resulting massacre of the inhabitants, the destruction

on the buildings, the defilement of the dead and the

favour shown to the women and children. It is recorded

)
,/
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that sixteen thousand fell and that five thousand were

captured. The final chapter notes the pity of the Greeks

in Carthage's service for the cruel lot of their

countrymen, the indignities suffered by the women and the

escape of the six thousand, six hundred Selinuntines to

Acragas, where they were received hospitably.

To conclude, Diodorus devotes a half a chapter to )
III

the Carthaginian settlement. Three facts are recorded.

First the text narrates how the Syracusan advance force

failed in their endeavours to obtain the release of the

captives and safety from the destruction of the temples.

Secondly, Hannibal expressed his gratitude to the pro-

Carthaginian Empedion by freeing his kinsmen and restoring

his property. Finally, he allowed the Selinuntines to

till their land upon payment of tribute to Carthage.

- There follows DiodGrus' account of the war against

Himera. Again the division corresponds to the themes of

the cause of the war, the initial operations resulting in

Siceliot success and Carthaginian failure, the final

Siceliot failure, the fate of the captured city and the

Carthaginian settlement.

Thus the second part of chapter fifty-nine first

notes how Hannibal determined upon the main purpose of

--the expedition: vengeance for the defeat of Himera of

480 B. C. He thus pitched camp in the hills and invested

the city with reinforcements of Sicels and Sicans. The
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text continues to narrate the successful attempt to shake

and undermine the wall, due to the numerical superiority

of the Carthaginians. The Carthaginians were, however,

repulsed, and the breach in the wall was repaired. The

chapter concludes by noting the arrival of the Siceliot

allies at Himera.

The picture given up to this point of the Himeraean

campaign closely resembles that given of the early stages

of the Selinuntine campaign. On both occasions, the

distinguishing feature is the initial failure of

Carthaginian tactics. Similarly the major cause of

Carthage's failure lay in her inability to appreciate the

importance of systematic destruction of a wide area of the

wall.

As in the case of the Selinuntine campaign, the

besieged take advantage to launch an attack upon the

besiegers. This continued success is narrated in the

first part of chapter sixty. Four reasons are supplied

for the Himeraean success. First, it is due to the

suddenness of the attack. Secondly, the daring and

skilful tactics of the besieged are mentioned. Thirdly,

it is noted that the besieged were aware that they were

fighting for their lives and the lives of their wives

and children. Finally,one cause of the Siceliot success

was the disorder of the barbarians. Thus in two respects,

the theme of the Selinuntine campaign is repeated. Both
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attacks are characterized by courage. The second factor,

that the besieged were fighting for their lives and for

the lives of their children, echoes a common mqtif found

in the account of the resistance of the three Punic

campaigns against Selinus, Himera and Acragas. It also
112

appears during the Selinuntine attack and as such is

characteristic of Selinuntine, and indeed Himeraean courage.

Just as in the account of the Selinuntine resistance, at

first only a few resist and then more join in, so too in

the later confrontation, reinforcements arrive - on this
113

occasion from other Siceliots. Thus only two new

elements are introduced as contributing to early Siceliot

success- the surprise factor and barbarian disorder. In

other respects they are identical, in spite of the text's
114

ass~rtion of a difference between the two campaigns.

In the second part of chapter sixty and, indeed, in

the second part of Diodorus' description of the battle,

the Carthaginians begin to gain the upper hand. Diodorus
115

thus again follows established pattern. Just as formerly

numerical superiority contributed to Carthaginian success,

so too it is the case at this point. The narrative relates

how Hannibal brought down his men from the hills. These

defeated the Siceliots who were chasing the defeated

Carthaginian force in disorder. As a result, the Siceliot

defensive ended in failure, three thousand Siceliots being

slain.
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Chapter sixty-one records the increasing desperation

of the Siceliots. In spite of the arrival of twenty-five

triremes that had gone to the aid of the Lacedaemonians,

the Siceliots decided to abandon Himera, as a result of

the suspected Carthaginian attack upon Syracuse. The

withdrawal of half the population of Himera followed.

Chapter sixty-two notes the fact that on the

second day, the city was overrun. There follows an

account of the destruction, slaughter, plunder and

sacrilege, in general similar to the account of the

destruction of Selinus. The chapter concludes with a

notice on Carthage's dismissal of the Campanians.

Thus it is clear that the description of the

Selinuntine and Himeraean campaigns are dealt with in a

similar manner. First Diodorus discusses the various

causes of the war. Thereafter, three clearly discernible

divisions make their appearance. The first deals with

the two battles; the second with the capture of the

cities; the third with the Carthaginian settlement. In

addition, it has been observed that the two battles receive

the same treatment: first the preliminary engagement

which is characterized by Siceliot success is discussed;

there then follows a description of the Punic successes.

Parallels are even found in the details of the descriptions.

This is most obviously the case in the accounts of the

capture of the city. The cause of the initial Punic defeat
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is the same: concentration upon a single area of the wall.

The Siceliot counter attack on both occasions is viewed

as due to superior daring.

Similarly, use is made of the women and children

motif to indicate the desperate nature of the Siceliot

position which induced such courage. Further. successful

resistance leads to encouragement and the arrival of

additional Siceliot support. Finally, numerical superiority

is twice the decisive factor in Carthage's favour.

Diodorus' treatment of the early stages of the second

Punic invasion follows a similar pattern. As in the case

of the first invasion, there is an introduction dealing

with the cause of the war and initial preparations of

Carthage and the Siceliots. The cause of the war is dealt

with very briefly in the last section of chapter seventy

nine and the first section of chapter eighty. It is

simply ascribed to power lust. Hence resulted the

foundation of Therma.

More space is given to the preparations of both

antagonists. Most of chapter eighty deals with the

affairs of Carthage: the appointment of Hannibal and

Himilcon; the recruitment of the Punic force; the gathering

of the fleet; the initial operations around Eryx and the

Siceliot victory; and Hannibal's departure. Sections one

to three of chapter eighty-one describe the preparations

of the Siceliots. Two facts are recorded: the alliance
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between the Siceliots, Italiots and Lacedaemoniansi and

the Acragantines' gathering of their crops and possessions

within the city.

The narrative which is resumed in chapter eighty-five,

discusses the preliminary operations. There were two

Carthaginian ca~mps, in the hills and by the city. Hannibal's

failure to arrange terms of peace with Acragas resulted in

the Carthaginian attack upon a vulnerable section of the

wall. Meanwhile the besieged managed to enlist the support

of Dexippus the Lacedaemonian and the Campanian mercenaries

who had formerly served Carthage. Finally, the text records

the resistance of the first day and the burning of the siege

engines on the second day.

Clearly the picture thus far represented conforms

closely to that given of the first Punic invasion. The

Siceliots again triumph in the initial phase of the war.

It is interesting to note that Hannibal according to the

text, committed the same error as had been previously

committed at Selinus and Himera. He had again concentrated

upon one area of the wall. The result, was as before,

failure. The solution corresponded to those adopted upon

the two previous occasions: an attack upon different

points of the wall. To achieve this Hannibal resorted to

the destruction of the monuments and tombs. Thus he was

able to construct mounds. Diodorus then relates the narrative

of the destruction of Theron's tomb by lightning. The result
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was the plague and hysteria which was followed by the

sacrifice to Kronus and Poseidon. Finally, the arrival

of the Sice1iot and Ita1iot relief force at Acragas is

noted. Again it is apparent that the scheme of the

narrative is to place the arrival of succour after the

initial success of the Siceliots.

The Siceliot success is continued in chapter

eighty-seven. The victory of the Syracusan relief force

over the Iberian and Campanian mercenaries is then discussed.

We read how the general's fear of Himi1con's possible

reappearance resulted in his restraining his men.

The soldiers in the city were prevented from

attacking the fleeing enemy by the generals who, the text

claims, were eigher bribed or simply afraid. The narrative

continues to discuss the arrival of Daphnaeus and his men

at the camp before the city, where an assembly of the people

was held. Diodorus then proceeds to discuss the attacks

of Menes of Camarina, the stoning of the generals and the

'growth of the suspicions towards Dexippus.

In chapter eighty-eight, the narrative of the. war is

resumed. Daphnaeus, unable to take the Carthaginian camp

which has now been fortified, adopts starvation tactics.

Diodorus then records the threatened desertion of the

Campanian mercenaries of Carthage, which was prevented by

the surrender of the goblets. The capture of the transport

fleet turned the scales in Carthage's favour. The secession
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of the Campanian mercenaries in the service of the

Siceliots followed. Lack of provisions apparently led

to the general's decision to evacuate the to~~.

Chapter eighty-nine contains a detailed description

of the evacuation. The chapter which follows narrates

the fate of the captured city. The theme is the same as

that found in the description of the capture of Selinus

and aimera: plunder, massacre and sacrilege.

It is clear that the three invasions receive similar

treatment. The events are described as clashes between

Carthage and the individual Siceliot cities. Both

invasions are preceded by an account of the causes of the

outbreak of hostilities. The problem is viewed from both

angles. We are told, on the one hand, about the attitude

of the Siceliot states - Selinus and Syracuse. On the

other hand, the various considerations which influenced

Carthage's decision are discussed. Both invasions are then

narrated in the same way. First, the preliminaries are

discussed. In the case of the first invasion, the

diplomatic relations between Seg~sta, Selinus, Carthage

and Syracuse are related. There follows the preliminary

clash which resulted in the Segestan victory. Finally,

the arrival of the main Carthaginian force is described.

The narration of the second invasion simply concerns itself

with the military and diplomatic preparations. In addition,

the precautionary measures of the Acragantines are noted.
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The parallel treatment, however, appears in a more

direct perspective, which seems to indicate not'.; merely

a common source for the narrative of the three campaigns,

It seems seriously to affect the very authenticity of the

source material. The battle in all three cases appears to

follow a regular pattern. The ultimate victory of the

Carthaginians is preceded by a temporary Siceliot success.

The initial Siceliot success is followed upon each occasion

by the arrival of reinforcements. Most important is the

fact that the cause of the Punic failure on all three

occasions is the same: concentration upon one area of the

wall. The artificiality of the situation is especially

apparent when it is remembered that all three operations

are under the superintendence of Hannibal whose ultimate

achievement at Selinus and Himera, certainly fail to

indicate that the king possessed such mediocre ability

as would enable him to commit identical errors at identical

moments upon three separate occasions. Hannibal's

popularity within Carthage certainly speaks against such

a possibility.

Indeed, it is no exaggeration to state that once the

facts about Selinus are apparent to the reader, he has no

difficulty in discerning the nature of the confrontation

with. Himera and Acragas. This repetition of the material

is not merely found in the account of the initial Siceliot

success. The result on each occasion is the accretion
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of Siceliot support. That Siceliot help materialized is

not to be doubted: however, its immediate association

with the initial Siceliot success, based upon similar

errors on the part of Carthage on three separate occasions,

suggests the existence of a source lacking information of

a particularly original kind.

Such a situation is, moreover, suggested by the

three accounts given of the capture of the three cities.

Chapters fifty-seven and fifty-eight of book thirteen,

deal with the capture of Selinus. Such subjects as the

defilement of the dead, the bravery of the women and

children, the ransacking of the buildings and the fortitude

of the Selinuntines are discussed. The latter subject,

together with the narration of the bravery of the women

and children is narrated towards the end of the previous

chapter as well. A similar treatment is accorded the

description of the capture of Himera in chapter sixty-two.

Again the barbarity of the Carthaginians is discussed; the

·outrageous treatment accorded to the dead; the Punic greed;

and the bravery of the women and children. The narrative

concerned with the capture of Acragas consists of similar

formulae: Siceliot bravery and nobility; Punic desire for
116

Acragantine wealth; Carthaginian barbarity. The motif of

Carthaginian cruelty and lust for material gain and that

of Siceliot bravery appearsin the accounts of the capture

of Gela and Camarina as well, though on these occasions
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in less detail.

The stereotyped nature of this information is

especially evident, when contrasted with the vagueness

of the information concerning the internal situation of

the Siceliot cities. The account of the dispute between

Segesta and Selinus need certainly not indicate the use

by Diodorus of a source of information coming from

Selinus or well-acquainted with Selinuntine affairs. The

dispute was not a ne,~ occurrence and had been a major

factor in the diplomatic negotiations leading to the

intervention of Athens in 416 B. C. It is thus conceivable

that such information would, for example, be known to a

Syracusan-orientated source. Nothing of importance is

revealed about Selinuntine internal policies in the

narration of the first engagement of the war, the narrative

of the arrival of the Carthaginian force, and in the

account of the siege of Selinus. The account of the siege

and capture of Himera, similarly does not betray detailed

knowledge of the Siceliot position. The fact is that,

although the reader is supplied with a more detailed

account of the actual engagements between the Carthaginians

and the Siceliots, he is seldom able to gain insight into

the real source and nature of the Selinuntine and Himeraean

resistance. In the case of the siege of Selinus, on only

one occasion is information concerning the internal situation

provided. Reference is here made to the treatment accorded
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to Empedion. Nowhere in the narrative of the relations

between Selinus and Carthage prior to the notice dealing

with the treatment accorded to Empedion is the reader given

any clue as to the political situation within the city in

respect to the question of Carthage. The single piece of

evidence which we have, does most certainly suggest that

there existed in Selinus a substantial citizen body

willing to accept the suzerainty of Carthage. However,

had it not been for this notice, the reader would be left

with the impression that the decision of the Selinuntines

to resist Carthage was unani~ous.

The equally mysterious reference to the pity of the

Greeks in the service of Carthage for the plight of the

Selinuntines seems to reveal comparative ignorance by
119

Diodorus' source of the Siceliot situation. The reader

is obliged to ask, who in fact these Greeks were? Were

they Siceliots or Italiots, or indeed Greeks from the

East? What was their connection, if any, with the pro

·Carthage party of Empedion? The answers to these questions

are not provided. It is thus evident that Diodorus' source

was not well provided with information about the position

of Selinus. The same may, indeed, be said of the

description of the Himeraean campaign. Indeed, it is only

when we arrive at Diodorus' account of the Acragantine

campaign that a fuller picture of the situation among the

besieged is given. The nature of this new information
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will be discussed below. However, it is a fact that we

do not receive any information about the Selinuntines and

Himeraean generals, in contrast to those of Acragas. We

do not even know their names. In short, we are left with

the impression that Siceliot opposition to Carthage was

not only doomed to failure because of the numerical

inferiority of the Siceliots, but also disorganized to the

highest degree.

Such a view is confirmed by a consideration of the

nature of the evidence for the creation and existence of

the Siceliot League, formed to withstand the Punic

onslaught. It is significant that very little attention

has been given this League by modern scholars. That this

should be the case is not at all surprising. The details

concerning its nature are vague, and the presentation of

the facts is at times extremely confusing. No more clearly

are the difficulties illustrated than in the description

of the League's formation and its membership.

The first three references in the text are only to

Syracuse: Syracuse's promise of help in the beginning

of the war, Selinus' appeal for aid to Syracuse after the

landing of the Carthaginiansi and Hannibal's fear of
120

Syracusan intervention. The next notice refers to the
121

League. It is stated that the Selinuntines expected the

Syracusans and other allies to arrive. Who are these

au~~axo~ The one fact which the passage certainly seems
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to suggest is that Syracuse had succeeded in forming

an alliance of Siceliot states under her aegis.
122

The next notice is surprising. Here it is

stated that Selinus sent for help to Syracuse, Acragas,

and Gela. Acragas and Gela waited for Syracuse to lead

them. Syracuse, therefore, ceased waging the war which

she had been conducting with the Chalcidian cities.

The facts which are known are, first that Syracusan

supremacy was recognized by Acragas and Gela, and secondly

that Acragas and Gela seem to have played some part in

bringing about peace between Syracuse and the Chalcidians.

Yet the problem of the number of cities belonging to the

League is not answered. It is merely stated that Gela

and Acragas joined Syracuse. No mention is made at all

of Camarina and Himera. Although war ceased between

Syracuse and the Chalcidians, it is not stated whether

the treaty was followed by a syrnrnachia or not. Above
123

all, the text implies that two alliances were cemented.

Such an interpretation, it need hardly be said, is sheer

nonsense. A League is not formed, then disbanded and

then formed again in such a short space of time. The

most likely interpretation is that negotiations for the

purpose of forming such a League, had been going on for

some time. This had corne to the ears of the Selinuntines.

Hence the reference in the third section of chapter

forty-five. The second reference is, therefore, to the
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League's actual formation. The main point to· note is

that the text is very vague in two respects: in the

description of the membership of the League; and in

its ability to date the exact formation of the 0u~~ax{a

The Syracusans first hear of the fall of Selinus

at the time of the arrival of the three thousand picked
124

Syracusans at Acragas. It must be stressed that only

Syracusans are referred to. It is the latter that

proceed to negotiate with Hannibal. Later ~upaH60LOL

arrive at Himera. These consist, among others, of the

Syracusans who were previously at Acragas. There are two

notable variations. In the first place, the allies have

now joined Syracuse. Secondly, the Siceliot force has
125

grown from a force of three to four thousand. A number

of difficulties assert themselves. First, the text

indicates that the force which was sent ahead consisted

of three-quarters of the total militia. This is, indeed

strange. A force which is sent ahead to enquire about

the situation or to inform those seeking help about the

arrival of the whole force, forms a small part of the

whole. Yet the text quite clearly states that three

thousand arrived at Acragas and that it was this body
126

of men that was included in the four thousand at Himera.

Secondly, the preliminary detachment is stated as consisting

of Syracusans. This is most strange. It would seem that

Syracuse possessed an overall majority in the Siceliot
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League. The three thousand men at Himera who had

previously been at Acragas were certainly Syracusans.

The additional one thousand included the allies. The

latter do appear to form the whole new detachment. In

short, three-quarters of the force of the Siceliot League

is formed from the militia of Syracuse. This is unlikely,

when it is remembered that the Siceliot League certainly

consists of Acragas and Gela, as well as Syracuse. It

seems very likely that the Chalcidian cities may have

contributed some detachment for the cornmon effort. Camarina

is not mentioned at all: it seems unlikely that she was

not affected by the events concerning her neighbours.

Finally, what of Himera? Is the Himeraean militia to be

included in the four thousand, or is that body merely

formed from Himera's helpers? The text does not reveal

any information. The main fact to obs~rve is that the

predominance in numbers ascribed to Syracuse is unlikely

in view of the probable extent of the League.

Finally, it must be asked, why was the preliminary

detachment formed only from Syracusans? Surely a

representative body is formed from all the member states?

It may be objected that not enough time has passed for

the gathering of the League's forces. Therefore only

Syracusans were sent. Such a reconstruction is doubtful

in view of the fact that the alliance, if not actually

formed, was certainly in the process of formation.
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Again the same difficulties have made their

appearance. First, there is obscurity regarding the

question of formation. Secondly, there is the question

of content.

There are two ways of meeting these difficulties.

First, it could be argued that Diodorus has slavishly

combined two sources. Hence it would follow that in

chapter fifty-five where Syracuse had allies, the same

source as that for the last section of chapter fifty

nine is used. The reason for this, it could be argued,

is that in the latter section, Syracuse has again allies.

In the first section of chapter fifty-nine, however,

these allies have disappeared. On these grounds, it could

be argued that the beginning of chapter fifty-nine comes

from a different source-from the third section of chapter

fifty-five, and the ninth section of chapter fifty-nine.

Such methods do not, however, commend themselves to the

present writer. They merely represent the adoption of

Laqueur~type tactics. Further, they do not solve all

the difficulties. It does not account for the fact that

the preliminary detachment constituted three-quarters of

the total force, and it does not account for the fact

that the Syracusans outnumber the rest of the League's

contribution to such a great extent.

The second solution has, therefore, to be adopted.

It has to be conceded that the text is not at all precise

in respect to the information which it provides regarding
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the Siceliot League. As has been seen, the chief interest

of the text has been in Syracuse. The result is vagueness

regarding the cementing of the relationship between the

various members of the League.

As the narrative progresses the same picture is

presented. Towards the end of chapter seventy-nine, the

Syracusans censure Carthage for the war and demand Carthage's
127

future abstinence from hostilities. In the subsequent

chapter, the Carthaginians and Syracusans fight a sea
. 128

battle, in which each side has forty triremes.

In these two citations, Syracuse appears to have

been alone. Now, the last which we have seen of Syracuse

was when sle acted as head of the Siceliot League. being

chiefly responsible for the evacuation of Himera. The

question which suggests itself is, what has happened to

the Siceliot League? The above citation might indicate

that the League had broken up.

To pass to chapter eighty-one, the Siceliots were

alarmed. The result was Syracuse's performance of two

functions. First, she negotiated alliances with the

Italiots and Lacedaemonians. Secondly, she continued to

dispatch emissaries to the cities of Sicily to arouse the
129

masses to-fight for their common freedom.

Clearly, the above information clashes with the two

previously cited passages. It quite openly indicates that

a Siceliot League had already arisen, the leader being
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Syracuse. This League is identifiable with the League

brought into existence with the crisis of 409/8 B. C.

Two facts indicate this. First, the use of the imperfect

tense &~tO~E~~OV is to be noted. Secondly, the

alliance with the Italiots and Lacedaemonians is important.

Such an action is unlikely to have been taken without the

prior existence of an alliance between the Siceliot cities.

Again the alternative of assuming a slavish

- combination of sources by Diodorus or of the overstressing

by the text of the part played by Syracuse presents itself.

If the first approach is adopted, it could be argued that

the one source saw Syracuse as having formed a League by

the time of the commencement of hostilities, and that the

other knew of no such League. Again it must be said that

the second solution is more attractive. The variance of

-the two -accounts appears to indicate that overemphasis by

the text upon Syracuse, the League's kernel has resulted

in lack of interest in its component parts. Hence in the
130

·seventy-ninth and eightieth chapters, the conflict was

seen entirely in terms of Syracuse versus Carthage, and

in chapter eighty-one, the text presupposes the fact that

the reader knows about the formation and development of

the Siceliot League.

_. Chapter eighty-six observes how the Syracusans,

fearing for the future of Acragas, decided to send that

city aid. When the allied Italiots and Messanians arrived,
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they elected Daphnaeus as general. Soldiers from Ge1a,

Camarina and the interior were added to the armament, the

whole force amounting to thirty thousand infantry and five
131

thousand cavalry.

Again the text's failure to clarify the position of

Syracuse over against that of the Sice1iot League has

resulted in confusion. Again Syracuse appears to be

acting alone, and the allies play no part. It is the

Syracusans who fear for the future of Acragas and decide

to aid her. There is no mention of the alliance. Further,

it might appear that the League is now founded for the

first time. It is stated that allies came from Italy and

Messana, and that more allies joined them, from Camarina

Ge1a and those tx ~~~ ~EaoYEtou It is not stated that

these allies were additions to the alliance's militia.

The fact that Syracuse is at first only mentioned gives the

impression that the allies who now joined, formed the

initial confederate army. It might thus appear that the

·alliance has only now come into being.

It need hardly be said that this evidence is not

indicative of the formation of two Leagues. It merely

indicates how overemphasis upon the part played by

Syracuse has resulted in the disappearance of the League's

--role. The allies ~eferred to in chapter eighty-one seem

to be the same as those noted in chapter eighty-six. In

the first reference, the alliance is made: in the second,
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the promised aid is given. Had the text been more

precise, instead of writing ~upax6a~o~ in chapter

eighty-six, it would have written~upax60~o~ xa~ ot 0u~~axo~

The same tendency is illustrated in the 'first

section of chapter eighty-seven. The battle of the

Iberians, Campanians and other forty thousand dispatched

by Himilcon is noted as being with the Syracusans and

not with the Siceliots or with the Syracusans and their
132

allies. The Italiots, Messanians, those of the interior,

the Camarinaeans, Geloans, Naxian, and Catanians have

disappeared.

In the chapters which follow, the text, it must be

admitted, begins to show far greater interest in the

League. In the description of the fighting which follows,

however, the picture painted only betrays interest in the

Carthaginians and Syracusans. It is true that Dexippus'
133

treachery is noted. The significant fact, however, is

that this point is not mentioned in the description of the

fighting. The story about the bribed Acragantine generals
134

focuses attention away from the Syracusans.

In sections three and four of chapters eighty-eight,

the existence of the Siceliot League is again ignored.

Himilcon learned of the Syracusan supply fleet. It is

then stated that the ·Syracusans despised the Carthaginians
135

and became careless.

In section five of the same chapter, the text is
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again conscious of the fact that Syracuse is the kernal

of the League. Hence the Campanians are made to desert

because they consider the Greek position to be hopeless
136

as well as because of the fifteen talent bribe. The

rest of the narrative follows a similar course. The

. existence of the whole Siceliot, or ratner Greek force

is noted. The desertion of the !taliots is effected by

Dexippus. The generals - presumably, a representative

council of the whole League since Dexippusi a non-

Syracusan is a member - meet and decide to proceed with

the evacuation of the whole city. The narrative of the

flight from Acragas is seen from the point-of-view of the

whole League. It is organized by the League: the League's
137

soldiers form the escort. Although the Syracusans give

Leontini to the exiles, the Syracusans however, are
_ . _ ..'~.~_ _ 138

censured by the other Italiots for their choice of leaders.

Again the text is conscious of the fact that Syracuse is

no more than the leader of the Siceliot League~ Dionysius'

operations at Gela arise from the Geloan request for
139

assistance from the chief state of the League.

Dionysius,as representative of Syracuse, promises to
140

return to Gela and dismisses Dexippus ... ~he Carthaginians

expect Dionysius to aid the Geloans, no doubt in his
. ~ _. - 141

capacity as co~~ander of the Siceliot League. Indeed

the text refers to Dionysius' summoning the aid of the
142

Italiots and other allies. However, his position
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vis a vis the League is by no means precisely defined.

The decision to evacuate Gela is associated with

Dionysius' ~tAOL : the position of the Geloan and

Camarinaean representation as well as that of the

captured cities and the Chalcidians is not clarified.

A similarly undefined position characterizes the

narrative of the evacuation of Camarina~ Only at a later

point is there a reference to the disintegration of the

Siceliot League and the departure of the Geloans and

Camarinaeans to Leontini. The relationship of Dionysius

towards the League in connection with the treaty that

terminated hostilities is vaguely defined: Selinus,

Himera, Acragas, Gela and Camarina became tributaries of

Carthage; Leontini which contained the Siceliot exiles
143

occupied an autonomous status. There is silence on

the question of Chalcidian Naxos and Catane. In 397,
144

Dionysius receives the aid of Gela, Camarina and Acragas.

A revival of the old Siceliot League is certainly indicated.

Otherwise, three isolated references occur: Himilcon's

alliance with the Himeraeans; the Messanian oracle and

the resistance of Messana; and the withdrawal of Messana
145

and Acragas from the alliance.

On the whole, it is clear that the existence of the

Siceliot League is clearly defined in the later chapters

of the narrative of book thirteen. However, it is

noteworthy that the content in these chapters refers to
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the decline and collapse of the body. Hence the

references concern the Campanian and Lacedaemonian

treachery; the evacuation of Acragas, Gela and Camarina;

Siceliot censure of Syracuse; Dionysius' treacherous

dealings with Gela; and the ultimate Camarinaean and

Geloan desertion. However, in the earlier stages of

warfare, where Siceliot success is more apparent, more

confusion is evident. Above all, difficulties concern

the formation of the League and its revival in 407/6 B. C.

Such representation of the facts merely serves to strengthen

the conclusion which the text appears to indicate, that

Siceliot failure resulted from serious lack of talent for

effective organization.

3. The Acragantine Excursus

There is, however, one important exception to the

claim that the text betrays little interest in the affairs

of Syracuse's Siceliot allies. A lengthy passage extending

from the fourth section of chapter eighty-one to the end

of chapter eighty-four concerns itself with the affluence

of Acragas.

The excursus can be divided into three sections. In

---the -first, the cause of the growth of Acragantine

prosperity is discussed. Two points are observed: the

importance of wines and olives to Acragas; and the

resulting trade with Carthage. Hence originated the great
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prosperity which characterized Acragas.

In the second section, an account of Acragantine

affluence is given. The temple of Zeus is discussed.

Then the reader is informed about the artificial pool

outside the city and the monuments which it contained.

A general note on the Acragantine youth-is followed by an

account of the procession of Exaenetus of Acragas, after

his winning the stadion in the ninety-second Olympiad.

Finally, Acragantine softness is illustrated by the decree

concerning the limitation of the bedding for the guards

during the siege.

The third section discusses two of the city's magnates.

First, Tellias is described. The text narrates how he

stationed servants before his gates for the purpose of

obtaining guests upon whom he could bestow the hospitality

for which he was famous. His entertainment of five

thousand cavalrymen from Gela is then discussed. A

detailed description of his wine cellar follows. Finally,

the story of his journey as ambassador for his city to

the people of Centuripa is introduced to illustrate his

great wisdom.

The text then discusses Antisthenes, the character

second in importance to Tellias. Two facts are noted: the

magnificent wedding o£ his daughter and the advice which

he gave his son concerning the land of a poor man.

The excursus on Acragantine luxury is, in fact, not
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as divorced from the rest of the narrative as might

appear at first sight. The third and fourth sections of

chapter ninety of the thirteenth book are significant.

Diodorus refers to Himilcon's plundering of the dwellings

and temples. He notes the great amount of booty which

was taken. Here he provides four causes for the existence

of such booty. First, he notes the large population.

Secondly, the fact that Acragas had never been ravaged

before is observed. Thirdly, Diodorus draws attention

to the fact that Acragas had been the wealthiest city

of its day. Finally, he points to the special interest

of its citizens in works of art. There follows an account

of the pictures and sculptures. It is here that Diodorus

takes the opportunity to discuss the authenticity of the

bull of Phalaris.

In the beginning of chapter eighty-nine, the distress

of the Acragantines who had to leave their city is noted.

The text records that not only were they afraid for their

lives; the thought of leaving their possessions also

perturbed them. It is noted that they, however, realized

that they still had their lives.

It is thus evident that Acragas' internal affairs

occupy a place of crucial importance in Diodorus' narrative.

The fact that Timaeus is cited on two occasions might
146

indicate that all this information came from Timaeus.

This is, as has been shown in the first chapter, by no
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means to be regarded as decisive evidence for Timaeus'

authorship. However, assuming the validity of this

claim, this cannot be regarded in itself as a ~atisfactory

solution as to why such great detail characterizes the

text's knowledge of Acragas as opposed to the limited

knowledge betrayed in connection with the wars against

Selinus and Himera. To a certain extent, the problem

concerns the significant viewpoint adopted by these

chapters. It is, indeed, to be observed that little

information is provided concerning Acragantine resistance,

and that the emphasis of these chapters is upon economic

and social life rather than political affairs. However,

another point is equally significant. The difficulty is

clearly minimized, when it is remembered that the excursus

is not, in fact, divorced from the rest of the narrative.
147

Indeed, two other references to Acragantine luxury occur.

Further, it is significant that the.account of the

Acragantine campaign is fuller than the descriptions of

those of Selinus and Himera. The description of the

assembly, and the events immediately leading up to it.

reveal intimate knowledge of the affairs of a Siceliot

city, the like of which has not been demonstrated in

connection with the earlier affairs of Selinus and Himera
148

and the first stages ·of the Acragantine campaign.

The question then is, why are we so well-informed

about Acragas? The answer to this question may lie
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largely in the part played by the Syracusan militia. It

has been seen that the destiny of Acragas was in the hands

of a Syracusan general, Daphnaeus. The evacuation of

that town was, moreover, undertaken upon the advice of

that general. Again, it is important to remember that the

evidence of the rest of Diodorus' narrative has suggested

a Syracusan source or a source intimately connected with

Syracusan affairs. Two possibilities, therefore, present

themselves: on the one hand, it is possible that the

source for the account of Acragantine luxury was one of

the Syracusans at Acragas; alternatively, it is possible

that the source who was present at Acragas supplied the

information to Diodorus' ultimate source. Whatever

solution is adopted, it seems likely that the information

comes from a source well acquainted with Syracusan affairs

and most probably Syracusan himself.

It is further to be observed that in chapter six~y

one, the text gives a brief glimpse of the Himeraean

'internal situation. Reference is here being made to the

decision of the Siceliots to abandon Himera as a result

of the suspected Carthaginian attack upon Syracuse. Now

this is the first occasion that the reader is provided

with an inside view of a besieged Siceliot city. Again,

it seems likely that this information came ultimately

from a Syracusan source, for the Syracusan army under

Diocles organized the exodus from Himera.
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Similar considerations affect the events at Gela.

Particularly noteworthy is the reference to the statue

of the river Gela which would be known to a Sy~acusan at

the city, before the evacuation. Similarly, the account

of the battle at Gela is the most vivid and detailed

description of fighting found in the thirteenth book.

Consequently Adamesteanou was correct to regard it as
149

stemming from a contemporary source. Probably this

source was at Gela and a close associate of Dionysius, or

at least a person in military or governmental circles.

The same conclusion is suggested by a consideration of

chapter ninety-nine which discusses Dionysius' intrigues

in Gela.

Apart from the case of Acragas and the instances

which could derive from a Syracusan authority, it is

clear that little definite information is provided

concerning the Siceliot cities, directly threatened by

Carthage. As has been seen, very little is known about

the internal affairs of Selinus and Himera. As regards

Acragas, though abundant testimony concerning her economic

and social life is provided, very little is known about

the internal political situation. What is provided is

only seen against the background of Syracusan politics.

The small amount of evidence about the affairs of Gela

and Camarina is similarly accounted for. The only city

about which precise information is provided, is Syracuse.
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4. Extent of Information About Carthage

Such a situation is especially strange in view of

the fact that abundant information is provided concerning

Punic affairs. This is first seen in the account of the

situation in Carthage following the Segestan appeal.

Detailed information regarding the policy of Carthage is

provided. Diodorus' text observes that the Senate was in

a dilemma. She wanted Segesta; yet she feared Syracuse.

Further, we are distinctly told that it was Hannibal who
150

swayed the senate. Thus it is clear that the source

for this part of Diodorus' history was well acquainted with

the situation within Carthage. This impression is confirmed

as the narrative progresses. The exact numbers of the
151

Carthaginian preliminary detachment is provided.

Similarly the account of Hannibal's force reveals

intimate knowledge of the Carthaginian scene. Not only are

we given the numbers - a fact which might have been known

by the threatened Siceliots, but more important, information

is provided concerning the peoples recruited by the
152

Carthaginians. The details about ,the arrival of the

Carthaginian force could have come from many sources, and

does not reveal intimate knowledge of Carthaginian affairs.

The same may be said to apply to the details of the fighting.

One point is, however, worthy of mention: the note
153

concerning the pity felt by the Greeks in Carthage's service.
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Again a view of the situation within the enemy carnp is

given.

Interesting details concerning Hannibal's

settlement after the capture of Himera are also supplied.

The details concerning Empedion and the treatment of the

Selinuntines who remained, is equally indicative of the use

by Diodorus of a source intimately connected with the affairs
154

of Carthage.

The evidence of this episode and that concerning the

"Greeks who pitied" is .especially crucial. Both details are

unlikely to have stemmed from a Siceliot source, for they

are not placed in the context of Selinuntine politics and,

as has been seen, information about Selinus is extremely

limited. The extent of the party of Empedion is not indicated,

and its relations within the framework of tne Selinuntine

scene is not elaborated upon. However, viewed from the

Carthaginian angle, the information poses no problems:

necessity of information is superfluous. The existence of

a 'pro-Carthage clique is the vital factor, and not the

precise details concerning the internal affairs of the

Siceliot city.

Similar instances can be found in the description

of the capture of Himera. ~ertainly the acco~nt given of

·.. the dispute between the Carthaginians and their Campanian

allies indicates knowledge of the position among the

Carthaginians. The same may be said to apply to the reference
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to the popularity of Hannibal upon his return to Africa.

Detailed knowledge of the situation in Carthage is

again revealed in the description of the vacillation of
156

Hannibal before the Acragantine campaign. Further, the

reader is supplied with full details regarding the
157

recruitment of the Punic force. In the course of the

actual campaign, certain instances are particularly

noteworthy. First, there is the interesting episode of
158

the destruction by lightning of the tomb of Theron.

Even if the details of the story are to be suspected, it

cannot be entirely rejected. The whole episode suggests

use by Diodorus of a source intimately connected with

Carthaginian affairs.

The episode of the rebellious Campanian mercenaries

similarly provides details which would appear to originate

from a source well acquainted with the Carthaginian position

and are unlikely to have derived ultimately from a Siceliot

source. It is distinctly stated that the Carthaginians were
159

at starvation point. Further, it is noted that the

Campanians had been denied the rations which had been agreed
160

upon. In addition, it is clearly affirmed that the

rebels were given the goblets of the Carthaginian troops

as a pledge. The final point to observe is that Himilcon

saw in the capture of the supply fleet the only hope of
161

salvation.

The narrative of Dionysius' major encounter with
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Carthage in book fourteen similarly provides detailed

knowledge of Carthaginian affairs. Thus details are

provided about Himilcon's preparations. We are distinctly

told that armaments came from all Libya as well as from
162

Iberia. The Timaeus and Ephorus figures are provided.

Certainly, the respectable Timaeus figures would appear to

derive from a source well-acquainted with Punic affairs.

More significant is the fact that the text records

information which could not come from a Siceliot source. It

appears that Himilcon gave sealed orders to all the pilots,

which were to be opened only after the ships had set sail.

Hence spies would be unable to obtain desired information.
163

The orders were to sail to Panormus. The latter fact

would of course be known to Dionysius, for the Punic fleet

did sail to Panormus. Even the instructions could have been

discovered. However, the fact that these instructions were

only revealed after the fleet had sailed indicates that

this information is likely to have come from a source well

acquainted with the Punic internal situation.

Himilcon's reasons for obtaining control of Messana

are precisely delineated: the harbour could accomodate his
164

navy; and he could intercept Italiot and Peloponnesian aid.

Details concerning the investment of Messana occupy chapter

fifty-seven. Again Himilcon's intimate thoughts are indicated
165

in chapter fifty-eight. The text states that Himilcon

reflected that the strategic value of the city and its
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existence far from Carthage's alli~s necessitated its
166

complete eradication. The details about the oracle

and Messana's internal situation may have come from a
167

Carthaginian source. Certainly, the details contrast

noticeably with information proviced about other 'Siceliot

cities.

The text knc~s that the eruption of Aetna necessitated
168

the division of the Punic force. The text states clearly that,

whereas Himilcon encamped in the temple of Zeus, the rest
169

of his force was twelve stades from the city. Precise

details about the plunder of the temples of Demeter and Kore

are provided, the panic, the plague, the destruction of

Gelon's tomb, and the dispatch for help to Sardinia and
170

Libya are noted. Certainly, the 6etails provided abou~ the

plague suggest the e~p1oyment of a Punic source. The same

can be said of the details provided about Eimilcon's end,

his atonement and suicide, and of the account of the Libyan

Indeed, it is stated that the cult of Kore and
171

Demeter ,-.ras adopted and that the rebels seized 'l'ynes. The

text states clearly that the rebels were disorganized,

divif.ec1 anongst therr'selves I lacking capable corr.manders and

provisions.
172

Finally, Diodorus notes Carthaginian bribery.

Less detail characterizes the description of Carthage's

position during the second Punic war. Diodorus' citation of
173

moderate Punic forces suggests Timaeus-type figures.

Hm..rever, there is nothing ,·:hich can be regarded as

originating entirely from a Punic source, or a source
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well-acquainted with Carthaginian affairs. This situation

is not surprising in view of the brevity of the account of

the second war. Similarly very little can be stated about

the narratives of the last two wars: the evidence is of a

most general nature.

The main point to observe is that Diodorus' narrative

of the first Siculo-Punic conflict possesses details about

the Carthaginian position which could only have come from

either a Carthaginian source, or a Siceliot source and

possessing information which derived ultimately from a

Punic source. On two occasions the writer takes his reader
174

into the Carthaginian senate. We!are also given a

glimpse of the feelings of the Carthaginians as a whole to
175

the question of whether hostilities were to be waged or not.

The situation in Africa following the destruction of Himilcon's
176

fleet contains no reference to Siceliot affairs. The

Finally,

Most interesting are
179

references to commands of the Carthaginians.

Details are also provided concerning the
178

situation within the enemy camp.

Carthaginian government's recruitment policy is discussed
177

four times.

on three occasions, the text penetrates into the very mind
180

of the Carthaginian generals. It is true that on the

latter occasion, caution must be employed. Th€ possibility

that the information was a figment of the imagination of

Diodorus or his sources cannot be overlooked. On the whole,
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however, the existence of information of a purely Punic

nature, often divorced from any Siceliot association, in

addition to the relative disinterest in the affairs of

Siceliot states other than the chief protagonist, Syracuse,

suggests the existence of a source, if not directly

Carthaginian, at any rate well informed about Carthaginian

affairs.

5. The Attitude of the Text Towards Dionysius

No attempt is made by the text to disguise the fact

that Dionysius' rule depended upon the power of force in the

last resort, and that the actions of the despot and the

nature of the ~(pport given to the t'rant, Yeal distinct

distaste by Dionysius for the established democratic

constitution. This is clearly illustrated in the chapters,

dealing with the coup of 405 B. C. Dionysius works against

They are the very antithesis of any

He is supported by

Hence he demands immediate judgment ofthe constitution.
181

the generals. Thus theHis is the rule of the mob.
182

people's passions are incited.
183

desperadoes.

patriotic element, men who lack principles, whose loyalty
184

depends upon bribes and wages. Dionysius is only

interested in himself and thus does not associate with his
185

colleagues. He accuses the wealthy of Gela in order to

pay his troops, and it is implied that patriotic motives
186

are absent from his intentions. Again, he gains his
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bodyguard, not because of a genuine threat to his life.

The story is invented merely to effect his personal designs
187

of aggrandizement. Dexippus, who is prepared to restore
188 .

liberty to the Syracusans, is dismissed. It follows

that Dionysius has robbed the Syracusans of liberty. Two

factors are crucial for Dionysius' maintenance of power

within Syracuse: the greater fear of the populace towards

Carthage than towards the tyrant; and the ignorance of the
189

demos. It is therefore, necessary for Dionysius to

deceive the multitude and effect the total elimination of
190

the responsible elements of the population from the state.

Dionysius' opponents are the"renowned", the "ablest"

and the "most respectable" elements of the Syracusan citizen
191

body. Similarly, the Geloan rulers attacked by Dionysius

are the "able" men who, like Dexippus,are prepared to restore
192

liberty to the Syracusans and are dismissed for their efforts.

It follows from the last citation that those who were

not prepared to restore liberty to the Syracusans form an

essential nucleus of support for the despotate. Indeed the

text openly states that these were desperate men, desiring
193

a policy involving confiscation and murder. They

clearly constitute a most unreliable element. Thus, for

example, Dionysius is able to win over Dexippus' men by
194

promising them double wages. Similarly Dionysius employed

the money which he secured from the wealthy Geloans to pay

his guards. At the same time he promised double wages to
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The

A vital factor, basic to his
196

power, seems to have been the mercenary element.

195
the Syracusan troops.

text records how he won over men who lacked property and
197

possessed great boldness. Elsewhere it is stated that

the mercenaries of Gela, the exiles and impious formed the
198

basis of Dionysius' rule. Indeed,the people feared
199

Carthage and the mercenaries.

The people constitute a mob who think in ignorance

that in Dionysius they have found a leader, and consequently
200

act without full realization of the consequences. They

are a people swayed by the wrong opinion and in the case

of the Geloan populace spurred on simply by envy of the
2.01

influential.

Thus the narrative of Dionysius' coup establishes

three facts. First, it confirms the conclusion observed

earlier in connection with the consideration of the precise

details furnished about the Syracusan internal situation,

that Dionysius' rule was unconstitutional. Indeed his rise

to power was accompanied by the employment of the most

arbitrary methods. Secondly, Dionysius' opponents were the

men of ability who were well known for their experience in

conducting the affairs of their state. Finally, Dionysius'

chief source of support came, on the one hand, from the

masses, who acted from.ignorance and fear of Carthage, and,

on the other hand, from desperate types of persons who

worked essentially for monetary profit.
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The narrative of book fourteen which discusses the

first two decades of Dionysius' rule, tends to illustrate

in a similar fashion the nature of the Sicilian tyranny.

Dionysius' opponents are those who are against tyranny

and had been banished upon the establishment of the
202

despotate. The slaying of Doriscus was undertaken by a
203

movement aimed at the restoration of Syracusan liberty.

The type of persons upon which the tyranny was able

to maintain itself is well-illustrated in the chapter which

discusses Dionysius' establishment of his dictatorship. To

the common people he gave dwellings and to his friends and

In particular,

The tyrant's reliance
205

upon mercenary strength is often noted.

officers, he gave territory. His support consisted of aliens,
204

citizens and manumitted slaves.

the role of the Campanians is emphasized. The latter are

The type of men they are

Hence they are responsible for crushing
207

the revolt of the Syracusans.

paid any price, as long as they are capable of maintaining
206

Dionysius' rule.

is fully realized in the account of their treachery to the

men of Entella. The latter event was followed by the
208

Campanians' marriage to the wives of their victims. As

for the Syracusan masses, they repent of their ignorance in
209

not having joined the Syracusan cavalry.

In his foreign policy, Dionysius depended upon

similar elements. Thus he maintained his own tyrants at
210

Henna, Catane, and Naxos, Agyrium and among the Centoripans.
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It seems that policies pursued by these individuals

corresponded closely to those of Dionysius himself. Thus

Agyris of Agyrium emulated Dionysius, when he murdered the
211

wealthy citizens of his state.

The text is well aware of the fact that Dionysius'

rule represents a movement aimed at eliminating political

liberty from the Syracusan state. Thus Dionysius strengthens
212

the tyranny. He realizes that once Syracuse has attained

Hence resulted
215

the antagonism, epitomized by the slaying of Doriscus.

Dionysius works through the
214

utilization of bribes and armed might.

freedom from war, her citizens will consider the possibility
213

of regaining their liberty.

The rebels are stated to have made a bid for freedom.
216

Rhegium and Messana provided help. It is emphasized that

Dionysius' humanity to the rebels is not simply one aspect

of the tyrant's gentler virtues: it is only aimed at
217

effecting the return of the rest of the rebel party.

Finally, the heavy hand of Pharacidas and Aretes is employed
218

against the freedom of Syracuse.

As regards foreign policy, Dionysius' lack of

scruples is clearly illustrated by a consideration of his

relations with Aeimnestus of Henna. First, Dionysius

supported him in his bid for the tyranny: when the latter

failed to continue cooperating with Dionysius, the

Syracusantyrant assumed the guise of a democrat and
219

supported the people against him. The text also observes
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how Dionysius refrained from all injustice, not because he

had regard for right, but because he wanted the trust of
220

other cities. He worked through the tyrants Arcesilaus
221

and Procles to effect the seizure of Catane and Naxos.

The violence committed against the Chalcidian cities is

emphasized upon numerous occasions. The towns were

destroyed, the inhabitants sold into slavery and the
222

territory given to the Siceli and Campanians. The

Leontines were moved to Syracuse and the Rhegine assumption

of hostilities against Dionysius resulted from fear of
223

suffering the same fate as the Chalcidians of Sicily.

Such treatment was accorded other states and peoples. Thus

The

Messana was given to Locrians,
225

Medmaeans and Messanians from the Peloponnesus.

the Siceli were removed from Tauromenium, which was given
224

to Dionysius' troops.

settlement of the latter element appears "to have irritated

Sparta: consequently Dionysius removed the Messanians to

the territory of the later Tyndaris, which was then part of
226

Abacaene territory. After Caulonia was levelled to the

ground, its inhabitants were transported to Syracuse and

Locrians received the territory

Similarly, Hipponium was destroyed and
228

given to the Locrians.

given Syracusan citizenship.
227

of this state.

The unconstitutional nature of Dionysius' rule is

emphasized by the frequent notices to the effect that the
229

regime depended upon a state of hostility with Carthage.
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230
Banishment and death is an early feature of his rule.

The Syracusans join Dionysius in 398 B. C. because they

hope for lenient treatment from the tyrant, and ultimate
231

liberty. They desire to end the slavery to which they

are subjected.

By far the strongest indictment of the regime

occurs in the speech attributed to the Syracusan knight,

Theodorus. The latter declares that Dionysius is a

harsher master than the Carthaginians. He plunders temples
232

confiscates property, kills and uses bribes. He is a
233

dictator who employs slaves and mercenaries, a harsh tyrant.

Whereas Gelon freed Sicily, Dionysius enslaved the Syracusans
2'34

and gave other Siceliots into Carthage's hands. Because

of Dionysius, Theodorus argues, Gela and Camarina were

His rule was a heavy yoke to which the
237

Syracusans were obliged to submit slavishly.

He robbed men of their freedom and exiled and
236

killed them.

subdued, Messana was in ruins and Naxos and Catane were
235

enslaved.

The above information certainly portrays Dionysius

as a politician who was unwilling to allow sentiment to

enter into considerations of practical politics. Stubborn

opposition, particularly that of the Chalcidian cities,

which had characterized Siceliot politics for .the last

century was clearly answered by an equal severity on the

tyrant's part. However, to base an assessment of the

source's or sources' viewpoint on this information alone
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ignores a number of valid considerations. First, as has

been observed, in consideration of the views of earlier

scholars in chapter one, the speech of Theodorus which is

the principle vehicle employed, cannot be regarded as

expressing an hostile viewpoint on the part of Diodorus

or his authorities. Its appearance in the narrative of

Diodorus is conditioned by three factors: Sicilian interest

on the part of Diodorus and his Sicilian sources; the

integrity of purpose expected from even a source well

disposed towards Dionysius; and a very real attempt to

indicate the impracticable nature of the opposition to the

regime of Dionysius. Secondly, the references in the

narrative are devoid of moral stricture. For example, a

statement to the effect that the tyrant enslaved a city or

employed violent men or was opposed by the nobility or

experienced men is not to be regarded as necessarily

representative of a moral condemnation. An honest historian

is, indeed, duty bound to include all details, even if they

appear to be unfavourably disposed towards the viewpoint of

the historian. Thucydides' condemnation of the Athenian

Empire or indeed the Thucydidean Pericles' own testimony to

this effect, in no way detracts from the fact that Thucydides

was an intense admirer of the Athenian Empire and its

principal figure. Further, though it is possible for the

reader to pronounce a moral condemnation, this type of

approach must not be confused with the words of the narrative.
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Personal conclusions which are drawn, must not be regarded

as necessarily illustrative of the viewpoint of the text.

Finally, any attempt to base conclusions upon a single

factor expounded by the narrative, involves the dismissal

of equally relevant material, less consistent with this

point of view. Indeed our later consideration of the role

of the Syracusans, Siceliots and Punic foe, is of the

utmost significance for determining the bias, sympathies

and moral point of view of the text. Further, there is no

doubt that Dionysius does not simply emerge as a person

who abuses the power inherent in his position. His attention

to the niceties of constitutional practice and his

theoretical support for the workings of democratic government

are dealt with in considerable detail.

Thus Dionysius emerges in 405 B. C. as a supporter

of the democratic element within the Syracusan State.

Philistus supported him through constitutional channels and

paid the fines imposed. He considers the renowned citizens
238

as representative of an oligarchic clique. The exiles
239

are described as the true democrats. Dionysius worked

through the democrats and silenced the opposition who were

afraid of being considered oligarchs. At Gela, he adopted

a similar strategem by pretending to support the democrats

against the oligarchs. Indeed he appears to have believed

that the Geloans considered Dionysius responsible for their
240

liberation. He accused the Syracusan leaders of
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illegality, in that they utilized public funds not as pay,
241

but for their own pockets. He claimed that he alone

did not subscribe to Himi1con's bribes. Whereas the other

generals are depicted as traitors, he is the representative
242

of a nobler ideal. The continued existence of

constitutional order is indicated by the enlistment of

men under forty years of age and the appointment of a
243

bodyguard. Indeed, the text specifically states that

Dionysius persuaded the people who were gathered together
244

in Leontini to give him' the bodyguard.

That this respect for constitutional format and

democrat government is not simply to be regarded as a means

employed by Dionysius for seizing control, is indicated by

clear testimony to the effect that in the years following

Dionysius' coup, the voice of the populace was not quashed.

Thus Dionysius refrained from injustice when he gave

Aeimnestus over to the demos. The text, it must be admitted,
245

argues that his aim was to win the trust of the other cities.

In 398 B. C. he is said to have renounced his despotism and

banishment and deaths henceforth

Later the Sice1iots urged

An assembly was called to effect the declaration
247

of war against Carthage.

ruled in an humane fashion:
246

ceased.

Diony.sius to seek an immediate encounter with .Himi1con.

Dionysius appears to have been almost won over, but he

finally decided to follow the alternative advice offered

by his friends. He did so for purely strategic reasons.
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Fearing that a defenceless Syracuse might be taken just as

Messana had been lost, Dionysius decided to forfeit popular

sympathy. However, the main point is that the Syracusans

do appear to have been in a position to express themselves
248

and exert considerable influence upon Dionysius. The

subsequent notices confirm this concLusion. The Syracusans

gathered in groups and discussed the opportunities which

had not beer. taken advantage of, whereby they could have

rid themselves of Dionysius. Now with arms in their possession,

they were in a position to effect Dionysius' dismissal.

Dionysius then called an assembly and almost succeeded in
249

calming them immediately. Clearly a ruler who possessed

complete dis egard for constitutional prucedure would not

have resorted to employment of a popular assembly to sustain

his position. Even more surprising is the speech of

Theodorus. It is certainly highly critical of Dionysius.

However, the important point to observe is that Theodorus

is able to speak without being interrupted by pressure from

Dionysius. Even if the view is adopted that the speech

lacks authenticity and is merely a figment of Timaeus'

imagination and inimicable approach to the Syracusan

despotate, it nevertheless demonstrates clearly that,

whenever possible, Dionysius attempted to govern through

accepted constitutional channels and that his rule did not

witness an abrupt termination of the democratic governmental

structure. However, as has been emphasized, the view that
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the speech does not possess authenticity, carries little

weight, and it certainly suggests a willingness on the

part of Dionysius to limit arbitrary use of power within

Syracuse, wherever possible.

The narrative continues to discuss Pharacidas' veto

of the Syracusan secessionist mov~ment. The important point

to observe is that, although Dionysius dissolved the assembly,

he won over the Syracusans by offers of gifts, the celebration

of feasts, and the general distribution of his friendship.

Again, it is clear that Dionysius shrank from extreme methods,

preferring to give his regime within Syracuse a semblance
250

of legality. It is, moreover, clear that such an attitude

was pursued throughout the reign of Dionysius. Thus the

later reference to the Syracusan desertion clearly implies

the existence of a preliminary debate in the assembly.

Again, Dionysius' decision to reject Syracusan advice is

based upon purely strategic reasons, and does not appear as

a manifestation of Dionysius' lack of consideration for the

assembly. Dionysius based his decision to avoid a direct

encounter with the enemy upon the fact that time and want
251

would ruin the cause of the barbarian.

Very little information is provided concerning

Dionysius' relations with the Siceliot League. One notice

is, however, especially pertinent. In 394 B. c. the

Acragantines and Messanians appear to have deserted by
252

renouncing their alliance with Dionysius. This information
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certainly suggests that Dionysius' relations with the

Siceliot states of the old Siceliot League of 409-405 B. C.

were not based solely upon the power of the sword.

As well as depicting Dionysius as a ruler willing

to consider constitutional practice wherever possible, the

text regards the tyrant as repres~ntative of Greek patriotic

opposition to Semitic aggression. It is as a patriot that
253

he appeals for the restoration of the exiles. His use

of democratic procedure during his coup of 405 B. C.

similarly places Dionysius in a patriotic guise: the generals

he attacks are the traitors. At a later point, patriotic

feeling is evident when it is stated that Dionysius entered

war with the most powerful people in Europe, and that he
254

was about to raise up a great war. The assembly of

XIV. 45. 2 was called "because the Carthaginians were the

enemies of the Greeks generally, particularly having designs

against the Siceliots." Dionysius claimed that Carthage was

plotting against the Siceliots and that the one factor
255

preventing immediate attack upon Sicily was the plague.

He stated how terrible it was for Greeks to be the slaves

of the barbarians and how it was necessary for the Greeks
256

to fight for their freedom. The Siceliots, it is

stated, indeed hated the barbarians, though the prospect of

leniency from Dionysius and ultimate independence from his

yoke were also vital factors, influencing the support of
257

their crusade. Finally, the text observes that Dionysius
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was obliged to prevent the escape of the Carthaginian army

from destruction because of the inevitable refusal which
258

would be forthcoming from the Syracusans and their allies.

Clearly Dionysius is representative of Siceliot patriotic

aspirations. The same viewpoint emerges in the description
259

of the preparations of the war against Carthage.

It is true that Dionysius is depicted as a warrior

and political leader, willing to undertake seemingly harsh

measures to effect the success of his programme. However,

there is no hint of ab~se of the power which he possessed.

In the case of Naxos, Catane, Leontini and Rhegium the ancient

hostility of these states justified the decisive measures

undertaken. The same applied to the killing of the Syracusan
260

knights who had rebelled. It is, moreover, true that if

opportunity involving the sacrifice of cities necessary for

the preservation of Syracuse and the Greek cause presented

itself, Dionysius ignored considerations of sentiment and

constitutional niceties in pursuit of his long-term aims.

Indeed the text stresses that Dionysius was not the man to

permit a favourable opportunity to escape his notice. This

explains his anger at Leptines' conclusion of peace between

the Italiots and Lucanians, which proved disadvantageous
261

to Dionysius' plans. The decision to conc~ude peace

with Rhegiurn in 387 B. C. was not the result of any

friendship for that city on Dionysius' part. The real

purpose was to seek the elimination of that city's naval
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power of seventy triremes, for Dionysius realized that a

siege was only possible without Rhegium's receiving naval
262

aid. Similarly, Dionysius launched his attack upon the

Syracusan rebels of 403 B. C. only when he was sure that
263

division characterized his opponents. Depending upon

circumstances, Dionysius supported the tyrant or the

democratic element in Siceliot cities. For example, he

supported Aeimnestus, but upon the latter's treachery,

Dionysius encouraged the Ennaeans to make a bid for their
264

freedom. Conversely, if circumstances did not prove

to be opportune, Dionysius was not the man to tempt fortune.

As has been noted, this led on occasion to the defection of

Siceliot support. Similarly, the evacuation of Gela,

Camarina and Acragas was necessitated by political

circumstances. When tactics against Aeimnestus and the
265

Herbitaeans failed, Dionysius simply gave up. On the

other hand, the outbreak of the Libyan plague furnished

Dionysius with his opportunity to declare war against Carthage
266

in 397 B. C. If gifts or bribes held out possibilities,

Dionysius was not slow to act. Hence derived his gift of
267

Messanian territory. His failure to form a marriage

alliance with Rhegium, did rot discourage Dionysius, and

his adoption of a similar course of action with Locri
268

succeeded. When the Carthaginian force was crippled by

an outbreak of plague, Dionysius realized his opportunity
269

and attacked. If circumstances decreed that the slaves
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be freed, Dionysius would bow to the force of necessity:

far preferable, however, was the comparatively less

drastic solution of effecting a treaty of peace with
270

Carthage. Similarly, Dionysius realized that common

sense dictated the necessity of a concentrated attack upon
271

Rhegiurn at the expense of the other Siceliots.

However, the fact that Dionysius was in every

sense an opportunist who could, if necessary, adopt an

attitude of extreme harshness, must not obscure the fact

that wherever possible, he avoided 'the adoption of extreme

measures. Indeed, there is abundant testimony, indicating

that Dionysius increasingly resorted to measures involving

a lenient approach. The serious threat presented by the

cavalry revolt of 405 B. C. necessitated a firm solution.

Thus no attempt was made to conciliate the defectors at

this stage. However, later when they were joined by the

Syracusan rebels of 403 B. C. at Aetna, Dionysius resolved

to treat those who returned with humanity. Dionysius' aim
272

was to encourage the other rebels to do the same.

Clearly in this case, Dionysius realized that the stubborn

resistance of the type offered by Naxos and Catane or

Rhegiurn was unlikely to emerge in the case of the Syracusan

demos, and knights. Indeed the Chalcidian opposition to

Syracusan aims of hegemony was of long standing, and drastic

measures would conceivably be regarded as the only guaranteed

sOlution. However, a policy of leniency could produce and
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indeed does appear to have succeeded in effecting peaceful

coexistence with the various elements of the Syracusan

populace. In such a context, the Theodorus speech appears

perfectly logical; and the doubts presented by those scholars

who suggest that it represents pure fabrication on the part

of Timaeus, are effectively quashed. The text stresses that

Dionysius made every effort to conciliate the dissidents,
273

of whom Theodorus was representative. However, it must

be stressed that leniency at the expense of success in

practical politics was not tolerated. Leptines' ability to

effect peace between the Lucanians and Italiots did not

make political common sense. Hence derived Dionysius'
274

dismissal of Leptines and the succession of Thearidas.

At the same time it proved profitable to Dionysius to

display leniency towards the Italiots. Thus he freed the

Italiot prisoners without obtaining a ransom and left

thei.r cities independent. In return, Dionysius was honoured
275

and received gold crowns from his former foes. Clearly,

Dionysius' policy of leniency was justified in this case.

Further, the text aims at depicting Dionysius as a

great military and political leader, acting with common sense

and decisiveness. As has been noted, the emphasis is upon

Dionysius' military exploits and political sagacity. His
276

success against the cavalry revolt was due to his speed.

His use of the Peisistratean model and his acceptance of

Philistus' advice is illustrative of his political acumen
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in accepting sound counsel from others. Different

circumstances dictated different action: hence the varied

policy to Carthage, and the Dorian and Ionian blocs. Above

all, as has been noted, a willingness to seize the opportune

occasion characterizes Dionysius. His industry as a

builder of fortifications is well illustrated in the account
278

of the construction of Ortygia. As a military figure,

Dionysius is clearly distinguished. Of his personal bravery,

there is no doubt. He appears on occasion in the vanguard

and exposed to considerable danger. Particularly noteworthy

was his courage in the conflict with the Siceli of

Tauromenium, and his important role in the trireme, while
279

conducting hostilities against Rhegium. Upon one occasion
280

in the vanguard, he was struck in the groin by a missile.

The portrait of Dionysius as the great military leader emerges

particularly clearly in the account of Dionysius' military

preparations against Carthage. Great detail characterizes

the narrative, which is essentially concerned with the

variety of the weapons manufactured, the diversity of origin
281

of those involved and Dionysius' role in inspiring zeal.

6. Attitude Towards Syracuse and the Siceliots

A further consideration is ignored by those scholars

who argue that the text adopts a distinctly unfavourable

attitude towards Dionysius who is, in fact to be regarded

as the focal point of the narrative's hostility. Dionysius'
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position must not be isolated from the view adopted towards

the Carthaginians and Siceliots.

It is certainly true that the text betrays sympathy

towards the Siceliots. The latter are clearly associated

with qualities of bravery in face of the greatest indignities.

The fear of the Selinuntines is contrasted with their
282

confidence in their forthcoming aid from their brethren.

The courage of the women, children and old and the indignities-

suffered by these elements are frequently discussed. Thus

in the narrative of the Selinuntine campaign, the text notes

how the women abandoned their accustomed sense of modesty

in face of danger, and how, while the young fought, the old

looked to the supplies and encouraged the young women and
283

girls to see to the supply of food and missiles. When

Later they are treated

On the roof tops, the women and children
285

throw stones upon the enemy.

the city is in the process of being captured the women utter
284

a great cry.

286
cruelly by the Carthaginians, who save the temples for

the wealth contained there and not because of the presence
287

of the women and children, who had sought shelter there.

The women are treated indignantly and bemoan their fate

which is contrasted with the earlier luxurious life which

The

The daughters of marriageable age sufferthey enjoyed.
288

unworthily. Later the text records that the IIimeraean
289

women and children were evacuated by sea and land.

bravery of the women and children is noted in the next
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chapter, and in connection with the Geloan resistance.

The Geloan women and children refused to be evacuated and

Clearly the

the latter element was responsible for the rebuilding of
291

the walls. A note on their bravery also appears in
292

connection with the capture of Acragas.

text employs the motif of the wom~n and children to

illustrate Siceliot bravery in face of invincible forces.

Equally significant is the fact that interest in the

indignities suffered illustrate the means employed by the

text to gain the reader's sympathies.

noth methods appear extensively in the narrative.
293

The Siceliots are fighting for salvation or everything.
294

The Himeraeans fight to the death. Their only hope for
295

safety is in battle. They are superior in skill and
296

daring. The implication is clear: the Carthaginians

~~recowards. The defenders are fighting for their children,
297

parents and fatherland. The Himeraeans are fighting for

salvation having as spectators their parents, children and
298 299

relatives. They fight without thought for their lives.
300

Victory is their single hope. The Siceliots are fighting
301

with the realization that the struggle is for their existence.

The Geloans resist bravely and are not dismayed at the
302

threatening danger. When Carthage offers the alternative

.. 'of neutrality or support for her expedition, Acragas
303

valiantly refuses the offer. The daring of the Siceliots

at Uimera and their unexpected resistance, force the Punic
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forces to flee. Three thousand brave Himeraeans

continue to resist, in spite of the flight of the majority
305

of the citizens.

Stress upon the indignities suffered by the

Siceliots similarly results in sympathy for that party in

the conflict. Thus, the text records that the Greeks lament,
306

while the barbarians cheer. While one side saw disaster,

the other side was elated and took to indiscriminate

The note on the blood and corpses has a similar

Even the Greek mercenaries in Carthage's service
308

are moved to pity at the brutality of the barbarians.

slaughter.
307

aim.

As has been noted previously, the temples were not destroyed

for the wealth therein contained: considerations of mercy

The women envy

The women see their daughters suffer

Free-born youths and children wereare noticeably absent.
309

not even spared. The attackers are of a bestial nature.
310

is incomprehensible.

The slaughter of the barbarians continues
. 312

without compassion.

-- --Hence their speech
311

the dead.

indignities unsuitable for their age. They mourn for the

living children as for the dead, and are wounded personally

for every wound inflicted upon their progeny. They envy

the fathers and brothers who had died fighting for their
313

country. When the text discusses the lamentations

accompanying the exiles from Acragas, it notes that the

unfortunate refugees commented upon the fact that at least
314

they had their lives. The sick and aged were abandoned
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by their relatives. Men were only concerned for their own

lives. Tellias' self-immolation was occasioned by a desire
315

to prevent his having to undergo indignities to his person.

References to the aged and sick of Camarina and the
316

brutality of Carthage reiterate former themes. The

Camarinaeans remember the fate suffered by Selinus, Himera

and Acragas. They experience no compassion from the

conqueror. The exiles in their haste have no time for
317

maintaining dignity of composure.

The patriotic fervour of the Siceliots is stressed

throughout the narrative. The defenders of Selinus fight
318

for their children, parents and fatherland. The

Acragantines coromit suicide, wishing their last breath to
319

be drawn in the dwellings of their ancestors. A patriotic

note is sounded when the text observes that Selinus and

Himera were taken after being inhabited for two hundred and
320

forty years.

Motives of patriotism underline the account of the

construction of Epipolae. The united labour amazed the

spectators; all were zealous for work; as a result, the wall
321

was built ~Nithin twenty days. More important, is the

account of the preparations for the war against Carthage,for

these chapters are particularly significant for comprehension

of the text's political sympathies. It is depicted as a

collective enterprise and is described as " a great war with
322

the most powerful people in Europe. II y.]orkmen are
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gathered from everywhere and all types of weapons, missiles

and ships are manufactured. Dionysius collected workmen and

overseers, who were divided into groups according to their

skills. Rewards were offered and armour was manufactured

to suit the different types of mercenaries. The Syracusans
323

are described as enthusiastically supporting Dionysius.

Rivalry resulted in universal activity. One result was the
324

invention of the catapult. Cooperation between Dionysius

and the workmen is facilitated by the tyrant's endeavours to

pose as a citizen ruler. Thus the text observes how

Dionysius spoke to the workmen and ate with them. As a

result, great enthusiasm was created. It was this enthusiasm

that accounts for the important inventions. Two hundred

ships were rebuilt and one hundred and ten refitted. One

According to the

The large numbers of
326

arms and ships bewildered the beholder.

hundred and sixty ships' sheds were constructed, while one
325

hundred and fifty were repaired.

text, it seemed as if every Siceliot was engaged in the
327

construction of ships and armaments. The narrative notes

the shields, daggers, corselets and missiles that ~ere

328
produced. The soldiers were drawn from all quarters.

329
Goodwill was elicited from the Siceliots. The Messanians

were won over by a grant of additional territory: a

marriage alliance cemented the contract with the Locrians.

The account given of the parriage of Dionysius with its

emphasis upon the splendour of the event, strengthens the
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impression received of a unified patriotic bond against
330

Carthage. The Syracusans were urged to declare war

because the Carthaginians were most hostile to the Greeks,
331

and were particularly aiming at the Greeks of Sicily.

Thus it is clear that the expedition had assumed the

appearance of a struggle for Greek civilization and not

merely the preservation of Siceliot life. After pointing

out that the only reason for Punic cessation of hostilities

was the plague, Dionysius argued that it was a disgrace for
332

Greek cities to be enslaved by the barbarians. Again,

it is clear that a struggle for Hellenic civilization was

in progress. It is thus more than a mere fight for autonomy

or freedom. A conflict of two civilizations is being

enacted. Thus important information is provided regarding

the treatment of the Phoenicians in Sicliy. Phoenician
333

property was plundered by the Syracusans. The other

335
They were driven by hatred of Punic cruelty.

Siceliots drove out the Phoenicians and plundered their
334

property.

War was declared in the name of the Syracusans to achieve

the restoration of the enslaved Greek states and withdrawal
336

from them. The Greek states relish the idea of gaining

freedom from Phoenician domination.

Thus there is little doubt that what the text

considers to be Dionysius' most important and decisive war

with Carthage is conceived as pan-Siceliot and almost

pan-Hellenic in sentiment. Syracuse and the other Siceliot
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states are inspired by ideals of unity. A conflict of two

opposing civilizations is envisaged. The combatants are

Greek and Phoenician. The issue to be decided is the

survival of Hellenic civilization or its overthrow by

barbarian aggression.

Though it is true that the text betrays sympathy

for the Siceliot cause and portrays the Greek cause as

characterized by courage and patriotic zeal, it would be,

nevertheless, wrong to suggest that the text's analysis is

devoid of serious criticisms and is to be regarded as simply

an exercise in adulation. Indeed the text is well aware

of the fact that serious weaknesses characterize the

Syracusan camp and, indeed, the camp of the other Siceliot

cities. Significantly, this is particularly the case in

the period preceding the rise of Dionysius, when the

presence of the despot seriously weakened the Siceliot hopes.

Whereas Selinus had great potential and a superior

army, an unexpected attack gave the victory to the Segestans
337

and their Punic and Campanian allies. The Carthaginians

were able to break Selinus' walls because Selinus had
338

neglected her defences. The Himeraeans who were pursuing

the Punic force were defeated by Hannibal because of the
339

disorder within their ranks. The later Syracusan victory

over the Iberians and Campanians was compromised because of
340

similar disorder. The text suggests that the failure of

the soldiers within Acragas to effect pursuit was due to
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their having received bribes from the Carthaginians.

342
An opportunity was missed. Indeed the whole narrative

of the Acragantine campaign suggests considerable

disorganization within the Siceliot camp. Thus Menes of

Camarina lodged accusations against the Acragantine generals.

While four generals were stoned by the mob, the fifth,
343

Argeius, was spared. Dexippus the Lacedaemonian was also

accused of treachery. The Syracusans held the Carthaginians

in contempt. As a result of their carelessness, the tables

were turned, and Carthage was able to sink eight ships of

war and chase the others to land,
344

of the rebellious Campanians.
345

a bribe of fifteen talents.

not made sufficient preparations.

and regain the loyalty

Dexippus was corrupted by

Clearly, Acragas had

Later the Acragantines accused their generals, while

all the Siceliots accused the Syracusans of a wrong choice

in the selection of their generals. The text adds that no
347

man could offer adequate counsel for the conduct of war.

Dionysius' rise is facilitated by weaknesses

within Syracuse. All that can be employed against him is

the imposition of fines. The effectiveness of such a

procedure is negated by Philistus' willingness to pay the

sums required. Dionysius had no difficulty in stirring up

the multitude, which was implicitly weak and endowed with a

sheep-like mentality. He was able to convince them that
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the notable citizens were possessed of pro-oligarchic

tendencies. As a result, popular leaders, instead of those

endowed with capacity to govern, were chosen. Dionysius'

His

the people and the people were spurred on

The common people were ignorant of his
350

He \vorked on their fear of Carthage.

arguments fooled
348

by his words.
349

scheme.

intention was to use the Geloan masses in the same way as

They were unable to look to

The Geloans were blinded by their envy of the
352

most influential citizens.

he had employed the Syracusan populace to further his
351

scheme.

their problems, and by implication they could not rely upon

the Siceliot League and the Syracusans. Indeed, they
353

depended upon Dionysius. Hence they implored him to remain.

Dionysius convinced the Geloans that their generals had

been bribed by Himilcon. Dionysius pretended that he did

not \vant to serve, and it is clear that the Syracusans did
354

not see through his guile. The multitude "as is their
355

wont" , swung to the worse decision. They realized that

in their desire for freedom, they had established a tyranny
356

over their country. Yet Dionysius was still able to

persuade the people to give him a bodyguard. The mob were
357

capable of being persuaded. After this he openly

proclaimed himself a tyrant. However, by this time the

people were crushed by fear of Carthage and Dionysius'
358

mercenaries. In other words, they had failed to formulate

an independent organization of their own.
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It is to be noted that the little information

provided about Dionysius' opponents within Syracuse is

certainly not favourably disposed towards that element.
359

Their treatment of Dionysius' wife does not indicate

nobility of character on their part. Upon this occasion

they are incapable of effective resistance. Earlier, their
360

fear of the people rendered the importance of their role

of negligible value.

The narrative of book fourteen places less emphasis

upon Siceliot weakness, since the text's main aim is to

depict the success of unified Siceliot resistance under

Dionysius against Carthage. However, sufficient evidence

is provided which confirms the view expounded in book

thirteen.

Thus the text notes that Dionysius determined to

strengthen his tyranny because he feared that since the

immediate danger from Carthage had disappeared, the

Syracusans would attempt to assert their independence.
361

This led to the fortification of the island. The text,

therefore, implies that Dionysius had duped the Syracusans.

Later in the same chapter, it is stated that the Syracusans
362

were aware of this. The Syracusans were neglectful when

they discharged the cavalry and let the infantry roam in
363

the country. They were later divided among themselves

as to whether they should continue the siege or disband
364

their forces and abandon the city. Dionysius won because
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365
they were in disorder. TheSyracusans were similarly

betrayed by Aristus who promised to restore Syracusan
366

liberty. Dionysius was then able to send the Syracusans
367

to harvest the crops, while he could take away their arms.

Clearly the Syracusans are depicted as incapable of

organization independent of Dionysius.

The text betrays a similar lack of confidence in

the capabilities of other states. Stasis is a regular

feature. Thus it is stated that the Ennaeans naively

believed that Dionysius was the champion of their freedom
368

against Aeimnestus. Messanian internal policies in

399 B. C. similarly lack harmony. This in turn, effected

the entente with r-hcgiurn. The I1essanian generals did

not consult the people and listened to the Rhegine generals.

The Messanian Laomedon led the opposition to the generals,
369

the Messanians deserted and the Rhegines were forced to retire.

The Syracusans declared war upon Carthage, knowing

that the Carthaginian danger was a means whereby Dionysius

was able to distract their attention from the real problem
370

of their subjection to Dionysius. In 396 B. C. the
371

Messanians were divided regarding policy. The walls fell

because they were not defended. While Dionysius was

unwilling to abandon Syracuse, the Siceliots wanted to

engage the Punic force. Dionysius realized that Magon's
372

fleet could capture the city. The implication clearly

is that the Siceliots were rash, lacking rational perspective.
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The same idea is contained in the statement that the

Syracusans murmured against Dionysius because they were
373

puffed up with pride. Dionysius was almost able to
374

win them over had it not been for Theodorus, the leader

of the rebels who is described as a man ooxwv Etv~~ np~x~Lx6~

The implication is clear: he was not a practical man or
375

a man of action.

As has been seen in chapter one, the contents of

the speech of Theodorus clearly illustrates the impractical

nature which characterized the leader of the Syracusan

dissention. It is clear that the text betrays little

sympathy for the secession and its mouthpiece, Theodorus

who is only a man 60xwv stvaL np~x~~K6~ The remaining

notices confirm this impression. The Syracusans naively
376

believe that Pharacidas will help them. Gifts and

banquets on the part of Dionysius suffice to quell all
377

opposition. The Syracusans are again guilty of hasty

and rash counsel when they desire an immediate encounter

with the enemy in 392 B. C. Dionysius, on the other hand,
378

relies on time and want.

It thus appears that the evidence suggesting that

the text betrays distinct sympathy for the Syracusan and

Siceliot cause is somewhat neutralized by the considerable

testimony which indicates that serious weaknesses

characterized that Cfu~p. The evidence is inevitably

largely associated with Syracuse: however, the text
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clearly indicates that the position of Selinus, Himera,

Acragas, Messana and Enna was no better.

A further fact is to be noted. The evidence

regarding Siceliot patriotic zeal is overwhelmingly

associated with Dionysius who is depicted as the source

of this zeal. In other words, the text is clearly of

the opinion that the person of Dionysius alone is capable

of effecting the full realization of Siceliot national

aspirations.

Thus far two facts can be established. First,

disfavour is clearly associated with the disunited and

disorganized Siceliot cities. Secondly, the portrait of

Dionysius is c~rtainly not unfavourable, in the sense that

moral condemnation is associated with it. The problem then

is to determine whether any disfavour or moral censure is

at all apparent in the narrative.

7. Condemnation of Carthage

Indeed, such a view is clearly illustrated by a

consideration of the text's view of Carthage. One aim is

to indicate that Carthage's victories resulted from no

great military prowess on her part. Thus a contrast is

effected between Punic military inability and Greek valour.

This aspect has been well illustrated by the accounts

given of the initial hostilities in the campaigns of

409/8 and 406 B. C. Carthage, on three occasions had

committed the same error of concentration upon one area of
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the wall. The whole description, as has been seen, tends

to lack conviction. Certainly this uninspiring account

contrasts strikingly with the generally detailed knowledge

provided about Carthaginian affairs. The conclusion is

inescapable. Diodorus or his sources aimed at deliberately

minimizing the military success of Carthage.

Other factors tend to the same conclusion. The

Punic victory in the campaign of 409/8 and 406/5 B. C.

is due to numerical superiority and not to strategic ability.

Emphasis upon Punic numerical advantage is recorded upon
379

numerous occasions. The \olar engines and the hosts of
380

the enemy make the Selinuntines afraid. Selinus is
381

assaulted by v.raves of the enel'ny. Selinus sends envoys

requesting aid from Acragas, Gela and Syracuse, on the

grounds that the city cannot withstand the enemy strength
382

for any great length of time. In the description of

the Selinuntine and Himeraean campaigns, the text by

contrasting the large numbers of the barbarians with the

few Siceliots clearly indicates the unfair nature of the
383

conflict.

The surprise attack of the Himeraeans resulting

in Punic consternation leads the Carthaginians to believe
384

that Siceliot reinforcements had arrived. The

implication is that the Carthaginians are only able to

succeed when they possess sufficient numerical superiority.

Hannibal appears to have needed extra men because his
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385
troops were exhausted. Again the only means whereby

Hannibal's army could succeed was through the employment

of superior numbers.

It is moreover clear that Carthaginian organization

is described as chaotic. The employment of such large

numbers works to Carthage's disadvantage in a confined
386

area. During the Acragantine campaign, the Carthaginian

force found itself unable to risk waging a pitched battle.

Again the implication is that in an open encounter,

Carthage was unable to cope with Siceliot prowess. Lack

of food follows. The only hope of salvation is to be
387

found in the capture of the supply fleet.

More important, there is little doubt that Carthage

receives moral censure from the text. Punic barbarity and

lust for plunder is stressed in book thirteen. Thus the
388

Carthaginian insults to the women are noted. The

antithesis between the cheering of the aggressor and the

The

The Carthaginians
391

are described as beasts with strange tongues.

The indiscriminate slaughter is
390

illustrative of the invader's savagery.

lamentations of the Greeks serves to sustain this view of
389

Punic barbarity.

distress of the women because of the barbarity of the Semite
392

makes them envy the women who had died. The invader

Indeed their cruelty moves the

The Carthaginians aim at conquest, enslavement
394

an9 general barbarity.

destroys cities which had been inhabited for over two
393

centuries.
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Greek mercenaries in Carthage's service to pity. The

396
text frequently alludes to the plundering.

Above all, Carthaginian impiety resulting from the

destruction of Greek temples and monuments is stressed.

The text states explicitly that the only reason for sparing

the temples was concern for the wealth which they contained

Hannibal arrogantly declared that

sought sanctuary
398

Temples were plundered and destroyed.
399

were erased.Monuments

and not for the human lives of those who had
397

therein.

the gods had departed from Selinus 'ahd that the Selinuntines
400

had offended the deities. During the second invasion, he

ordered the destruction of the monuments and tombs in order

that he might use the debris for the construction of the

mounds. However, fear fell upon the army because the tomb
401

of Theron was struck by lightning. The soothsayers

forbade this action. As a result a plague struck the Punic

camp. Hany died and suffered distress. Among the dead

was Hannibal. The text reports that during the night

spirits of the dead were seen. Himilcon was forced to put

an end to the destruction and supplicate the gods by

sacrificing a young boy to Cronus and drowning a large
402

number of cattle in Poseidon's honour. Even then the

barbarity of the invader did not cease and they continued

to defy the deity. Thus Himilcon killed those left behind

in Acragas, and even dragged out and killed those who had
403

sought refuge in the temples. The self-immolation of
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Tellias was conditioned by a desire to prevent Carthaginian
404

impiety to the gods, plunder and indignity to his person.
405

The Semite in his savagery had no respect for Fortune.

Book fourteen continues to discuss the theme of

Carthaginian impiety. However, the main concern is the

effectiveness of Siceliot vengeance and divine retribution

for Punic impiety. Thus thoughts of the cruelty displayed

by the Carthaginians towards the Siceliots spur on the
406

Siceliots to join Dionysius. The physical torture and

counter outrage committed by the Siceliots in 398 B. C.

in revenge for former miseries suffered occurs in the
407

narrative of the preliminaries to the Great Punic War.

The text accordingly declares that Carthage learnt not to

transgress the Law in her treatment of conquered peoples.

She learnt that Fortune was impartial and that defeat
408

brought punishment to both sides. Because Phoenician

The

desired their freedom

For similar reasons Eryx hated

When Motya was taken, the Siceliots retaliated
411

upon the Phoenicians for former injuries suffered.

domination was heavy, the Siceliots
409

and joined Dionysius.
410

Carthage.

Phoenicians considered how they had treated their Greek

captives and the prospect that they might receive the same
412

treatment in turn. The image of the Phoenician women and
413

children fearing their fate strengthens the analogy.

Indeed their resistance results from their having abandoned
414

all hope. The Siceliots in their eagerness to return
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cruelty for cruelty, slay even "the old, the women and
415

children. Dionysius issued a decree, calling upon the

Hotyans to seek refuge in the temples which were revered

by the Greeks. This ironically recalls the passage in

book thirteen where the Selinuntine women and children
416

seek refuge in the temples. The looting which follows
. 417

contrasts with Punic looting in the previous book.

The text states that for Himilcon's plunder of the temples

of Demeter and Kore, the commander soon suffered a fitting

penalty. In other words, swift retribution is prophesied.

Indeed the narrative discusses the daily worsening condition

of Himilcon's fortunes. The Syracusans triumphed in

skirmishes, and tumult arose in the camp at night. The

Carthaginians believed that they were being attacked. In

addition, a plague made its appearance, causing every type
418

of suffering. Indeed the most important direct result

of the seizure of the temple of Demeter and Kore was the
419

plague which struck the army. The text emphasizes the

divine association of the plague. Indeed, it is stated

that when news of the victory ran throughout the city, the

women and children crowded together by the walls, and while

some raised their hands to their gods, others declared that

the barbarians had suffered the punishment of heaven for

plundering the temples. From the distance, it appeared
420

that it resembled a battle with the gods. The comment

is added that Fortune changed the affairs·of the Carthaginians,
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and that weakness was to be found in too great elation.

Those who had conquered Greek cities were now worried about

the fate of their fatherland; those who had overthrown the

tombs of the Syracusans, now gazed at the one hundred and

fifty dead who had been struck down by the plague and lay

in an unburied state; those who had wasted with fire the
422

territory of the Syracusans, saw their own fleet in flames.

The arrogance of the Punic entry into the Syracusan harbour
423

contrasts noticeably with the secrecy of its departure.

Himi1con who had encamped in the temple of Zeus and had

pillaged the wealth of the sanctuaries paid for his impiety

amongst the temples of the city and offered retribution for

his sins against the gods. Having made atonement to the gods,

he committed suicide, bequeathing to his citizens a deep

respect for religion, for Fortune heaped upon them other
424

calamities of war. The significance of the Libyan revolt

is indicated by the reference to the fact that the Libyans
425

endured oppressive rule. Again, it is clear that Carthage

suffered retribution for her cruelty and defiance of fate.

Indeed the text clearly affirms that the gods were fighting
426

against the Carthaginians. The latter besought the

deity to terminate its wrath and a superstitious fear seized
427

the city. Priests to Kore and Demeter were appointed

from amongst the renowned citizens; statues were consecrated;

rites were conducted according to Greek fashion. Finally,

the most prominent Greeks at Carthage were chosen and
428

assigned to the service of the goddesses.
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Thus there is little doubt that the text is

deliberately aiming at censuring Carthage. In the first

place, her military ability is seriously questioned. This

assumes the guise of moral condemnation when the text

implies that Carthage's victories were those of cowards,

relying upon numerical superiority. More important, the

text emphasizes the fact that Carthage was driven by lust

for material wealth and accretion of Empire. The indignities

which the Siceliots have to suffer at the hands of the

barbarian aggressor are frequently alluded to. Especially

important are the references to the sufferings of the women

and children. Carthage, not satisfied with inflicting

indignities upon the male population, vents her wrath

in cowardly fashion upon defenceless women and children.

Finally, there is the very definite emphasis upon Punic

impiety towards Greek temples and shrines. The consequence

is the thesis that Carthage had challenged ~ych~, for which

she was obliged to suffer indignities which paralleled those

which she had inflicted upon her subject peoples, particularly

the Siceliots. The latter are aroused to a pitch of patriotic

fervour, whereby the conflict assumes universal proportions

and represents essentially a clash of two cultures or

civilizations. The gods support the Greek cause which is

representative of a justice. Carthage's nybris is above all

personified in the person of Himilcon whose tragic fate

marks the Nemesis of the Siceliot gods. Indeed the narrative
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clearly contains very real elements of tragedy.

8. The Purpose of the Acragantine Excursus

Consideration of the role of Dionysius, the

Siceliots and Carthage illuminates the problem of the

significance of the Acragantine excursus in Diodorus'

scheme. Two conclusions have already been drawn: that

the details about Acragas carne from a Syracusan source;

and that the excursus is not to be seen in isolation.

More important is the question whether the excursus

elucidates in any manner the political viewpoint adopted

by the source or sources of Diodorus?

The excursus certainly emphasizes the importance

of the wealth factor in determining the Carthaginian

decision to intervene in Siceliot affairs. A number of

passages in particular are to be noted. First, there is

the notice about the Acragantines' gathering of their crops

and possessions within their walls, because they assumed
429

that Carthage would attack them first. The point to note

here is that the Acragantines regarded as inevitable an

attack upon themselves as commencing the initial phase of

the war. Secondly, the passage dealing with Himilcon's
430

plundering of the temples and dwellings is to be noted.

Two facts are clear: that Carthage aimed at extensive

plunder; and that she possessed no scruples when the issue

concerned wealth stored in temples or sacred shrines of the

Greeks. Other passages confirm the content of these two
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citations. We read that Hannibal promised his men the
431

right to pillage Selinus. When the Carthaginians

captured Selinus, they agreed not to kill the women and

children in the sanctuaries. As has been seen, the text

explicitly states that they did this not out of pity for

the Selinuntines. On the contrary, they feared that the

women might set fire to the temples with themselves in

them. As a result, the Carthaginians would be deprived of

the wealth which the temples contained. The conclusion

arrived at by the text is that Carthage's cruelty is

indicated above all by the fact that motives of plunder
432

and not fear of sacrilege accounted for Carthage's actions.

There follows an account of the plundering of the city.

Again it is clear that Carthage's primary aim was plunder,

and that insult to the deity was not avoided in pursuit

of this aim.

The same situation emerges in the narrative of the
433

sack of Himera. Again plunder necessitates an end to

the killing. Also, it is expressly stated that the temples

were only burnt after the suppliants, who had fled there

for safety, had been dragged out. Stress is again placed

upon the importance of the booty in the account of the
434

welcome of Hannibal by the Carthaginians.

Three reasons are supplied to account for Tellias'

sacrifice in the temple of Athena. First, he aimed at the

witholding of impiety from the gods. Secondly, he saw a
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way of avoiding mutilation. Thirdly, he wanted to witho1d
435

plunder from the Carthaginians. Recourse is again

directed towards motifs of sacrilege and plunder.

The second reference to the capture of Acragas

notes the transference of the votive offerings, statues
436

and valuable gifts, and the burning of the temples.

The text further notes that the Carthaginian attack upon

Ge1a and Camarina was accompanied by the seizure of booty
437

of all types. In this connection, the text digresses

to discuss the subsequent history of the bronze statue of
438

Apollo. Finally, a note on the seizure of Ge1a is
439

recorded.

Many of these references are of a fairly general

nature. Host of them, however, possess serious implications

for a consideration of the significance of the Acragantine

excursus as a vehicle for the expression of the political

viewpoint of the text. In other words, their appearance

is not purely incidental. Reference is here made first to

the citations concerning the capture of Se1inus and Himera,

the return of Hannibal, and the suicide of Te11ias. These

emphasize the very real part which plunder played in the

Punic expedition. This is further emphasized by the fact

that the capture of Acragas is mentioned three times in the
440

text and that of Ge1a twice.

A second point is to be noted. There is a consistent

association of Carthaginian plundering with the motif of
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sacrilege and impiety. Thus Hlmilcon plundered the temples,

and the Selinuntines in the temples were spared, not because

the Carthaginians respected human life, but because the

destruction of their temples involved the loss of wealth

contained therein. The dragging of the Himeraeans from the

temples and Tellias' self-sacrifice certainly emphasizes

this theme. Finally,there is the note on the transference

of the votive offerings of Acragas and the burning of the

Acragantine temples. Clearly then,the Carthaginian impiety

as illustrated by their plunder of 'Gieek temples is a major

motif of the text.

The significance of the wealth factor is more easily

comprehended in the light of the question of why Acragas

was the first city attacked by Carthage and why that same

city assumed such a prominent position in the narrative of

Diodorus? One reason is the simple fact that the sources

of Diodorus ~ere well provided with information about

Acragas. It has, indeed, been argued that this fact cannot

be divorced from the issue of the existence of detailed

information about Syracusan affairs in contrast to the

sparse information provided about Selinus, Himera and Acragas

in the period preceding the appearance at Acragas of the

Syracusan-led Siceliot militia. There is, however, another

equally important point to consider. Acragas was clearly

the wealthiest of the Siceliot states. Hence, according to

the thesis of the text, Carthage would have special reasons
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for attacking Acragas first. Indeed this was the case.

Also it is noted that the Acragantines expected that they
441

would be the first attacked of all the Siceliot cities.

The reason is clearly to be found largely in the wealth

factor. Thus Acragas' wealth is a subject which is not to

be viewed in isolation. It possesses a very definite

relationship to the general Siceliot picture. The facts

that Acragas was especially conspicuous for its wealth and

that largely as a 4esult of this, Carthage commenced the

assault upon the Siceliot states with an assault upon that

city, combined with the fact that the Syracusan source was,as

a~ result of accidental political occurrences, particularly

well-acquainted with the internal position there, meant

that Acragas' splendour could be dealt with in greater

detail than that of the other Siceliot cities. However, as

has been shown, the wealth motif is certainly not solely

associated with Acragas, and is not to be treated as an

isolated episode. The difference is in degree and not in

fact. Therefore Acragas appears merely to epitomize the

general Siceliot position. The digression has to be placed

in a wider context, and it clearly possesses a very real

relationship with the position of the other Siceliot cities,

Selinus, Himera, Gela, Camarina and perhaps Syracuse.

Such a conclusion is of special significance as

regards the positioning of the excursus at the commencement

of the second Punic invasion. The whole episode is
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illustrative of wealth as a determining factor in the Punic

decision to intervene in Siceliot affairs. In other words,

these chapters reveal that a potential source of danger

to the Siceliot states was their very prosperity'which

particularly characterized Acragas, the first city to bear

the brunt of the Punic attack. An equally important aspect

is the association of the plunder motif with the motif of

impiety, which ultimately resulted in the Punic collapse.

Both facts assume additional importance when placed in the

context of the Punic onslaught of 406 B. C.

The Acragantine excursus possesses importance for

the position of Acragas as well as that of Carthage. Indeed,

the text utilizes the data on Acragas to illustrate that

a prime cause of her collapse before Carthage was her very

wealth.

The first piece of evidence to note is the decree of

406 B. C. This limited the bedding of the guards to one
442

mattress, one cover, one sheepskin and two pillows.

Secondly, the text notes that, in spite of the fact that

the Acragantines were fleeing for their lives, they still
443

thought of the riches which they were abandoning.

Thirdly, there later occurs a reference to the fact that the

women and children were afraid of changing a pampered life
444

for a strenuous journey and hardship. Finally, the

contrast between the ransacking of the buildings and the
445

temples and the former prosperity is to be noted.
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The above citations have a common characteristic.

Stress is laid upon the antithesis between the great

prosperity of the Acragantines before these events and

their present misfortunes.

In the long excursus, there is little doubt that

the stress is laid upon the former idea. The notices on

the luxury of the inhabitants is to be especially observed.

It is emphasized that this was common to the inhabitants

from the youth upwards. The delicate clothing, gold

ornaments and flasks of silver and gold are discussed.

Other details concern the wine cellar of Tellias, the

magnificent ornaments which adorned the city, the splendid

wedding of Tellias' daughter and the desire for increased
446

wealth as typified by Antisthenes' son.

Thus it appears that emphasis is upon the fact that

the citizens of Acragas having been freed from war for a

lengthy period, concentrated all their interests upon

wealth. It must be stressed that this does not mean that

the account is entirely condemnatory. We are distinctly

told that Tellias and others were men of the highest
447

character. Indeed this fact suggests that a third

purpose of the excursus was to contrast the fine qualities

of the Siceliots at their best with the barbarity of the

Carthaginians. The text stresses that this quality was
448

shared by other Acragantines as well as Tellias. They

are described as men who act in an old fashioned and friendly
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Tellias' wonderful character and plain appearance clearly

contrasts with oriental luxury of the type very possibly

associated with Carthage. The nobility of Tellias' death

supports the likelihood of such a contrast.

The account of the Acragantine prosperity as a

whole is certainly not condemnatory in its entirety. In

itself, there is no disgrace in a Greek city possessing

temples and fine buildings. Indeed, these notices combined

with reminiscenses of ancient Greek virtue clearly reflect

pride of the source in the Hellenic aChievement. However,it

is significant that in the story of Antisthenes' son and

the farmer, the disastrous effects of a parent's acquisition
449

of wealth upon his fortunate son are apparent. The

implication of these references is, therefore, clear:

wealth constituted a twofold danger. As was argued above,

the text is aware that West Greek prosperity as epitomized

by Acragantine wealth, was a factor inciting Punic lust

for wealth and inevitable intervention in Sicily. Equally

important is the fact that wealth was capable of effecting

internal corruption. Thus the well-known theme of classical

historians of try~e causing destruction, makes its

appearance. The Acragantines possess a false sense of

security. On the surface not a cloud was to be seen: the

state was, however, rotten to the core. As such, the

excursus compliments the notices in the general narrative,
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to the effect that the Siceliots were internally divided.

Thus, upon close analysis, three purposes

constitute the positioning of the Acragantine excursus

before the great Punic onslaught, culminating in the

elevation of Dionysius. In the first place, it illustrates

Carthage's lust for wealth and her policy of aggression

against the Siceliot states. Secondly, it illuminates the

internal failure of the Siceliots. Prosperity is accompanied

by a lack of internal union. Lethargy and an abandoning of

pristine values brings in its wake a lack of vigour and

decisiveness - elements detrimental for a confrontation with

the enemy. However, pride in the Siceliot achievement is

certainly not absent. In short, the same contradictions as

appear in the main narrative are apparent in the discussion

of Acragantine prosperity. A blend of genuine pride in the

Siceliot achievement combined with a clear awareness of the

existence of serious weaknesses in her defence structure

added to very obvious condemnation of Punic power lust, love

of wealth and impiety, constitute the main themes of the

Acragantine excursus. By its chronological positioning and

relationship with passages distributed throughout the text,

it undoubtedly represents the source's point of view on the

problem confronting all the Siceliot states. Certainly the

circumstances surrounding the availability of this material

to the source cannot be discounted. However, the significance

of the material for the viewpoint of the text and the method
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of its utilization cannot be overlooked.

9. Conclusion

It will be noted that in the above analysis of

Diodorus' text, two procedures have been adopted. First,

an attempt has been made to assess the nature and scope

of the material available to the source or sources of

Diodorus. Secondly, the sympathies and antagonisms of

the text have been examined.

Dionysius is clearly the central figure in the

narrative. The interest of the text is chiefly military

and political in nature. Above all, the significance of

the great war of 398/96 is stressed. Dionysius' other wars

clearly possess subordinate interest. Indeed, this war

contrasts noticeably with the Punic wars of the last decade

of the fifth century, and whereas the latter represents the

decline of Siceliot fortunes, the very opposite applies to

the great war of Dionysius.

The text is well-informed about Syracusan affairs.

Indeed, Syracuse is the main interest of the text in the

period immediately preceding the debut of Dionysius. Details

about the democratic constitution are well-known, and it is

clearly established that the rise of Dionysius was accompanied

by drastic revision of the constitutional structure. The

text's interest in Syracuse is also revealed by the detailed

accounts of the careers of Hermocrates and Diocles.

Little information is provided about the internal
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affairs of the other Siceliot cities. The two facts

which are provided concerning the party of Empedion and

the "Greeks who pitied" are placed in a most obscure and

isolated context. The accounts provided of the Selinuntine,

Himeraean and the early stages of the Acragantine campaigns,

and of the occupation of the cities, which are clearly based

upon stock formulae, tend to suggest that only a minimum

amount of information of an original type, was available

to the source of Diodorus. It is possible that the information

was of such a sparse nature that the source of Diodorus was

obliged to transfer the information concerning one campaign

to the other. For example, it might be conjectured that

Diodorus' source knew of the valiant resistance of the

Siceliot women at Selinus and added this information to the

account of the Himeraean campaign. A similar procedure

might account for the three-fold Siceliot failure to

reconstruct the derelict walls. Finally, the obscure

references to the formation and early successes of the

Siceliot League confirm the thesis that Diodorus' source

possessed only the vaguest of information about the affairs

of the Siceliot cities.

A considerable amount of material is provided about

the social and economic life of Acragas. This is certainly

indicative of the fact that Diodorus' source knew a great

deal m6re about Acraga~tine internal affairs than about

the position of the other Siceliot cities allied to Syracu~e.
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I have suggested that the source was, in fact, a Syracusan

present at Acragas in 406 B. C., and probably a Syracusan

military figure. Indeed the information about Acragantine

internal political affairs becomes fuller, once the

Siceliot force has arrived in the city. Similarly, the

few details about the internal position of Himera and Gela

belong to the period following the arrival of Syracusan

and allied aid.

Finally, the source of Diodorus is well-informed

about Carthaginian affairs. This iuggests a source, well

acquainted with the Carthaginian internal position.

In conclusion, it is clear that the information

provided by the narrative of Diodorus derives ultimately

from a contemporary source, predominantly interested in

Syracuse, and probably a Syracusan himself. This source

was in governmental and military circles. Hence derived

the interest in politics and war. The details about Acragas,

Gela and Himera and the intimate knowledge about Punic

affairs originated from a source possibly in diplomatic

contact with Carthage and certainly within Syracusan

military and governmental ranks.

Even of greater importance is the problem of the

text's sympathies and bias. Dionysius is clearly the key

figure. There is no doubt that he is portrayed as a figure

obsessed by a desire for power, lacking scruples when they

hindered the attainment of his goal. Thus he is clearly
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placed in opposition to those respectable rulers who work

within the constitutional framework, are regarded as the

establishment and have no intention of contravening demo

cratic procedure at Syracuse. His followers are

desperadoes, slaves, mercenaries, money-hungry individuals

who are easily conquered by bribes, tyrants of his own

type, and the Syracusan populace which is described

essentially as ignorant, stupid and short-sighted in its

policies.

However, it would be wrong ·to assume on the basis

of the above facts, that Dionysius is the focal point of

the text's hostility. In the first place, there is the

danger of pa5sing moral judgment where Dionysius does not

receive moral condemnation from the text of book thirteen

and the bulk of book fourteen. Secondly, as has been

argued in chapter one, it must not be presumed that the

speech of Theodorus echoes the viewpoint of Diodorus' source.

Crucial differences between the sentiments of the speech and

the narrative have been noted. It has been further observed

that the content of the speech, referring to Dionysius'

destruction of the Chalcidian cities is unlikely to have

gained the sympathy of the Syracusan demos and of the

Dorian nationalistic element in Syracuse and the other

Dorian cities, for it \las the Ionian bloc, which included

Elymian Segesta, that represented the most ancient source

of hostility to Syracuse and her allies. Further, it has
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been demonstrated that Theodorus' statements about

Carthaginian treatment of Siceliots are hardly likely to

have inspired confidence. Finally Theodorus' ability

to speak in such a way testifies to a considerable degree

of freedom on the part of the Syracusan demo~. Theodorus

is thus hardly portrayed in sympathetic terms.

Most important, the picture of Dionysius as a

power-hungry individual is qualified in a number of ways.

The text clearly states that he avoided the flagrant

disregard of established constitutional procedure, and his

respect for democratic government certainly echoes the

Peisistratean model. The text also suggests considerable

respect on the tyrant's part for the functioning of the

organs of the Siceliot League. Thus secession of its

members was effected. Indeed, this evidence suggests that

Dionysius was in no position to exercise arbitrary control

over this body. Above all, Dionysius appears as a

representative of Siceliot aspirations, which achieve

ultimate realization only through the person of the tyrant.

He is, moreover, characterized by decisiveness and courage,

and leniency, wherever such a course was possible.

The Siceliots appear as patriots, bravely resisting

the onslaught of the savage Carthaginians, and the struggle

with Carthage is conceived as a conflict of civilizations.

However, this must not obscure the fact that the narrative

is only too aware of the existence of weaknesses among the
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§i§eiiG~s~ Mili~ary errors in "the period preceding

~i§fiysiti§i rise ar~ abundant. Later, whereas Dionysius

~gr§tie§ a poiicy ~f caution, the Siceliots are rash.

E4a&iiy §iqnifiGant is the fact that they lack cohesion.
-

~fia§, diviGeQ a~~n9 themselves, they are easily duped

and ~ept~sent an ~vpearance of ignorance and naivity. The

-~ivi§i~ is ~6eh internal and external, affecting both

th~ pGsi ~i(jn Gf t.he state and the in ter-relH.tionship of

the gi~eiiot states. The stereotyped nature of the

evidence about the Selinuntine,Himetaean and Acragantine

§ampaigns haS as one effect a definite tendency to

minimize the roie of the Siceliots. The Siceliots lose

thr6ugh negligence in respect to the construction of their

Waiis4 The same impression is received by the text's

~~§~ure ana Gonfusing account of the rise of the Siceliot

L@a~ue. In other words, it is here maintained that the

§~§~ijrity is the result of the fact that the text

~9fi§eibusiy strove to limit the military and political role

~f the ~ieeli6tS4 Hence the rise of the League is obscured.

~Y~h a conclusion is certainly suggested by a consideration

ef the fact that eVidence for Siceliot affairs and the

§1eeli6t teague is far more abundant for the period which

---witftessed its collApse than that in which it arose and

~§hieVe~ fibtable SUccesses.: It is," perhaps, not without

significance that, though well-provided about Acragantine

affairs, this information is devoid of political and
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constitutional interest. Further, it must be stressed

that the ultimate success of the Siceliots depended upon

Dionysius, without whom the Siceliot ideal could not be

realized. Finally, there is the problem of the speech

of Theodorus. There is little doubt that this spokesman

of popular opinion, though a man considered practical,

in fact, was far from that, and epitomized an unrealistic

viewpoint.

The fact is that as well as being severely critical

of the Siceliot achievement, and being certainly not

censorious of Dionysius, real hostility is focused upon

the Punic invader. This criticism assumes three forms.

Fir~t, Crrth-gc i~ dGpictcd as a power, cowardly in battle,

relying ultimately upon superior nmnbers, gaining her

successes through Siceliot mistakes rather than through

her own achievements in military prowess and cunning. More

important is the fact that a distinct moral censure

characterizes the text's viewpoint. Thus Carthage in

cowardly fashion attacks defenceless women and children.

The Carthaginians are like beasts, effecting destruction

upon ancient Greek foundations. In fact, the Punic state

poses a threat to the effective continuance of Western

Greek civilization. For her cowardice, Carthage and indeed

the Phoenicians of Sicily, pay in full. Unable to control

her lust for dominion and materialism, spurred on by animal

instincts, she is obliged to face similar treatment to that
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which she accorded the Siceliots at the hands of her own

victims.

Finally, Carthaginian arrogance and over-confidence

results in the Punic state's identification of her power

with divine authority. She believes insolently that she

succeeds because the gods are fighting on her side. This

enables her to assault the very bastions of the gods of

the Greeks. Hence, the destruction of the Greek temples.

As a result, Hannibal, Himilcon and the whole Carthaginian

populace are visited by divine retribution. The vengeance

of the Greek gods culminates in the penitence and suicide

of Himilcon, the Libyan revolt and the acceptance by

Carthage of the cult of Demeter and KOTe.

Thus attempts to assume that the text's hostility

is directed towards Dionysius, ignore a number of important

considerations. Moral condemnation which is very apparent

in connection with Carthage is absent in the case of

Dionysius. It has been suggested that the evidence of the

speech of Theodorus has been seriously misinterpreted, when

it is suggested that it can be cited as evidence of the

narrative's hostility towards the despot. Its aim is

rather to stress the inadequacies of the opposition to

Dionysius. Further, the text stresses the fact that Dionysius

was unwilling to wield arbitrary power, where more

constitutional procedures could be employed with equal profit.

Indeed the aim of the narrative is to lay stress upon
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the two problems facing the Siceliot cities, Carthaginian

lust for power and material possessions and the inadequacies

within the Siceliot defensive machine. Two elements are

necessary to check the Punic threat: the solution of the

Siceliot internal position as illustrated by Siceliot

patriotism under the leadership of Dionysius; and the process

of hybris, accompanied by divine nemesis. Stress is

certainly laid upon the former; however, the role of the

divinities is certainly no negligible factor.

It has been shown that in such a context, the

Acragantine excursus achieves considerable importance not

merely as a digression of great interest in itself, but as

a section whose content is connected intimately with the

rest of Diodorus' narrative. In a real sense, the excursus

sets the stage for the drama enacted in the narrative which

follows. The themes are Carthaginian power, lust and desire

for wealth, Siceliot moral superiority over Carthage, and

Siceliot internal weakness, which results from her very

wealth, which in turn produces a lack of vigour and

decisiveness. The solution, as the subsequent narrative

indicates is to be found in the person of Dionysius as an

espouser of real politik, who combines military preeminence

with political acumen, and succeeds in wielding together a

united Siceliot force to resist the very real threat to

Western Hellenism, posed by the Punic invader.
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THE CASE FOR DIODORUS' USE OF PHILISTUS .

. In the following chapter, two closely interrelated

topics will be discussed. First, I shall seek to demonstrate

that the evidence known about Philistus corresponds to the

data provided by the analysis of Diodorus' text in chapter

two and that the source exerting the greatest influence

upon Diodorus was accordingly Philistus. Second, in order

to clarify and indeed explain to a great extent this

conclusion, the genesis of Philistus' political thought in

the context of its Thucydidean associations will be

undertaken.

1. Philistus a~d Diodorus

As has been seen in our analysis in chapter two,

we are dealing with a contemporary of the events described.

Also our source is a Syracusan, primarily interested in

Syracusan affairs. The evidence further suggests that

this historian was a close acquaintance of Dionysius. The

fact that information about Siceliots affairs other than

Syracuse in the last decade of the fifth century B. C.

becomes substantial with the appearance of the Syracusan

militia within these cities, in addition to the general

military interest of the text, suggests that the source

belonged to Syracusan military circles, or was well

215
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acquainted with the Syracusan militia. Finally, the

remarkably detailed knowledge about Carthaginian affairs

implies the existence of an authority within Syracusan

governmental and diplomatic circles.

Thus it is that first choice inevitably falls upon

Philistus the Syracusan. Indeed, Philistus is the only

historian originating from Syracuse in the late fifth and

early fourth century B. C., who wrote exclusively about

Western Greek affairs, with particular emphasis upon

Syracusan history and was a contemporary of the events,

which culminated in the creation of the despotate of

Dionysius. Moreover the details about the historian's

career, though often, as ~ill be shown, in crucial matters

confusing and enigmatic, are documented with considerable

plenitude.

Philistus' father was according to the Suda a

certain Archomenides: Pausanias' testimony provides an
1

alternative in the form of Archonides. The historian

witnessed the conflict between Syracuse and Athens from

within the walls of Syracuse. Thus Plutarch declares that
2

he witnessed Gylippus' liberation of Syracuse. It is

reasonable to conjecture that he was born about 430 B. C.,

and that consequently he cannot have been very old at the

time ·of his death. Indeed, such is the convincing argument

of De Sanctis, who observes that Plutarch's testimony

indicates that he was not a fighter, but merely a witness
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3
of Gylippus' liberation of his city. He was clearly an

intelligent observer of these events. Therefore, it can

be concluded that Philistus was at least ten years of age

by 414/13 B. C. Jacoby similarly concludes that he was

between twenty and twenty-five when in 406 B. C. he threw

in his lot with Dionysius' cause, and that he was, therefore,
4

undoubtedly younger than Thucydides and older than Plato.

Thus it is clear that Philistus was a contemporary

of the events described in his work, following the Athenian

siege of Syracuse. Even of greater importance is the fact

that he was a close associate of Dionysius. The Suda

considered him a OVYYEV~~ of Dionysius: to Cicero he
5

was familiari with the tyrant. He was certainly one

of Dionysius' ~tAO~ and commander of Ortygia until his
6

banishment. He played a most important role in the events

of Dionysius' coup. Indeed in these dramatic events,

Philistus showed clearly where his sympathies lay, by
7

paying the fines which were imposed upon Dionysius. In the

description of Dionysius' consultation with his friends

after the revolution of 404/3 B. C., it is Philistus who

opposes Philoxenus' advice and counsels Dionysius to

maintain the power which he had obtained as long as

possible. There is no doubt that the role which at this
8

point Philistus played, was of decisive importance. The

evidence suggests that in the following years Philistus

played a major role in Syracusan projects in the Northern
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9
Adriatic. Perhaps this role is to be associated with

the office of phrourarch, attributed to him by Plutarch.

In 386 B. C. or preferably 384, he was banished ~rom

10
Syracuse together with the tyrant's brother Leptines.

The details concerning the place of exile of the historian,

the cause of the exile and its duration are confusing.

On the whole, the evidence suggests that Philistus did not

return until 367 B. C., and that during his banishment,
11

Philistus' political activity was totally curtailed.

However, there is clear evidence that in 367 B. C., he

once more began to play an important part in Syracusan

affairs, by assuming the leadership of the anti-Plato

faction. The final event recorded about Philistus before

the narration of his death at the head of a naval squadron

in 356 B. C., concerns Dionysius the younger's reading of
12

a letter sent by Dion to Carthage, to Philistus.

Consideration of Philistus' career sheds

considerable light upon the nature of the interest of

Diodorus' text. As well as being a contemporary of the

events described, he was on the closest of terms with

Dionysius before his exile, and; therefore, well acquainted

with governmental affairs. The fact that he was a close

friend of Dionysius would account for the emphasis being

placed upon the fortunes of Dionysius in the chapters of

book thirteen which follow the narrative of the capture of

Acragas, and in the whole of book fourteen. It would also
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account for the great interest of the narrative in the

two other prominent Syracusans of this period, Hermocrates

and Diocles, the one the forerunner of Dionysius, the other

the opponent of any attempt to revise the constitution of
13

extreme democratic government. Because the emphasis in

the accounts of the Selinuntine, Himeraean and Acragantine

campaigns is placed essentially upon Syracuse, and because

the information about Acragantine affairs, and to a lesser

extent about the situation in Himera and Gela, becomes

fuller at the point where Syracuse makes her appearance

upon the scene, it is clear that the source of Diodorus

appearsto have been a Syracusan within Syracusan political

and military circles. This source was either personally

present with the militia of Syracuse and her allies or well

acquainted with such a person. Above all, the detailed

information provided about the Acragantine internal social

and economic position tends to such a conclusion. Further

the comparatively detailed knowledge provided about

Carthaginian affairs suggests Diodorus' employment of a

source in close contact with the Punic information circles.

Again Philistus is the inevitable choice. The latter was in

governmental circles. Indeed, he belonged to the inner

council of Dionysius'~t~o~ His role in the Northern

Adriatic testifies to the importance of that person's position.

The possibility that he occupied a diplomatic post and was

in close contact with Carthage, can certainly not be discounted.
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His very presence as o~{AOS ofODionysius suggests that

detailed information about Carthaginian affairs was

accessible to him. Certainly, there can be no doubt that

Philistus' position within Syracusan governmental circles

brought him into close contact with a source which was well

provided with knowledge about the Punic situation.

The possibility that Diodorus had access to a

Carthaginian source unconnected with Philistus is unlikely.

Diodorus does not mention his employment of a Carthaginian

source. Indeed, he relied exclusively upon Greek sources

for his account of Greek history. Clearly, had he employed

a Punic source, mention of this fact would have been made.

Nor is it plaus-ible that another source was in

close contact with Punic affairs. No other historian shared

the intimacy with the tyrant and his court which characterized

Philistus' position in Syracuse.

The final point to observe is that the text's

exclusive interest in political and military events likewise

suggests a source within governmental circles,well acquainted

with and directly interested in Dionysius' policies. Thus

reference is particularly directed towards the chapters on

the preparations against Carthage and the vivid account of

the battle of Gela of 405 B. C. Again the choice falls

upon Philistus, though inevitably more precise conclusions

depend upon a detailed investigation of the political
14

viewpoint of Philistus, which will be undertaken below.
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Consideration of the methods employed by Philistus

in dividing up his subject matter tends to confirm the

impression gained that Philistus was the source chiefly

followed by Diodorus. It has been observed in the previous

chapter that the real dividing line in Diodorus' text

comes with the capture of Acragas. HenceLoxth Diodorus'

main interest was the career of Dionysius. Philistus' work

seems to have been similarly divided. It contained three

parts. The first part of the work(DEpt ELxEXta~)

consisted of seven books, dealing with the history of Sicily

from earliest times to the capture of Acragas in 406 B. C.

There followed four books which covered the reign of

Dionysius (TIEpt 6Lovvatov) Th ... e.d d w" h the yecrr of

the death of the tyrant in 367/6 B. C. Finally, there

appeared two books dealing with Dionysius II, going down
15

to 363/2 B. C. The important point to observe is that the

dividing line between parts one and two occurs at the

capture of Acragas. From then onwards, the narrative discusses

Dionysius' career. This procedure has been carried into

Diodorus' text, and the narration of the Carthage-Siceliot

conflict becomes the history of Dionysius' career.

Thus far, three contentions support the claim that

Philistus was Diodorus' chief source. First, the fact is

that certain information could only derive from a contemporary.

The nature of the emphasis of the text upon Syracuse is

especially significant. Second, the military and political
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interest - above all the detailed knowledge of military

events - indicates a contemporary source of the type

associated with the character of Philistus. Finally, the

scheme of Diodorus' text - above all the dramatic change

of emphasis from a conflict involving Siceliot and

Car±haginian to a consideration of the career of Dionysius 

confirms the supposition that the influence of Philistus is

of major significance.

Two problems, however, remain, which are of great

importance in determining more decisively the fact that

Philistus' authority is the predominant influence underlying

Diodorus' narrative. First, there is the problem of whether

any evidence exists, indicating that Diodorus read and

utilized the works of Philistus. Second, of major importance

is a consideration of the political viewpoint of Philistus,

which, it has been shown, appears in the narrative of

Diodorus.

The use of Philistus by Diodorus is most probable,

when it is remembered that contemporaries of Diodorus referred

to Philistus' authority. Indeed fa revival of interest in

Philistus is clearly discernable towards the end of the

first century B. C. The reasons for the renewed interest

in Philistus' works after a lapse of three centuries will

be discussed below, in connection with the discussion of the

political views of Philistus. Suffice it to indicate at

this point that the interest in Philistus as reflected by
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Diodorus' contemporaries, Cicero and Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, in itself testifies to the unlikelihood

that Diodorus would not have consulted the testimony of
16

Philistus for his account of Western Greek affairs.

Moreover, Diodorus himself refers to Philistus'

role as a historian on numerous occasions. He observes

that the first history of Philistus ended with the

capture of Acragas and a period of eight hundred years

and that Philistus continued with four books on Dionysius I.

Later he notes the culminating point of the history of the

first five years of the reign of Dionysius II. Finally,

Diodorus mentions the fact that Athanas of Syracuse's work,

though it began with Dionfs expedition, was prefixed by a

summary of the previous seven years, from the point where

Philistus' work ended. Upon two occasions, Diodorus draws

attention to Philistus in a political context as the man
17

who later wrote the history.

A clear association of Philistus with Diodorus'

text is provided by the evidence of a fragment dealing with

Dionysius' war plans against Carthage. It is placed in the

eighth book of Philistus - a fact which indicates that it
18

occurred in the first book of thef1spt ~Lovuotou

Reference is made to the weapons, engines of war and ships,

all of which figure prominently in Diodorus' narration of

Dionysius' preparations against Carthage. As has been noted

in the previous chapter, this narrative forms the basis of
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any evaluation of the text's attitude towards Dionysius.

It is clearly of crucial importance to Diodorus' source.

Hence on the basis of the fragment from Theon, it is not

wrong to assume that they derive ultimately from Philistus.

Consideration of the political viewpoint of Philistus will

merely strength~n the basis of this. a.ssumption.

It is, however, clear that ultimate identification

of Philistus as a source for Diodorus depends upon a

consideration of the political viewpoint of Philistus.

Without the adoption of such a procedure, it could be

claimed that the chapters on the preparations for war
a

against Carthage, and indeed the fact that/contemporary,

primarily- concerned with military affcr±rs is indicated,

merely illustrates the situation whereby ultimately the

source employed by Diodorus was Philistus. The same

argument would apply to the nature of the arrangement of

the text, which it could be claimed was inevitably utilized

by a later source, dependent upon the authority of Philistus.

Indeed most scholars, including Laqueur, have argued that

whatever influence Philistus exerted upon Diodorus' text,

derives from Timaeus' use of Philistus. The significance

of Timaeus' evidence as a source for Diodo;us will be

discussed in a subsequent chapter. However, at this point

it may be clearly stated that the chief problem is to

determine the nature of Philistus' sympathies and the extent

to which these are reflected in Diodorus' narrative.
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It has already been noted that Philistus belonged

to the ~tAoL of both Dionysius I and of his son. It was

to be expected that the picture which he painted of the

tyrant would certainly not be entirely unfavourable.

Certainly, Philistus' support for Dionysius during the

latter's coup and the revolt of the Syracusan citizen body

suggests that even if Philistus took it upon himself to

criticize certain aspects of Dionysius' rule, it is

,unlikely that he would have condemned the exercise of the

despotate as such. His role as the leader of the faction

opposed to the Platonic- reform suggests that, in spite of

his exile, he never abandoned his belief in totalitarian

rule.

Another factor might possess certain relevance. The

fact that Philistus had to endure an exile gives rise to

the suggestion that Philistus wrote in the TISptDLovuotou

a eulogy of the tyrant in order to effect his recall.

In other words, two reasons for believing that

Philistus painted a favourable portrait of Dionysius can

be- supplied. First, it can be claimed perhaps that the

maintenance and restoration of Philistus' position depended

upon his ability to portray Dionysius in a favourable

light. Second, a desire to bear greater charity towards

Philistus could induce us to consider Philistus' close

association with the tyrant's court a consequence of the

fact that philistus discovered in the despotate of Syracuse
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certain qualities worthy of his admiration. Hence it

could be argued, originated his favourable picture of

Dionysius I. Both views, it must be stressed, are not

necessarily mutually exclusive.

It is noteworthy that both views emerge in a

consideration of the ancient testimony. Inevitably, the

simpler solution has more often been adopted. Thus the

general tendency was to adopt the view that Philistus

painted a favourable view of Dionysius because his position

depended upon it. Dionysius of Halicarnassus claimed that

Philistus displayed a character which was obsequious,

subservient, mean and petty. Plutarch appears to have

shared the opinion of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, when he

accused Philistus of being the greatest lover of tyrants

alive. Pausanias went even further, when he supplied a

reason for Philistus' favourable picture of the tyrant.

He declared that because Philistus wanted to be recalled from
19

exile, he left out the worst deeds of the tyrant.

Thus it is clear that Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

Plutarch and Pausanias attributed the worst possible motives

to the favourable picture given of Dionysius in the DEpt

6Lovuotou However, it must be stressed that these

writers lived between three and five centuries after the

events described. Consequently it is clear that their

evidence in itself represents a late tradition. Further,

although mention of the hostile tradition towards Dionysius
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which grew up in the years immediately following the

tyrant's death anticipates the course of this enquiry,

the question of the hostile legacy stemming from the

Athenian stage, the Academy, the peripatetic biographers

and Timaeus cannot be avoided at this stage. The very real

possibility always exists that Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

Plutarch and Pausanias, when confronted with the strange

fact that the historian was able to portray in a favourable

light the man who had become through the ages the classic

example of the tyrant both in the later Greek sense and in

the modern sense of the word, decided to adopt the view

espoused initially by the philosophic opposition and

especially popu arizcd by t~e historian Timaeus.

The problem is, therefore, to determine whether any

evidence exists suggestive of the fact that such a view

was not the only one held by the ancient sources. A vital

clue is provided by Cornelius Nepos' reference to Philistus
20

as "hominem amicum non magis tyranno quam tyrannidi."

Columba assumed that the reference echoed the sentiments

expressed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Plutarch and

Pausanias. In a somewhat uncritical fashion, he assumed

that this evidence was indicative that Philistus kept silent

concerning Dionysius' crimes, and, indeed, in the nspt 6LOVUO{ou

offered an apology for that ruler's atrocities. In other
21

words, he accepted the hostile tradition uncritically.

Laqueur similarly adopted this viewpoint,· concentrating
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upon Pausanias' claim that the work was a means whereby

Philistus attempted to effect his recall. It is clear

that Laqueur was motivated by a desire to explain the

apparent contradiction between the hostility of Timaeus

towards Dionysius and the very different attitude of

Philistus, whom he considered to be Dionysius' lackey.

He seems simply to have assumed that because Timaeus was

motivated by purely emotional feelings, therefore Philistus

was similarly directed. Because Timaeus hated tyrants,

Philistus must have adulated them.

Nepos' reference, however, indicates that Philistus'

attitude towards Dionysius was not merely a result of

circumstances of a personal nature. It was not merely

motives of friendship and loyalty or a desire to effect a

return from exile that dictated Philistus' pattern of

thought in the DEpt ~~ovuotou The implication of Nepos

is clear: that the allegiance of Philistus could have been

gained by any despot and not merely by Dionysius. It would

appear that Philistus felt that under certain circumstances,

tyranny as an institution was justified. This seems to

have been the case with Syracuse under Dionysius. The

context of the remark in connection with the return of

the historian, indicating a difference of opinion over

politics, certainly confirms this conclusion.

Thus the testimony of Cornelius Nepos suggests

that Philistus' work on Dionysius was not merely a collection
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of obsequious remarks about the tyrant. Moreover, the

testimony of Plutarch and Cicero confirms the view that

the DEpt ~~ovua{ou was a work recommending the

institution of tyranny as a vehicle of successful statecraft.

Plutarch records that Philistus was the only historian sent

by Harpalus to Alexander in Asia. It is to be doubted

whether Alexander consulted this work to learn about the

West for possible future involvements there. Indeed as

Wilcken and Brown suggest, the particular philosophy of

the history of Dionysius must have appealed strongly to
22

Alexander. In many ways, Dionysius foreshadowed Alexander.

He created a mighty empire and stood against a great

barbarian power - Carthage. He devLse~new weapons and

ships, constructed notable fortifications, and was personally

characterized by daring and will-power, lacking all scruples.

Cicero's brother, Quintus, moreover, emulated
23

Alexander by reading Philistus on campaign. In the

latter case, it is significant that evidence exists

indicating that it is the Dspt 6Lovua{ou which is referred

to. liMe Magis de Dionisio delectat, ipse enim est veterator

magnus et perfamiliaris Philisto," writes Cicero.

Thus it is clear that the evidence of Cornelius

Nepos, Plutarch and Cicero indicates that there existed a

body of tradition which regarded Philistus' work on

Dionysius the Elder as a tract on political statecraft,

promoting the institution of tyranny per·se, and that it

did not merely represent the viewpoint of an individual,
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promoting the fame of Dionysius for personal reasons.

It is not difficult to perceive the authority of

Philistus in Diodorus' narrative. Indeed, it has been

argued in the previous chapter that basically the portrait

of Dionysius as found in books thirteen and fourteen is

not hostile in nature. Rather, it seeks to portray the

tyrant as an individual, willing to experiment in every

manner possible, unwilling to allow considerations of

sentiment to intervene and impede the successful completion

of his projects. This is precisely the portrait which the

evidence of Nepos, Plutarch and Cicero suggests. It would

appear then, that to Philistus, Dionysius' despotate was

justified precisely because it app0ared to represent the

only means whereby the Punic threat could be erased and

the civilization of Western Hellas be conserved.

There is no doubt that the passages dealing with

the building of the wall, the planning of the war against

Carthage, the double marriage of Dionysius, and Dionysius'

declaration of war against Carthage, reflect the point
24

of view of Philistus. Most modern authorities including

Laqueur, De Sanctis and Stroheker conceded the likelihood

of the assumption, though they argued that Diodorus merely

assumed this point of view, because he happened to discover
25

its reflection in Timaeus. Their conclusions were

dependent upon two considerations. First, as has been

noted, the Philistus fragment cited by Theon, clearly
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declares that in book eight of-his history, Philistus

dealt with Dionysius' preparations for his expeditions

against Carthage and discussed the arms, ships and

instruments of war. It is, therefore, clear that both

Philistus and Diodorus spent much detail on Dionysius'

preparations for his expedition against Carthage, and it

is logical to assume that Diodorus' information derives

ultimately from Philistus. Equally important is the

consideration that these chapters portray Dionysius in

a most favourable light. The emphasis throughout the

narrative is upon the fact that Dionysius is the saviour

of Bellas against Carthage. Upon Dionysius, the fortunes

of the Sice i ts rest. The fact that details abou the

internal situation and the distrust against Dionysius are

wanting is of crucial importance for the thesis of Laqueur

and Stroheker.

The problem is to determine whether Philistus'

influence is generally submerged by the approach adopted

by the later hostile tradition, as represented by Timaeus.

It is significant that even Laqueur was willing to admit

the existence of more extensive evidence of Philistus'

influence. For example, Philistus was attributed the

narrative describing Philistus' paying of the fine imposed

upon Dionysius. Laqueur also suggested that the second

instance where Philistus' role in maintaining Dionysius'

rule appears, during the Syracusan revolt, can similarly
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be attributed ultimately to Philistus. Laqueur went

further and suggested that Dionysius' appeal for the recall

of the exiles on humanitarian grounds contains part of the

original Philistus, whereas the note on the fact that

Dionysius wanted thereby to succeed in his own aims derives

from Timaeus' personal comments which were added to those
27

of his source. Laqueur also believed that the picture

describing how Dionysius attracted to himself the Geloans

came from Philistus, with Timaeus' comment that the Geloans

hated the aristocrats. Other instances of Philistus'

authorship singled out by Laqueur include the Geloan

entreaty for help and Dionysius' promise to return, and

Dionysius' speech to the Syracusans where he declares that

in view of the traitorous dealings of his colleagues, he

was obliged to lay down his command. The popular response

is attributed to Philistus, while Timaeus is supposed to
28

represent the image of intrigue. The reference to the

Peisistratean precedent of a bodyguard comes from Timaeus,

while the account of the marriage reflects Philistus'

history. Laqueur stresses that the association of the

marriage with a desire to make firm the tyranny is an
29

addition from Timaeus. Anticipating Adamesteanou, Laqueur

accepts the common view that the account of the battle of
30

Gela derives from Philistus, who was present. The

retreat of Dionysius which appears to reflect a hostile
31

source, derives from Timaeus. The account of the dinner
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given by Dionysius to the soldiers after the double marriage
32

similarly echoes Philistus. Later the Greeks attack the

Phoenicians in their cities, drive them out and seize
33

Phoenician property in Syracuse. Again Laqueur believes

that most of this information comes from Philistus,who

aims to represent Dionysius in a favourable light. He

adds, however, that the remark X&LTIEP yap ~~v 6Lovuatou ~upa.vvf6a.

~Laouv~Es
derives from the hostile authority, Timaeus. Thus Laqueur

concluded that at the basis of Timaeus' account which

Diodorus utilized, lay the favourable testimony of
34

Philistus.

That Laqueur was willing to consider considerable

infillence on the part of Philistus upon Diod6rus is

certainly significant. At the same time, it must be

stressed that Laqueur insisted that this influence was

indirect, utilized through the agency of Timaeus. As such

it would appear to affect the thesis of the present writer

that Philistus was used directly by Diodorus, and that his

influence was preeminent and not of subsidiary importance.

Laqueur's thesis is, however, as unacceptable in this case

as in his reconstruction in his article upon Timaeus. The

objection to Laqueur's claim that Timaeus is solely

responsible for the text's so called hostility has already

been noted in the first chapter. Indeed, th~ thesis

outlined in the article on Philistus stands or falls on

the degree to which the article on Timaeus is acceptable
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or not. Its rejection in the present case, therefore,

automatically eliminates its consideration in the study

on Philistus.

More important 1s the question whether the DEpt

~Lovua(ov is purely a work of flattery and, therefore

devoid of authentic historical data, considered in a

critical light. This problem has already been viewed in

connection with the evidence for the political attitude

of Philistus, and it has been shown that the testimony of

Cornelius Nepos, Plutarch's Alexande~ and Cicero suggests

that theDEpt ~Lovuatov was intended as more than the

means of maintaining or effecting the restoration of a

position of fa\our at the tyrant's court. It seems to have

been a textbook on political statecraft. Further, the

reputation accorded Philistus and his description as a

Thucydidian indicates beyond doubt, that the basis of

Laqueur's thesis possesses little validity. Philistus was

clearly more than a mere panegyrist.

It is, therefore, clear that Laqueur's division

between the data deriving from Philistus and Timaeus is

highly artificial. There is no evidence to suggest that

Philistus denied the totalitarian aspect of Dionysius'

rule. The evidence concerning Philistus' role in

maintaining the hegemony of the tyrant is sufficient in

itself to indicate this. Particularly noteworthy are the

incidents in which Philistus paid the fine imposed upon
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Dionysius and bade the tyrant resist the revolt of the

Syracusan citizen-body. The statement concerning the

"dragging of the tyrant by his legs", if not deriving

from Philistus' own mouth, certainly echoes the sentiments

of the historian. Consequently, passages which refer to

Dionysius' seizure of power within Syracuse or his attacks

upon Greek cities are to be regarded as equally based upon

the authority of Philistus. The important point to observe

is that Dionysius is constantly the focal point of attraction

from his debut after the capture of Acragas. The coup,

for example, or the narrative of the cavalry revolt or the

account of the war with Carthage is written from the point

of view of Diorrysius. It has been shown that sympathies

are not entirely with the masses, and are certainly not

associated with the Chariestatoi, who appear in a most35------
unfavourable light.

Philistus' point of view is very discernable in the

earlier portions of the narrative. It has been argued

that Philistus seems to have regarded Dionysius as the

champion of Hellenism against Carthage. It follows from

this that he cannot have placed much hope in the Siceliot

position prior to the appearance of Dionysius. Indeed,

such an impression is gained from the text's portrayal of

the Siceliot position in the Selinuntine, Himeraean and

Acragantine campaigns. Although there is no doubt that

sympathy is directed towards the Siceliot cause, it must
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be stressed that there exists full awareness of serious

weaknesses, impeding the successful resistance of the

Siceliots. Above all, the Siceliots appear to have lacked

unity within themselves. This lack of cohesion is a

noticeable motif pervading the notices on Acragantine

economic life, and there is little doubt that the excursus

originally derives from Philistus. Two points reveal this

fact. First the fact that details of significance emerge

with the appearance of the Syracusan force suggests a

contemporary and a Syracusan. Secondly the motifs of the

excursus, which significantly pervade the whole of book

thirteen, are of vital importance for the main theme of

this book: the v caknesses and dangers threa.t,ening the.

Siceliots.

The fact that the details about Acragas derived from

the IIspt ELxE~(a~ need not affect the issue in any way,

and the association of the main theme of the excursus with

the contents of the DEpt ~Lovvatov is most probable

the unity of the two books.

yv6L~~ &v ana ~ou ~E~OV~

in view of Dionysius of Halicarnassus' remark concerning

He writes ~a~L 6~ ~ta,Kat ~ou~o

~ E ~ _. 36
~IIC; LXE/\ LX~~

The division indicated by the nomenclature differentiation

is, therefore, hardly realistic and merely reflects the

change in the nature of the contents, and the fact that

with the IIspt 6Lovvatou concentration upon the fortunes

of an individual became more apparent. This conclusion
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is supported by the Theon fragment which, by attributing

the chapters on Dionysius' preparations for the great war

against Carthage to the eighth book of Philistus' history,

reveals complete ignorance of any division occurring after

the capture of Acragas.

The nature of Philistus' political views are more

clearly revealed by two further considerations: Philistus'

career in the years immediately preceding his exile and

the exile itself; and the close association of Philistus

with Thucydidean historiographical techniques.

Evidence for Philistus' role in the years preceding
37

his exile is certainly vague. Diodorus' testimony

appears to be of negligible value beside Plutarch's account.

Plutarch's narrative of the circumstances leading to the

exile has no reference to the parallel exile of Leptines,

Dionysius' brother. In other words, Philistus is the central

attraction. As Gitti observed, clearly no sympathy is
38

shown towards the historian. The source is certainly

more sympathetic towards the philosophic school, and most

probably representative of the Platonic or Timaeus-type

approach. Leptines and Philistus are regarded as

collaborators of the tyranny. Lack of sympathy towards

Philistus' marriage to ~eptines' daughter is a noticeable

feature. Indeed Plutarch declares that the best course
39

is neither to praise nor gloat over Philistus' conduct.

Clearly, the implication is that Philistus' role can
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hardly be defended, though gloating is to be discouraged.

In contrast, Diodorus' account is more impartial. Reference

to the personal motif, involving the secret marriage, is

lacking. In general, Dl0dorus' narrative is less full.

No dogmatic assertion as to Diodorus' source can be made.

The common view that Ephorus is represented is certainly

attractive, and its plausibility will be examined in a

subsequent chapter. Two points are, however, significant.

The fact that Diodorus' account is not hostile suggests

that it antedates the hostile tradition of the Academy

and Timaeus. Second, the very scantiness of its details.

suggests Philistus' influence. As will be shown below,

this passage certail ly seems to belorr~tcr a ~~~rce other

than Philistus. A change of source has clearly taken place.

Even so, the main point to observe is that no substantial

evidence existed about the exile in the period immediately

following its occurrence. This presupposes the fact that

Philistus did not cover it at all or hardly at all.

The situation surrounding Philistus' career in

the early 380's is therefore, imperfectly known. }10reover,

. though Plutarch's Dion provides details about his exile,

there is in existence no substantial information about

Philistus' career immediately preceding this event.

Recourse has, therefore, to be directed towards later

information,particularly from Pliny. It will then be

necessary to associate the results with the scanty details
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provided by Diodorus' narrative.

Pliny's reference to the fossa Philistina is a

starting point of any investigation into the nature of
40

Philistus' policy in the Northern Adriatic. Gitti's

article on this issue has resulted in an effective

refutation of attempts to identify the fossa Philistina

with the Adria referred to by Plutarch in his account of
41

the place of exile of the historian. Gitti has

'distinguished between the Philistina branch of the Po

and the canal, ~b~~~~!in~; the former to the north of the

delta; the latter in a~ unidentifiable place, certainly

not near l,aria. Gitti concludes that a vast hydraulic

system bore Philistus' name. as ('\ t.ihutp. to the. important

role played by the historian as administrator of this

region. Certainly, he is correct to observe that this

work cannot be associated with a man in disgrace and exile,

but is rather to be regarded as characteristic of the efforts

of an official or governor. Plutarch mentions that Philistus

was phrourarch of Syracuse and he does not deny the

possibility of his occupying other offices. Therefore, it

seems that these projects belong to the period preceding

Philistus' exile, before 384/3, during which Philistus was

governor of this area.

It is to be conceded that Gitti's thesis is not

confirmed by more direct evidence as found in Diodorus'

or Plutarch's testimony. Certainly, it has not gone

unchallenged. ~ltheim argued for an Illyrian origin of
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the name Philistina and Gitti himself admitted the_..- ---- --- --
42

possibility of an Etruscan origin. More important was

Calabi's argument as to whether under a tyrant, an official
43

could give his name to public buildings. Indeed, it was

claimed that this appeared to be more in accordance with

Ro~an experimentation. Against such reasoning, it must be

observed that Philistus was one of Dionysius' chief supporters.

It is possible that precisely because he grew too powerful,

he antagonized Dionysius. This certainly may have been a

factor, contributing to the historian's exile.

More important is Calabi's suggestion that Pliny's

citation refers to a nickname, reflecting popular tradition.

A comparison with Pei5istratu~ I position during his second

exile in the Thermaic gulf and Thrace, and the case of
44

Miltiades I in the Thracian Chersonese is relevant.

Calabi offers the interesting hypothesis that Philistus

sought refuge in the Northern Adriatic, in an area colonized

by Greeks, but not under Dionysius' control. Being both

rich and powerful, he was able to undertake projects of

colonization himself.

In general, Gitti's thesis still holds more

attraction. Calabi's hypothesis is only valid as long as

it is agreed that Dionysius' tyranny represented the old

type of absolute rule. However, this was clearly not the

case. There is no doubt that Dionysius was an innovator

and in some respects, a forerunner of the" military monarchs
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of the Hellenistic age.

The problem is to date Philistus' activity more

precisely. For this dependence must essentially be placed

upon the scanty details provided by Diodorus, and to a

lesser extent, Polybius and Justin. Dionysius' alliance

with the Gauls is associated by Justin with the war

against Croton of 389/8 B. C. and the Gallic destruction of
46

Rome of 387/6 B. C. Thus Dionysius took advantage of the

divisions between the Gauls and the Etruscans. Contemporary

or a little before the Gallic alliance was the foundation
47

of Lissos. The year 385/4 B. C. is associated by Diodorus

with the foundation of Pharos and Dionysius' war against

the llyrians and Etrus ansa A year before, occurre&

Dionysius' alliance with Alcetas. It is in such a context

that the foundation of Adria is to be placed. It was no

doubt especially associated with the Gallic alliance and

theLissos venture. The activities against Pharos, Etruria

and Epirus mark a second phase. The foundation of Issa,

Ancona, Numana, though not securely dated, are clearly to

be placed in this period.

The year 388 thus marks the first affirmation of

Syracusan dominance of the Adriatic and 384 signalled the

end of the vital four-year period. Gitti's reconstruction

would certainly tend to suggest that a prime mover in

these ~vents was Philistus. The problem is to determine

whether Philistus' activities in the Northern Adriatic had
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a bearing upon Philistus' exile in any way. One suggestion

has already been brought forward: that Philistus' activities

in the North constituted a serious threat to Dionysius'

maintenance of power, or at least appeared to do ·so.

Such a reconstruction is supported by the evidence
48

provided about Philistus' exile. Diodorus attributes

the exile to the Madness of the tyrant as a result of his

literary failures at the Olympic games. Plutarch provides

a more positive motive: Philistus' marriage to Leptines'
49

daughter. Again Diodorus does not ·seem to be echoing

Philistus; probably his source was Ephorus, who far from

the scene of action and in no sense a real contemporary,

provides a less ~cund und rath r gossipy account. Plutarch's

testimony seems more personal and accurate. The view that

the marriage to Leptines' daughter caused Dionysius' anger

cannot be regarded as incorrect. However, there is a strong

possibility that Plutarch's account had laid too much stress

upon a comparatively unimportant feature of a very real

crisis. Certainly, literal acceptance of this view

attributes to Dionysius no small degree of insanity. It

has been conjectured that these events mask a palace plot

by individuals who had been faithful and, at this point,

revolted. This latter stage, it is claimed, was marked by

Philistus' marriage to Leptines' daughter. Yet as Gitti

has observed, a party alliance and not a palace plot is

suggested.
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Hence it is likely that the motive found in

Plutarch, though certainly not of negligible value,

should be relegated to a subordinate position. It does

appear that a conflict of ideals characterized the rift

with Dionysius. A clue is certainly furnished by the

evidence concerning Leptines, Dionysius' brother. The

evidence suggests that Dionysius realized that Leptines

was not an adversary but a dissident. Thus in 388 B. C.,

Leptines betrayed distinct kindness towards the Greeks

of Southern Italy. For this he was accordingly honoured
50

by that element. Precisely what Leptines represented

can be variously interpreted; he may be regarded as a

philhellenist, patriot or simply a sentimentalist. The

latter view is, however, most unlikely in view of the fact

that the marriage alliance indicates that Philistus

approved of him, and that Philistus' history, as has been

seen, was certainly devoid of sentimental considerations.

It would, therefore, appear that Philistus favoured Leptines'

policy of peaceful relations with the Greeks of South Italy.

Three facts support this conclusion at this stage. First,

as has been seen, Philistus' disgrace was accompanied by

similar treatment of Leptines. Second, both individuals

entered into a marriage alliance. Hence the likelihood

that Philistus shared Leptines' political views. Finally

the evidence noted above concerning Philistus' transactions

in the Adriatic indicates that the historian favoured
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peaceful acquisition of Italian territory and colonization

projects to military aggrandizement.

Again the citation from Nepos provides the vital

clue. Gitti correctly observed that the tradition preserved

in the statement that Philistus was "hominem amicum non

magis tyranno quam tyrannidi" represented.a minority but

highly significant viewpoint which grasped the true
51

character of Philistus' contribution to historical thought.

Indeed Nepos' claim that he discussed the historian in his

special book on the Greek historians certainly suggests

that he read Philistus in the original and was, therefore,

able to appreciate the true significance of the historian's

views on Dionysius without being affected by the later

hostile tradition. It must be emphasized that the context

of Nepos' statement with reference to the historian's

return under Dionysius II and his call to save the Greek

West, indicates that the difference was not over minor

technical details but concerned a serious division over

political matters.

The details about the political career of Philistus

support this view. As has been noted, Philistus played a

vital role in the coup of 405 B. C. and in persuading

Dionysius to maintain his position during the Syracusan

revolt of 403 B. C. Moreover, he was governor of Ortygia,

phrourarch and commander-in-chief under Dionysius II. In

a true sense, he may be described as "l'artefice della
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fortuna di Dionisio".

The supposition that the crux of the dispute

between Dionysius and Philistus concerned the tyrant's

policy towards the Italiots is supported and accounted for

by the sparse evidence which exists for the period immediately

preceding Philistus' disappearance from the political scene

at Dionysius' court. Four events are recorded: the failure

of the second Punic War; the war in South Italy; the failure

with Carthage in the war, culminating in the battle of

Cronium and Cabbala; and the Adriatic schemes of Dionysius,

in which Philistus appears as the chief architect. Clearly

then, it was a period essentially of failure, with the

except~o~ of the ~driatic "enturcs. Two points are

especially significant. First, the fact that while Dionysius

was failing, his chief minist.er was achieving notable success

raises the possibility of inevitable friction between the

two, and probable suspicion by the tyrant of Philistus'

actions. The marriage of Philistus with Leptines' daughter

must certainly have increased the tension. Second, these

events must ·clearly have produced in the historian serious

reconsideration of the question of the wisdom of Dionysius'

new policies as regards the Italiots. Certainly,the

contrast between the tyrant's policies in Magna Graecia

and those of both Leptines and Philistus, particularly the

latter·'s is noticeable. The fact that Leptines appears to

have disapproved of his brother's aggressive policies in
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South Italy and the fact that he appears to have reached

some understanding with Philistus as the marriage and

exile accounts reveal, supports the contention that the

Italian problem lay at the root of the dispute, culminating

in the exile of Leptines and Philistus.

Two further facts support the thesis outlined above,

that Philistus' dispute with Dionysius involved the

historian's disapproval of Dionysius' acts of belligerency

against the Greeks of South Italy. First, it is significant

that no evidence exists for renewed colonization in the

North in the period following the exile of Philistus. Yet

the return of Philistus coincides with the establishment
53

of bm ne,v found tions in l'.pulia. In otner words, a

renewal of the old Adriatic schemes is clearly discernible.

Again, it is not difficult to associate the reintroduction

of these projects with the reappearance of Philistus upon

the political scene.

Second, as has been indicated in the analysis of

Diodorus' text, the chapters in which Siceliot patriotism

find their fullest expression occurs in the contrast of

the tragedy of the Greek failure in the last decade of the

fifth century with the successes achieved during the great

conflict of 398/6 B. C. under the aegis of Dionysius.

Henceforth the interest lessens decisively. Very little

attention is focused upon the second war with Carthage. As

regards the account provided of the hostilities with the
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Italiots, the patriotic motive 1s totally absent.

Circumstances certainly necessitated such a procedure. It

would be difficult to voice patriotic sentiments in a

description of hostilities waged between Greek and Greek.

}1ore important, however, is the fact that for the first

time anecdotal material distinctly hostile, in a moral

sense, to the tyrant makes its appearance. The tyrant's

cruelty to Phyton is discussed, and in the narrative of the
54

third Punic War, Leptines' bravery is stressed. The

narrative is still relatively full,· and there is consequently

no reason to assume an abrupt change of source utilized.

Hence the presence of disapproval as seen expecially in the

case of Phyton, and the lack of nationalistic ideals as

seen in the description of the great Punic War suggests

that the source of Diodorus disapproved, or certainly was

less than enthusiastic about Dionysius' wars against the

Italiots. Thus again an identification with Philistus is

suggested.

The evidence certainly does tend to suggest that

Philistus' aim was to achieve unity between the Greeks of

South Italy and Sicily. His work was idealistic in the

sense that he entertained the prospect of Siceliot

retaliation against Semitic aggression. No doubt, the wars

against Naxos, Catane and Leontini were unavoidable in the

context of the ancient hostility. The same could be said

of the hostile relations with Rhegium. However, the fact
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was that Dionysius' schemes against the Italiots clashed

noticeably with the Adriatic ventures, with which Philistus

was intimately connected. There was thus a serious conflict

of ideals within the mind of Philistus. The Sic~lian

historian, while realizing the necessity of maintaining

Empire against Carthaginian aggression, regretted the

existence of hostilities with Greeks, in particular with

the Italiots. The Adriatic schemes were aimed at the

creation of a protectorate for the Greeks and the establishment

of stability along the border with the Illyrians. Dionysius'

war ¥ith the Italiot League in a sense negated all that

which the Adriatic schemes implied. Such a scheme is

certninly echoed in Diodorus' narrative.

Thus it appears that Philistus' rift with Dionysius

was particularly serious, in that it involved a conflict

over the conduct of state policy. In a more precise sense,

the issue concerned the nature of the policy to be directed

towards Italy.

The serious nature of the schism is well illustrated

by a consideration of the length and nature of Philistus'

exile. Again the problem is the conflict of the traditions

of Diodorus and Plutarch. The problem concerns the place

and length of the exile. Diodorus makes Thurii the place

to which Leptines and Philistus were banished. Plutarch

says that Philistus was' sentgt~ ~~v 'A6ptav. Elsewhere
55

Plutarch supplies Epirus as the place of exile. Whereas
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Diodorus makes Philistus return with Leptines under

Dionysius I, Plutarch claims that he was exiled for twenty

years and only returned after Dionysius' death. Again, it

is clear that in spite of the bias in Plutarch, most

probably reflecting the Timaeus tradition, his authority

is the preferable account because it is the more detailed,

while the other tradition which is found in Diodorus, is

vaguer, more confused and devoid of critical sense and

depth. Moreover, it is for this reason unlikely to have

derived from Philistus, whose exile limited the amount of

information available to later sources ,including Diodorus.

In a more precise sense, the text of Diodorus is deficient

in three respects. First,it seems clear that Philistus'

exile was longer than a few years. Indeed,Diodorus' source

appears to have confused Philistus' return with Leptines'

recall. For the latter event, there is clear evidence.

Leptines was needed to fight the battle of Cronion in

374 B. C. However, there is no reason to associate this

cause with the return of Philistus. A further fact is to

be observed. The evidence for Philistus' late return is

not merely associated with the probable 1'imaeus tradition

which is found in Plutarch's Dion. Nepos also testifies

to a return following the death of Dionysius I. It is

significant that evidence which has already been discussed,

indicates that Nepos read Philistus. It is, therefore,

conceivable that Nepos found the information about a twenty
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year exile in Philistus as well as in the later tradition.

It accordingly seems logical to assume that the Timaeus

tradition was merely echoing the earlier Philistus account

and probably derived from the first book ·of Philistus,

dealing with Dionysius II.

Jacoby, however, felt that a short exile was more

probable. First he produced the psychological argument. A

despot such as Dionysius would be inclined to change his

mind abruptly. Therefore, he claimed that Dionysius

relented and posted Philistus in the Northern Adriatic as

administrator in Adria. In other words, the theory of

Philistus' honorary exile was advanced. Basic to this

theory vlaS Plutarch's etc; T tAoptcx\,' The weaknesses
56

in this theory have been effectively exposed by Gitti. In

the first place, Gitti has noted that there is the problem

of whether an exile could live in a city of the Syracusan

Empire. The anS\ver was that Philistus was not, in fact,

an exile but a governor of Adria. The chief evidence was

the fossa Philistina of Pliny. The first objection is that

'A6ptcx in the masculine is always used to refer to the sea
57

and not to the city. Second, even if Adria is indicated,

it is certainly strange that Plutarch elsewhere appears to

contradict himself by giving Epirus. Clearly then, Adria

is employed in a general sense and does not refer to a

precise colony. It was in this sense that Plutarch's source,

Timaeus, used the word, which no doubt derived from an
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earlier authority, probably Philistus himself.

Further, Plutarch clearly indicates that an exile

in a very real sense was involved. Hence he writes

~~v b~ ~t~LaTov ~~~~aaE ELKE~ta~ ~uy6v~a napa ~tvou~

TLva~'Et~ TOV 'AbpCav.~Evouq,~uy6vTa~ertainl~· indicates

The

that Philistus did not go to a place within Dionysius'
59

empire. Philistus' lament for the destiny of Leptines'
60

daughter indicates that a real exile took place.

thesis propounded above that Philistus engaged in intense

political activity renders unlikely the view that Philistus

had the leisure to write his history, while serving Dionysius I.

Moreover, as has been seen, Philistus was a young man in

405 B. C., and it is doubtful whether he possessed at this

stage, the capabilities and potential for composing a history

which later historians likened to the product of Thucydides.

The very earliest that thenEptELKE~(a~ could have been

written was 396 B. C., the date when the evidence generally

appears to suggest that Thucydides published his history.

Indeed, it is only in such a context that the Thucydidean

influence can be explained. A later date is more likely in

view of Philistus' activity on behalf of Dionysius I

Certainly theTIEpt 6Lovuatou must have been composed

during the exile from 383 to 368. Even if Pausanias' view

that its composition was the means whereby the historian

hoped to gain readmission to Syracuse is hardly to be

regarded as the decisive factor, Pausanias' testimony
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certainly indicates the existence of a reliable tradition,

attributing the four books on Dionysius the Elder to the

period of exile. Moreover, this tradition indicates that

the exile was of considerable duration, thus confirming

the authenticity of the testimony of Plutarch and Cornelius

Nepos over against that of the less reliable Diodorus. It

may be noted that Philistus' last work on Dionysius II was

most probably a posthumous publication.

A further point is relevant. The theory: that

Philistus' exile was not really an exile is confronted

with the contradiction inherent in an exile's position in

strategically important territory of Dionysius' empire.

Finally, o~c nust b~~ar2 of considering Dionysius' empire in

terms of the Roman Empire, or the modern state. Rather it

must be viewed as consisting of politically fragmented units.

Hence an escape like that effected by Philistus was

relatively easy.

Nor can greater confidence be placed in Jacoby's

other two points. Since Leptines was soon recalled, and

since Philistus had married Leptines' daughter, he claimed

that Philistus was recalled. It is certainly a weak

argument and by no means conclusive. Further, the case of

Philistus can in no respect be compared to that of Leptines.

The evidence concerning Philistus' career and; in particular,

the Northern Adriatic schemes, suggests that Philistus would

have appeared a far greater threat than Leptines. The
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marriage certainly worked more to the advantage of Philistus.

Finally, Philistus, Jacoby argues, had dealt with

Dionysius to the end of his reign. This could not have been

done with any degree of success had Philis~ys been in exile

for any length of time. The difficulty with this

interpretation is that Jacoby wrongly assumes that Philistus

must have dealt with the whole of Dionysius' reign in

relative detail. Certainly no evidence suggests that the

title DEpt 6~ovuotou necessarily embraced all the events of

Dionysius' reign with equal emphasis.

Diodorus' testimony is also weak as regards the date

of the exile. He dates it to the Olympiad of 386/5. As

Gro'te long ago obse vea, this date is not an Olympiad.

Further, similar events are dated to the ninety-eighth
61

Olympiad of 388/7 B. C. Probably the ninety-ninth Olympiad

of 384 B. C. is meant. Therefore, the terminus Eost quem

is 384/3 B. C.

Thus Diodorus' testimony, deriving as has been seen,

probably from a source other than Philistus and perhaps

Ephorus,is less reliable than Plutarch's account for three

reasons. First, he is in error as regards the length of

Philistus' exile. Second, he appears to have confused the

fate of Philistus with that experienced by Leptines.

Finally, the date of the event is inaccurate.

The following conclusion thus clearly emerges.

Both Philistus and Leptines were exiled in 384/3 B. C.;
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the former to Epirus and the latter to Thurii. Leptines

was soon recalled, but Philistus remained in exile. In

Epirus, he wrote his history, particularly concentrating

upon Dionysius' career. It was in exile .that his beliefs

and ideals were crystallized, and he published his

convictions concerning the necessity of the maintenance

of despotic power in Sicily. In 366 B. C. he returned

from exile and found himself in a position to effect the

realization of his theoretical conclusions.

It has been further argued that basic to Philistus'

scheme was the conception of unity amongst the Greeks of

the West in face of the Punic threat. Dionysius' policy

to,~ards the Italiots conseq~c tly occupied a secondary

place in Philistus' thoughts and the evidence of Diodorus'

text suggests that this was accompanied by distinct moral

censure. Philistus' role in the Northern Adriatic which

contrasted strikingly with the hostilities waged by

Dionysius against the Italiots supports this conclusion.

It would, moreover, appear that this scheme of

thought affected the scale of the books of the nEp~6Lovuatou

Book one of the work, as has been seen, contained an account

of the preparations of Dionysius against Carthage. It

began with the events following the fall of Acragas. In

other words, the crisis leading to Dionysius' coup within

Syracuse was the first topic considered. Columba suggested

that the fourth book contained the narrative of the Italian
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War and obviously concluded with Dionysius' death. The

implication is clear: that little space was spent on the

hostilities with Carthage, following the disaster to

Himilcon's army. Within such a scheme, the two middle

books would concern themselves with the Great Punic War

of Dionysius, which accordingly became the central episode

of the narrative. Probably the chief part of book two

concerned the capture of Motya, while book three centred

around the destruction of the Punic host. Thus it would

appear that the early period, including the Great Punic

War, was treated with considerably more detail than the

subsequent period. One reason for this is the fact that

Philistus' exile imposed obvious restrictions upon the

availability of evidence. This is certainly a major

factor accounting for the abrupt termination of material

available to Diodorus for the last two decades of Dionysius'

reign. However, it does not explain the emphasis upon the

Punic vlar and the difference of the nature of the treatment

of the subject in relation to that accorded to the later

wars with Carthage and the conflict with the Italiot League.

Clearly then, Philistus' history of Dionysius I did not

deal with the whole of Dionysius' reign in equal detail.

The chief interest was the conflict with Carthage from

398 to 396 B. C. To this the historian devoted three out

of four books. The circumstances of the exile in the

periphery of the Empire of Dionysius certainly limited the
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sources of material available. Indeed, of necessity,

Philistus was obliged to concentrate his interest upon the

years of Dionysius' rule, during which he was intimately

connected with governmental circles. However, a more

important consideration accounts for the prominence

accorded the first Punic War of Dionysius. In the narrative

of the war, Philistus was able to give full expression to

his ideals of Siceliot despotism and unification against the

barbarian invader.

2. Philistus, Thucydides and Diodoru~

A final consideration, affecting any assessment

of Philistus' work and its place within the scheme of

Diodorus, involves the Thucydidean associations of the

historian, found in Cicero, Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

and Quintilian. In a letter to his brother Quintus, Cicero

writes, "Siculus ille capitalis, creber, acutus, brevis

paene pusillus Thucydides." He goes on to express preference

for the books which discussed Dionysius. liMe magis de

Dionysio delectat, ipse enim est veterator magnus et
63

perfamiliaris Philisto." In the- De Orato~, he writes,

"hunc [Thucydides] consecutus est Syracusanus
Philistus qui quum Dionysii tyranni
familiarissimus esset, otium suum consumpsit
in historia scribenda, maximeque Thucydidem est
ut mihi videtur imitatus." 64

In the ~r~!us, Philistus is again bracketed with Thucydides,

when Brutus laments the fact that these historians do not
65

receive the honour due to them. In the De_Divinatione,
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Philistus is referred to as "doctus homo et diligens".

Dionysius of Halicarnassus also connects Philistus

with Thucydides. He observes the neatness of his style

(a~poYY~AOs) the fact that his work is well constructed

(nuxvo;) that it is logical but inferior to Thucydides

in respect to beauty of expression (~veu~~~U~~HOs,HUAA~AAoytu'

It is mediocre and cheap (~~Xp6s,EU~EA~s ) 67

Quintilian likewise connects Philistus with

Thucydides. He describes Philistus as "imitator Thucydidis
68

et ut molto infirmior ita aliquatenus Lucidior~

The question which must be asked is, how far these

comments are intended to refer to the stylistic abilities

of" the two historians and how far they are to refer to the

question of content and treatment of the subject matter?

Quite clearly, the two most important sources which affect

this question are Cicero and Dionysius o~ Halicarnassus,

since Quintilian does little more than indicate a connection.

,Particularly valuable in this respect are the remarks of

Coppola regarding a possible papyrus fragment from Philistus'

n ,,~ "\{ 69
1Ep l, L.; l, HE/\, "Us.

As regards Cicero's remarks, the reference to

Philistus being ~rebe~, acutus and brevis refer to the style

of the historian. When he, however, refers to him as

"doctus et diliqens, he seems to be referring to the content.- --------_.....&::.._--

Dionysius of Halicarnassus' references to Philistus'work

as neat, well put together, logical but lacking beauty of
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expression are all stylistic arguments. His description of

it as mediocre and cheap, on the other hand, seems to have

bearing upon the content.

Clearly the nUHvo~ of Dionysius corresponds to

the brevis and creber of Cicero. The ~veu~~~a~~Ho~

likewise corresponds to the ~E~tu~ of Cicero.

The real difference between the views of the two

writers is that whereas Cicero thinks Philistus to be a

E~sillus Thucydide~, Dionysius considers him to be inferior

to Thucydides. The question then is, how can the discrepancy

between the two writers be explained? Two answers to the

problem can be provided. In the first place, like Coppola,

we may cunclu e that the remarks of Cicero and Dionysius of

Halicarnassus are not to be applied to the same parts of

Philistus' work. On the other hand, it can be argued that

the answer to the question is to be found in the political

views of Philistus.

Coppola suggested that whereas Cicero referred to

the I1Ept /:::"\'ovuatou Dionysius of Halicarnassus' comments

The reason for Cicero's

preference for the DEpt /:::"~ovuatou is that these books,

being concerned with events in which Philistus himself

participated, are likely to have been more sUbjective and

personal. The II Ep t L: \, HE/\. tac;, on the other hand, contained
70

uninteresting narrative.

Support for Coppola's theory seems to come from
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Timaeus' reference to Philistus as tedious and clumsy.

The fact that Plutarch cites Timaeus in connection with

his research upon the life of Nicias might indicate that

Timaeus' criticism applies to the DEpt ZLxEAtas .

Certainly the evidence which we have does suggest that the

DEpt L1l,ovuatov was a more personal work than the ftEpL
72

Mention of the fact that the DEpt L1l,ovuatou was a

more personal work results in the second solution to the

problem. It has, indeed,already been argued that a

consideration of Philistus' career sheds considerable

light upon the precise manner in which the work on

Dronys±us was more personal than the earlier effort. Such

a conclusion was confirmed by the invaluable evidence

of Nepos who certainly read Philistus in the original, and

was reinforced by two valuable notices in Plutarch and

Cicero. The latter reference, in connection with the

correspondence with Q. Cicero, is particularly valuable,

in that it serves to confirm the conclusion derived from

the other Ciceronian material, indicating the orator's

preference for Philistus and the suggested associations

of this favour with the political ideology of the Syracusan

historian. The problem, therefore, is to determine to what

extent the identification of Philistus with Thucydides

effects our understanding of Philistus' view of Dionysius.

I shall accordingly now attempt to compare the ideology of
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Thucydides and Philistus.

The immediate problem is to discover the political

viewpoint of Thucydides. Initially, we are faced with the

problem whether Thucydides' so-called impartiality precludes

successful determination of the historian's bias and

sympathies. C. N. Cochrane's central thesis in particular
73

would appear to imply the impossibility of such an aim.

The implication of this conclusion is serious. If it is

argued that Thucydides has no personal viewpoint, it will

be impossible to attempt an identification of Thucydides'

political thought with that of Philistus.

Cochrane claimed that by adopting the Hippocratic

method of prognosis whereby facts were simply stated and

issues formulated, Thucydides made his chief contribution

to the development of Greek historiography. The important

effect was that the reader was nov; in a position to judge

for himself. Hence resulted the so-called aloofness or

impartiality of Thucydides characterized by the !~~~i or

speeches which Thucydides considered likely to have been

spoken by the characters appearing in the pages of the

history, and the ~!9~, the facts furnished without the

accompanying opinions of the author.

Such an approach involves a considerable

oversimplification of the issues involved. In the first

place, had Thucydides been as detached as the results of

Cochrane's thesis appear to suggest, it is difficult to
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account for the tendency of modern authorities before

Cochrane to detect a distinct development of Thucydidean

thought as reflected by textual analysis. The more recent

efforts to trace consistency and unity of thought are

certainly not to be regretted. However, the old school of

Thucydidean research has produced an awareness of the

existence of a considerable degree of tension in a man

constantly assailed by new ideas. Thus as Andrewes has

observed, the problem of the development of Thucydides'

thought and the changes in the dating of the text is of

vital importance, even though it must be conceded that the
74

results are often most uncertain.

Secondly, there is the p~oble a~ the speeches.

Thucydides certainly never admits that the speeches reflect

his interpretation of the events. However, as most modern

scholars agree, this seemingly was his purpose. As regards

the statement of I. 22, it must be stressed that Thucydides

merely calls for the employment of caution in respect to

the facts. He does not, however, declare that speculation

upon the facts is to be avoided at all costs. Further, it

is difficult to appreciate what exactly is meant by complete

impartiality as regards Cochrane's claim that facts are

merely represented in order to stimulate the reader's

potential for independent judgment. Perhaps the most

significant case is the ~rchaeol~gy. It is true that

certain facts are presented from which deductions are to
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be sought. However, it is very clear that Thucydides is

determined that the reader should derive specific

implications from his narrative. In short, the

~~9~~~olQ9Y is based upon Thucydides' own theorizing

upon the social, economic and political development of

Greece from the period of the Minoan thalassocracy to the

outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. Thucydides' aim is to

explain why he considered the Peloponnesian War more

significant than any previous war.

It is, moreover, clear that personal judgments

are reflected throughout the history. We may note

Thucydides' verdicts regarding the potential might of

Thrace or the horror of the capture of Mycalessus or the
75

Athenian shock after the naval defeat off Euboea.

Opinions abound. Thus the Athenians are rebuked for

condemning Pythodorus, Sophocles and Eurymedon in 424 B. C.

The method of the investigation of the Hermae is likewise

criticized. The five thousand are praised. Imperialist

motives account for the great Athenian expedition to
76

Sicily. Judgments on the actions of individuals are

frequent. Cleon is the "most violent of the Athenians",

devising "mad" plans, opposing peace for personal reasons,
77

over-confident and over-optimistic. Themistocles and

Pericles are, without doubt, the most favoured political

personages in the history, and in two significant passages
78

openly praised.
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It is, therefore, clear, that the theory of the

impartial Thucydides has little to commend it. Therefore,

any attempt to dismiss the Philistus associations on the

grounds that whereas the Syracusan historian wrote a work

.commending tyranny as an institution, Thucydides' history

is impartial, cannot be accepted. It is consequently

necessary to examine in precise detail the nature of

Thucydides' sympathies and bias in order to examine the

possibility of common political and ideological tendencies

with Philistus. The problem is indeed serious. On the

one hand, we are confronted with the Athenian historian

who writes about democratic Athens and is seemingly

favourably disposed towards the Periclean regime. On

the other hand, there appears Philistus, whose work is

a testimony, advocating the maintenance and development

of tyrannical power as epitomized by the person of

Dionysius I. The question which thus arises is whether

consideration of Thucydides' political views, in fact,

supports the contention that Thucydides himself may not

have been totally averse to acceptance of the solution

to Siceliot difficulties, offered in the DEpt 6~ovuotou

The first problem is to evaluate Thucydides'

attitude towards the democracy as practiced at Athens.

Not only will such a procedure clarify the nature of the

relationship of Thucydides and Philistus. It will also

significantly affect the reconstruction of Sicilian
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history in the period of Dionysius. One fact is clear:

that enthusiasm for the masses is noticeably absent.

Moreover, it is clear that Thucydides' disfavour seriously

distorts the realities of the situation.

The first point to observe is that it is the

people who are held responsible for Athens' ultimate
79

disaster. The culminating tragedy is the Sicilian

expedition which is the classic Thucydidean example of
80

popul.ar expansionist aims. However, it is no exaggeration

to state that the chief theme of the history in the years

following Pericles' death is the rejection by the dem9.~

of the cautious Periclean policies. Pylos, Delium and
81

Me os are the mo~t significant landma ks.

There is no doubt that Thucydides' ideal political

hero is Pericles, and that the failure of his successors

lay in their inability to emulate the policies which he
82

followed. However, Thucydides believed that even in

Pericles' case, demagogic arts were necessary. Hence the

people's distrust of Pericles led ultimately to the removal

of Pericles from office. The appeal of the political leader

to the people in the third speech is indicative of the

degree to which the impatience of the populace could lead

to a considerable amount of strain. The people desired to

hear not the truth but what simply appealed to them.

Pericles accordingly had to appeal to the power and glory
83

of the city. Thucydides' view of the citizens of Athens
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thus accords with that of the Old Oligarch, the Comic
84

poets and Plato. It is clearly associated with the

Athenian power drive which the Athenians in the history
85

even refer to themselves.

The unreliability and the potential for

instability which characterized the masses is encouraged

by the failure of the popular leaders. The latter either

lack Pericles' foresight, and ability to act upon it, or

his incorruptibility. Whereas a character like Nicias

lacks the former two qualities of foresight and the ability

to act upon it, Alcibiades who does possess them is spurred

on by personal ambition and is unpatriotic and not above
86

money. Above all, the fail re of Pericles' successors

is epitomized by the person of Cleon,who inflames the

dangerous desires of the people. Under the stress of war,

the ~ta~os 6~6&0xaAo~ the populace is led astray by
87

these popular leaders, practicing demagogic arts.

Thucydides accordingly expounds the thesis that

the fall of ~thens was due to the failure of its citizens

to follow the paths tracked by Pericles. The Thucydidean

ideal is, therefore, the Periclean epoch, which contrasts

noticeably with the subsequent era. Pericles was able to

control the masses: his successors were either unable to do

so or deliberately encouraged the insatiate desire of the
88

populace for the acquisition of more. Above all, avoidance

of plans involving the acquisition of a land empire is noted
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in connection with Pericles. It follows, therefore, that

Thucydides placed little confidence in the ability of the

citizen-body of Athens. It is, moreover, significant that

many scholars have simply accepted the viewpoint of

Thucydides and regarded the death of Pericles as resulting

in a significant change in the direction of foreign policy
89

from sane to irresponsible procedures.

The problem is threefold: to determine precisely

in what way the death of Pericles marks a total revision of

previous policy; what precisely is not Periclean in the

policies of men like Cleon and Alcibiades; and consequently

why the masses are to be held responsible? Ehrenberg

concedes that the "imperialism of the ~Tar years was a

heritage, however misunderstood, of Pericles' policy" and

that "the Athenian character had certainly not undergone
90

any fundamental change." Such statements certainly allow

variation of interpretation: however, their effect is

largely nullified by references to the subsequent

irresponsible leadership and "muss instincts" and to

Alcibiades' refusal to accept any limits to Athenian

expansion.

The fact is that Thucydides' distaste for the

democratic regime of Cleon and his successors has seriously
91

distorted the realities of the political situation. Three

facts are clear: that the picture provided of Cleon and

his successors is grossly distorted; that the contrast
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between Periclean policy and that espoused by the so-called

demagogues is more apparent than real and that Athenian

policy during the Pentecontaetia and the Peloponnesian Wars

follows a uniform pattern.

There is no doubt that Cleon's role is especially

significant, in that it epitomizes the post-Periclean

democracy. There is some reason to believe that Thucydides

deliberately mini~ized the role of the other personages to

highlight the character of Cleon. Hyperbolus, who according

to the historian, was ~oXe~p6~ and was, in fact, the

victim of a deal by Alcibiades and Nicias, is not dealt with

on the obvious occasion: the ostracism is noted later in

411 B. C. Similarly, while Androcles is not named as

opponent of Alcibiades in 415 B. C., his murder in 411 B. C.,
92

prior to the revolution of the Four Hundred, is observed.

It must be stated immediately that the fact that

Aristophanes confirms Thucydides' picture of Cleon, does

not testify to the accuracy of the picture provided.

However, it cannot be denied that Athens' allies remained

loyal before Cleon's treatment of Scione and that the

Eastern Greeks did not revolt en masse after the Sicilian

debacle. In other words, Cleon's policy may not have been

entirely justified. It may also be doubted whether Athens

could afford ships and money for the Clean-type terrorism.

As regards the ~mphipolis camnaicrn, though Thucydides was
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not completely aware of Cleon~ .intentions, the fact is
93

that Cleon did expose the right wing.

Finally, Thucydides refers to Cleon as rr~eavw~a~os

and13"a1.6~a~oc; . De Wet has argued that these words are

not necessarily derogatory since the former appears in a

neutral sense in Diodorus, Plutarch and Aristophanes.

They merely indicate that Cleon was forceful - a quality
94

necessary before the assembly.

At the same time, there is no doubt that Cleon

is treated rather unfairly, and it does seem that Thucydides'

desire to single out Cleon as representative of the failure

of the Athenian democracy in the post-Periclean era, has

distorted the reali tLes of the. situation. As regards the

Mytilenean debate, both Cleon and Diodorus appear clearly

interested in maintaining the Empire. Even De Wet, who

accepts the Thucydidean picture of post-Periclean Athens,

observes that the Lesbian revolt provoked the possibility

of an Ionian, Persian and Spartan alliance. As such, it

constituted a serious danger to the maintenance of the
95

Empire just as the Samian revolt did in 441 B. C. In

such circumstances, Cleon's proposals can certainly be

comprehended as justified in a political context, even if

they appear brutal.

\'7oodhead observed that the Amphipolis campaign

was preceded by most a~roit manipulation which yielded

significant results. Thucydides, however, remains silent
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where epigraphic evidence has to be relied upon. The
96

discontent of the hoplites with Cleon is recorded,

but as Woodhead observes, Thucydides, though willing to

record it in the case of Cleon whom he clearly despises,

refuses to discuss evidence of a similar nature in the

case of Pericles who is his hero. Indeed, Diodorus'
97

picture is much fairer to Cleon.

Woodhead's consideration of the Sphacteria

incident and Cleon's election as strategos confirms the

impression that Thucydides is deliberately aiming at

blackening the character of Cleon and the democracy which
98

supported him. Cleon's rejection of the Spartan terms

is not necessarily to be reg?rded as a foolish act, for

it is difficult to perceive what problems it would have

solved. Cleon's demands would have disrupted the

Peloponnesian alliance. Yet Thucydides, in spite of

De Wet's protests, clearly employs- the words nL8avw~a~o~

and 6~~aywyo~ to smear Cleon. Further,Cleon's reply

which might have been crucial is simply omitted, or perhaps

deliberately suppressed. Finally, the Spartans are said
99

to have had common sense, while the Athenians want more.

Clearly, a vague statement set in an unclear context is

apparent.

The description of Cleon's election as ~trat~~o~

100
is accompanied by nasty innuendos. Thus yvou~ is

employed thrice. The OW~POVE~ and Nicias are clearly
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favoured, and the fact that they are pleased at the

prospect of Cleon's defeat is clear. Cleon succeeds, yet
101

to Thucydides it is an enterprise of a maniac. Thucydides

overcomes the difficulty of how such an apparently mad

- --~nterprise gained the support of the people by assuming

that the mob is foolish. Consequently, the whole enterprise

is to be regarded as folly.

Thus the evidence of the Nytilene affair, the

Sphacteria incident, Cleon's election and the P~phipolis

campaign suggests undue prejudice and bias on the part of
102

Thucydides.

Four other considerations affect the validity of

ThucyCi~cs' assessment of tho failure of the Athenian

democracy fo1lmling the death of Pericles: the intrigues

with Argos in the years following the Peace of Nicias;

Athen's treatDent of Melos in 416 B. C.; the context of

the Sicilian expedition of 416 B. C.; and the problem

whether in 432/1 E. C., Athens was spoiling for war with

the Peloponnesians, and whether the contrast between

Pericles and his successors is as sharply defined as

Thucydides implies.

Athens' aims in regard to Argos are according to

De-Pomil1y deliteratc1y obscured in order~hat Thucydides

might stress that this policy represented a decisive break
103

from Periclean precedents. Against the viewpoint of

Thucydides, two points are to be stressed-. First, Thucydides
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himself admits that Sparta with Argos as an ally, posed a
104 .

serious threat to Athens. Second, the enterprise proved

successful. Sparta was so seriously affected that she

appears to have been unable to rally to the defence of

Melos. Indeed Argos proved to be an important ally of
105

Athens. Moreover, Alcibiades' policy was no innovation.

Themistocles' intrigues appear to have led to the

establishment of democracy at Argos, and after the fall of
106

Cimon, Athens moved towards Argos. In spite of

Thucydides' realization of these facts, he appears to have

continued to have regarded it as an adventurous policy,

since it represented the aims of the war party and implied

the creation of un Athenian land empire.

Even if in the case of Argos, it could be maintained

that the events following the Peace of Nicias signified the

rejection of Periclean policy concerning the avoidance of

projects involving the acquisition of a land empire, no

such defence could be summoned in the case of Melos. To

Thucydides, the subjection of Melos on the eve of the

expedition to Sicily marked a culminating point in the

dangerous post-Periclean imperialism pursued by the

demagogues. At the time the whole incident appears to
107

have commanded little attention. It is certainly difficult

to appreciate Thucydides' disgust at the venture. It was

consistent with the Periclean policy espoused by Nicias

to concentrate upon the existing naval empire. Indeed,
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Nicias had led the first expedition against Melos himself.
108

As such it was necessary to guard against Sparta. It

is, moreover, possible that Melos was a tributary member

of the Athenian Empire, for, as Treu suggests, sne seems

to appear in the assessment of 425 B. C., providing only

partial payment. The consequences are serious. In the

first place, it would seem that the expedition against

her was justified. Secondly, it would follow that

Thucydides deliberately omitted these facts. It must be

stressed that this theory is not fool-proof. Eberhardt

questioned whether the inscription dealt with Melos, and

whether the assessment of 425 B. C. could not be arbitrary.

Ftrthe~, he was unconvinced of the importance of the
109

financial support given by Melos to Sparta. The main

point, however, is that the capture of Melos did not

involve an infringement of Periclean policy since it

implied the maintenance of the sea empire.

According to Thucydides, Athenian power lust

reached its zenith with the Sicilian expedition. Again

the evidence suggests that Thucydides has seriously

distorted the realities of the situation in order to

castigate the Athens of the demagogues. At this point the

notorious problem of Thucydides' concept of the causes of

the Peloponnesian ~ar enters the scene. The fact is that

"Thucydides tried to understand the mind of the people who

decided to fight rather than the traditions and interests
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which were involved in the fight. " Hence there is

undoubtedly a great deal to be said for the attractive,

though often ignored, or rejected, thesis propounded by

F. M. Cornford in the beginning of this century, that

Thucydides failed to perceive that the Western policy of

Athens is the clue to the comprehension of Athenian aims

throughout the fifth century, and is a major cause of the

outbreak of war in 431 B. C. Consequently, the Athenian

expedition of 416 B. C. is not to be regarded as an

isolated incident and as an example of Athenian
111

irresponsibility.

Certainly, it is conceivable that a new commercial

and sea-faring element began to exert significant influence

upon Athenian policy. Even if economic motives are not

adduced, there is no doubt that the West figured prominently

in Athenian policy. Two facts are particularly significant.

First, there is the question of the relationship of the

first and second Pe1oponnesian Wars. On both occasions,

Athenian motives are identical: to secure the l1estern route.

Above all, hostilities centred around Boeotia, the ~1egarid

and Corinth. Megara who possessed the ports of Pegae and

Nisaea was the key. In 461, Athens formed an alliance with

Megara and built the long walls from Megara to Nisaea. As
112

a result, she incurred the hatred of Corinth. Similarly

in 431, the immediate cause of the war was Athens' alliance

with Corcyra, a Corinthian colony commanding the route to
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the West. Another factor was the Megaraean decree and

the annual invasions of the ~1egarid. Significantly, Cleon

insisted upon the possession by Athens of Nisaea and Pegae

after the capture of Py1os. It is to be noted that it was

only after the capture of Boeotia that Sparta intervened

in the first Pe1oponnesian War. Corinthian pressure largely

brought her in, in 431 B. C. Finally Cornford observes that

both wars are marked by large scale overseas expeditions.

The expedition to Egypt may possibly be associated with the

question of Egyptian trade.

Secondly, it is to be observed that the Archidamian

War is certainly related to these events. With the

exception of the revolt of Lesbos f Pylos and Brasidas'

northern campaign, the West appears to be the key. Into

this scheme can be fitted Phormio's victories in the

Corinthian gulf; the attempt to effect the detachment of

Acarnania; the establishment of a democracy at Corcyra;

the capture of Minoa; the first voyage to Sicily; Demosthenes'

campaigns in Leucas and Aetolia; the second Athenian expedition

to Sicily and the attempted settlement of Corcyra; C1eon's

demands for Nisaea, Pegae, Troezen and Achaea; the Boeotian

intrigue over the port of Siphae; the Acarnanian operations

and the capture of Oeniadae.

Moreover, Thucydides' view of the great Sicilian

expedition overlooks the fact that direct Athenian relations

with the Western Greeks long antecede the Pe1oponnesian War.
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Certainly, Themistocles' career indicates a distinct

interest in the West. Hence the naming of his daughters,

Sybaris and Italia, his seeking of refuge in Corcyra, the

threat to evacuate to Siris in 480 B. C. and his attack
113

upon Hiero. Pericles was certainly interested in this

area. Hency the Segestan alliance of 458/7 or 454/3,

the alliance with Leontini and Rhegium, in 433/2 B. C.,

the foundation of Thurii in 445 and the Corcyraean alliance

of 432 B. C. Diodorus notes Athens ancient interest in
114

Sicily and Plutarch dates these relations to 432 B. C.

It is, moreover, clear that Thucydides' view of
115

Athenian policy in Sicily 427-24 B. C. is self contradictory.

On the one hand, Thucydides regards the expedition as

illustrative of Athenian irresponsibility under the inferior
116

successors of Pericles. In general, he shows little

interest in these events, and emphasizes, that he intends to
117

record only those events which he considers to be important.

His aim is to stress the unjust condemnation of the generals,
118

which is characteristic of the post-Pylos spirit. Three

reasons are given for the expedition, one of which might

appear to support the thesis that the main features of the

venture was its insanity. Thucydides implies that the
119

conquest of Sicily was already intended in 427 B. C.

Westlake accepted Thucydides' thesis as typical of the

demagogic spirit. However, the evidence of Thucydides
120

himself certainly does not support this view.

Two other reasons for the first expedition are
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provided by Thucydides, and these clearly are more in

accordance with the realities of the political situation.

First there is the economic motive, whereby Athens' aim

was to stop the transfer of corn supplies to the enemy.

Indeed, the danger of Syracuse's crushing Athens Western

allies was very real. Further Corcyra, weakened by ~t~~~~

121
could certainly not be relied upon. }1ore important is

the third claim that political and military aid to the

Peloponnesians could thereby be impeded. Thucydides

openly refers to this factor upon an earlier occasion and

places this argument in the mouths of the Corcyraeans,

Segestans, Alcibiades and Euphemus of Camarina. It is
122

also implied by statements of Hermocrates and Athenagoras.

Therefore, the possibility of hostilities emerging from the

West is a factor certainly not to be discounted. Indeed

this was clearly a major factor and its Qbjectives ~ere

gained at the Peace of Gela of 424 B. C. Not acquiescence

but approval is the expression used by Thucydides to refer
123

to the attitude of the Siceliot states.

As regards the expedition sent to Sicily in 416 B. C.,

Athenian conquest of the Siceliot states is similarly

unlikely. It is true that more specific evidence appears

to exist in support of this claim. Thucydides refers to

Alcibiades' eagerness for promoting the expedition and his

desire to conquer Sicily and Carthage. Hermocrates similarly

advocates the dispatch of an embassy to Carthage because the
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latter is said to fear Athens as much as Syracuse does.

Finally Alcibiades recalls how Athens aimed ultimately
124

at conquering Carthage.

It is to be noted that this evidence is confined

to the persons of Alcibiades and Hermocrates, who upon

these occasions are addressing large gatherings and have

their own axes to grind. Further, it is not without

significance that Alcibiades does not mention the designs
125

on Carthage in the speech to the Athenian assembly,

which accordingly appears as a monopoly of Alcibiades'

own person. Finally as M. Treu has observed, Thucydides'

narrative contains two theses in direct contradiction with
126

one another. At the council with Nicias and Lamachus,

Alcibiades proposed a scheme of alliances, beginning with
127

Messana and the Sicels. In fact Messana, like Camarina,

proved uncooperative. However, Naxos joined Athens, as did
128

Catana, by a ruse. Moreover, even after Alcibiades'

recall, the same policy pursued. Hence, as Treu observes

resulted the dispatch of the trireme on a mission of
129

friendship to Etruria and Carthage, and the attempted
130

alliance with Himera and the Sicels.

There is no doubt that the thesis that Alcibiades

attempted to create a grand alliance against Selinus and
131

Syracuse is the more accurate. As has been seen, the

facts support it. Horeover the debate between Alcibiades~nd
Nicias
hn the eve of the departure of the expedition clearly
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indicates that whereas Nicias opposed alliances, Alcibiades
132

was in favour of such a procedure.

The problem is to account for the fact that to

Thucydides the Sicilian expedition was aimed at conquest.

Treu felt that basically the picture provided is of

Alcibiades, the hero of the Ionian War, to which the evidence

of Plutarch testifies, and that the reality of the situation

of Alcibiades as colleague of Nicias and Lamachus has been

forgotten. Hence the attribution of grandiose designs to
133

that personage. In other words, Treu's solution is to

assume the existence of two different pictures, originating

from different periods. It is however, a solution which

can neither be substantiated nor refuted effectively.

Alternatively, there is the solution offered by

Brunt that Thucydides overemphasized the part played by

Alcibiades because he received his information from

Alcibiades personally. Hence it is argued that the famous

chapter sixty-five of book two which describes the personal

attacks, resulting from the rivalry of the politicians

seeking to ingratiate themselves with the people, is an

attack on those elements hostile to Alcibiades, who ruined

the success of the Sicilian expedition. The implication

is certainly there, that had the people trusted Alcibiades,

the catastrophe in Sicily ~ould have been avoided. Whether

or not Thucydides' view was the result of a personal

association with Alcibiades, this passage certainly indicates
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that the ultimate blame for the expedition rests with the

~emo~. Thucydides again asserts the opinion that the demos.

and the demagogues are the cause of Athens' ruin. If

Brunt's view is accepted in its entirety, Thucydides'

theory is certainly weak. The demos' distrust of Alcibiades

was certainly warranted by that individual's subsequent

career. Second, such a viewpoint is challenged by the

contrary thesis, indicating that Alcibiades favoured a

policy of alliance. However, against Brunt, it must be

stated that Alcibiades' name is undoubtedly to be associated

with the demagogues, attempting to gain the demos' favour.

Thus the third solution emerges. Alcibiades is attacked

by ThucydiCcs too, 3incc he is classed with those leaders

conducting for Athens adventurous policies which depart from

the projects laid down by Pericles. Thus the aim of the

thesis concerning the revolutionary post-Periclean nature

is again to castigate the democracy of the demagogues.
134

Moreover, the thesis is openly contradicted by the facts.

A final point is that Thucydides in his desire to

lay stress upon the innovatory nature of Athenian meddling

in the West, had deliberately obscured the Periclean role

in these developments. He does not mention the foundation

of Thurii and Athens' alliance with Leontini and Rhegium

on the eve of war in 433 B. C. Pericles, moreover, is not

associated with the Corcyraean alliance. There is only

a brief reference to commercial benefits derived from the
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alliance. Finally, as Cornford stressed, Thucydides does

not attribute the degree of importance to the Megarean

decree provided by Aristophanes, Diodorus and Plutarch.

The conclusion is inescapable: Thucydides deliberately

obscured Athenian policy towards the West before 432 B. C.

in order to stress the fact that the later Athenian

entanglements were rash, completely novel and opposed to

Periclean precedent.

It thus appears that Thucydides' views of Athenian

policy in the West completely distort the realities of the

situation. Clearly ties existed between Athens and the

West throughout the fifth century. It is also evident

that ~1 Kestern issue was a primary factor leading to

hostilities in 459 and 431 B. C. Indeed, in the Archidamian

War, Athens appears to have aimed at securing the route to

the West. This is particularly the case with the expedition

of 427-424 B. C., which in aim differed negligibly from that

resulting in the dispatch of the armada in 416 B. C. There

were two possible motives. The first, the economic motive,

appears on the whole to be of subsidiary importance, in
135

spite of the views stated by Cornford and Grundy. Athens'

aims appear basically political and military: to prevent

aid from the Western Dorian states who were encroaching upon

the territories of her own Ionian allies. The peace of

Gela of 424 B. C. gave Athens what she wanted. Renewed

danger from Syracuse and Selinus necessitated a second
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intervention. It is true that in scale the later expedition

differed considerably from those sent during the Archidamian

War: in aim they differed little.

Thucydides, by deliberately ignoring early Athenian

policy in the West, by disassociating it from Pericles, by

regarding the expeditions of 427-424 B. C~ in isolation and

considering them typical of the irresponsibility which

characterized the regime of the demagogues, and by stressing

the immensity of the folly of the great expedition as an

act of aggression, succeeded in portraying the Athenian

demos in an exceedingly poor light, and indeed, in openly

criticizing the Athenian democracy. Again, as in the case

of Cleon, 1'1elosand Argos, Thucydides attempted to blacken

the case for the post-Periclean democratic regime. Again

he was contradicted by the realities of the situation, which

revealed patently the extent of his anti-democratic bias.

A final consideration confirms the conclusion already

strikingly apparent, that there is little evidence for the

sharp division in policy created by Thucydides between the

Periclean hegemony and the regime which succeeded it. There

is no doubt that the events leading to the outbreak of war

in 431 B. C. reveal a new expansionist policy, in many ways

reminiscent of Athens' adventurous policies which led to the

first Peloponnesian War. In other words, there is little

validity in the thesis that in the course of the Archidamian

War, the new radical party espoused far more adventurous
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policies than those pursued by Pericles.

Two facts can clearly be stated: that Athens in

the period following the conclusion of the Thirty Years

Peace was spoiling for war; and that Thucydides, though

betraying a distinct lack of concern for the general

interests at stake, was, as a result of his concentration

upon the individuals in his history, able to appreciate

this fact. Certainly, a bolder policy in the North and

West is indicated in the decade preceding the outbreak of

hostilities. Hence the foundation of Brea and Amphipolis

in 445 and 437 B. C., the alliance with Perdiccas of

Macedon in 436 B. C., the Pontic expedition of 435/4, the

ultimatwu to Potidaea of 432 and the gaining of the support

of Sitalces of Thrace who in turn brought back Perdiccas'

support. In the West this period is marked by the capture

of Naupactus and Chalcis in 456 B. C., the alliance with

Segesta in 458/7 or 454/3, the Amphictionic League in 450,

Rhegium and Leontini in 443/2 and Corcyra in 433, the

foundation of Thurii in 444/3, Phormio's expedition to

Acarnania, the Megarean decree and the attack upon Aegina

in 432, the negotiations with Corcyra, Cephallenia,

Zacynthus and Acarnania in 431, and the subsequent operations
137

against Corinth, ~1egara, Atalante and Naupactus. Clearly

then the year 445 B. C. does not mark a change of policy

in any important sense, and Chambers was correct to regard

the Thucydidean view of the failure of demagogic Athens as
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a serious generalization and oversimplification of the facts.

Although Thucydides does not deal with this factor

in detail, there is little doubt that he is completely aware

of the situation. Again we are confronted with the old

problem of Thucydides' concept of the causes of the

Peloponnesian War. Certainly there is little evidence to

support the view that Thucydides regarded Athens as the
139

aggressor in a moral sense. However it is equally clear

that he is well aware of the fact that Athens forced the war

upon Sparta. Three facts reveal this. First, there is

Thucydides' general theory of Athenian imperialism.

Throughout his history he lays stress upon the imperialism
140

of ~thens. Both Athens and her accusers recognize this

fact. Indeed when Athens is accused of ambition and a will

to dominate, she replies by accepting the arguments of her

opponents. The key is Athens' control of the sea and the

motive does not reside in a will to support democracies or

Ionian causes, but in action and power. There is,

furthermore, no doubt that Thucydides is thinking of an

unpopular imperialism, though Athens' wrongs are not

really discussed. Athens is thus the power, forcing war

upon Sparta.

Secondly, the significance of the narrative of the

Pe~!~~on!~~!i~ is clearly to illustrate the way in which

Athens' actions forced Sparta to decide upon war. As an

account of the rise of Athenian power, it" follows logically
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the Archaeolo3Y and the Athenian and Corcyraean speeches

dealing with the Athenian povler drive. As such, it supports

the general thesis noted above and found throughout the

history that it is Athens' Eolypragmosyn~ that decisively

affects the course of events, and, therefore, is a prime

factor in the course of events leading to the outbreak of

hostilities. However, the excursus has an additional
141

purpose: to explain Sparta's fear which led her to act.

As Walker observed, the excursus, placed after the Corinthian

argument aimed at obtaining decisive action from Sparta,

provides the reader with the problem now facing Sparta. She

is propelled by Athenian daring. The source of this fear

is the aA~AEOL&LU np60uOLs as opposed to the generally

accepted cause or pretext of the Corcyraean and Epidamnian

affairs. The excursus explains the growth of Athenian

control over the Eastern Greeks, the construction of the

walls and of the Piraeus which were basic to Athenian naval

hegemony; the control gained over the mon~y of the League;

and the grovlth of the Empire. Further, as Walker has shown
142

the method also emphasizes the growth of Athenian power.

Finally, Sealey has observ~d that Thucydides' use of

the aorist in connection with the Athenians' forcing the
143

Spartans to fight (avuyxaoa.L) suggests not a gradual process

but specific acts. As a result, they were frightened

(~6~ov na.pExov~og) b~cause of the power growth (~EY&AOUS

Sealey logically assumes that Thucydides
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who does not mention specific acts in this context but
144

only by chance elsewhere, nevertheless is thinking of

those events of 433/2 B. C., which suggested that a

serious threat was evolving against her from Athens.

Thus the evidence of Thucydides' general concept

of Athenian imperialism, of the role of the Pentecontaetia

excursus and of the historian's use of the aorist to

describe Spartan obligation to commence hostilities, suggests

that Thucydides was very well-aware of the fact that the

decade following the conclusion of the Thirty ,Years Peace

was not one of restraint.

The conclusion is clear: that Thucydides' division

of Periclean and post-Periclean foreign policy is highly

artificial and designed to prove the incompetence of the

de~9~ under the popular leaders, the demagogues. It can,

therefore, be established that Thucydides was not favourably

disposed towards popular government as such. The problem

is whether a more positive conclusion can be reached

regarding the nature of Thucydides' political views.

At this point, there emerges the basic problem of

the ~pitaphios, which it couLd be argued is a eulogy of

practical Athenian democracy which must have appealed to

Thucydides. Four points seriously affect the validity of

this viewpoint. First, there is no reason to identify the
145

ideals of the ~pit~Ehios with the Thucydidean viewpoint.

Certainly, the evidence cited above indicates Thucydides'
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lack of confidence in the de~ocratic regine. Cleon, in

particular, is representative of the democracy's failure.

·Second, \'ihile it is true that the ~pi taphios

deals with Athens' spiritual superiority which stems from

her cultural preeminence, as regards the constitutional

aspect, it is certainly a most general type of praise,

which, as De Romilly observed, could be applied to the

"ancestral constitution"of the conservatives. The laws

are mentioned but not discussed. The general spirit

which inspires them is explored. Hence stems the insistence

upon Pericles' moderate rule. Most important is the fact

that a contrast is delineated between the progressive

aspect of Athens and the narrow calculating Sparta. Athens'

quest for glory is the key to the speech. The speech is

clearly an attack upon the&rrpay~oVE~nd it thus is

intimately associated vlith Pericles' first speech, where

the Athenian leader attacks those who would relinquish

empire in the name of virtue and, indeed, with the third

speech, where tyranny of empire is demanded. Certainly,

the Epitaphios is not concerned with moral issues. Thus,
-~~-_._.----

though Pericles appears as the individual holding the

balance between audacity and moderation, he is clearly

an imperialist, concerned with maritime domination. As

such he is no mocerate, and the ~pit~J.?hios_ serves to
146

compliment this picture.

Third, it is clear that the ~Eit~12hios. is not a

praise of democracy as such, but a eulogy of the Athenian

democratic government under Periclean rule. To quote
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Chambers, "Thucydides found no fault with democracy as

long as Pericles led it, but without such a leader, the
147

working of a free state could lead to very bad government."

Finally, as Oliver has shown, the praise of the

Epit~phios is accorded not to democracy but to a mixed

constitution of a more oligarchic or implicitly monarchic
148

type. First, it is significant that Pericles stresses

the uniqueness of the constitution in a manner similar to

that of Xenophon for Sparta and Aelius Aristeides for Rome.

This in itself indicates a non-democratic parallel.

Secondly, Pericles does not say that it is democracy but

that it is called democracy. The ovo~a ~tv implies a

contr<r.rc;t of'" of: ~hirdly, it has is-a ~ia, the

characteristic of democracy, which is equality in private

disputes. The oligarchical feauture stressed is the

preference for ~~~~e in public office. The sortition

principle is certainly omitted. Thus it is clear that

democratic association is absent, and that an oligarchical

atmosphere is very apparent.

Oliver further notes that the third ingredient

which could not be mentioned openly in such a context \vas

monarchy. But monarchy is certainly found elsewhere, in
149

connection with Thucydides' assessment of Pericles.

It is, therefore, clear, that the Epitaphjos

cannot be cited as evidence of Thucydides' pro-democratic

sympathies, and that this testimony merely serves to
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confirm the view expounded above, that Thucydides was

unsympathetic to democracy as such. It would appear that

he was in favour of restricted government of a tyrannical,

or at the very least, oligarchical type.

It is, moreover, clear that both the evidence of

Thucydides and that of other contemporary and later sources

indicates that Periclean rule possessed distinct aristocratic,

and even tyrannical features. The aristocratic nature of
150

Periclean rule is indicated by two facts. First Pericles

is associated politically with Cimon, who was married to an
151

Alcmaeonid. Secondly, the picture of Pericles as

democratic leader is extremely uncertain. As Sealey has

shown, the reform of the Areopagus was inevitable after the

constitutional developments of 487 B. C., whereby the

archons were henceforth chosen by lot. Pericles' association

with the reform of Ephialtes is brief, casual and

tendentious. The payment of jurors is seen as a purely

administrative measure to ease pressure resulting from the

growth of the Empire. Finally, the citizen law is not to
152

be regarded as characteristic of democracy alone. In

short, Pericles appears to be more' of an aristocrat than a

democrat, in spite of Plutarch's contention that whereas

in early life Pericles was a democrat, he later became an
153

aristocrat.

Thucydides' sympathy towards Pericles is easily

explained. To quote Syme with reference to the historian's
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maternal Philaid descent, "therefore Thucydides is linked

to the older Hellas of the aristocratic tyrants and the

dynastic families, to the men who were too big for the

Eolis of citizens because of their pm'ler, their resources

and their fame outside their own cities. The men, it might

happen, who are suitable candidates for being thrown out
154

by ostracism." This fact explains Thucydides' hostility

towards the demagogues, especially Cleon, and, in general,

towards the democracy of the post-Periclean epoch. It

also explains his sympathy for Theramenes and the

constitution of the ~i~e-!h~~sa~~which, characterized by

a restriction of the franchise to five thousand citizens,

based upon property qualification and the abolition of pay

for the holding of an office, was a restricted constitution

of an oligarchic type, and not a moderate democracy as has

often been assumed. Thucydides' favour towards Pericles,

Antiphon who favoured a narrow oligarchy, and the oligarch
155

Phrynichus, is similarly accounted for. Clearly then,

even though as J. H. Finley has argued, the favour shown

towards Pericles might indicate opposition to the old

conservatives of the Cimon type, it is clear that Thucydides'

social background prevented any decisive change of attitude

on the part of the historian. He remained the supporter of

the concept of a restricted political control, and was

openly contemptuous of democratic government p~.!_~~. 'l'he

Cimon-Pericles antithesis thus counts for little in any
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attempt to assess the political viewpoint of Thucydides.

It is further not difficult to associate aristocratic

sympathies with a systematic theory of tyranny. Tyrants of

the archaic age, notably Peisistratus and Ge1on, worked

through the old aristocracies. In fact, Ge10n was invited

to the tyranny by the Gamoroi. They often originated from

noble families. Most notable is the case of the Cypse1ids

of Bacchiad descent. Pericles, as is well known, was an

A1cmaeonid and associated by marriage with Cimon. It is no

exaggeration to state that both to Thucydides and other

contemporary writers, he possessed to no small degree the

attributes of the ~yrannos.

The problem is to consider the criterion whereby

Thucydides judged a man to be a great political leader. A

comparison of the Thucydidean and Platonic approach is

instructive. Attention is to be drawn towards the person

of Archelaus, king of Macedon from 413 to 399 B. C. Plato,

in the ~~rgia~, has no doubt of the fact that he is an

unjust man. He bases his vie~l upon two facts. First, he

murdered his uncle Alcetas and his cousin Alexander; second,

instead of seeing to the education of his brother, he threw

him into a well. When however, Thucydides discusses

Archelaus, he does not show any interest in these murders.

He, in fact, omits to mention them. He is only interested

in his political greatness, and brings forward the claim

that Archelaus did more for his country than his eight
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predecessors, by his construction of roads and fortresses.

Of more direct relevance is the view given by both

writers of Pericles. According to Plato, a good ruler needs

dikaiosyne, and sophrosyne. Rulers like Themistocles, Cimon

and Pericles, on the other hand, have stuffed the cities
158

with harbours, arsenals, walls and such like trash.

Thucydides, on the other hand, admires Pericles and all

that he stands for. Indeed, Thucydides, history is a study

of Periclean rule and an analysis of the failure of

Pericles' successors.

Thus whereas to Plato, happiness dependent upon

justice is the basis for any assessment of politically

important individuals, to Thucydides the criterion is the
159

material prosperity of the state. It is certainly wrong

to declare that Thucydides' history is devoid of moral
160

considerations. However, it certainly seems that Thucy-

dides is inconsistent on this point. From a moral point of

view, for example, it is difficult to see why the Melian

episode or the Sicilian expedition were more to be condemned

than acts undertaken under the aegis of Pericles, such as

the actions against Samos and the Egyptian enterprise.

Certainly, the assessment of Pericles is not founded upon

moral considerations. The pride with which Pericles speaks

of the numbers of Greeks conquered in comparison to past

efforts, in the third speech is evidence enough. vlhen he

Gowme is
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surely correct to translate, "it is now like a tyranny,

which we know, it is a crime in popular opinion to seize,
161

but which it is very dangerous to let go." Pericles is

thus the epitome of the institution of tyranny. To quote

Thucydides himself, Pericles is the first man, the most

powerful of those leading the state, less led by the people

than leading them. Athens is nominally a democracy, but in
162

reality the rule by the first man.

Again it is clear that Thucydides' view of Pericles

is founded upon the realities of the situation. Walker,

Morrison and Ehrenberg correctly distinguished between the

theoretical democracy and the monarchical element. In

theory, Pericles' power rested in the strate9ia. In fact,

except in the crisis of war, his hand could be seen behind

the elections. It was precisely because he had the confidence

of the people, which stemmed from his ability, command of

speech and persuasive powers, that the tyrannical aspect of

his rule was effectively hidden. Yet, as Ehrenberg observes,

"his auctS?rita5i was greater than his potestas." It is also

to be observed that in his position vis ~ vis his colleagues
163

he clearly antici.pated the later strategos a~!-.9k~~!.~E.

Further, in a general sense, Pericles' power was supreme

after the ostracism of Thucydides the son of Melesias.

Thucydides' picture of the tyrant Pericles is,

moreover, confirmed by the evidence of the other forms of

contemporary testimony. First, the testimony of the comic
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tells of the great tyrant who is born of the union of

Cronus and stasis. His concubine, Hera Aspasia is the

child of debauchery. As Ehrenberg suggests, the stati~

reference is perhaps to the ostracism of Thucydides the

son of Melesias. In the Ploutoi of Cratinus, there is a

reference to the tyrannical Zeus, expelled by the demos

who liberated the Titans. Further, the evidence of Cratinus

is confirmed by Plutarch's reference to the fact that

Pericles had been shy to enter politics because of his

likeness to Peisistratus. Plutarch cites Ion of Chios in

connection with Pericles' boastfulness and arrogance, and

the result is Plutarch's view of the demagogic Pericles
164

becoming aristocratic. Another manifestation of the

tension caused by Pericles' position of power seems to be

revealed by Sophocles' attack on Creon in the Anti~~~~ and

upon Oedipus in the Oedip_us Tyrannu~.,and as Ehrenberg has

revealed, it is only in such a context that Spartan motives
165

in connection with the Alcmaeonid curse, can be conceived.

Perhaps more controversial, though it would appear,

equally if not more decisive, is the evidence of Herodotus

regarding the famous debate between the Persian grandees
166

concerning the ideal constitution. Four facts suggest

that Herodotus speaks with the Periclean image before him.

First, the efficiency of the monarch, especially in war is

noted by Darius. Second, monarchy prevents the corruption
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of popular government. Third, the monarch is the idol of

the people. Finally, Otanes suggests that the king should

submit to the popular vote and that the monarch acts for
167

the people.

The circumstances surrounding such a thesis have

been compared by Morrison to the situation at Rome after

70 B. C., where clear signs of the developing monarchy as

revealed by the career of Pompey are apparent. That such

a development never actually took place is partly due to the

very effectiveness of the democratic machine. But as

Morrison points out, a major factor was the weakness of the

Athenian aristocracy, which "bred for that hour no Caesar

but an Alcibiades."

Certainly, it is no exaggeration to state that the

Athenians seem to have been obsessed with the idea of

monarchy. Morrison points to the use of monarchia by

Aristophanes in the ~~~E~.' when in 422 Alcibiades began his

career. As has been seen Sophocles and Cratinus are intrigued

by monarchy or tyranny. Aeschylus is conscious of the need

for a tyrant. The culminating point of the Eumenides is the

acceptance of the Er.~~es, who in their transformed state,

reflect monarchical or tyrannical power. In the SUP21ice~

submission to the divine order, no matter how harsh, is

ultimately imperative. Prometheus cannot escape the yoke

of the tyrant Zeus. Finally, in the Supplices of Euripides,

Theseus is described as the young and noble shepherd for
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want of which many states have perished, lacking a leader.

Clearly, Theseus rules a democratic city, and whereas the

people have the power, they are obliged to perform whatever
169

the shepherd demands. In a general sense, it cannot be

denied that sympathetic feelings were directed towards the

Peisistratids who had brought unity to Athens by ending

local aristocratic power.

There is no doubt that the acute consciousness of

the tyrannical element as a necessity in the body politic

was heightened by the very real manifestation of autocratic

tendencies revealed by the career of Pericles. The

contemporary testimony of Cratinus, Sophocles and Herodotus

is of particular importance and confirms and explains the

viewpoint of Thucydides. It is to be emphasized that not

only is this tyrannical power invested in the person of

Pericles: it is associated with the whole Athenian Empire,

and epitomized by Pericles himself. Thus the enslavement
170

of Naxos is noted without a note of condemnation. Nore

important is the evidence of the speeches. It is true that

a distinct moral antipathy characterizes the Mytilenean
171

debate and Nelian dialogue. However, more significant
172

evidence is that provided by the humane Athenian ambassadors

and Pericles himself in the third speech. Athens thus replies

by accepting her opponents' arguments. It must be stressed

that this ability to achieve progress on the part of Athens

is a source of admiration to Thucydides, and contrasts
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noticeably with that historianis view of Spartan lethargy.

Thus it is clear that Thucydides betrayed himself

to be an exponent of tyrannical theory. There is little

doubt that the image of the man, well versed in the

intricacies of power politics appealed strongly to him. The

~pitap.~Jos, though seemingly a eulogy of the workings of

Athenian democracy, despite its grandeur, is little more

than a panegyric of Periclean policy within a strongly

aristocratic setting, and must not be viewed in isolation

from the other speeches of Pericles, particularly the third.

The fact is that Thucydides could not escape from his

aristocratic background. Hence his distaste for authentic

democratic government, and, indeed, his highly biased

account of Athenian domestic and foreign policy, which he

dismissed contemptuously.

At this point, it is possible to trace distinct

parallels with Diodorus' narrative, which has been identified

with the authority of Philistus. Most important is the

identical attitude to the demos. It has been shown that

while Dionysius allowed accepted constitutional procedure to

function wherever possible, the text portrays him as an

individual unwilling to allow the demos to impede the

successful completion of his projects. Further, the demo~

is definitely regarded as incompetent, both under Dionysius

and in the period immediately preceding his rise. Indeed,

the text seems deliberately to have intended to minimize
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the effectiveness of the role of the Syracusans and their

allies. As such, it accords with Thucydides' picture of

the incompetent Athenian demos.

Second, Thucydides appears to have anticipated

PhilistuS/Diodorus in promoting tyranny, albeit in a more

subtle way. The Thucydidean Pericles thus anticipates

Philistus' portrait of Dionysius. Dionysius' policy like

that of Pericles is based upon practical realities. Sentiment

in the form of respect for democratic procedure is clearly

there, though occupying a subordinate position and dependent

upon its usefulness. Hence pride in Siceliot accomplishments,

mingled with disappointment at Siceliot failure, necessitated

the presence of the person of Dionysius. In a similar

fashion, Thucydidean pride in Athens and that city's

democracy is, to a certain degree, negated by his realization

of the necessity of the presence of Pericles at the helm.

Finally, it is significant that the Philistus/

Diodorus promotion of tyranny, like the Thucydidean

counterpart, is set in an aristocratic context. Sartori

has observed that two chief terms are used to describe
174

Dionysius in Diodorus' text: tyrant and dynast. Not

all Sartori's conclusions can be accepted with equal

confidence. First, he concludes that the word tyrant has

a hostile connotation and that it therefore derives from

Timaeus, while dynast, which is a less hostile term, is

therefore to be associated with Ephorus. The discussion in
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the first chapter, it is hoped, has effectively eliminated

the validity of such a consideration. Tyrannos in a pre

Plato context need not be particularly hostile, and if

Diodorus took his information from Philistus, there is

no reason to regard it as such. It must be stressed that

the fact that it expresses arbitrary use of power does

not necessarily indicate the source's hostility. Further,

as has been observed, the theory that every hostile reference

stems from Timaeus possesses little attractiveness. More

confidence can, however, be placed in Sartori's conclusion

that dynasty is a neutral term, not associated with the

military or unconstitutional aspect of Dionysius' rule,

possessing a distinct diplomatic and territorial sense,

whereby Dionysius' hegemony gains a more legal and

respectable image. Tyrannos, however, emphasized the

illegal aspect of Dionysius' power.

Thus as dynast, Dionysius goes against Hipponium,

transfers the inhabitants to Syracuse and gives the territory

to the Locrians. Similarly the Spartans support the dynasts

of Persia and Sicily. Here dynast as a general term

corresponds to the Great King. In the episode of Damon

and Phintias, the word used to describe the benevolent

ruler is dynast. The statement that Dionysius conserved

his power for thirty years contains the word dynasty.

Again a negative non-constitutional concept is implied.

Dionysius is accused of aiming at dynasty over all
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Sicily. Here the idea of potential power is delineated.

Most interesting is the prooemium to book fourteen. When

Diodorus discusses the miserable position of Dionysius, he

mentions the fact that "although fortunate, he was dynast. II

Again the neutral word is significant: its association with

being fortunate gives it this meaning. Aristos pretends to

work with the people against the dynasty. The dynast is

presented with the Punic ambassadors. Carthage concludes a

treaty with the dynast. The note on Dionysius' death

observes that he held his dynasty for thirty years. Later

it is stated that Dionysius II received the greatest dynasty

in Europe .. Philistus is most faithful to the dynasties and
175

servile to the tyrannies.

It is, therefore, clear that the word dynast or

dynasty is generally used to provide a non-constitutional

portrait of Dionysius. It is a neutral term and can express

the potential power of Dionysius. It almost legalizes the

hegemony. Two further facts are clearly revealed by a

general consideration of the use of the word. First, dynast

can refer to a sovereign or a restricted oligarchy. Second,

the same word was associated with the transfer of power

from father to son.

Illustrative of this thesis is Herodotus' reference
176

to the dynasts of Boeotia. Clearly, dynasty is not

necessarily monarchy. Sophocles, speaking of the preference

of tyranny to arcEe and dynasty indicates this fact as well
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as the fact that dynasty differs from monarchy. Thucydides

senseThe

likewise uses the word to describe many despots having
178

power. Andocides in 407 B. C. uses the word to describe
179

men-setting up a dynasty against democracy.

here is clearly oligarchical. In Xenophon, the Boeotian
180

oligarchs and Persian grandees are attributed the word.

In Isocrates, dynasty represents an ancient political and
181

social group. Yet individuals like Dionysius, Philip,

Timotheus of Heraclea Pontica, Cleomides of Mytilene and,

indeed, Peisistratus, are dynasts. In general, the word

does not possess a hostile connotation. To Demosthenes
182

also the word can refer to an individual or to the many.

To Plato, dynasts are bracketed with tyrants and orators

on the one hand; on the other, with oligarchs. It is not

necessarily tyrannical, but it is certainly not democratic

since it denies the popular vote. Dynast is a general word

describing a source of power which can be good or bad and
183

can refer to one or many rulers. Finally to Aristotle,

dynasty is non-democratic and unconstitutional and

constitutes an oligarchy. Aristotle differs from Plato
184

by distinctly classing it as a worse type of oligarchy.

Three conclusions follow. First, the word dynast

has an aristocratic or oligarchic connotation; second, it

is a word which can apply to an individual or to many

rulers; third, in Diodorus/Philistus, it tends to legalize

Dionysius' hegemony.
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The use of the word dynasty gains added significance

in the context of a consideration of the nature of Dionysius'

government, which certain:y gave the appearance of an

oligarchy. Hence the use of the words dynast and dynasty

is based upon the realities of the situation. The crux

is Dionysius' council of friends, which included Heloris,

Philistus, Leptines and Polyxenus. In 389 B. C. Leptines
185

was in command of the fleE~t. lIe \vas first succeeded

by his younger brother Thearidas, and then by Dion. Dion
186

was later given a diplomat:ic post. Polyxenus, Dionysius'

brother-in-law was ambassador to Sparta and Corinth in
187

397/6 B. C. and commander of a naval contingent in 387 B. C.

In 382, Leptines was collE~ague of Dionysius as commander of
188

the army. Philistus' role has already been extensively

discussed. He was commander of Ortygia and governor of the

Adriatic coast under Dionysius I, and navarch under the

younger Dionysius.

Marriage alliances were crucial for maintaining this

oligarchic type of government. When in 406 B. C. Dionysius

married Herciocrates' daughter and give his sister to

Polyxenus, his bride's uncle, he was, according to Diodorus,
189

deliberately aiming at the creation of a governing class.

Dionysius failed to gain em alliance with Rbegium by such

means. The result was the double marriage with the Locrian

Doris and the Syracusan Aristomache, Hipparinus' daughter
190

and Dion's sister. Dionysius' daughters, Dikaiosyne
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and Arete, married their uncles, Leptines and Thearidas.
191

Later Arete married Dion, the son of Hipparinus. Still

later, Dionysius II married Sophrosyne, Aristomache's
192

daughter. In such circumstances, the full significance

of Philistus' secret marriage to Leptines' daughter can

be appreciated. It has been argued that the alliance

masked significant ideological divergencies. However, in

itself, it marked the disruption of the delicate network

of marriage alliances created by the tyrant. Philistus, it

must be stressed, was a wealthy and influential figure. As

such, his action must have been regarded by Dionysius as a

potential threat, particularly when viewed against the

background of the divergent views on the question of the

nature of the direction of Italian policy.

Thus it is clear that Dionysius' rule, which began

constitutionally with the strategia, became a union of

friends and family, bound by political and military ties.
193

To these Dionysius gave his best land and houses in Ortygia.

This dynastic arrangement is found in the three honorary
194

Athenian ins6riptions. In the first, honours are given

to Dionysius, his brothers, Leptines and Thearidas, his

uncle, Polyxenus and perhaps others where mutilation prevents

further identification. In the second, a crown is given

Dionysius and his two sons, in addition to a grant of

Athenian citizenship. In the third, an alliance between

Athens and the lord of Syracuse and his descendants is sworn
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by the official organs of the Athenian and Syracusan states.

Thus there is a clear personal and dynastic basis to

Dionysius' rule. This oligarchy is based upon the personality

of Dionysiu~, whose rule is popular in nature and based upon

opposition to the old oligarchy. This is most significant.

Later tradition, it will be shown in a subsequent chapter,

stemming from Plato and reaching its height in the writings

of Timaeus, stressed Dionysius' opposition to the old

oligarchy. In other words, he was seen simply as a demagogue

and despot, and no awareness of the fact that he created

a new aristocracy was shown. Yet the narrative of Diodorus

is well-aware of this fact.

Again a correspondence between the political thought

of Thucydides and Philistus is apparent. Thucydides

seemingly rebelled against the environment into which he

was born. Yet he could not escape it entirely. His history

is coloured by aristocratic prejudice towards the democracy

of the so-called demagogues. He remained very much a

conservative in spirit if not in fact. The political

thought of Diodorus' text is similarly orientated. Without

betraying sympathy towards the old oligarchy, it is acutely

aware of the oligarchic element in Dionysius' regime, which

it favours. Hence Dionysius' power is often referred to

as dynasty, a term which tends to give it a significant

degree of respectability. The conclusion is evident: the

Thucydidean qualities in the narrative echo the testimony
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of Philistus. Philistus could no more escape the environment

to which he belonged than could Thucydides.

Finally, the respective attitudes of the two

historians towards the role of the populace in this

aristocratic or oligarchic context supports this

identification. Thucydides is certainly proud of Athenian

pol~~9mosyne and the ~E~taEEi~~ is a eulogy of the democracy.

Similarly Philistus/Diodorus is aware of the qualities of the

Syracusan democracy. Just as under Pericles a democracy

flourishes, so under Dionysius the democratic exterior is

maintained. Officially Dionysius was ~tratego~ autokrator.

It is significant that the Syracusans and not Dionysius

appear on coins. Diodorus' testimony indicates that the

assembly ratifies formally. The inscription referred to

above supports this evidence. Though no evidence exists,

it is very possible that the council sat. Commanders and

navarchs continued. Diodorus clearly indicates that the

office of ~trategos autokrator was created because of the

emergency of the Punic threat. It was a legal and

extraordinary office. Aspects of illegality only emerged

with the acquisition of a bodyguard and the continued

occupation of the office.

Thus a clear corresponding pattern of political

thought is discernable between Thucydides and Philistus/

Diodorus. Both historians share a common distrust of

democracy, in spite of possessing distinct pride in its
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achievements. Similarly they are both attracted by

totalitarian rulers. In Thucydides' case, it is true, the

adherence to tyranny as an institution is very definitely

veiled. But it clearly does exist. And it is a short

step from the Thucydidean/Peric1es to the Phi1istus/Diodorus

portrait of Dionysius.Fina11y, a definite oligarchical or

aristocratic sentiment, based upon the realities of the

respective situations, affects the attitude of the historians

towards democratic government and despotic power. In the

case of Phi1istus/Diodorus/ the key is the use of words

dynasty and dynast.

Jaeger doubted the possibility of any association
195

between Periclean Athens and the Syracuse of Dionysius.

One crucial argument however, testifies to the validity of

such an association: indeed, of great significance is a

consideration of Thucydides' views of the political

capabilities of Syracuse in the period of the Athenian

expedition, and his attitude towards Hermocrates.

There is no doubt that the character towards whom

Thucydides betrays the greatest degree of sympathy after

Pericles is Hermocrates. Indeed, he is made to possess

distinctly Periclean type qualities. He is depicted as a

man of integrity and principles, who does not worry about

gratifying the mob. He espouses pan-Sice1iot policies and

is not interested in selfish isolation for the individual

Siceliot states. He is characterized by personal qualities
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of bravery and warmth. His opponent is a Cleon type

figure, Athenagoras, who employs the traditional tyrant

scare to effect his aims. Hermocrates is enlightened in

contrast to the squabbling demagogues. He espouses a

moderate form of democracy. Horeover, he effects Syracuse's

They win

They have vigour and tendencies to
197

They are 6~~onpa~ou~tvaLinnovate.

successful resistance because he is the leader of a

The Syracusans are o~oLo~p6nOLPericlean-type democracy.
196

as the Athenians.

because gradually they become less overawed by the invader
198

and because of their new kind of ships. Their's is a
199

naval victory, stemming from their democratic reforms.

In short, Hermocrates appears as a Periclean-type

figure. Accordingly, the same prejudice as affects the

portrait of Pericles must be assumed present in the picture

of Hermocrates. Thus clearly according to Thucydides, the

Syracusan democracy was successful as long as Hermocrates

was in control. However, there was little attraction in

a democracy where politicians like Athenagoras assumed

control. It follows that the same worth must be attributed

Thucydides' remarks on the Syracusan democracy as to his

comments upon Athenian democratic experimentation. As has

been argued, the p~lypra~mosyne of Athens, invested in the

naval hegemony, was admired so long as Pericles was on the

scene. The same criterion must be applied to Thucydides'

favourable impression of the Syracusan democracy.
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Westlake in an important paper on Hermocrates
200

accepted the Thucydidean version somewhat uncritically.
201

He argued that Thucydides "cannot be considered gullible,"

and simply ignored the possibility that the historian might

be considerably biased. He felt that Thucydides wrote on

Hermocrates early in his life before Hermocrates had openly

entertained tyrannical designs, which Westlake felt were

thrust upon him by political necessity. Against such

reasoning, it has been shown that tyranny and tyrants were

not offensive to Thucydides' reasoning. Indeed his distaste

for democracy was much stronger. Democracy was a viable

proposition only as long as the ~inceE~ was there to

direct it. Finully, it is a fact that Thucydides' spiritual

disciple, Philistus, openly espoused the cause of tyranny.

Westlake similarly accepted the Thucydidean view

that Hermocrates represented a policy aimed exclusively

at Pan-Siceliot union, a policy which implied peaceful

cooperation between the Siceliot cities, on the one hand,

and the avoidance of entanglements with mainland Greece,

on the other. As such, he associated Hermocrates with the

fourth century concept of xo~v~ Etp~V~.

Against such reasoning, two points must be stated.

First, Thucydides admired the democratic and naval

achievements which gave rise to Syracusan EolYE!agmo~yne.

Clearly the results which this quality achieved in the case

of Athens - the creatJ.on of an arche whos~ basis was the
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absolute power of an individual - were likely to follow

the similar developments at Syracuse under Hermocrates.

Second, Westlake's conclusion that Hermocrates cannot

have approved of Syracusan intervention in Leontini's

affairs after the Peace of Gela of 424 B. C., because this

would induce Athenian interference in Western Greek affairs,

is not supported by the evidence. It is clear that at

Gela, Hermocrates \vas concerned with the immediate prospect.

Athenian aims were accomplished by the Peace, and there is

no reason to doubt that Hermocrates knew this. His views

could change according to circumstances. Westlake ignores

the possibility of a more complex situation. He is too

much under the influence of the Thucydidcan Pericles type.

Further, the annexation of Leontini was accomplished by

Dionysius, who initially was a follower of Hermocrates. As

will be seen below, the aims and accomplishments of the two

men were not dissimilar. Third, as Westlake himself observes,

one passage clearly implies Hermocrates' censure of the

Siceliots for not aiding the Peloponnesians in the Archidamian
202

Har. It is thus evident that a pan-Siceliot policy to the

exclusion of intervention in the East was not a reality.

Indeed, in view of the importance of the West to the major

Greek powers, it is to be doubted whether it was ever

~visaged as such by any Siceliot statesman, including

Hermocrates. Finally, clear proof that this was, in fact,

the case is furnished by the fact that Thucydides himself
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admits that it was Hermocrates who urged the Syracusans

to send a fleet to the aid of Sparta. Indeed Hermocrates
203

himself went with the expedition.

Clearly then, Thucydides' adulation for the

Periclean type statesman has obscured the realities of

the situation, just as consideration of the ~pitaphios

might do, without reference to Pericles' third speech.

Hermocrates clearly entertained the prospect of Syracusan

domination of Sicily and was not averse to interfering in

the affairs of the East, if these worked to the advantage

of his projects. In every sense, he was a practical

politician. As such he appealed to Thucydides.

A furtller fact is significant. The evidence suggests

that Hermocrates' aim was the seizure of the tyranny of

Syracuse, and that his attitude towards the democracy was

not characterized by deep loyalty. Diodorus states openly

that the Syracusans did not recall Hermocrates because they
204

feared that he had designs upon the tyranny. westlake

betrayed scepticism about this statement, and argued that

the individuality of Hermocrates aroused Syracusan fears
205

concerning his aims at the despotate. In itself, this is

no reason to doubt that Diodorus' statement is correct,

and that the people were right to fear him. Westlake

further argues that, convinced of the defects of the

syracusan democracy, Hermocrates was obliged to act as

he did. Yet is this not the same as Dionysius' policy,
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which was justified by the Punic danger? This certainly

appears to have been Philistus' view as it is reflected in

Diodorus' text. Similar sentiments account for Thucydides'

viewpoint. Finally, Westlake argues that Hermocrates feared

that Carthage would threaten the Siceliots. Against this,

it is clear that his very actions aroused Carthaginian

alarm, and contributed to the invasion of 407/6 B. C.

Diodorus' reference in itself would not be sufficient

evidence to conclude that Hermocrates was opposed to the

Syracusan democracy. However, confirmatory evidence is
206

supplied by Thucydides. In 415/14 B. C. Syracusan hopes

were low, following the Athenian victory. The Athenians were

planning an attcck upon Syracuse itself, for which purpose,

having returned to Catane, they were making attempts to

procure money from Athens and her Sicilian allies, food

and stores for the attack upon Syracuse, more allies, and

cavalry from Athens and her Sicilian allies. Hermocrates

attributed the failure of the Syracusans to lack of discipline

and military practice, and advocated two moves. First, he

recommended a lessening in the numbers of the generals:

those who were elected were to have full powers and the

confidence of all. He believed that by such a course of

action, preparations could be kept orderly and secret.

Second, he advised constant military preparations under

skilful commanders, the increase in the nQ~ber and the

improvement of the discipline of the heavy armed, pay being
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given to those who were unable to afford the cost of the

array. Hermocrates' advice was heeded, and it was decreed

that at the next election, the numbers of the generals

were to be reduced to three.
207

Hermocrates' advice was adhered to. As a r~sult

of these reforms, it is clear that Syracusan politics were

controlled by three men ~lith absolute powers. Further, it

is clear that of the three, ultimate sovereignty rested

\-Ji th Hermocrates. 'I'his is inferred from the following

facts. Nothing is known about Hermocrates' two colleagues,

Heracleides and Sicanus, except that they were later deposed

together with Hermocrates. However, Hermocrates is clearly

the pr eminent personality in Syracusan affairs from 424 B. C.
208

to his deposition.

Hermocrates' designs upon the despotate of Syracuse
209

are recorded elsewhere in.:Thu~dides. Just before the

arrival of the nthenian fleet, Hermocrates and Athenagoras

conclude the debate of the assembly. Thucydides notes how

Hermocrates ,vas distrusted by most of the assembly, led by

Athenagoras. The main point to observe is Athenagoras'

claim that the oligarchs had formulated their story of the

Athenian invasion to get power for themselves. Most

interesting is the rebuke of the young oligarchs who seek

power and office before the legal age. He asserts that

democracy is the rule of the whole people and oligarchy of

only a part. In a democracy, the rich guard the public
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purse, the wise give counsel and the people listen and

decide. In an oligarchy, the few have the advantage, and

the many have the disadvantage. Athenagoras .concludes by

promising the rich and noble a share of democracy, at the

same time warning them that if they want more, they will

lose everything.

In this speech, the following points are clearly

indicated. First, Hermocrates appears to have aimed at

the possession of political power for himself and his

followers. Second, Athenagoras, Hermocrates' political

rival, represented the Syracusan populace and stood for

the maintenance of the democracy. This fact is indicated

by Thucydides' reference to him as popular leader(6~~ou

~E npoo~a~~s) and by his assertion that only a few

believed Hermocrates ( OAtyov 6'~v nLa~Euov ~~ (Ep~oxpa~E0

It is clear that the evidence of Thucydides, as

found in the speech of Athenagoras, and Diodorus are

agreed upon one point: that Hermocrates' political aims

did not accord with those of the majority of the people.

Precisely what constitution Hermocrates aimed at

establishing is the subject of controversy between

Thucydides and Diodorus, the former attributing oligarchical

designs to Hermocrates, the latter tyrannical ones.

Generally, the Thucydidean viewpoint has been accepted and

a type of synthesis has been effected. It has been argued

that at heart Hermocrates was an oligarch, working for the
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good of the Siceliot cause, but gradually realizing that

his ideals would not be successfully effected, he determined

upon seizing the despotate. Such reasoning clearly underlies
210

the thought of Holm, Freeman, Stroheker and Westlake.

Hermocrates thus emerges as a Dion-like figure or perhaps

Plato's philosopher king.

Such a situation requires two comments. First, if

it is accepted that Hermocrates was an oligarch, therefore

Athenagoras' suspicions were correct and Hermocrates was a

threat to the democratic government. It follows that little

of a positive nature can be derived from Thucydides'

recognition of the fact that it was because Syracuse was a

naval democracy that she triumphed. As in the case of

Periclean Athens, it was the individual, in this case,

Hermocrates, who counted. It follows that in the case of

Syracuse, Thucydides again allowed his aristocratic

background and prejudice towards democracy to gain the

upper hand. His favour towards Hermocrates and Syracusan

government arose from the fact that the democracy closely

resembled the Periclean democracy before its corruption in

the hands of the demagogues.

Second, it is clear that the evidence suggests that
211

Hermocrates was aiming at tyrannical power. The reform

noted by Thucydides, combined with the fact that whereas

Hermocrates is the preeminent personality, his colleagues

are unknown, already suggests this fact. It must also be
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remembered that Dionysius Vlas a follower of Hermocrates.

Further, Dionysius obtained power by methods which were

substantially the same as those employed by Hermocrates. It

has been seen that Hermocrates proposed and even effected

the limitation of the numbers of the generals from fifteen

to t.hree. It was also observed that Hermocrates was one of

those three. Similarly Dionysius began his rise to power

by carrying a vote for the deposition of the generals, as

a result of which new generals were chosen, one of them

being Dionysius. The next move of Dionysius was the
213

elimination of his colleagues. Hermocrates' plans did

not develop as far as Dionysius' and thus it cannot be

cletelrrrinecl how rar . hey woulLl have- led. At- the same time,

it is significant that both men attempted to gain

predominance by similar methods.

It is, moreover, noteworthy that Dionysius emulated

Hermocrates in espousing Siceliot nationalism. Hence,

Hermocrates' incursions into Carthaginian territory in
214

Sicily and the championing of the bones of the dead.

As regards the eXiles~or whose return Dionysius pressed,

whatever their merits, it is a fact that the followers of

Hermocrates comprised the same elements as aided in the

establishment of the despotate of Dionysius.

It is further to be observed that the Syracusans

were always suspicious of Hermocrates. This is seen by

the fact that Athenagoras was supported by the majority
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of the people. In the despondency which followed the

Syracusan defeat in the first battle of the war, Hermocrates

managed to win approval for his reforms of the 3trat~ia.

The Athenian capture of Epipolae and the destruction of the

two counter works increased their despondency. Charges

were ~aid against the generals who were -replaced by three
215

new men, Heracleides, Eucles and Tellias. What is

interesting to observe is that, although Hermocrates and

his colleagues were deposed, nevertheless the reforms of

Hermocrates were not altered. This seems to indicate the

fact that the Syracusans realized that the reforms of

Hermocrates made for efficiency: at the same time, they

diD trusted I~enr,ocrut-e5-.

Subsequently, Hermocrates attempted to eradicate

this distrust. He seemingly accepted the sentence of

banishment, despite the pleas of his men that he should
216

retain command. At the same time, however, he planned

his return, building triremes and hiring mercenaries. The

failure of his plans in Sicily against the Carthaginians'

possessions was followed by his championing of the corpses

of lIimera. The bones were received and Diocles was banished.

Yet Hermocrates was still not granted readmittance. Forced

entry into Syracuse was the only way left open. The sequel
217

was Hermocrates' death.

" Thus positive evidence indicates that Hermocrates

was aiming at the despotate of Syracuse. The evidence of
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the reforms, the fact that IIermocrates was the preeminent

member of the new board of generals, the fact that Dionysius

\olas Hermocrates' follmler, the similarity of methods

employed by both persons to effect their predominance, the

fact that the supporters of Dionysius were originally

Hermocrates' follmoJers I and the ever-present distrust \vhich

the Syracusan demos bore to~!ards the person of Hermocrates -

all this supports Diodorus' claim that Hermocrates aimed

at the tyranny.

In view of the discussion of Thucydides' view of

Pericles and the Athenian democracy,the fact that Thucydides

admired a person like Hermocrates is certainly not strange.

r. Grosso u. gu' ~ that scholars like \:estlake \; ere wrong to

regard Hermocrates as the ideal statesman, and that to
218

Thucydides he was a potential tyrant. Certainly, as has

been seen, the evidence indicates that Thucydides was \Vell

a\'Jare of Hermocrates I aims. However, this need not eliminate

the fact that to Thucydides, Hermocrates was a Periclean-type

figure. Grosso fails to consider the possibility of

divergence of opinion within Thucydides regarding the

historian's sympathies - a fact well illustrated in the

case of Thucydides' conception of Pericles. The association

of Philistus and Thucydides thus becomes most likely.

Thucydides' interest in Hermocrates was paralleled by

Philistus' interest in Dionysius. Both historians possessed

a certain attachment towards values of democracy and
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patriotism. These were, however, subordinated to political

necessity, which created despotic figures like Hermocrates

and Dionysius. Thucydides, disappointed with the Athens of

his maturity, found hope in the Syracusari democracy of

Hermocrates. He clearly witnessed the later career of

Hermocrates and 'dhe rise of Dionysius. Yet Syracuse had

solved her political problems. Hence his favour towards

the Western despots. Philistus in a real sense continued

to espouse the political ideals of Thucydides and in a

spiritual sense, the DEpt 6Lovua!ou is a sequel to

Thucydides' history of the Peloponnesian War.

It need hardly be stated that the attempt to

equate Periclean Athens with the Syracuse of Dionysius

considerably oversimplifies a most complex issue. It is

clear that the personal power of Dionysius ultimately

depended upon the power of the sword to a much greater extent

than did that of Pericles. It is also a fact that the

mercenaries, bodyguard, slaves and undesirables constituted

a vital support for the tyrant. Moreover, the plundering

of the temples and heavy taxation testify to the autocracy

which existed. It is also a fact that the arche of Dionysius

anticipated the major power structures of the Hellenistic

age. Philistus himself was aware that Dionysius was more

than the first among equals. The account of the double

wedding and of Dionysius' magnanimity illustrate this.

Moreover Livy observes that the grandchild of Hieron II,
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Hieronymus, emulated Dionysius by adopting a bodyguard,

four grey horses and a chariot and a purple cloak and a

diadem. Also Duris of Samos notes the use of the golden-

type diadem by Alexander, the Spartan Pausanias and
219

Dionysius.

At the same tiMe five facts are to be noted.

First, the mercenaries were needed against Carthage.

Their presence need not be interpreted as being chiefly

to suppress popular discontent against the tyrant.

Dionysius' need of this element was very real. Second, the

plunder and taxation was clearly necessary for defence and

the pursuit of war. Complaints about taxation are not

merely representative of totalitarian regimes, and the

evidence merely suggests that Dionysius had above average

resourcefulness. Nor must it be forgotten that another

picture exists which depicts the existence of a cooperative

basis to Dionysius' hegemony. This is, indeed, essentially

reproduced by Diodorus from Philistus, and it will be seen,

seems to be confirmed by the testimony of Theopompus. The

weaknesses in employing the Theodorus' speech as illustrative
220

of the text's hostility have been demonstrated. Certainly

a popular basis to Dionysius' rule is suggested by the facts

that the tyrant ruled for thirty-eight years without

experiencing a violent death. Moreover, though Plato, in

the seventh letter, mentions that he did not find the

situation in Sicily under Dionysius I to his liking, all he
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is able to complain about is the fact that the people

indulge overmuch in sex and drinking. Certainly, he

has nothing to say acout their slavery to the despot. Real

hostility appears to have been directed to\vards the Ionian

foe. The evidence, it has already been seen, indicates less

friction with the Dorian bloc, ~hich could even secede if it

so desired. Fourthly, the evidence of Lysias regarding the

laying waste of Sicily must be placed within the context

of Athenian hostility to the tyrant and cannot simply be

produced as authentic Sicilian data .. Finally, it is to be

observed that the monarchical aspect of Dionysius' hegemony

only became clear as the reign drew on. It must have been

particularly apparent in the later years, which followed

the conclusion of peace with the Punic and Ita1iot foe.

It is further to be noted that the picture provided

by Diodorus/Philistus sea~s to reflect the early development

and not the ultimate evolution. In the later years of the

reign of Dionysius, it is true, that the popular element

counted for far less: in the early years, however, it must

clearly have counted for a great deal more. Therefore it

would appear that Philistus/Diodorus reflects the authentic

situation at the beginning of Dionysius' reign. It may

further be claimed that the hostile tradition, when it

depicted Dionysius as monarch, drew much of its information

from the evidence of the later years of the tyrant's rule.

It was argued in the analysis of Diodorus' narrative
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that, despite obvious interest in the reality of power

politics, the narrative attributed Carthage's ultimate

failure as much to moral deficiencies and the forces of

divine nemesis as to practical considerations. The problem,

therefore, emerges whether it is possible to equate such

an approach with the rationalism of the Thucydidean Philistus.

There are, in fact, two problems. First, it must be asked

whether Philistus was a pure rationalist? If he was, it

would be difficult to equate Philistus with Diodorus' text.

Second, there is the problem of the degree of rationality

which characterized the history of Thucydices.

Philistus was, in fact, well aware of the existence

of divi e int rvcn ion t e affairs of men. Two fragments

particularly indicate this. The first narrates how the

mother of Dionysius, when pregnant had a dream, foretelling

the future greatness of Dionysius. She is recorded to have

dreamt that she gave birth to a baby satyr and that she was

told of its future happiness and greatness by the Galeatae.

Another fragment records how Dionysius' horse got stuck in

a bog. It is related that Dionysius was unable to pullout

the horse. Later, however, it carne to Dionysius with a

swarm of bees in its mane. Shortly afterwards, Dionysius
221

became tyrant.

The significance of these citations is that, as

well a~ furnishing direct evidence to the effect that

Philistus sympathized with Dionysius, they indicate that
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for all the rationalism that a'pupil of Thucydides might

possess, Philistus was acut~ly conscious of the existence

of divine intervention in human affairs. Consequently,

there is no difficulty in the equating of the thesis

concerning Carthage's failure found in Diodorus' text

with the authority of Philistus.

Equally important is the question whether Thucydides

showed any interest in the problem of divine intervention,

and whether he would have approved of the thesis propounded

in Diodorus' narrative concerning Carthage's collapse as

due to the Punic State's moral failure.

One fact is clear: Thucydides never denied the

possiLility of divine intervention. Thus he mentions
222

earthquakes as signs of coming events. Though he does

not openly accept this evidence, he certainly does not

deny it. In the first book, Thucydides speaks about the

calamities of war and refers to the droughts, famines and
223

plagues together with the eclipses and earthquakes. It

is significant that he makes no distinction between the

two types of evidence, and that while he merely states

facts, he reserves judgment on the question of his own

personal helief. !yche makes its appearance upon numerous

though

It is clearly more than chance. The
225

Me] ~ns associate it clearly with the divine,

known orYvw~~

occasions, and represents the unknown in contrast to the
224

Thucydides nowhere inplies the worship of chance. Hence
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Cornford refers to !:.yche as "mythical" and not "religious".

In respect to the curses in the story of Cylon and

Pausanias, it is clear that Thucydides' reserve need not

imply scepticism and disbelief. Finally, though it is true

that Thucydides is sceptical of omens, as Cornford has

observed, the pure rationalist would only have referred to

the mutilation of the Hermae with reference to the recall----226
of l'...lcibiades.

It is, therefore, clear that the theory of the

purely rational Thucydides is as unattractive as that of

the impartial and purely scientific Thucydides of Cochrane.

A further fact may be stated. It is apparent that Thucydides

was intimately cOllcerned with the moral failure \\!hich

accompanied the outbreak of the war. As well as glory, war

was accompanied by extremes of brutality. It was for this

reason that he explained his greater interest in the

Peloponnesian War than in the comparatively brief Persian

Wars, in the important twenty-third chapter of the first

book. For the same reason, Thucydides stressed comparatively

unimportant events like the civil war in Corcyra, the

Plataean war, the treatment accorded Melos in 416 B. C.,

the destruction of Boeotian Mycalessus, and the classic
227

statement on Nicias, a man "least worthy of such a fate".
228

As such, Thucydides was clearly a moralist.

It is, moreover, clear that a pattern emerges not

dissimilar to that found in Diodorus' text. Post-Periclean
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Athens is affected by a similar malady as Diodorus' Carthage.

As Wallace has noted, Thucydides' work is on a certain level

to be regarded as a history of the tragedy of Athens. It is

literature as \vell as history. To quote Wallace , "one can

hardly deny that in some sense Cleon and Alcibiades embody

the arrogant delusion of their city; and the defeat of
229

Athens, when it comes, has the inevitability of tragedy."

Such a view, however, clashes with Cochrane's

thesis that Thucydides was a pure rationalist, opposed to

superstition and religion. Against Cochrane, it is to be

observed that, as has been seen, the question of Thucydides'

religious vJ..e\oTs is not as simple as has often been assumed.

Moreover, it is clear that the moral tone cannot be ignored.

Cleon certainly is the epitome of unrestrained brutality.

He is the "most violent of the citizens", a man who conducts

insane policies. He is confident in his luck and urges the

Athenians to covet more, in spite of the warning of the

Lacedaemonians on the reversal of fortune. Cleon's role is

commented upon by Diodorus: the contrast is between human

power and external fortune. Desire and Fortune take

advantage of faults of character, produced by wealth and
230

poverty. Cornford has observed that Pausanias' career

similarly resembles that of Cleon. It is a story of

imperialism, treachery, boasting, oriental behaviour,

culminating. in the scene in the brazen house.

Clean, however, epitomizes the ~y~ri~ of Athens.
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Fortune leads the Athenians on. Hence the treatment of
231

the Athenian generals sent to Sicily. The Me1ian affair

describes how the Athenians equate the doctrine of right as

might '·Ji th the divine. rrhe dialogue represents b.Ye! is

and ate. The Me1ians are told of the futility of hope in

~yche and e1pi~.. Nicias later ~ilarns the Athenians against
232

uncertain failure and the unattainable. As Corn ford has

observed, the comments upon A1cibiades' private vices are

aimed at indicating the extent to \-lhich l\lcibiades I impiety

and madness corresponds to that of the Athenians, particular1 T

233
in respect to their recent treatment of the Melians.

~.thens is thus driven by bybri~, epitomized by Cleon

and hlcibiades. A clear parallel with Diodorus' narrative

is thus apparent. Athens' failure has much in common with

the tragedy of Carthage, cu1ninating in the debacle of

396 B. C. Himi1con's career closely resembles that of

Cleon. Both cities and both individuals are led on by an

insatiable desire for more. The inevitable result is

divine intervention and the destruction of the impious.

Thus it is probable that Phi1istus followed

Thucydides by adopting both the rational and non-rational

characteristics of the older historian into his scheme.

Dionysius emerged as a Periclean-type figure, while Carthage's

destructive process resembled closely that endured by post-

Periclean Athens.

The parallel with Thucydides may be carried further.
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It is clear that the fact that ·both historians suffered

exile profoundly influenced the nature of their work and

the development of their respective political ideals. This

experience certainly brought maturity of judgment to both

historians. The exile of Thucydides appears to have coloured

the historian's political viewpoint. The personal factor

deriving from hostility to Cleon is one aspect of the

situation. More important, Thucydides' own experiences

appear to have been regarded by the historian as typical and

representative of the kind of spirit which characterized the

Athens of the historian's maturity and was largely responsible

for his city's ultimate doom. Similarly, I have suggested

that Philistus' exile· was as much due to ideological and

political differences with Dionysius as to purely personal

factors. Accordingly, it is clear that the problem of decay

began to exercise as much the mind of Philistus as that of

Thucydides. This took two forms. On the one hand, it

assumed a consideration of the factors which accounted for

Carthage's fall. However, it is equally clear that the

same issue concerned the problem of the failure of Dionysius

in his later years. The clue was again found to exist in

the Thucydidean concept of the insatiability of states in

their conduct of foreign policy. To Thucydides, Athens

failed when she began to concentrate upon the land empire

and a sphere to which her natural abilities were not

commendable. To Philistus, Dionysius was successful when
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he united the Siceliots against Carthage, and thereby

posed as champion of Western Hellenism against Punic

barbarism. Disaster threatened when Dionysius turned

his wrath against Magna Graecia and meddled in a sphere

over which he had no claim. The failure with Carthage in

the later conflicts might appear to have revealed the wisdom

of Philistus' thesis. From a historical point of view, the

innovatory nature of Dionysius' policy is certainly apparent.

The censure found in the pages of Diodorus' text suggests

the validity of the above reconstru6tion.

In one important respect, the exile affected

Philistus differently from Thucydides. To Thucydides, exile

was an opportunity to gain information from a wider area.

Philistus' task was very different from that of Thucydides.

His field was in one sense narrower. His interest centred

upon Syracuse and Dionysius. Once Philistus had relinquished

his position by Dionysius' side, it was inevitable that his

sources of information should diminish. Accordingly the

extent of interest of his account would diminish. Hence,

it is not surprising that it is precisely after Philistus'

exile that the narrative of Diodorus becomes empty. The

narrative of Dionysius' last twenty years is extremely

meagre.

However, it must he stressed that the exile factor

is not the only, and perhaps not the chief reason for the

lack of interest shown in Dionysius for the last twenty
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years of his reign. Philistus' aim was to portray the

achievements of the Syracusan tyranny, and there is no

doubt that the evidence suggests that the period of success

was the period of the great conflict with Carthage. Hence

Philistus was inclined inevitably to concentrate on this

period and that in~ediately preceding, which witnessed the

Siceliot collapse, before the appearance of Dionysius.

Indeed, the narrative found in the thirteenth and fourteenth

books of Diodorus are equally balanced, the former revealing

the helplessness of the Greek cause and the latter its

solution.

A further factor supports the theory that Philistus

made the narrative of the great war central to his scheme:

the disinterest shown by Diodorus' text in the colonization

schemes of the 380's in which, as Gitti has suggested,

Philistus himself participated. These facts are recorded,

but very sketchily. The events significantly took place

before Philistus' exile. Therefore, two conclusions are

possible. Either the information derived ultimately from

Philistus or from some other source. If it is argued that

it derived from another source, the conclusion is

inescapable: Philistus did not mention these events because

he considered them unimportant. Hence Diodorus had to gain

information from another source. Alternatively, it could

be argued that Philistus did provide this information. Even

then, it would have to be conceded that Philistus was not
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greatly interested in incorporating the details of the

colonization schemes in his history. Whatever solution is

adopted, it is clear that Philistus remained a true

Thucydidean, in that economic affairs, unless they had a

direct bearing upon military and political events and

personalities, were to be excluded from the basic thesis

of his work. The empha5is was placed upon military and

political affairs, and the grandeur of Siceliot resistance

to Carthage. The economic importance of the Northern

Adriatic schemes appears to have been ignored.

It is noteworthy that Philistus' most important

work derived its significance from the fact that like

Thucydides, Philistus was a contemporary, able to assess

the political importance of events in which he himself

participated. Thucydides regarded the study of contemporary

history as the really worthwhile task. He did not say that

the study of the past was altogether irrelevant. Where he

differed from Herodotus was in his belief that the past

must be treated not for its ovm sake but for confirming his

views of the present. Thus Thucydides narrowed his canvas

to a considerable extent.

It is true that Philistus did not adhere rigidly

to this principle, for the DEpt ~Lovuatou was preceded by

seven books, dealing vlith Sicilian history from earliest

times to the capture of Acragas. Thus, there is little

doubt that Philistus did not entirely abandon the Herodotean
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approach, and he clearly did not limit himself in the way

that Thucydides did. In no way can the DEpt £~xE~~as

be compared to the Archaeolo5Y of Thucydides, for the

latter was not a digression, but a vehicle, whereby the

historian, through the use of 1"EXIl~P ~a. or a~IlEta. , was

ahle to confirm his vieHs of the present.

However, more precise consideration of the nature

of the DEpt ~~xE~tag reveals that Philistus' abandonment

of Thucydidean methodology was not as drastic as might appear

at first sight. In the first place, it is clear that the
234

early history of Sicily was covered with great brevity.

By book three already, Philistus was discussing Hippocrates
235

and Gelon. Eovl the Suda reports that the main interest

of the DEpt L~XE~ta.s was the struggle with the Greeks.

Book seven obviously discussed the two Punic invasions at

the end of the fifth century. Therefore the struggle with

Athens most probably occupied the sixth book. The papyrus

whose significance was first discussed by Coppola, suggests

that part of book five dealt with the relations of Athens
236

vlith the Sicilian states during the Archidamian War.

Certainly, as has been seen, the third book discussed the

Deinomenids. Therefore it is clear that the period from

the fall of the tyrants to the great expedition of 4~6

occupied books four and five, and that a large part of these

books was devoted to the first encounter. In other words,

five out of seven books dealt with the period 480-405 B. C.
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It follows that most of the DEpt 6LxEAtas was devoted to

contemporary or near contemporary history. Ancient and

mythical events were probably confined to the first two

books.

It was noted above that the last book of the DEpt

was most likely associated with the first book

of the DEpt 6Lovuotou Mazzarino, moreover, argued that

a precise relationship existed between Philistus' views of

the Athenian-Syracusan conflict and the Punic-Siceliot
237

encounter. His views were based upon a consideration

of the papyrus testimony for the first Athenian-Siceliot

encounter in comparison to the Thucydidean account. He

concluded that a distinct Siceliot point of view

characterized the papyrus, and that whereas to Thucydides

the events of 427/4 B. C. were of subsidiary importance to

the events of the Archidamian War, the Philistus papyrus

associated the _expedition very closely with the later
238

encounter of 415/13 B. C. Mazzarino further argued that

to Philistus, both episodes foreshadowed the events of

the epoch of Dionysius. These events marked the beginning

of a new political conscience and the formation of a

unified front against the enemies of Syracuse and her

Siceliot allies. The clue was the fall of Acragas which,

_ Mazzarino believed, convinced Philistus of the importance

of a revolutionary figure like Dionysius. Book six closed

with the victory over Athens and book seven witnessed the
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destruction of the Siceliot cities. The next four books,

dealing with Dionysius, attempted to provide a solution

to the problem, and it follows that in the sixth book a

partial answer was given with :a consideration of Hermocrates,

the spiritual precursor of Dionysius.

The conclusion is clear: even in the I1Ept ~~xEAtas'

Philistus was not unconcerned with the events of Dionysius'

reign. Philistus considered the data before him in the

light of subsequent events. This is probably one reason

why the nearer he carne to his own times, the fuller the

narrative proved to be - although the obvious fact must

not be forgotten that the further back he went, the less

detailed was the information available to him. It is thus

apparent that Philistu~, in a less precise sense, was

employing the Thucydidean approach, whereby the facts of

ancient history were to be employed to confirm the present.

There is no doubt that Philistus' greatness is to

be associated with the events he described, of which he

was a contemporary. The plague, the building of the walls,

the preparations for war against Carthage, the siege of

Motya/the destruction of Acragas and the battle of Gela of

405 B. C. - such events in the vividness of the description,

reflect the authority of a contemporary. It is, indeed,

not without significance that Cicero expressed distinct

preference for thenEpt 6~ovuatou, no doubt because of the

very fact that it was the work of a contemporary. There
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is no doubt that the same qualities pervaded the later

sections of the nspt ZLKE~ta~ which contained descriptions

of events in ~hich Philistus himself participated, or which

his oral sources probably \vitnessed. In this context, the

evidence of the papyrus noted by Coppola is particularly

relevant. Coppola accepted the fact that.this evidence

indicated that Philistus as a Sicilian and contemporary

was better informed in political and military Matters.

1-!omigliano, Perotta and ~·Iazzarino were, rnoreov~r, in
239

essential agreement on this matter.·

The Fhilistus/Thucydides association is supported

by two other factors. First, there is the fact already

noted by Volquardson that the description of the plague

which struck the Carthaginian camp and probably goes back

to Philistus, closely resembles the account given of the
240

plague found in Thucydides. It is perhaps significant

that in Diodorus' text, the plague is placed in a context

of Punic moral, political and social collapse. It thus

bears a close relationship to Thucydides' plague. It is

also noteworthy that far more detail is accorded this

plague than Diodorus' description of the plague at Athens,

which probably derives from Ephorus.

Second, as IJejni has observed, the chronological

scheme, especially that found in the Sicilian portions,
241

reflects an historian, utilizing the Thucydidean method.

It is true that Dionysius of Halicarnassus attacks the
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xa~a etp~ xat XEL~wvas arrangement of Thucydides and adds
242

that no historian after Thucydides adopted this method.

llm'lever, as Hejni has observed, the author of the He~.!enica

Q~r~Y~~~iaadopted such a procedure. It is, therefore,

not inconceivable that Philistus, who, as has been seen, is

bracJ:ctcd ":i th Thucydidcs by Cicero, Dionysius of

Halicarnassus himself and Quintilian, utilized the same
243

scheme. It must, however, be admitted that, in itself,

this is certainly not decisive evidence. At the same time,

it is significant that after book friurteen, this arrangement

is not found: a fact which strongly suggests that Diodorus'

source had changed, and as has been seen, the Sicilian

portions of Diodorus· history, do appear to have witnessed

a source change in book fifteen.

3. Conclusion

At this point, the reasons for assuming that

Philistus was the source exerting the greatest influence

over Diodorus, may be su~marized. First, it has been

argued that the testimony of a contemporary is undoubtedly

present in Diodorus' pages. Moreover, it is the voice of

a Syracusan in governmental and military circles, interested

primarily in Syracuse, politics and war, possessing detailed

knowledge of Carthaginian affairs. Further, the method

whereby the material was divided between the first and

second parts of Diodorus' wory. is reflected in Diodorus'

text. It has been shown that the testimony of Diodorus
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itself strongly suggests Diodorus' use of Philistus. More

important, the political viewpoint of the text, which is

clearly aimed at promoting tyranny as an institution to

end Siceliot misfortunes, and is not concerned with simple

flattery, seems to reflect the political sympathies of

the Syracusan historian. Further, the emphasis upon Dionysius'

achievement in the great Punic war, the comparative lack of

interest for the Italian wars, and the apparent moral

disapproval for the war in Magna Graecia in a portion of

the text which still seems to derive from Philistus is in

accord with the realities of the political situation and

reflects the political and ideological differences of

opinion bebleen Dionysius and Philistus.

It has further been shown that ancient authorities

identified Philistus \vith the historiographical methods

of Thucydides. To a great extent, this identification

rested upon stylistic considerations. Political similarities

are, however, also suggested. Both writers attributed

importance to the plague not merely for itself but for its

social, political and moral effects as well. Moreover, far

greater importance is attributed to this plague than to the

earlier plague in Diodorus which affected Athens, and to

which Thucydides devoted considerable detail. It is

.significant that a chronological system based upon dating

by surnrners and '-linters which is common to Thucyc:ides and

books eleven to fifteen of Diodorus and is particularly
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found in the Sicilian portions, terminates at the point

where Philistus' authority would have ceased.

Above all, the political ideas reflected in Diodorus'

text suggests usc of a writer strongly influenced by

Thucydidean methods of reasoning. A distinct lack of

interest in economic affairs is apparent, and certainly

suits a follower of Thucydides. Hence the disinterest in

the projects in the Northern Adriatic and the concentration

upon political and military affairs in the narrowest of

senses. Also significant is the fact that Philistus'

greatest products were works on contemporary affairs, and

even in the ITspC ~~xEAtas ,the evidence suggests that

the data provided was viewed from a contemporary standpoint

Philistus' history of Dionysius appears to have

contained two main theses, which combined both rational

and non-rational attitudes. The fall of Carthage, on the

one hand, was a result of an unwillingness to curb the

bounds of her desire for more. Her imperialism, epitomized

by the Cleon-like figure of Himilcon, was insatiable. Hence

it earned the wrath of the gods. On the other hand, Philistus,

the politician and military man, the practical statesman

and spiritual disciple of Thucydides, was well aware of the

existence of the human element. He concluded that the

Siceliot success was as much due to the personality of

Dionysius as to the intervention of divine wrath.

Both theses seem to have been derived from
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Thucydides. Athenian imperialism had refused to acknowledge

the existence of natural bounds. Her lust for power had

caused her ow~ doom. True in Thucydides, this factor is not

as apparent as in Diodorus' narrative: yet its existence

is, none the less, a fact. It has, moreover, been conjectured

that the evidence suggests that the same thesis as was

applied to Carthage, was connected by Philistus with

Dionysius' later failure. Again the theme seems to have

been the necessity of controlling the excesses of

imperialistic ambition.

More important, it is clear that Philistus' views

on tyranny, oligarchy and democracy, represented an

adoption of the Thucydidean viewpoint. It has been shown

how, in spite of superficial attraction towards democracy,

Thucydides was unable to break entirely with the environment

into which he had been born. He remaine0 throughout his

life an aristocrat, suspicious of democratic government,

controlled by individuals who did not belong to the old

rUling class. He regarded democracy as such as incompetent.

He only favoured it in the narrowest of forms, when it was,

in fact, indistinguishable from oligarchy. Hence derived

his approval of the consitution of the Fiv~_Thousand,and

of individuals like Phrynichus or Antiphon. Philistus too,

as Diodorus' narrative reveals clearly, regarded Dionysius'

despotate as an oligarchy. Hence the frequent allusion to

dynast or dynasty.
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Equally important is the fact that Thucydides'

distrust and contempt for democratic government drew him

towards rulers with distinct totalitarian tendencies.

Thucydides' hero~ Pericles, is the classic example of the

leader who was regarded both by Thucydides and other

contemporaries as harbouring tyrannical designs over his

native city. Even more significant is the fact that the

individual towards whom Thucydides showed the most favour

after Pericles was Herrnocrates, Dionysius' leader in his

early years. It is true that his admiration for Hermocrates

is coupled with distinct consciousness of the democratic

polypragmosyne of the Syracusans. However, this evidence

bears as little relevance to the realities of Thucydides'

political ideology as the Epitaphios does. To Thucydides,

in theory it was the aristocrat or oligarch Herrnocrates,

the opponent of the demagogue Athenagoras, who represented

the ideal ruler. The facts of the situation reveal that

it was the tyrant that impressed Thucydides.

Thus a direct link between Thucydides and Philistus

is indicated, and there is no reason to doubt the fact

that Thucydides would have approved of Philistus' views of

Dionysius. It must be remembered that Thucydides knew of

Herrnocrates' attempts to seize the tyranny of Syracuse, and

that the historian lived long enough to witness the

consolidation of Dionysius' tyranny. Accordingly it follows

that Philistus'exposition of Dionysius' rule was in a
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real and obviously more apparent sense Thucydidean. His

work was a plea for totalitarian rule. Indeed such a

solution alone ended the Siceliot crisis. Just as

Thucydides had crystallized his thoughts upon witnessing

the capitulation of Athens in 404 B. C. and had concluded

that democracy as such had led to the disaster and that

the only salvation was to be sought in Pericles or a

Periclean-type figure or constitution, so too Philistus,

faced, on the one hand, by the great victory of Syracuse

over Athens in 413 B. C., and on the other, by the

destruction of the ancient foundations of Selinus, Himera,

Acragas and Gela, seems to have concluded that democracy alone

could not solve the Siceliot problem, and that the only answer

was to be found in the tyrant ruler Dionysius, who had

fulfilled Siceliot aspirations in a manner not dissimilar

to that of Hermocrates in 413 B. C.

Thus it was as a work of political statecraft and

an espousal of despotism that Philistus' work earned its

chief reputation. Here indeed is a clue to the problem

of tIle revival in the popularity of Philistus in the first

century, B. C. It is significant that second century

Roman writers do not refer to the historian. Indeed the

Republican spirit which regarded Eastern monarchs with

contempt and as effeminate, was unlikely to feel attraction

towards the proponent of monarchy and Hellenistic type

kingship. However, in the first century, as a result of
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the civil viars and the rise of military despots, the problem

of absolutism began increasingly to occupy men't thoughts.

Hence references to the historian increased considerably.

Thus, even a writer like Dionysius of Halicarnassus who was

essentialJ.y concerned with Philistus' sytle, regarded him

as a model of rhetorical style and classed him with Thucydides,
244

Xenophon and Theopompus.

It is perhaps not without significance that all three

writers like Philistus were concerned with the problem of

absolutism and monarchy. The relevance of Thucydides has

already been discussed. Xenophon's political ideas found

particular expression in the ~Y!9£~~9i~, Agesil~~~ and Hi~E~~.

Theopomp~s' two major works, the ~~!l~~~c~ and ~~i~~ppic~

were centred around the strong personalities of Lysander and

Philip II of Macedon. Thus four writers whose interest in

absolutism gained considerable importance, were classed

together by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in a non-political

context, even though their association seems to have been

essentially political. It is perhaps, not without significance

that it was Cicero, the adherent of Pompeius Magnus, who \vas

particularly attracted by the Dionysian books. It is indeed

tempting to suggest that he was able to discern the political

relevance of Philistus, and realize that the essential thesis

of Philistus' historical thought was a plea for the estab-

lishment of totalitarian rule within an aristocratic context

and the disavowal of sentimental attachment to ideals of
245

democracy.
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DIODORUS, PHILISTUS AND THE SICELIOT-PUNIC ENCOUNTER

It was argued in the previous chapter that the

Thucydidean Philistus is the source which exercised the

most considerable influence upon Diodurus. It was further

r shown, that a similar political viewpoint, based upon a

very real antipathy towards democracy, which they regarded

as incompetent, characterized both historians. In the case

of Thucydides, it appears that the bias of the historian

distorted the realities of the situation. No clear cut-

division, in fact, characterized the policies of Periclean

from post-Periclean Athens. The concept of the incompetent

demagogue thus proved to be a myth, utilized by Thucydides

to prove the validity of his concept regarding the fall of
I

Athens.

The question which inevitably presents itself is

whether a similar bias on the- part of Philistus is

discernable, and whether as a consequence the realities of

the political situation have been distorted to such a

considerable extent, as appears to have been the case with

Thucydides. In fact, it will be shown that the view of the

Syracusan ~emos and the Siceliot states prior to the rise of

Dionysius has been seriously misrepresented and that a far

greater degree of unity characterized the Siceliot cause

340
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prior to the rise of Dionysius. Indeed, it will be

apparent that so considerable was the strength of the Greeks

that the text's representation of Punic policy has to be

totally reversed. Both theses of Phi1istus/Diodorus will

accordingly require significant modification. The aim of

this chapter will thus be to indicate that evidence of a

more negative nature will confirm the conclusion noted in

the previous chapter that Philistus was Diodorus' source.

In other words, it will be demonstrated that Phi1istus

emulated Thucydides in actually distorting the realities of

the political situation.

It is first necessary to indicate that the Siceliot

State posed a serious threat to Carthage and that it was

Siceliot strength that forced Carthage to intercede in

410/9 B. C. This will involve a consideration of three

separate but intimately connected problems. First, an

examination of the internal Punic situation in the fifth

century will indicate that a serious political crisis had

evolved, necessitating Punic intervention in Sicily. Second,

it \vi11 be necessary to seek the cause of the internal crisis

at CartIlage in the growth of Sice1iot power. Third, it will

be demonstrated that the first invasion set in motion an

additional crisis which further endangered Carthaginian

security and rendered renewed Punic intervention both

desirable and inevitable.
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1. Punic_J~~~Inal Affairs 410/9 B C.

Diodorus' account of the Carthaginian reaction to

the Segestan appeal of 410 B. C. presents Punic hostilities

as being motivated by a three-fold consideration: The

acquisition of the strategically importan·t Segesta was in

itself an extremely attractive proposition. Syracusan

predominance in Sicily as a result of the collapse of the

great Athenian expedition furnished the Carthaginians with

their defensive argun1enu. Hannibal who is described as

~VO£L ~LOEAA~V by his insistence swayed public opinion
2

in favour of intervention.

Clearly the text regards the part played by Hannibal

in the proceedings as the decisive factor. This is

indicated not merely by the explicit statement that Hannibal

desired to avenge his father's disgrace and contribute to

the growth in Carthage's imperial prestige. The whole course

of the campaign of 409 B. C., as described by Diodorus, is

characterized by clear indications that neither Selinus, the

enemy of Segesta, on the one hand, nor Syracuse, from whom

the real danger to Carthaginian control of North-Western

Sicily might stem, were the ultimate goals. Thus one of

the purposes of the joint Carthaginian and Segestan embassy

to Syracuse was Hannibal's hope to gain Syracusan neutrality.

Further piodorus says that Hannibal determined to leave his

ships and wage war by land in order that the Syracusans

might see that his enterprise was in no way directed against
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them. He also records the fact that the conquest of

Selinus left Hannibal free to fulfil his personal errand

against Himera, and avenge his grandfather. Diodorus'

contrast between Hannibal's treatment of Selinus and that

accorded Himera is noteworthy. While only the walls of

Selinus were destroyed, Hannibal's desire was to raze

Himera to the ground. His aim was to avenge his father·s

exile and the death of Hamilcar and the one hundred and

fifty thousand soldiers. Other evidence confirms this fact:

the restoration of Empedion's property; the freedom accorded

to his kin; the permission granted by Hannibal to the

Selinuntines who had escaped to dwell in the city and
3

cultivate its fields upon payment of tribute to Carthage.

Thus there is little doubt that the destruction of

Himera is regarded as the determining factor underlying

Carthaginian actions, and that the onus of responsibility

is made to rest upon Hannibal.

Immediate acceptance of Diodorus· thesis is qualified

by an important consideration. A significant development

of a constitutional nature, referred to by Justin, took place
4

in the middle of the fifth century. As a result the quasi-

monarchical predominance of the Hagonid family, which had

characterized Carthaginian government for well over a

century disappeared, to be replaced by an administration

of an oligarchical character. The chief difficulty resides

in the position occupied by the· king, Hannibal, vlhich is
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difficult to reconcile with the supposed suppression of

Magonid supremacy.

In the following discussion, it is hoped that

concentration upon three interrelated topics wili result

in effective elucidation of the situation. First, an

examination of the reform itself will show that the reform

resulted not in the complete elimination of the Magonids,

but merely in the temporary suppression of t1agonid political

aspirations. Such a conclusion will involve the rejection

of a recent attempt at solving the problem. It will then

be necessary to explain the Hagonid role in the period

450-10 B. C. It is hoped that concentration upon the

nature of Punic kingship will clarify this aspect of the

problem. It will, moreover, be demonstrated that the

peculiar nature of Carthaginian kingship and its association

with the Magonid dynasty, is illustrative of the degree of

tension which was liable to affect seriously the equilibrium

of the Carthaginian political arena and contributed to the

crisis in 410 B. C., which resulted in the appointment of

Hannibal as king in Sicily. Finally ,an attempt will be

made to assign the direct cause of the crisis to a

peculiarity in the Punic constitution, which, upon rare

occasions, invested the key to decisive political action in

the hands of the populace.

Justin XIX. 2. 1-6 is the sole authority for the

internal reorientation, resulting in the·curbing of Magonid
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power. The text reads as follows:

Interea Hamilcar bello Siceliensi interficitur,
relictis tribus filiis, Himilcone, Hannone,
Giscone. Asdrubali quoque par numerus filiorum
fuit, Hannibal, Asdrubal et Sapho. Per hos res
Karthaginiensium ea tempestate regebantur.
Itaque et r·~auris bellum inlatum et adversus
Numidas pugnatum et Afri compulsi stipendium
urbis conditae Karthaginiensibus remittere.
Dein cum familia tanta imperatorum gravis
liberae civitati esset omlliaque ipsi agerent
simul et iudicarent, centum ex numero
senatorum iudices deliguntur qui reversis a
bello ducibus rationem rerum gestarum exigerent,
ut hoc metu ita in bello imperia cogitarent, ut
domi iudicia legesque respicerent.

Thus according to Justin, Magonid power was

controlled by one hundred judges, chosen from the senate.

The duty of this body was to demand an account from the

generals of their proceedings in order that they might

act in a constitutional way.

The magistracy of the Hun9~e~ is also referred to

by Aristotle who identifies it with the Spartan Ephorate.

Aristotle's information is somewhat confused. Probably

the Hundred consisted of one hundred and four members.

No doubt the title, Hungred is the result of the desire to

refer to the magistracy in terms of a convenient round

number. It is not clear who elected the Hundred. At one

point, Aristotle argues that the Karchedonioi did so;
5

else\vhere, it is stated to be the duty of the Bo~£Q~i_Fiv~.

The date of the introduction of the Hundred was

co~~only considered to be about 450 B. C. The basis of

this contention lay in Justin's statement that one
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generation of the Magonid line survived to exercise a
6

predominant role in Carthaginian affairs. Further it

has been assumed that a period of twenty to thirty years

in control would be needed to fulfil the African conquests,

referred to by Justin. By 410 B. C. these conquests had
7

certainly been accomplished.

Warmington accepted the traditional dating of the

end of Magonid predominance and, at one time, G. Picard

took a similar point of view. Picard, however, at a later
8

period, accepted the revised dating of L. Maurin.

It must be stressed that Maurin did not deny the

possibility that the oligarchy established some control

over Carthaginian affairs in the middle of the fifth

century. His main contention was that the evidence for the

dating of the reform to the middle of the fifth century

lacked a sufficient degree of validity. The consequence of

this theory was significant, in that it implied that the

Magonid banishment took place, not in the middle of the

fifth century but in the first decade of the fourth.

Moreover, acceptance of Maurin's thesis disposed of the

problem of accounting for Hannibal's presence in Cartr-age

in 410/9 B. C. and the continued occupation of the I1agonids

in a position of supre~acy.

Unfortunately Maurin's interpretation is of a

most hazardous nature. The basis lay in his interpretation

of Justin XIX. 2 • 1-6. The crux, he argued, vIas the word
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"dein ", \vhich according to t·1aurin implied that the notice

on the establishment of the HUE9Eed follmved a general

discussion on Magonid rule and its importance. Thus,

according to Maurin, the narrative of Justin is to be

divided into three parts. The first part contains a

discussion of I~agonid greatness. In the second, the fall

of the Nagonid house is considered. Finally, there is

a return to the detailed discussion and the career of

Himilco. Maurin would thus date the establishment of the

Hundred to 396 B. C. In this scheme, it follows the failure

of Himilco's coup. Picard presented a modified version of

Maurin's thesis by dating the reform to 373 B. C.

Against Maurin, it must be stated that Justin's

account can hardly be regarded as a general observation

on the Magonids. Specific reference is made to the sons

of Hamilcar and Hasdrubal. It is noteworthy that Himilcon,

Hannibal's colleague in 406 B. C. is not mentioned with the

sons of Hamilcar and Hasdrubal. Indeed there is no

reference at all to the mission of Hannibal in 410/9 B. C.

and the joint mission with Himilcon in 406/5 B. C. The

Justin passage is only concerned with the generation of

the battle of Himera and its successor generation.

Reference to the third generation is completely lacking

until the notice on Himilcon's expedition against Dionysius.

It is, moreover, clear that Justin's account of the

return of Himilcon has no reference to the fact that the
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9
Hundred ~a5 established after this event. Maurin himself

observed that Diodorus does not mention this reform as

being a consequence of Himilcon's failure. It is true

that, in itself, Diodorus' disinterest would imply little,

for clearly that author's interest in Carthaginian history

is confined to Carthage's relationship with the Siceliots.

Hence his omission of reference to Carthaginian affairs

in the period 480/10 B. C. Yet Diodorus' text and Maurin's

reconstruction of Carthaginian events leading to Himilcon's

suicide indicate clearly that the Sicilian author's knowledge

of Carthaginian affairs is by no means limited in scope as

far as concerns periods of Siceliot-Punic hostilities.

Hence it is likely that Diodorus would have mentioned the

establishment of the g~ndre~, had it taken place in 396 B. C.

and followed Himilcon's downfall.

Two other difficulties require closer scrutiny.

First, if the reform seemingly dated by Justin to the

450'5 was aimed, as indeed Justin claims, to curb Magonid

power, how has it resulted that Hannibal and Himilcon,

both Magonids, are entrusted with supreme military and
10

regal off ice. Secondly, why is it that if the ~i~n9E"ed_

was established in the middle of the fifth century, no

evidence is supplied for the period following? In other

word~, its influence appears negligible.

To a certain extent, the problem of the continued

existence of prominent Magonids in office, is explained
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by consideration of the Carthaginian governmental structure.

Ancient authorities were in little doubt concerning the

aristocratic nature of the state. Aristotle affirms this
11

fact upon two occasions in the Politics. The result was

the general admiration of Aristotle, Polybius, Eratosthenes,
12 to

Cato and Cicero. Punic inscriptions testify the/existence

of a caste system which was operated by the time of the

Punic wars with Eome, and to particular families occupying

priestly offices. Greek and Roman writers called these

aristocrats §!£l.90x0J._, ~pi-phanei~, epi-PE~nestatoi-., aristo.i.'
13

nobil~s and ~ptimate.:?

More significant is the earlier evidence of

Aristotle, confirmed by Isocrates that the Carthaginian
14

State possessed an oligarchical feature. To Aristotle,

the fact that election was based upon wealth made the

state oligarchical. This quality made the Carthaginian

system diverge from aristocracy towards oligarchy. The

part played by merit was the aristocratic feature. It

was a source of regret to Aristotle that wealth was more

honoured than worth. Elsewhere Aristotle alludes to the

fact that office was the prerogative of the wealthy, and

in this assertion he is supported by Diodorus and Polybius

who saw Carthaginian lust for wealth as the determining
15

factor in all their transactions.

It is, therefore, clear that Carthaginian government

was by the middle of the fourth century in the hands of a
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few families, who retained power among themselves, and, on

the whole, preserved office for members of these families

alone. The power of this group rested upon wealth which

was the chief assurance of office. It appears logical to

associate such circumstances with the reform mentioned by

Justin. Indeed Aristotle's oligarchic state appears to

have been established in the 450's.

In such circumstances, the complete disappearance

of the Magonids from the Carthaginian political scene is

a situation to be viewed with extreme incredulity. The

Magonids survived the Himera debacle of 480 B.C. Justin

attributes the conquest of North Africa to them. It is

they who control the executive. It is the Magonids who,

therefore, provide the substantial portion of financial

support for the inland expedition. No evidence of the

confiscation of Magonid property is possessed. Indeed, it

would appear that the Magonid family continued to play a

major role in Carthaginian affairs, though no longer a

dominant one. A weal thy family like the Magonids ,.,ould have

no difficulty in obtaining a position within the capitalist

clique. Indeed, as Picard claimed, a gradual change is to

be considered, whereby the king in the fifth century, had

to take account of the shipowners before organizing an
16

expedition. In such circumstances, it is not strange to

'vIi tness the presence of Hannibal in Carthage as king and

supreme military commander.
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Further, as will be indicated, the Magonids were

distinguished for their military preeminince. Their

dismissal would not only have resulted in the loss of a

vital defence factor. The popularity of this family could

have occasioned the growth of serious discontent on the

part of the Punic demos.

The supposed references to this event are of most

negligible validity. The only definite evidence of expulsion
17

refers to that experienced by Giscon. Diodorus certainly

does not associate this event with the establishment of the

HUEdred or any oligarchical coup. Indeed, he does not

mention such events at all. Further, the political

circwnstances surrounding Giscon's exile as reported by
18

Diodorus are certainly suspect.

The information about the exile of Hannon is

inconclusive. Any attempt to effect permanent association

vlith the son of Hamilcar of IIimera is, at the most,
19

hypothetical.

Justin's information merely discusses a curbing

of Magonid monarchical power. Giscon's exile could have

resulted from circumstances entirely independent of the

events surrounding the establishment of the Hundred. The

simple fact is that the evidence of Justin does not indicate

that the Magonids were ejected from the Carthaginian

political scene in the latter decades of the fifth century.

It merely establishes the fact that attempts by prominent
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individua1s of the }1agonid, or, indeed, of any other fami 1y

to establish absolute monarchical rule were henceforth

checked.

There remains the difficulty of the absence of

evidence of action taken by the EunEred. It is noteworthy

that for the period after 396 E. C., the evidence is also

very limited. Picard notes correctly that the Libyan revolt

is unlikely to have encouraged the Punic aristocracy to
20

assert itself and not accept suppression. As regards the

fifth century, there is again a lack of adequate literary

testimony. Two facts can, however, be stated. First, it

can be argued that the very effectiveness of the 9~~dre~~

control in the mid-fifth century discouraged ambitious

kings or generals from attempting to operate extra-

constitutional projects. Indeed it is hoped that consideration

of the evidence for Punic affairs in 410 will indicate that

only the appearance of a very real crisis and the

consequences experienced by the constitutional machine,

created a situation which proved singularly favourable for

Magonid machinations.

However, evidence of a more positive nature is

certainly not lacking. It is possible to see the hand of

the HU~dr~-.9 in the exile of Giscon, even though this does

not imply that Giscon's exile was a result of the revolution

which ·led to the creation of the Hundred. Hannibal's

reluctance to command in Sicily in 406 B. C. could reflect
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21
his fear of the Hundred. The first direct evidence of-_._--
the existence of a real threat to the status guo is-----
revealed by a consideration of the adventurous career of

Himilcon. Himilcon's suicide certainly suggests anticipation
22

of any action by the Hundre~.

Two conclusions thus emerge. First, it is clear

that the establishment of the Hundred is to be dated to

the middle of the fifth century. Second, it does not

appear that the creation of the Huncl:re~ is synonomous

\-lith a general banishment of the Hagonids. Indeed, such an

expulsion is inconceivable in view of the character of the

Punic ruling class, the popularity and military preeminence

of the Magonids, and the absence of adequate testimony.

The character of Punic politics, particularly in

the years following the establishment of the !.!~.!:dr~9_,and

its relationship with Magonid aspirations is clearly

illustrated by a consideration of the nature of Carthaginian
23

kingship and the powers associated with this office.

It is clear that until the end of the fourth

century, the kingship was not an annual office. Thus

Hamilcar was appointed in 311 B. C. as one of the

epipha~estatoi until 309 B. C., the year of his death. It
24

is only at the latter point that his kingship is observed.

In 406 B. C., Hannibal was sent out as general; Himilcon
25

was general but subordinate. Clearly Hannibal was still

basileus. When Hamilcar died, he was accorded pro~~~.~~is.
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Beloch was surely correct to regard such grief on the
..

part of the Carthaginian people as incompatible with a
26

system of annual sovereigns.

Second, it is to be observed that Carthage possessed

only one king at a time: dyarchy was a late feature.

Evidence concerning Hamilcar in 480, Hannibal in 409, and
27

Hamilcar in 311 indicates this clearly. A further fact

which can be stated is that the king appears to have been
28

elected.

It is, moreover, clear that even though the eas!1~~

was not limited to an annual tenure of office, it cannot be

inferred that he occupied his position for life. The

possibility of his being superceded was very real. This

must have been particularly the case after the creation of
29

the Hundred.

Further, although the e~~ileus alone possessed the

royal title, it does not follow that sole military command
30

was his.

It is noteworthy that the evidence of the king's

election is 'always associated with the wars waged against

the Siceliots. In times of crisis, a king could be elected.

Upon such occasions, he t,'las likely to assume a great deal

of irr.portance. This does not preclude the peace time

existence of the kingship. Indeed, Aristotle did not

regard the kingship as characteristic of times of war, but

as a regular feature of the Carthaginian constitution. The

...~ :.::. '-~ -.:.: .
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cause of the constant identification of regal election and

the commence~ent of hostilities against the Siceliots, is

partly derived from the fact that Greek writers generally

discussed Carthage in connection with her wars in Sicily.

Yet, it must be remembered that for most of the fourth

century, Carthage was fighting the Siceliots. Indeed

Carthage's ~ailure to settle the Sicilian problem was the

principal difficulty \vith which that state had to contend.

It is, therefore, clear that the office of king became

increasingly identified with military leadership and crisis.

Indeed, the evidence suggests that it was the general

practice to appoint or reconfirm a king in office, whenever

a crisis, involving military commitment on the part of

Carthage, materialized.

Most significant is the fact that the ancient

testimony clearly indicates that regal office was a

Magonid monopol~. For the period 550-396 B. C. this fact
31

is well attested. The evidence concerning the monarchical

position after the crisis of 396 B. C. certainly cannot be

as firmly substantiated: hO\vever, indications of nomenclature

do certainly suggest continued Mag~nid occupation of the
32

office of king.

The evolution of such a situation is comprehensible

in view of the military reputation enjoyed by the Magonid

family. Indeed extensive testimony concerning Magonid

military prowess exists. The sources indicate that a
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mystique attached itself to members of the family, with

the result that the person of Hamilcar of Himera
33

crystallized into a cult.

Thus the following facts can be established

regarding the Carthaginian basileus. He was a non-annual

magistrate who possessed no guarantee of office for a

lengthy period of time. Though sole commander of the

Punic force, his power could be curtailed by the appointment

of a colleague, who could possess considerable authority

and even assume command of the fleet. Though the office of

king was elective, the evidence clearly suggests that the

Magonid family tended to retain its hold upon the position.

This seems certainly to have been the case during periods

of crisis involving hostilities with the Siceliot states.

Consideration of the Carthaginian kingship reveals

that fbr the Magonid family it became a means of obtaining

power, albeit a limited one. Such a fact explains to a

great extent the nature of Punic policy in the middle of

the fifth century.

There is little doubt that Magonid aspirations were

intimately associated with the kingship. Indeed possession

of this position guaranteed several advantages. In the

first place, as has been observed, the Magonid line was

associated closely with regal office. This arose to a

great extent from the popularity of the family which stemmed

from its martial prowess. Thus even when the oligarchy
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attempted to li~it the effectiveness of the Magonid king

by the appointment of a colleague, the choice inevitably

appears to have fallen upon a member of the same family.

Hence the effectiveness of this method of checking the

pm"er of the monarch "las largely blunted.

P. second advantage which favoured the possessor,

of the Punic kingship lay in the fact that theoretically

there was no time limit. As a result, far-reaching

policies could be initiated and effected. Finally, the

existence of a state of war inevitably worked to the

advantage of the incUITlDent of regal office::.

At the same time, it must be stressed that Magonid

power as related to the nonarchy was severely limited. In

the first place, the various checks inherent in Carthaginian

constitutional procedure, served as a deterrent to Magonid

ambi tions. Clearly, the sovereig"n "las not powerful enough

to establish a despotate, for his power could always be

curtailed by a co-general or dismissal from office. The

threat of prosecution by the Hundred was an additional

factor likely to dissuade an over-ambitious Magonid from

extra-constitutional designs. However, such methods were

only err-ployed as a last resort.

Oligarchic predoninance depended ultimately upon

two factors. First, it was essential to maintain the

direction of foreisn and domestic policy. In other words,

unity of purpose within the ruling clique"was desirable.

Second, avoidance of vlar was imperative to secure suppression
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of Magonid military achievement. It is these two

developments which appear to have ensured Carthage's

disinterest in large scale military manoeuvres in the

years follo'ving the conquest of the African hinterland and

resulted in a seventy-year cessation of hostilities with

the Greey. states of Sicily.

It could conceivably be argued that under such

circumstances the complete eradication of the Magonid

threat was desirable. As has, however, been shown, no

evidence for such an expulsion exists. Further, there is

no reason to doubt the fact that the Magonids constituted

a section of the Punic oligarchy. Their association with

the conquest of tIle interior certainly suggests their

continued presence. Their military prowess rendered their

appearance at the military helm a decisive factor. Certainly

any attempt by the oligarchic machine to effect their

dismissal would weaken the military potential of the Punic

state. In addition, the popularity of the ~agonids might

reveal the folly of hasty removal. Clearly popular

discontent was a force to be reckoned with.

Thus complete removal of the Magonids from the

Carthaginian political scene was undesirable. As a result,

-there existed a permanent threat to the maintenance of the

~tat~~ ~9. The oligarchy had to maintain unity within

its ranks and ensure that the Punic State avoid large scale

hostilities.
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The carthaginian reaction to the Segestan appeal

resulted in the renewal of warfare with the Siceliot states.

More important, it placed the conduct of war in the hands

of the grandson of Hamilcar, who was able to employ the new

situation to effect the operation of his own personal

vendetta against Himera.

Clearly, the oligarchic machine failed to function

in 410/9 B. C. The renewal of hostilities with, the Siceliot

states heralded the abandonment of the policy pursued during

the previous seventy years. Further, the Magonid family

appears to have assumed a position of considerable importance.

It is true that to a certain extent developments within the

Siccliot camp were responsible for the creation of such a

situation. However, it must be asked whether internal

factors affected tile situation in any way, and whether

Carthage's decision to dispatch a force to Sicily was

motivated purely by external factors, such as the growth

of Syracuse. Indeed,it is clear that the evidence of

Diodorus indicates that changes \!ithin the Punic State were

of the utmost significance in determining the course towards

war. Above all, testimony associated with the powers of

the Punic populace indicates the existence of a very real

division of opinion within the oligarchy, creating circum

stances which favoured the resurgence of Hagonid fortunes.

Very little information is provided regarding the

power of the Carthaginian demos. The evidence for the
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perioct of the second Punic war.with Rome has little

T@levance and may, therefore, be dismissed from the present

centc~t. The popular voice appears, however, to have had

eQ~~iderable influence in the events surrounding "the
34

E~_I'!P}_us of Hannon. Justin a.lso supplies testimony

eeftee~ntng the possession of significant powers by the

a~!!".2~' He states that Halchus and his rr.en \<lere exiled by

the ppople. tvhen the king returned, he pardoned all,
35

e~eept those directly concerned with the attack upon him.

For the period which folloHs- the establishment of

the Hundred, it \--lOuld appear, as Gsell observed, that under

a ~e9iMe which represented a closing of the ranks, the
36

cle~eg lost its powers.

Piodorus' description of the situation in Carthage

eft th~ eve of the Punic invasion creates a problem for

After this, nothing

voting rights on the part of the ~emos are clearly here
37

incli{;gted. The text notes that the Segestan envoys laid
38

thei~ business before the Gerousia.

~cre is heard of the council. The Karchedonioi elected

Hannibal. The same element feared Syracuse, who had

defeated Athens. It was the people who comprehended the

strategic importance of Selinus. The ~~~9~ was advised by

Hannibal. Finally, it was the people who replied to the

a~bassadors in favour of help to Segesta.

Diodorus' account thus appears to place ultimate

responsibility for the declaration of war-upon the
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Carthaginian populace. Two other facts confirm this

impression. First, it appears that the Segestans asked

the aid of the city and promised to place Segesta in their

hands. Second, the account given of the reception awaiting

Hannibal upon his return is certainly suggestive of the

It is, moreover, clear that throughout the fourth

century, the demos played a decisive role in the declaration

of war against the Siceliots. This is certainly the case
40

in 407, 392 and 383 B. C. A more detailed description is

given in the narrative for 397 B. C. The text records how

Dionysius' herald submitted the declaration to the senate,

and how the latter, after considering the contents, brought

it to the people. Significantly, it was the people who

decided that the best course of action was to await the
41

Syracusan initiative.

Finally, Diodorus' description of the events of

310 B. C. suggests decisive influence on the part of the

popular assembly. Diodorus observes that the council

reprimanded all the commanders of the fleet because they

had allowed Agathocles' army to set foot in Africa. The

appointment of the rivals Hanno and Bomilcar followed. The

significant point to observe is that in the middle of the

sentence, there is a dramatic change from singular to

plural. The GerEEsia is followed by a plural verb. It is
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•
tempting to agree with Gsell that OL Kapx~66vLOL

42
should qualify &nt6EL~av

A key passage for the interpretation of those

texts is the statement of Aristotle regarding voting

procedure at Carthage. Aristotle states that reference of

some matters and not others to the popular assembly rested

--with the kings in consultation with the elders, in case

they agreed unanimously, but that failing that, these

matters rested with the people, and when the kings

introduced business to the assembly, they did not merely

let the people sit and listen to the decisions that had

been taken by their rulers, but the people had the sovereign

decision and any person could speak against the proposals
43

introduced.

Aristotle's evidence indicates three facts. First,

the opening statement concerning the type of matters

submitted by agreement to the assembly suggests that

unimportant subjects might be taken to the people. Second,

the implication is clear: where major decisions were

involved and no disagreement between king and ge~9Ete2

existed, no recourse was directed to the assembly. Certainly

the period follov.ling the establishment of the !I~~_~.E_~~' which

represented a closing of oligarchic ranks, is unlikely to

have ~]itnessed an 2ppeal to the popular assembly. During

this period, it would appear that the kings who were most

probably Nagonids, were obliged to act in cooperation \'ith
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the oligarchy.

Third - and most i~portant for our consideration

of the crisis of 410/9 B. C. - it seems that in cases

where there was a difference of opinion between king and

council, the practice was to consult the popular assembly.

Significantly, it was the king who introduced 0usiness to

the assembly. Finally, it is implied that such affairs

were of major i~portance. Indeed, only a serious problem

is likely to have caused 3uch a state of affairs. An

issue in which the alternative of peace or war was involved,

is obviously to be considered under such a category.

The· situation described by Diodorus appears to

corrcs~ond closely to that found in the Politics. Indeed,

Diodorus' account of the events of 407, 397, 392 and 383
44

clearly indicates that the ~emo~ played a decisive role.

The narrative of 410, as well as indicating this, stresses

the existence of a close relationship between the king and

the demos. Indeed Hannibal appears to derive his power

from the people. It is true that the more detailed account

of the events of 397, as well as the narrative of the events

of 407, 392 and 383 B. C., while aware of the importance of

the part of the ~emos, omits reference to the role of the

king. However, the description of the events of 410 clearly

illustrates this feature, and it is to be assumed that the

monarchical element is to be associated with all the crises

involving the co~"encement of hostilities with the Siceliot

states.
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Other facts show the existence of a serious

division of opinion concerning the nature of the response

to be given to the Segestan envoys. Policies were divided

at Carthage. There existed a fear that Syracuse might be

antagonized. The view is distinctly upheld that it was
45

Hannibal who was in favour of intervention. The paucity

of the original n~1bers appears to suggest less than
46

wholehearted support for the expedition from the oligarchy.

Hannibal's unwillingness to assume command in 407 B. C.

and the appointment of a junior colleague, Himilcon, perhaps
47

indicates senatorial hostility towards Hannibal.

The establishment of a Punic colony in Sicily in

4D7 B. C. uS a prelude to the invasion of 406 B. C. has

possible relevance for the crisis of 410/9 B. C. The
48

colony of Therma included Carthaginian citizens. Aristotle

noted that since the power of the nobility rested upon wealth,

they were able to send the people to appointments in the

cities (of the Empire). Thus they healed the social problem
49

and stability resulted.

Two facts are significant. First, Therma was the

first Punic colony founded in Sicily. Clearly important

reasons accounted for adoption of such a procedure. Second,

the cause of the foundation of Therma might possibly possess

some relevance. Though it is possible that the establishment

of the colony was a move undertaken for purposes of defence,

it is equally probable that another reason was the disposal
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of a hostile citizen body, whose presence in Carthage

in 410/9 B. C. had temporarily upset the functioning of the

Oligarchic machine, and who continued to represent a very

real threat to olig~r.chic suzerainty. Thus employment of

the information of Aristotle and Diodorus tends to confirm

the thesis that Hannibal and the populace united to effect

a drastic revision of Punic policy towards the Siceliot

states.

Thus it appears that in the middle of the fifth

century, the hegemony of the !1agonid family was terminated.

The main result of the oligarchic revolution was the

creation of' the institution of the Hundred. As a result,

Puni~govcrnmentwas controlled by a group of wealthy

families, \>,1hich included the ~lagonid line. Certainly, no

evidence exists, suggesting that family's expulsion. Their

disappearance from the Punic political scene is rendered

improbable in view of the fact that the Magonids represented

an inportant capitalist and military element in the

Carthaginian State. rinally, it is clear that any attempt

on the part of the oligarchic machine to eliminate the

Magonids could have resulted in serious popular dissent.

It is, therefore, not strange to find Hannibal as

king in 410/9 B. C. The popularity of the Nagonid family

and the reputation accorded it in military matters led to

that dynasty's association vlith the monarchical office.

Certainly such an identification is particularly relevant
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in periods of warfare.

Oligarchical power rested upon the control of

Punic policy, avoidance of warfare, and lack of disunity

within its ranks. In the last resort, various checks could

be employed such as the dis~issal from office, the

appointment of a colleague and prosecution by the Hu~~~ed.

It must be stressed that the association of the Magonids

with regal office limited to a considerable extent the

. effectiveness of these somewhat dras~ic measures. Hence

the appointment of Himilcon in 407 B. C. and not the

elevation of a non-Magonid.

In 410/9 B. C., the oligarchic machine ceased to

function. Failure to maintain a policy of peace towards

the Siceliots is one manifestation of the weakness inherent

in the oligarchic camp. More important, the course of

events suggest that a lack of maintenance of a harmonious

policy led to the acceptance of the Segestan alliance.

It has been suggested that the Magonids represented

the war party, favouring acceptance of the Segestan alliance.

The majority of the oligarchic clique preferred the

continuance of a policy of peace with the Siceliot states.

As a result of the division of opinion, the king was
to appeal

empowered/to the popular assembly. The favour of the demos

towards the Magonid line assured that party of success in

carrying the motion, favouring the alliance with the

Elyrnian State. The inevitable result \olas .the commencement
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50
of hostilities, culminating in the destruction of Himera.

It has further been suggested that the appointment

of the unwilling Hannibal in 406 B. C., Hannibal's

association with a colleague and the foundation of Therma

---reflect senatorial policy aimed at elimination of the

Magonid threat which had materialized in 410/9 B. C.

Hannibal's unwillingness to assume co~mand in 406 B. C.

appears indicative of that general's fear of the oligarchic

machine and its weapon - the Hundre~. The appointment of

Himilcon certainly weakened IIannibal's authority. Finally,

it has been argued that the colonization of Therma was

employed to effect the disposal of hostile elements within

the citizen body, ~ho had played a major role in the Magonid

coup of 410/9 B. C. However, such means were considerably

limited in view of the association of the Magonids with the

regal office. Himilcon's coup revealed the ineffectual

nature of the oligarchic attempts.

It may be objected that direct testimony of a

convincing nature is noticeably absent, to indicate the

validity of the thesis herein propounded. It is true that

no text declares openly that a dispute between Hannibal and

the oligarchic clique, which resulted in an appeal to the

people, led to the Punic invasion. However, as has been

argued, such a reconstruction explains certain difficulties,

and is supported by a considerable amount of evidence.

First, it has been sho~~, if the traditional dating
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for the establishrr-ent of the Hundred and the overthrow of

the Magonid hegemony is accepted, the difficulty remains

of attempting to explain Hannibal's ability to gain

senatorial support for his own very personal designs

against Himera. It is doubtful whether a. united oligarchy

would have been ~illing to support such an undertaking.

Second, a drastic revision of foreign policy as is implied

by the commencement of hostilities with the Siceliots is

likely to have produced a division of feeling. The fact that

no hostilities had existed for seventy years, and that these

years had brought prosperity to the Punic state indicateS

the gravity of the dilemma into which the oligarchy is

likely to have been plunged. Clearly then, testimony

regarding the circumstances surrounding the crisis is not

lacking.

Direct evidence of the existence of division of

feeling within oligarchic ranks is certainly not absent.

Tension between Hannibal and the oligarchy is suggested by

the evidence concerning the events leading to the second

Punic invasion. Further, Diodorus' testimony does indicate

that the assembly played a decisive role in the events of

410/9 B. C. Finally, there is little doubt that consideration

of the text's information reveals that Hannibal enjoyed

popular support.

In such circumstances, it can, therefore, be

established that an oligarchic coup characterized the 450's,
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and that a major factor in the decision to renew war with

the Siceliots in 410 was a temporary but highly decisive

alliance between a section of the oligarchy, centering

around the Magonid family, and the popular assembly.

2. The Siceliot Threat

It is clear that the evidence for the Punic

internal situation suggests that a crisis of considerable

- proportions had so affected the populace and a section of

the oligarchy, that Hannibal was able to utilize the

circumstances to carry out his o~~ personal vendetta against

Himera. Since action was conducted against Selinus and

Himera, it is clear that the source of danger derived

ultimately from the Siceliots. The problem is, therefore,

to determine as precisely as possible the nature of the

Siceliot threat, which induced Punic intervention. In the

following section, it will be shown that a threat did, in

fact, materialize. The danger possessed four aspects.

First, it assumed the form of an attack upon Punic commerce.

Second, there was the factor of political unification by the

Siceliots. A complication arose in the form of a rupture

between Carthage and her ancient ally, Selinus. Third,

Athen's elimination from the West considerably increased the

danger to Carthage. Finally, it will be necessary to assess

these facts in relation to the course of Punic policy in

the period 480-410 B. C.

The Syracusan victory over Athens accelerated the
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democratic tendencies of the Siceliot state. The democratic

regime is headed by one Diocles who is described as ~wv

51
The latter is associated with

the constitutional reform whereby the presidency'of the
52

assembly was transferred to other magistrates taken by lot.

It is probably at this time that the repeal of Hermocrates'
53

reforMs of the strat~gia took place.

The tendency towards extreme democracy is undoubtedly

to be associated with the growth of the Syracusan navy in

the war with Athens.Thucyc.ides, who was only too aware of

the compatibility of sea power and democratic government,

observed how Athens failed when attacking cities of similar
. 54

characteristics, possessing democratic governments.

Thucydides' earlier reference to the Syracusan naval reform

supports this claim. Indeed the sailor ruled Syracuse, for

the state was dependent upon the sailor.

The full significance of the new Syracusan navy was

only first realized in 406 B. C. Syracuse, after the return

of the ships from the East, was now predominant in Syracusan

waters. The first clash in the war of 406 was a sea fight

in which Syracuse won a victory. For the first time, a

war between Carthage and the Siceliots had begun with a sea

encounter, and the Syracusans had hindered the landing of a

Punic force. Until then, the very fact that the Syracusans

did not possess a navy of any significance had rendered a

sea offensive on Carthage's part futile. 'At this stage,
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however, Hannica1's prime concern was the control of the

sea in order to ensure the safety of his transport ships.
55

Land operations occupied a secondary place in his scheme.

The events of 397 B. C. also indicate Syracusan naval
56

supremacy.

Indeed a serious threat to Carthage's maritime
57

supremacy made its appearance. This supremacy was vital

for Punic interests in that the State's wealth depended
, 58

upon commercial enterprise. Classic evidence of

Carthaginian policy is furnished by Polybius' two Romano-

Punic treaties, which may be compared to the Fhoenician-

Assyrian treaty of 677 B. C. and are not to be seen in
59

isolation. Carthage's recognition of Reman supremacy in

the treaty of 509 B. C. ensured the exclusion of roman
60

shipping from the Western Mediterranean: the treaty of

348 B. C. marked an extension of the terms of the original
61

treaty. An extension of commercial rights is indicated

by the permission to plunder Latium. A combination of

political, cultural and commercial factors appear to

underline Carthage's first conflicts with the Greek world.

Two Greek pirates with whom she came in contact are known:
62

Dionysius of Phocaea and Postumius of Etruria. The

Atlanta incident provides clear evidence of Carthage's
63

determination to exclude rivals. Carthage's great

commercial ventures are the products of the mid-fifth century

and are marked by the conquest of the African hinterland,
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Himilcon's voyage along the Gallic and Spanish coast and

Hannon's circumnavigation of Africa. Dio Chrysostom noted

that Hannon's voyage "transformed the Carthaginians from

Phoenicians into Africans. Due to his efforts, they lived

in Africa rather than in Phoenicia, became very wealthy,

acquired many markets, ports and ships, and ruled on land
64

and sea." To Aristotle, the Carthaginian state was

oligarchical because the main interest was the acquisition
65

of wealth.

In such circumstances, it is clear that the

creation of a powerful Syracusan navy was bound to cause

alarm within Carthaginian ranks. At the same time, it is

clear that purely political factors cannot be dissociated

from such considerations.

There is little doubt that the collapse of the

Athenian expedition resulted in the growth of Siceliot

imperialistic tendencies, which proved to represent a

serious threat to the Carthaginian position in Sicily.

One manifestation of the changed political situation has

been noted: the growth of the vigorous naval democracy of

Syracuse. Another factor was the noticeable lack of discord

among the Siceliots. It is clear that Carthage's pretext

for intervention was the Segestan appeal. Yet the war

between Segesta and Selinus was not a war between Siceliot

and Siceliot but between Siceliot and Elymian. The

hostilities tetween Syracuse and Ionian Catane and Naxos
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were probably the decisive factor in the Punic success

against Selinus. Yet t\oTO points are to be observed. First,

it is clear that once the common danger was realized, a

very real peace appears to have been agreed upon between
66

Syracuse and the Ionian states. secondly, the Ionian

proble~ was ancient and, indeed, was only terminated by

Dionysius' harsh treatment. As such, it must not be viewed

in isolation from the united Dorian front, to which the

evidence clearly testifies. The fall of Himera was due to

fear of a Carthaginian attack upon Syracuse. Evidence for

~~~~i~ within the Siceliot states is small and of negligible
67

value. A s~all pro-Carthaginian party appears at Selinus.

Hilnera lJrovides no evidence of such a clique. Solidarity

characterizes Syracuse: the firm resistance to Herrnocrates
68

is indicative of the solidarity of the oernocratic regime.

The "Greeks Hho pitied" are pro~ably survivors from the
69

Athenian a~.ament.

~ further factor in the situation is the defection

of Selinus from the Punic cause. In the war of 480 B. C.,
70

Selinus was openly on Carthage's side. At some time

between 580 and 510 B. C., a war occurred between Carthage

and Selinus. Henceforth Selinus appears to have pursued a

policy directed to\'ards peace with Carthage, friendship with

Himera, and hostility towards Syracuse. The evidence is

admittedly meagre. Epigraphic evidence from Olympia suggests
71

hostility to Syracuse and Celon. This would imply
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friendship towards Carthage. Numismatic evidence indicates

ancient ties between Selinus and Himera, whose tyrant

Terillus, after being ejected by Gelon's ally, Theron of

Acragas, appealed for aid from Carthage with the support of
72

Anaxilas of Rhegium. It appears that Sel~nus' pro-

Carthaginian sympathies can be traced to the period after

the death of Dorieus. Euryleon gathered the survivors

and seized the Selinuntine colony of Minoa, and then freed

Selinus from the tyrant Peithagoras. He then made himself

tyrant of Selinus, but was soon killed. It seems that

Peithagoras represented those elements favouring a policy

of peace towards Carthage and the Phoenician colonies in

Sicily, while Euryleon supported the pro-Greek elements.

It would appear that upon the overthrow of Euryleon, Selinus
73

returned to its pro-Carthage position. Finally a small

piece of evidence in the form of a E~J_~x.ip of Selinus, which

is dated to the sixth or fifth century, possessing the name
74

~uppav& may indicate Selinuntine pro-Barbarian sympathies.

The chief point to observe is that the alliance

between Selinus and Syracuse in 410 B. C. annulled the

entente which had existed between Selinus and Carthage for

one hundred and fifty years. Perhaps the origin of the

dispute with Segesta contained the seeds of the future

schism with Carthage. It has been suggested that Selinus

desired a harbour in the north of the island for

communications with Spain and Etruria. The chief evidence
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is in the form of Selinuntine coins found in the hoards of
75

Tarragona. This indicates interest by Selinus in Spain,

and possible interference in Carthaginian mercantile spheres.

Perhaps a cooling-off of the ancient friendship accompanied

these developments. Two other facts might have influenced

the course of events. First, the cultural and religious

emphasis upon the Se~itic as opposed to the Hellenic of the

years following the battle of Himera, is like~y to have

contributed to the growth in divergence hetween Carthage and

the Siceliot states, in particular with Selinus. Finally,

the fact that Gisco sought refuge in Selinus might be

indicative of the existence of a strained relationship

between Selinus and Carthage.

Thus the threat posed by Syracusan naval strength

and tile lack of dissention which characterized the Siceliot

states, was intensified by Syracuse's al!iance with a

state which had been Carthage's foremost Siceliot ally,

and whose borders approached perilously close to her own.

There is no doubt that Athenian aims in Sicily

approximated closely to those of Carthage. It is true

that references in Thucydides allude to hostile designs of

Alcibiades towards Carthage. Alcibiades himself mentions his

projects against the Punic state. Hermocrates refers to
76

Carthage's fears of Athens. It must, however, be stressed

that both Alcibiadcs and Hermocrates have their own axes to

grind. It is significant that Alcibiades' aim was to gain
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stressed is the fact that he does not speak of the plans
77

against Carthage before the assembly. There is little

doubt that had Alcibiades seriously threatened Carthage,

Thucydides would have put these plans in his mouth.

Further as M. Treu has observed, Thucydides' narrative
78

contains two theses in direct contradiction to one another.

The second depicting Alcibiades as the promoter of a scheme

of alliances, appears to ignore Alcibiades' Western designs

of conquest. Most significant is the fact that Nicias,

presumably with Lamachus' consent, after Alcibiades' recall,
79

sent a trireme on a mission of friendship to Carthage.

There is little ~oubt that this event comes within the

sphere of Alcibiades' policy, for, first, Alcibiades' plans

were equally binding upon Lamachus and Nicias; second, no

change of plan is noted; and finally, there is no change in

the nature of the ~~E~tegia. As Treu has observed, the

evidence supports the second thesis namely that Alcibiades

entertained no hostile intent against Carthage. Such a

conclusion is inescapable in the context of Alcibiades'

relations with Messana and Catane~ and Thucydides' account

of the debate preceding the expedition, which clearly depicts

Alcibiades as the formulator of a policy of alliance. The

cause of this confusion is perhaps due to a telescoping of

later events and the substitution of Alcibiades, the

champion of the Ionian War for Alcibiades~ the partner of

376
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Nicias and Lamachus. Equally important is the argument

that Thucydides overemphasized Alcibiades' importance

because he received his information from Alcibiades

personally. Finally, the anti-democratic bias could be

responsible for seriously distorting. the realities of the
80

situation.

The evidence of Plutarch concerning Athenian

designs against the West merely represents current gossip

and is not to be regarded as representative of public
81

policy. The conclusion is clear: Athens and Alcibiades

desired the creation of an alliance of Greeks and Barbarians

against Syracuse, into which scheme Carthage belonged.

The existence of a policy of friendship between

Athens and Carthage is supported by other evidence. An

identification of interest is implied by the fact that many

of Athens' allies later joined Carthage. Segesta had old

ties with Athens, dating from 453 B. C. and before appealing
82

to Athens in 416, Segesta appealed to Carthage. The

capture of Hykkara in the first year of the expedition did

not provoke Carthaginian hostility, even though this lay to
83'

the Dest of the haven, Fanorrnus. Athens sought Etruscan

aid. Indeed the Etruscans offered aid before being asked to
84

provide it. The trireme sent to the Etruscan cities also

went to Car~hage. Clearly, Carthage did not send aid, for

mention of Carthaginian aid would, without doubt, have been

made in ~hucydideR' catalogue of the allies of nthens and
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85
Syracuse. The important fact is that aid was sought from

Carthage. Such a situation is inconceivable in the context

of a hostile relationship. Further, direct Etruscan support

for ~thens is only possible in view of the existence of
86

a close friendship, characterizing Etruscan-Funic relations.

The Siceliot allies of Athens and Carthage appear

to have been identical. The evidence suggests that Athens'

allies, Naxos and Catane did not identify the~selves with

the Siceliot cause in the last decade of the fifth century.

They are not found identifying themselves with the cause

of Dionysius. They do not appear to have joined the Siceliot

League. No evidence for their secession from the League

is provided. They do not appear in the treaty beb;een
87

Dionysius and Carthage, and Naxos and Catane are the
88

first cities attacked by Dionysius. A further fact is

the Leontini clause of the treaty behleen Dionysius and

Carthage, \olhich appears to be based upon Ji.thenian policy
89

tOwards Leontini.

Further, the evidence suggests refusal on Carthage's

part to aid Syracuse. Hermocrates attributed the Carthaginian

failure to intervene on Athens' side to fear of Athens. A

system of alliances is recommended, including the dispatch
90

of an embassy to Carthage. \':hat must be stressed is that

there is no direct evidence that an embassy was sent. Yet

that it was sent is certainly suggested.

In Hermocrates' speech, the allies to be won over
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are not Siceliots. First, the Sicels: those on the coast

were to be confirmed in their alliance and those of the

interior were to be won over. The Italiots were either to

be gained as allies or, at least, they were to promise not

to receive the Athenians in their havens. An attempt was

to be made to obtain direct help in Sicily from Corinth

and Lacedaemo~ who were, at the same time, to stir up

war at home. Finally, Hermocrates hoped to gain the

support of Carthage, who, since she was afraid of Athens,

was to help Syracuse against the common enemy.

Thucydides records how the Syracusans, fearing

that the Sicels might join the enemy, sent garrisons to the

subject places and envoys to the independent Sicel towns.

Thus it is clear that a very real attempt was made to win
91

over the Sicels.

Thucydides notes the cool reception accorded the
92

Athenians by the Italiots. Taras and Locri even refused

the Athenians anchor and the taking of water. The Rhegines

were somewhat more hospitable, giving them permission to'

draw up their ships on shore and rest. They were allowed

only food and rest. A market was found for them outside

the city in the precinct of the Rhegine Artemis. The

envoys alone were allowed in the city, only to be told

that Rhegium would not act alone for either side, but

would do whatever was agreed upon by the other Italiots.

These events reveal a strong tendency towards
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Italiot unity. One cause may have been distrust of the
93

vast Athenian armament, as Justin suggests. At the

same time, this cannot alone account for the vaccilation
. 94

of Rhegium, Athens' oldest ally amongst the Italiots,

whose territory had been the base for Athenian operations

in 427 B. C. Thus it appears that the chief clue to

the unfriendliness of the Italiot cities, including

Rhegiu~,is to be found in the effects of Syracusan

diplomatic intrigues in this area.

Finally, there are the Peloponnesian allies.

Thucydides, in fact, records a Syracusan embassy to

Corinth and Sparta, which changed the course of the war,
95

for it resulted in be dispatch of Gylippus to the West.

Envoys were thus sent to the Italiots, Sicels and

Peloponnesians as IIermocrates advised. The question then

arises whether it is not conceivable that envoys were sent

to Carthage as well. It is true that there is no direct

reference. Yet for this, there may be a perfectly logical

explanation. The envoys to the Peloponnesians, Italiots

and Sicels appear to have net with some success at least.

The Peloponnesians provi~ed open-hearted aid; the Sicels

were divided, the majority supporting Athens; the Italiots

pursued an attitude which was distinctly hostile to Athens,

which was probably the result of Syracusan diplomacy.

Nothin~ is recorded concerning Carthage. One of two facts

is indicated. First, Carthage may not have performed
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direct action in favour of either of the protagonists.

It certainly does not prove that no embassy at all was

sent to Carthage. The one fact which appears to be

indicated is that nothing came of the embassy which was

sent upon Hermocrates' advice to Carthage. Alternatively,

it is possible that the embassy advocated by I.ermocrates to

Carthage was not, in fact, sent, precisely because the

Syracusans realized the futility of such action in face of

the existence of relations of friendship between Athens

and Carthage.

Both interpretations of the evidence concerning

Syracusan hopes for a Punic alliance point to the existence

of an understan~ing, probably unwritten, between Athens

and Carthage. It is possible that Meritt's conclusion, that

heralds came from carthage in connection with the

Carthaginian attack of 407/6 B. C., is t~ be doubt~d.

}10re certain, however, is the fact that the Athenians had

sent a mission to negotiate with Hannibal and Himilcon in

Sicily. Now, it can be argued that by 407 B. C. the

situation had changed and the danger of Athenian predominance

in the West was unlikely. At the same time, it is to be

doubted whether, had Athens formulated a distinct policy

against Carthage about the time of the Athenian expedition

to Sicily, Carthage would have been inclined to negotiate
96

with her in the period immediately following.

Caution characterizes the years following the
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battle of Himera. The Etruscan loss of Latium cannot

have been without influence upon the policy of Carthage,

for the Etruscan ruling class was now cut off from the

homeland except by sea. Another Etruscan setback was the

defeat at the hands of Aristodemus of Cumae. The fact

that ties between Carthage and the Eastern Mediterranean

were severed as a result of the wars waged by the Delian

League against Persia also contributed to Carthage's

cautious Sicilian policy. Economic changes, characterized

by reluctance to import from the Greek world and religious

changes revealing strong emphasis upon the Semitic as

opposed to the Hellenic, were followed by the Magonid

conquests in Africa. These developments culminated in the

establishment of the H~ndred and the curbing of Magonid

predominance. In short, a policy of caution aimed at

avoiding an entanglement in Sicilian affairs appears to
97

have been pursued.

At the same time, the significance of the battle
98

of Himera can be overstressed. One fact alone indicates

this: why was no attempt made to follow up the victory?

It appears that there was a lack of confidence on the

part of the Siceliots to undertake the conquest of

North-~~est Sicily. Tradition concerning the battle and

the subsequent treaty clearly indicates Sice1iot caution.

Pindar speaks as if a renewed Carthaginian attack were
99

inevitable. A moderate sum of two thousand talents was
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paid by Carthage, who was obliged to enforce the

construction of t~.,o temples, in ~'lhich the terms of the
100

treaty were to be recorded. The spirit of moderation

underlines the picture of Gelon prevailing upon the
101

Carthaginians to abandon the practice of hQman sacrifice.

That Carthage ~as not entirely disinterested in

developments in Sicily is illustrated by three facts.

First, a pro-Carthaginian party represented by a certain
102

Empedion, appears to have existed in Selinus before 409 B. C.

This party appears to have been very small for, in the

first place, kindness is only accorded by Hannibal to

Empedion and his kinsmen. It is possible that Empedion

represented an oligarchical clique within Selinus, courting

the favour of Carthage. Diodorus' use of the word kinsmen

would perhaps imply the fact that Empedion headed a faction

vlhich \-Jas formed by uniting a number of families. A second

reason for regarding the party of Empedion as forming only

a minority of the citizen population of Selinus is the fact

that it was unable to prevent the Selinuntine embassy from

being sent to Syracuse, declining arbitration. Clearly this

party existed in the city before Selinus' capture by

Hannibal. It seems to have been consolidated some time

bet~een the battle of Himera in 480 B. C. and the invasion

of 409 B. C. Carthaginian motives might have been occasioned
103

by Seliriuntine encroachment of Punic interests in Spain.

Aware of the inevitability of a clash behleen Selinus and
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Segesta and of her interests regarding the outcome of

the issue, the Punic state inaugurated intrigues within

the city with which hostilities were likely to commence.

In 410 B. C. following the Selinuntine invasion

of undisputed Segestan land, Segesta, as well as appealing

for aid to Carthage, promised to become a Carthaginian
104

dependency. This passage by itself implies the fact

that Carthage had certainly not been disinterested in

developments in Sicily for some time before embarking upon

her policy of open hostility to the Siceliot cities towards

the end of the fifth century B. C. Clearly Segesta would

not have taken such a drastic step as offering to become

part of Carthaginian territory, had previous relations not

existed between Carthage and herself. The Segestan embassy

to Carthage in 416 confirms the existence of relations
105

between Carthage and Segesta, effected before 410.

Finally, Diodorus' reference to the Carthaginians

who had homes in Syracuse and the Phoenicians dwelling

amongst the other Siceliots provides additional evidence

for the possibility of Carthaginian intrigues during the
106

seventy-year period of apparent lack of hostilities.

One fact is clear: that the cautious policy of

Carthage during the period 480/10 B. C. does not imply

disinterest in Siceliot affairs. The close identity of

~thenian and Punic aims necessitated only a minimal

amount of direct interference in Siceliot affairs.
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Generally, interference of a more direct nature was

confined to the area bordering the Fhoenician sector

of the island. It was only with the appeara~ce of a

major threat in 410/9 B. C. that more positive action

was taken, and even then, as has been seen, it was not

a harmonious decision on Carthage's part.

It is thus clear that the growth of Siceliot

unity and the threat to Punic commercial enterprises

combined with Selinus' defection from the Punic alliance

and the elimination of Athens from the West necessitated,

in the view of certain elements within the Punic state,

immediate intervention. It has been suggested that it

was this crisis which led to a revival of Magonid

aspirations.

That a division of feeling existed regarding the

nature of the policy to be conducted against the Siceliots

is in no way surprising. The adoption of a policy, which

would clearly result in hostilities, was a serious enough

issue to encourage dispute. This was particularly the

case after a seventy year period of peace which had

brought Empire and prosperity to the Punic state. At

the same time,the emergence of a powerful Syracuse, the

unification of Dorian Sicily, the threat to Funic cowmerce

posed by the new political situation, the defection of

Selinus, the elimination of Athens and the danger of

Syracusan encroachment upon the Phoenician sector of the
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island as a result of the Segesta-Selinus conflict, 

these were all factors which would weigh heavily with a

party favouring intervention in Sicilian affairs. The

populace composed largely of Punic sailors, would

certainly favour intervention in view of the serious

threat posed by the Syracusan naval democracy. Hence
107

popular support of Hannibal was, in fact, inevitable.

Such a situation favoured Nagonid designs upon

the hegemony of the Punic state. Certainly,it enabled

Hannibal to undertake his personal vendetta against Himera.

In other words, it is suggested that a combination of personal

motives and reasons of state account for the corrmence~ent of

hostilities in 40~ D. C. To the runic state, the necessity

of checking Syracusan threats upon North 1~estern Sicily

and the direct Selinuntine threat was the primary concern;

to Hannibal and the Magonids, the crisis created a situation

whereby the family disgrace might be avenged.

Indeed, it is only upon such an interpretation that

the text's claim that Hannibal's private designs were the

decisive aims of the expedition, can be comprehended. By

itself this thesis would be difficult to accept. In

conjunction with the interpretation submitted above of

the notives of the Carthaginian state, this view becomes

comprehensible. Certainly information about private

grudges and personal motives as contributory factors towards

the declaration of war cannot be dismissed. However, we
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should remember that ancient historians tended to view
108

such motives in isolation.

Gsell rightly observed that the main aim of the

oligarchy was the acquisition of wealth, and that this

contrasted sharply with Magonid type imperialism which

hindered the mercantile progress of the oligarchy. The

ruling class realized that war encouraged the appearance

of popular leaders, who constituted a serious danger to

the status Suo. However, regarding the events of 410,

Gsell apparently accepted the fact that an agreement had

been concluded between the Magonids and the rest of the
109

oligarchy. This approach has been adopted by Picard

who argues that political divisions were forgotten under

a "sacred union" and that Carthage had been preparing for
110

many years to attack the Siceliots..

This view appears somewhat less than realistic

in view of the evidence which suggests that the seventy

year interval between the battle of Himera and the dispatch

of Hannibal was one in which the Carthaginian government

showed itself unwilling to intervene unless directly

threatened. Attempts to associate religious changes with

political developments do not command a great deal of

confidence. They merely indicate emphasis upon the

Phoenician or Semitic as opposed to the Greek. This need

not imply an accompanying crusading spirit against
111

Hellenism in Sicily. Further, this approach tends to
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assume a link between the expeditions of 409 and 406/5 B. C.

The fact is that Diodorus does not associate the two attacks.

Further, he makes it clear that Hannibal showed no real

interest in the war of 406 B. C., whereas the campaign of

409 B. C. was, in a real sense, his own personal war.

Finally, Gsell's claim fails to explain the

restoration of the Magonids and the assumption of the

Sicilian command by Hannibal. The evidence concerning

Carthaginian internal politics throughout the fourth

century most certainly does not indicate that the year

410/9 marks the initiation of a period of cooperation

between Magonid and aristocracy.

3. The Causes of the Second Punic Intervention

Just as in 410/9 B. C., Carthage had been faced

by a real threat from the Siceliots, so too the invasion

of 406 B. c. v..'as occasioned by developments anlong the

Siceliots. Indeed, it was the rise of a unifieci Siceliot

League, occasioned by the invasion of 409 E. C., that ~as

the direct cause of the secone invasion. As a result of

the League's rise, Carthage saw herself faced by a very

real danger.

One fact is clear; that Carthage, after the

capture of Hinera, had no intention of resuming aggressive

activity against the rest of Siceliot Sicily. After the

capture of Himcra, nannital' s ',-;ork t·!as done. He dismissed
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his Sicilian allies and Campanian mercenaries, left some

African troops to garrison the Sicilian towns, and then
112

returned triumphantly home. These events merely

confirm the fact that Hannibal, throughout the expedition,

aimed at avenging his grandfather's disgrace and restoring

Magonid fortunes. As regards the Punic state in general,

the destruction of Se1inus marked the achievement of her

aims and the restoration of stability in North Western

Sicily. Furthermore, as Freeman pointed out, numismatic

evidence confirms the fact that Carthage concentrated her

attention upon her possessions in Sicily. Segesta's

subordination is confirmed by the fact that Segestan coinage

now comes to an end. In 410, Greek legends are replaced

by Phoenician ones on the coinage of Motya and Panormus.

Himera seems to imitate this coinage before the siege.

Hence it has been suggested that Carthage struck these

before the siege to indicate that Carthaginian influence
113

would be paramount there.

That Carthage, after the capture of Himera, had

no desire to conquer Sicily, is, above all, indicated by

the fact that she does not appear to be maintaining any

party within the enemy ranks, which shows that ei~her

Carthage had abstained from attempting to win over a party

from among the Sice1iots, or that, if such a party did

exist, she refused to adhere to their proposals. It is

true that we know little of the internal political

developments of the Siceliot cities during this period.
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~lO facts are, however, clear. First, Carthage made no

attempt to intervene in the dispute between Hermocrates and

Diocles. Hermocrates employed the Siceliot nationalist

cry as a weapon of political propaganda. There is no

evidence, however, to indicate that Diocles ever entered

into treasonable negotiations with the enemy. Second, it

has' already been noted that it is in this period that the

Siceliot states resolved their difficulties and unified

themselves under Syracuse.

The period between the capture of Himera and the

second Punic invasion witnessed the creation of the

Siccliot League. Oiodorus, probably reflecting Philistus'

desire to minimize the importance of the League's role, has,

as has been shown, deliberately obscured these developments

and attempted to regard Siceliot success as due more to
114

Punic errors than to their own ability. Yet clear evidence

for the League's formation and development does exist.

The first traces of the League are to be found in

the period of the Selinuntine campaign. Negotiations

between the various cities led to the conclusion of an

alliance at some period before the fall of Selinus. The

difficulty is to determine whether the League broke up

before the second Carthaginian invasion. In actual fact,

it does not appear that the League dissolved itself after

the fall of lIimera, even though, as has been seen, Carthage
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at that time does not appear to have formulated any definite

policy towards the other Siceliot cities. It is stated in

the text that before embarking upon the war, the Carthaginians

received ambassadors censuring them for the war and requiring
115

them for the future to desist from hostilities. This

passage i~plies t~o facts: that Syracuse had not continued

her war with Haxos and Catane; and that she had entered into

an agreement with certain of the Siceliot cities, and became

their leader and spokesman. Such an ultimatum cannot have

been delivered by Syracuse unless sh~ had been able to gain

the support of the other Siceliot cities.

The problem is to determine the extent of the

League. Acragas and Gela were the first cities to join
116

Syracuse. The text does not state whether the peace

treaty hetween Syracuse and the Chalcidian cities was

followed by a ~~machia. It cannot, therefore, be determined

whether Catane and Naxos joined the League. If they did

join in 409 B. C., it is very probable that they dropped

out by the tiroe of the second Carthaginian invasion. The

fact that these two cities are the notable absentees from

the treaty of 405 B. C., that they are allied in 403 B. C.,

and that Dionysius later attacked them, suggests that they

maintained, at the very least, an attitude of neutrality.

It may be objected that it is unlikely that such an attitud8

was maintained in face of the common danger from Carthage.

The validity of such an objection is to be doubted in view
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of the fact that Carthage's policy, as will be seen, was

not simply to annex, but to dissolve Siceliot union, as

manifested in the Siceliot League. Further, cooperation

between barbarian and Greek is not inconceivable in view

of Selinus' pro-barbarian sympathies in the period before
117

her alliance with the Syracusan bloc. Finally, these

states were not immediately threatened by Carthage.

Thus it is clear that originally the League

consisted of Syracuse, Acragas, Gela and Himera. It is

possible that the Chalcidian cities also joined. It seems

most probable that Camarina joined as well. It is true

that this city is not named until the second invasion.

Thi~ fact might, however, merely be the result of the

text's general disinterest in the position of the allies.

It is to be noted that there is only one reference to the

Acragantines and Geloans. This is when they agreed to aid

Selinus only with Syracuse as leader. This merely shows

that these cities prevailed upon Syracuse to end her war

with the Chalcidians. After, this, Acragas and Gela are

not mentioned. It follows that Camarina played no part

in the negotiations leading to the creation of the Siceliot

League. It does not follow that she did not join the

League.

It is clear that the Elymians and Sicani supported

Carthage. They are referred to in the treaty together with
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the Phoenician colonies as the "ancient colonies of
118

Carthage". The real problem, however, is to determine

in what ways these peoples together with the Phoen-icians

became subordinated to Carthage. Evidence is deficient

on this question.

In chapter fifty-nine of book thirteen, the

Sicani and Siceli join Carthage: in chapter sixty-two,
119

Hannibal is said to have dismissed his Sicilian allies.
120

No doubt, the Sicani and Siceli are these allies. They

are not heard of in the second war. The only reference to

the Siceli occurs in the treaty. They are bracketed
121

together with the Leontines and Messanians. Now the

Leontincs and tiessanians both joined the Siceliot League.

The text is explicit concerning the Messanians. They
122

joined the Siceliots who were going to the aid of Acragas.

The evidence about the position of the Leontines is less

explicit. Two facts are, however, known. First, Leontini

had been a Syracusan outpost since 422 B. C. Second,

Syracuse's control of Leontini is indicated by her bestowal
123

of Leontini upon the exiles from Acragas. It is,

therefore, clear that the Sicels had transferred their

allegiance from Carthage to Syracuse. They are probably·
124

• 1.... ,
the OL ~K ~~~ ~EaoYELou They joined about the same

time as the f'lessanians, Leontines, Lacedaemonians and

Campanians.

To sum up, the original members of the League
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were Syracuse, Gela, Acragas, Camarina, Himera and Selinus.

and perhaps Naxos and Catanc. The latter two cities

certainly appear to have dropped out during the second war.

By 406 B. C., the support of Leontini, ~essana, the Sicels,

Sparta and the Campanians appears to have been gained, while
Selinus and

that of the defeate~flIimera was obviously rendered negligible.

The strength of the League lay first in its

voluntary nature. Diodorus observes that after the

Carthagini2ns had laid siege to Acragas, help came from

the other Greek cities because the Siceliots feared lest

a similar fate to th~t experienced by the Selinuntines and
125

Himeraeans should befall the besiegec. Diodorus is thus

quite clearly of the opinion that the growth of Siceliot

unity during this period was inspired by fear of a

Carthaginian attack - a:danger which the activities of

Hermocrates in North West Sicily had made more likely.

There does not seem to be any reason for doubting that this

was, in fact, the case. It is also to be remembered that

Acragas and Gela were not asked by Syracuse to join forces

against Carthage. It was they who put the proposals before
126

Syracuse. Thus the Siceliot League appears to have been

a voluntary association. The Siceliot cities believed that

their autonomy was threatened. lIenee they formed the

alliance. This is significant, for it shows that members

were not coerced into joining. This implies that Syracuse's

predominance was, to a certain extent, checked. An
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organization formed by the voluntary efforts of its

members must, by its very nature, adhere to the opinions

of the majority. Herein, however, lay a source of its

strength, for such a body was less likely to dissolve

itself: fear of Carthage acted as a deterrent.

It is true that the League's formation was in

no small measure due to the strength and reputation of

Syracuse, which stemmed ultimately from that state's

victory over Athens. Hence derived Hannibal's caution as

regards Syracuse, and, indeed, the decision to intervene
127

against Selinus. Thus the League's title appears to
128

have been ot ~vpaH6o~o~ Ha~ ot ou~~axo~

~t the same ti~e, it Dust be emphasized that economically

Syracuse was to a great extent dependent upon her allies.

The preeminence of Acragas' wealth, above all, indicates
129

this.

Moreover, it is clear that the constitutional

machinery li~ited Syracuse's power to a considerable

extent. There are two references to an assembly: a

third assembly is suggested, which resulted in the declaration
130 131

of war against Carthage. Two councils are noted. The

assembly at Acragas reveals the fact that the commander-in-

chief, Daphnaeus, did not have great powers. He does not

appear to have attempted to prevent the stoning of the four

Acragantine generals: if he did, he clearly did not succeed.

It is ~Ienes of Camarina who appears to play the chief part
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in the proceedings. Attacks also appear to have been
132

directed against Dexippus the Lacedaemonian.

The evacuation of Himera appears to have been

decided upon by an assembly of the League. Diocles advised
133

evacuation. The Himeraeans opposed the plan at first.

Realizing that this was the only course that could be

taken, they submitted. It is significant that Diocles
134

was only able to advise: he sought approval for his plan.

The decisions to evacuate Acragas and Gela appear

to have been taken by councils: the assembly does not

appear to have been convenec. The generals and commanders

decided upon the evacuation of Acragas. Gela was abandoned

after Dionysius had convened a council of his friends. The

names of a few of the generals are recorded. The commanders-

in-chief were first, Diocles, then Daphnaeus and finally

,"

Dionysius. It follows t~at the Syracusan leader became

.lIf.

leader of the whole force. There is a reference to the
13~

admirals and to five Acragantine generals. One of these

was Argeius: he was the only one of the Acragantine generals

to escape the wrath of the assembly. Two other generals

here referred to are ~enes of Camarina and Dexippus the

LacedaeJr,onian.

It certainly appears that the evacuation of Gela

was effected by a resolution of the council and of the

generals of the whole League. The "friends" referred to

are in all probability to be identified with the generals
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and coromanders who voted for the evacuation of Acragas. No

reference to any change in the composition of the generals

and commanders is given.

It thus appears that all major decisions were

entrusted either to the assembly of the League or to a

council consisting of generals from the allied states. In

both cases, there is no evidence indicating that Syracuse

forced the cities of the alliance to support measures which

were brought forward.

Diodorus' evidence clearly indicates that Carthage

was alarmed by the trends in Sicily. Certainly she realized

that the situation had changed drastically for the worse.

To strengthen her position in Sicily, she founded a colony,
136

Therma. The importance of this venture is that it was the
137

first colony of Carthage. Carthage's alarm is also

indicated by the fact that the numbers of the army were

increased. The Punic host consisted of Spaniards, Balearic

islanders, A.fricans, Carthaginian citizens, Phoenicians,

Mauretanians, Numidians and Campanians. According to figures

cited on the authority of Timaeus, they amounted to one

hundred and tVlenty thousand men. The less reliable Ephorus
138

swelled this figure to three hundred thousand. The

main point is that it was thus a greater armament than that

which had been sent against Selinus and Himera.

According to Diodorus, the cause of the conscription

of such a great armament was the result of the elation of
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the Carthaginians over their success in Sicily, which

made them eager to become lords over the whole island.
139

Holm, Freeman and Berve simply accepted this statement.

That this was the cause of the Punic invasion is to be

doubted. First, it must be asked how did Diodorus or

his source actually know this? As has been seen,

Carthage's whole policy in the fifth century revealed a

definite reluctance to control Sicily, except for-the North

Western part. It has been indicated that this policy was

not substantially altered during the course of the expedition

against Selinus and Himera. Why Carthage should now

determine upon direct annexation of all Sicily is difficult

to understand. Diodorus' statement cannot be accepted

without definite proof of the fact.

At the same time, it is not difficult to see why

Diodorus or his source or sources came to such a conclusion.

The vast Punic armament; the colonization of Therma; the

fact that Hannibal now waged war against Syracuse whose

independence he had promised to respect in the earlier

campaign - all these facts had to be explained in some way.

The solution seemed obvious: Carthage was intending at

long last to annex the whole island. Further, such a

situation would have appealed to Diodorus' source. It

would certainly have been identifiable with Philistus'

view of Carthage as teing driven by lust for conquest.

Hermocrates' incursions into Punic territory
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in North ~'estern Sicily certainly emphasized to the

Carthaginians the extent to which the Siceliots constituted

a danger. In this connection it may be noted that some

authorities have regarded Hermocrates' activities as the

excuse employed by Carthage for attacking the Siceliots.

The validity of such a theory is, however, to be doubted.

In the first place, the text does not state such a thesis.

Herrnocrates is certainly not described as representative

of the Syracusan government. Further, he was dead by the

time of the second invasion. These facts render doubtful

the theory that Eermocrates' activities seriously alarmed
140

Carthage in the~selves. They were, however, in appearance

a manifestation of Siceliot imperialism. The significance

of Hermocrates' later career lies in its relationship to

the growth of Siceliot unity.

Three other arguments Day be cited in favour of

the view that the direct cause of the second Carthaginian

invasion was the growth of the Siceliot League, the aim of

Carthage being to check Siceliot predominance in the island.

First, there is tr.e question of the character of

the expedition. One difference from the previous expedition

was that it had more in common with a state effort than an

enterprise inspired by the blood lust of a prominent individual.

There is no hint at all of the existence of a group of

senators being opposed to the expedition as there seems to

have been in 410 B. C. On that occasion, Hannibal had to
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the later occasion, the Senate was enthusiastic and

Hannibal, who was unwilling to go, was forced to comply

with the demands of the state. One cause lay in the

trust which was naturally accorded the victor of Selinus

and Himera. Tvo other factors are, hOvlever, of no less

importance. First, as has been seen, there is the

popularity of the l1agonids with the masses and the factor

of Magonid ambition. Second, as has been suggested, the

appointment of Hannibal may have been devised by the
142

oligarchs as a means of checking the Magonid threat.

Hanriibal's initial relations with Acragas are

noteworthy. \'{e are told that he offered that city the

alternative of alliance or neutrality with friendship for
143

Carthage. This indicates that Hannibal did not wish

to waste time, men and supplies in fighting Acragas. He

preferred to secure either the alliance or neutrality of

Acragas. Again, it is clear that his chief aim was to

check Siceliot union.

Third, there is the evidence of the treaty
144

between Carthage and Dionysius. When Carthage's

object upon inaugurating the expedition is born in mind,

it becomes evident that the treaty was in no way

dishonourahle to her. Carthage's policy was to prevent

Siceliot union under the aegis of Syracuse. The status

occupied by the various cities differed considerably.

400
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First, there were those corununities which came under

direct Carthaginian rule: the Phoenician colonies, the

Elymians and the Sicans. Second, it seems that Carthage

exercised a great deal of control over the Selinuntines,

Acragantines, and Himeraeans of Therma. The text states

that the Geloans and Camarinaeans were to dwell in walled

towns and pay tribute to Carthage. This probably means

that they were tributaries, having their own laws and

magistrates as opposed to Selinus, Thcrma and Acragas

who were subjects and could probably have Punic garrisons.

At" the same time, it is clear that Carthaginian control

over Himera/Therma was checked. Cicero makes the following

observation.

Himera deleta quos civis belli calamitas
rcliquos fecerat, ii se Thermis conlocarent
in isdem agri finibus nec longe ab oppido
antiquo. 145

Now Diodorus clearly refers to the IIimeraeans in connection

with the treaty. It is evident that after the capture

of Himera, the site was recolonized. Furthermore, evidence

exists concerning this event. When Hermocrates recolonized

Selinus, the text observes that he had with him one
146

thousand Eimeraeans. These Himeraeans are in all

probability to be identified with the Himeraeans who

appear in the treaty and are referred to by Cicero.

Ziegler was of the opinion, that the Himeraean.

recolonization was the decisive influence which resulted
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147
in Carthage's conclusion of the treaty. He argued

that the text's account of this event carne where now in

chapter one hundred and fourteen of book thirteen, there

is a lacuna. This is very probable. Ziegler's claim

must however, be qualified in one respect. It is to be

doubted whether Carthage regarded the resettlement

entirely with disfavour. She may have felt that the

Himeraeans would regard Dionysius with disfavour just as

the other Siceliots from Selinus, Acragas, and Gela did.

As such, the Himeraean resettlement was not altogether

unfavourable to Carthage's schemes. At the same time,

is must be stressed that the Himeraeans would be loath

-to cooperate with Carthage. Further, the Dorian element

in Sicily, on the whole, does not appear to have been too
148

antagonistic to Dionysius.

The treaty proclaimed the independence of the

Sicel communities, Leontini and Nessana. Most important

is Leontini's position. Syracuse, in fact, was robbed

of \vhat had been for nearly two decades Syracusan territory.

Further, Leontini now contained the tyrant's enemies from
149

Gela, Camarina and Acragas.

The recognition of Dionysius as lord of Syracuse,

it is true, was important in that it marked the first step

whereby Dionysius became ruler of most of Sicily and Magna

Graecia. At the same time Carthage and even Dionysius

could not have realized this fact. Indeed to Carthage, the
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establishment of a despotate of Syracuse was probably a

guarantee against the revival of the Siceliot League.

Finally, it is significant that the Chalcidians

are not mentioned in the treaty. Indeed; their desertion

from Dionysius and the Siceliot League in not mentioned

at all. It is, however, a fact that these cities were

earlier allies of Athens~ that Dionysius made war upon

them, after peace had been concluded with Carthage, and

that an alliance was concluded between Naxos, Catane and
150

Leontini in 404/3 B. C.

It is true that Diodorus implies that Carthage

was forced to agree to Dionysius' terms, because of the

plague. However, two points are to be observed. First,

the lacuna in the text presents the possibility of other

factors contributing to Carthage's decision. Second, the

plague, it has been seen, is a constant feature in

Diodorus, deriving probably from Philistus and aimed at

the depiction of divine nemesis. In view of the fact that

the text seems to derive from Philistus, it is to be doubted

that it is a mere chimaera. Overemphasis upon this feature

would, however, appear to obscure the very real advantages

to Carthage of the treaty: the disruption of the Siceliot

League.

Indeed, as a result of the treaty, five types of

communities existed in Sicily. The first four y7ere

recognized by the treaty. The Phoenicians, the Elymians
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and Sicans inhabited Carthaginian territory. Direct

control was exercised over Selinus, Himera/Therma and

Acragas, though the evidence of Himera suggests that a

certain degree of independence was exercised by these

inhabitants. The Siceliot cities, Messana and Leontini,

were fully independent. Naxos and Catane seem to have

occupied a similar position, though their independent

status was not recognized by the treaty. Finally, there

\vas Syracuse, independent under the lordship of Dionysius.

Carthage had checked the danger of a coalition of Greek

states in two ways. First, some of the cities were

subject to Carthage, while others were independent.

Second, Syracuse ~as preventeu froffi leading the other

Sice1iots. In Carthage's eyes, Syracuse was controlled,

first by the person of Dionysius. Second, she was faced

with the hostility of the exiled Siceliots at Leontini and
151

the Cha1cidians.

That Carthage's fears were not unfounded is

indicated by the evidence which clearly indicates the

success of the League. Syracuse's asst~ption of the

leadership was marJ~ed by her appeal to the Greeks of
152

Sicily, South Italy and Sparta. The confidence of the

Siceliots in Syracuse was reinforced by the victory of a

number of Syracusan vessels over some Punic ships. This

success was important enough for Carthage to realize that

the real danger came from Syracuse for Hannibal sent
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fifty ships to prevent Syracuse from following up this
153

victory! and to secure a safe passage for his army.

The very fact that Syracuse decided to help Acragas is

indicative of unity amongst her citizens and certainly

suggests peace with Naxos and Catane.

The great vitality shown by the Siceliots is

indicated by two other facts: they managed to secure

the aid of the Spartan force under Dexippusi and they

seized the opportunity to wrest from Carthage the

Campanian mercenaries, \vho had quarrelled with her over
154

pay. It is, furthermore, possible that the Siceliot

League was negotiating with a party within Carthage's

ranks. The evidence for this comes from Polyaenus,where

we read that messages were given to the Punic fleet which

were not to be opened and that the foreparts of the lights
155

were to be covered to stop deserters.

The beginning of the narrative of the Acragantine

campaign reveals the fact that Carthage was made to feel
156

the full effect of Siceliot union. The description of

the hysteria accompanying the destruction of the tomb of

Theron, as well as furnishing evidence for Philistus'

thesis regarding Carthage's moral decline, is indicative

of a very real fear of the Siceliot foe amongst the

Carthaginians. Subsequent events revealed that this fear

was certainly justified. The situation following the
157

battle was extremely critical for the Carthaginians.
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Two facts are clearly indicated. First, it seems that

the Carthaginian army was afraid to engage the Siceliot

army in open battle. This implies the fact that the

Carthaginians placed no confidence in the numerical

superiority of their army and that they realized the

military predominance of a numerically inferior yet

unified Siceliot force. Second, the narrative reveals

clearly that the Siceliots were succeeding in a policy

involving the employment of starvation tactics, the aim

being to arouse discontent among the mercenaries. The

great degree of success with which the Siceliots had

met is revealed by the statement that Himilcon saw in

the capture of the supply fleet the "only hope of salvation".

Diodorus' reference to the overconfidence of the Syracusans

similarly indicates the extent of the Punic plight.

Thus it is clear that the evidence of Diodorus

suggests steady progress on the part of the Siceliot

League against Carthage. It is thus clear that Carthage's

decision to intervene in 406 B. C. was based upon the

emergence of a very real threat to the maintenance of her

Sicilian hegemony.

It is, moreover, clear that econo~ic factors

influenced Carthage's decision, just as they had done in

409 B. C. It was shown in the analysis of Diodorus'

narrative that the text is well aware that Carthage coveted

Siceliot \veal th. Hence derived the initial attack upon
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Acragas. Certainly to Philistus and indeed to Timaeus,

this aspect Y,'as symptomatic of Punic lust for pm-;er and

more, which met a fitting penalty in the course of

subsequent events. However, the evidence clearly suggests

that more serious considerations influenced Punic actions.

Indeed, the Carthaginians appear to have been under

considerable financial embarrassment.

Four citations do indeed indicate the existence

of such a state of affairs. First, the text records that

Hannibal hore no grudge against Selinus, his chief desire

being the destruction of Himera. Hence he allowed the

Selinuntines who had escaped to till the soil upon payment

to C<l::.:tLJ.ge. Sc:concl, after t e capture of Himera, the

Campanians complained that they had not been paid adequately.

Later the text notes that they joined the Acragantines in

406 B. C. During the course of the Acragantine campaign,

the Carthaginians_suffered through lack of food. This

might imply financial weakness. The food shortage, it is

to be noted, was extremely serious, for it induced the

Campanians to threaten secession. Finally, there is the

question of the treaty between Carthage and Dionysius.

It is recorded that Himilcon was forced to make peace:

. uno ~wv npay~a~wv &vayxa~6~Evos •

In view of the fact that stress is laid upon the fact that

Gela and Camarina are to pay tribute to Carthage, this

might indicate that the text not only saw in the plague
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the circumstances ,..;hich determined Himilcon but also in

the financial embarrassment which characterized the Punic
159

failure.

Thus some evidence certainly indicates that one

motive for Punic aggression was desire for Punic profit.

Two aspects of the Punic military problem account for

Carthage's problems: the machines and the mercenaries.

References to the military machines of Carthage
160

are extensive. Their presence implies considerable

expense. Not only must the cost of the machines themselves

be considered. The question of the transportation of these

machines must be constantly born in mind.

Though Carthage's advantage over the Siceliots

lay, to a certain extent, in the fact that she possessed

machines which the Siceliots could not match, the success

of the conflict was, according to the text, basically due

to a superiority in respect to numbers. This fact, it is

true, is probably associated with Philistus' aim to stress

the cowardly nature of the barbarians. At the same time,

he was well informed about the Punic position, and there

is no reason to deny the validity of the claim that Carthage

relied heavily upon mercenaries. The Selinuntines fear

the vastness of the Carthaginian armament. On three occasions.

the victory over Selinus is ascribed to superior numbers.

Carthage has reserves, whereas Selinus has none.

Reinforcements bring about a Punic victory in the street
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fighting. Whereas the Selinuntines are steadily reduced,
161

the barbarians are constantly reinforced.

The same, theme characterizes the Himeraean

campaign. Twenty thousand additional soldiers helped

Hannibal invest the city. The waves of new troops enabled

him to wear down the defenders. The Carthaginian success

is due to the fact tha~Hannibal was able to reinforce his
162

troops with soldiers coming down from the hills.

The employment of mercenaries accounts for the

numerical superiority of the Carthaginians. The evidence

is extensive. The preliminary operations of 410 B. C.

were in the hands of five thousand Libyans and eight

hundred Cumpar.ians. 'l'hese vlere the Campanians who had

previously served Athens and were now won over by an

offer of horses and high pay. Iberians as well as Libyans

were enrolled by Hannibal. Greek mercenaries were also

enrolled. Twenty thousand additional Sicels and Sicans, who

are later dismissed together with the Campanians annoyed at

the meagre payment given then, are also referred to.

Before the second invasion, Libyans and Phoenicians are

enrolled together with the Carthaginian citizens.

Hercenaries are derived from Iberia and the Balearic

Islands, from the allied Maurusians and No~ads and those

nations eJ\.lelling around Cyrene. Finally, CanpClnians were
163

enrolled.

The main point to observe is that" it is obvious
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that Carthage relied heavily upon her mercenary force.

The fact that the ~ercenaries swelled Carthage's numbers

to a considerable extent, ~eant ttat s~e could always

rely upon reinforce~ents. This fact proved particularly

advantageous during the first Punic War. Carthage's

victories were to a great extent based upon the fact that

a constant supply of reinforcements was at her call. The

second Punic War witnessed an .altered situation. The

League consisted not only of Siceliot cities, but also of

men, contributed by Sparta and the ·C~mpanians. Thus the

Siceliots also enrolled mercenaries. Their importance is

indicated by the £act that throughout the narration of the

second Punic ~ar, references of the type recorded in the

narration of the Selinuntine and Himeraean campaigns to

the numerical inferiority of the Siceliots are conspicuously

absent.

Carthage1s employment of mercenaries, and

particularly of the Campanians was largely conditioned
,

by the fact that they werethe most efficiently trained

men. In other words, the numerical factor was not the

sole criterion. Carthage's reliance upon the Campanians

was clearly revealed by the episode of the Campanian revolt.

Himilcon was obliged to go to great lengths to bargain

\'li th them. Furtherrnore, the text clearly indicates that

the mercenaries played a prominent role in the fighting.

It was the mercenary element which bore the brunt of the
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initial operations and first broke into the city. It was

the Campanians who argued that they had been chiefly

responsible for the Carthaginian success, and that they

had not been paid according to their worth. The great

importance of the Campanians is well illustrated by the

text's statement that the Carthaginians enrolled

Campanians because they knew that the Campanians who had
164

~previously fought for them, had joined the Siceliots.

It is thus clear that the real strength of the

Carthaginian army lay in its use of military machines

unknown to the Siceliots, and in its enrollment of

mercenaries. It is furthermore apparent that as a result,

expenditure was high. Finally, because of this, the

expedition began to take on the character of an enterprise,

embarked upon for the sake of pecuniary advantage.

This economic motive cannot be regarded as much a

cause of the Carthaginian invasion as a result of it. It

is significant that stress on the greed of the Punic

invader is conspicuous in the narrative of the second

Carthaginian invasion. Particularly important is the

positioning of the Acragantine excursus. Certainly it

is conceivable that by the time of the second invasion,

Carthage's financial difficulties were beginning to be

felt. Indeed the difficulties over the pay question with

the Campanians bears witness to the emergence of this

problem. Carthage's difficulties naturally multiplied
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greatly with the increase of her mercenary force.

Thus Carthaginian intervention in Sicilian

affairs in 406 B. C. was determined by two developments,

resulting from the first Punic War. Most important was

the rise of the Siceliot League. Economic data provided

by the text is aimed at stressing the barbarity of the

Carthaginians. However, there is little doubt that

economic motives played some part in determining Carthage

upon a policy of intervention in Siceliot affairs.

4. Conclusion

The evidence thus suggests that far from being

disinterested and a prey to Carthaginian power lust, it

was the Siceliots who both in 410/9 and 407/6 B. C.

constituted a serious threat to Punic power, not only in

Sicily, but in the ',.'hole ~';estern r'Jediterrane2m. Siceliot

power sterr~ed from the Syracusan democracy, which was not

divided and helpless to the extent Philistus, Diodorus'

chief source considered it to he. The threat upon both

occasions was both political and economic. The first

Punic intervention was occasioned by the growth of a

unified Siceliot power, centred around the vigorous

Syracusan naval democracy. This development in particular

threatened Punic cor-merce, upon which the Punic state

depended. The defection of Selinus posed a serious threat

to North ~:~estern Sicily, \;'lCrC runic control ,,,as predominant.
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Athens' eli~ination increased Carthaginian anxiety, since

Athenian interests had, in fact, secured Punic interests.

All these factors induced ultimate Carthaginian intervention,

though, as has been argued, the ~ajority of the Punic

oligarchy still proved unwilling to intervene against the

Siceliots. However, a division within the governing body,

centred around the Magonid family, the rise of popular

dissent from the Punic sailor who was directly threatened

by the danger posed to Punic shipping, and the existence

of a peculiar feature of the Punic constitution, whereby

power was invested with the Punic ~emo~, resulted in the

decision to send Punic armaments into Sicily after a

cessation of hostilities for a period of seventy years.

Carthage herself initiated the process which

culminated in the second invasion. The rise of a unified

Siceliot League and the severe economic strain imposed by

the demands of renewed warfare in 409 B. C. were the chief

factors accounting for the second attack. The danger

clearly appeared more direct in 406 B. C. for now the

decision to intervene was universal and little discontent

within and against the governing class was manifested.

Thus in two respects, it is clear that both

Thucydides' and Diodorus' theories about the decline of

democracy were not substantiated by the evidence of the

facts which they provided. In the first place, just as

Thucydides seriously underestimated the effectiveness of
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the Athenian democracy, so too Diodorus' source wrongly

ignored the Siceliot League and the emergence of a vital

threat to Punic hegemony. Second, both historians

possessed identical views on imperial failure. Insatiable

lust for conquest accounted, according to Thucydides, for

the failure of the Athenian Empire. Carthage's unbounded

imperialism similarly resulted in tragedy. To Thucydides

and Diodorus who it has been argued echoes Philistus,

nemesis was a major influence upon such developments.

In both cases gross oversimplification accompanied the

exposition of these theses. In the case of Thucydides, the

division between Periclean and post-Periclean imperialism

was more apparent than real. As has been seen, the excesses

ascribed to the demagogues were not inconsistent with

Periclean precedents and were largely hypothetical.

Similarly Diodorus,seemingly echoing Philistus, created

an imaginary Carthaginian imperialism based upon power

lust. In fact, as has been shown, it was Carthage that was

the more threatened power.

In a third way, Philistus/ Diodorus reveals

weaknesses which characterized Thucydides. It was argued

that disinterest in fue lJorthern Adriatic schemes in which

Philistus himself participated, which is reflected in the

text, stems from Philistus, ho in true Thucydidean fashion,

refused to resard purely economic matters as vital for a

history concerned essentially with political and military
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affairs. Disinterest in economic phenomena is similarly

revealed in Philistus/Diodorus' concept of the causes

of the Punic wars. In this respect, the problem is not

dissimilar to that involving consideration of Thucydides'

concept of the causes of the Peloponnesian ~ar. As has

been seen, Thucydides clearly failed to present adequately

the significance of the West and, indeed, the economic

relevance of Athenian ~estern schemes. Similarly, in

Diodorus' account, little interest is betrayed in the

threat to Punic maritime supremacy and Carthage's interest

in Siceliot wealth is viewed merely as a manifestation of

Punic barbarity and not as evidence of serious economic

weakness~ brougllt on by the first encounter with the

Siceliots. Both historians vie~e~ t~e issues of causes

from the viewpoint of the individuals involved and ignored

the wider considerations. Carthage's invasion sterr~ed

from her insatiable appetite for conquest, as epitonized

by the figure of I!inilcon, just as ~thens' policy was

dictated by persons of the genre of Cleon. The wider

political and economic issues were simply ignored.

Clearly then the Syracusan democracy and the

government of the other Siceliot states were not as

inefficient as Philistus indicated them to be. The

relevance of this fact is significant for consideration

of the nature of the support given to Dionysius. It

\vould imply that Dionysius was not able to dupe the
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masses of Syracuse and, indeed,of the other Siceliot

cities, as the text would have us believe. Unfortunately

adequate evidence is lacking on this issue precisely

because the text's interest in Dionysius has obs8ured

the role of the Syracusan populace and governments of the

other cities of the Siceliot League. However, it is

significant that the only extensive evidence provided

concerning independent action by the Syracusan democracy

and the governments of the other Siceliot states clearly

reveals the unacceptability of the text's thesis regarding

the Siceliot failure. On the contrary, it was the Siceliot

states rather than Carthage that initiated the process

leading to the cow~encernent of hostilities.

Three facts, however, do support the contention

submitted above, that Dionysius' relations with the

Siceliots, including the Syracusans, was not simply based

upon the tyrant's superior grasp of the intricacies of

power politics, and that there was substance to the

continuance of democratic procedure at Syracuse under

Dionysius. Certainly, as has been seen, the evidence

suggests that the machinery of democratic government was

not abandoned. Moreover, in the crisis of 405 B. C.,

the opposition to Dionysius was certainly not negligible.

The problem concerns the ~!rategia. The disappearance of

Daphnaeus, Diocles; successor, from the text, is followed

by references to 0~pa~~yot and~wv t~'~ys~ovtas ~s~ay~~vwv
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The Syracusans are criticized for electing generals of

the type who risked the destruction of Sicily. Again,
165

there are no direct references to Daphnaeus. The

narrative of the deposition of the generals nimilarly
166

ignores Daphnaeus' existence. Daphnaeus only

reappears to be put to death with a certain Damarchus.

Both men are described as ~wv aV~Lnpa~av~wv aD~w
l,

~ous 6uva~w~a~ous.Two difficulties are apparent. First,

this is the first clear reference to the existence of

opposition to Dionysius. Second, Daphnaeus was clearly
167

elected by- the whole Syracusan demos, and the extreme

democracy appears to have existed right through this

troubled period. Daphnaeus cannot, therefore, be

identified with the chariestatoi. Clearly then, we

possess some evidence indicating the existence of

constructive opposition on the part of certain elements

of the demos.

It was seen in the analysis of Diodorus' text

that Dionysius' relationship with the Siceliot cities

was placed upon a voluntary basis. Secession was tolerated.

Clearly then, Dionysius merely continued to follow the

precedent of the Siceliot League. Finally, as regards

Dionysius' hostilities against Siceliot and Italiot cities,

it must be stressed that reference is merely made to the

Chalcidian element in Sicily and the allied Phegine bloc.

It follows that Dionysius' policy differed little from
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that pursued by the Syracusan democracy throughout the

fifth century, and was based upon an amicable relationship

with the Dorian group.

It would, therefore, appear erroneous to' assume

that Dionysius' hegemony was purely military in nature.

Philistus was certainly aware that more complexity

characterized Dionysius' rule. However, he clearly

emphasized the military nature to the detriment of the

constitutional aspect. Certainly, it is clear that

Cionysius' support was not based purely upon mercenaries

and desperadoes. l:ot only ~id he work through the voluntary

cooperation of the demos: he, woreover, gained the support

of a section of the wealthy class. Philistus is ~escribed

as oua!av EXWV ~EyaA~v and his role in paying the fine
168

imposed upon Dionysius certainly confirms this fact.

Clearly the division into chariestatoi and demos is

erroneous, This is confirmed by the fact that the marriage

to Hermocrates' daughter and his arrangement of the

marriage between his own sister and Dermocrates' brother-

in-la',.;, Polyxenus, \..,rere contracted explicitly to draw a

distinguished house into relationihip with him to
169

consolidate his tyranny. Finally, as has been seen,

use of the word dynasty or dynast indicates clearly that

Philistus/Diodorus was well aware of the role of the

oligarchy in the power structure of Dionysius' state.

To conclude, it appears that Philistus considerably
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underestimated the role of Siceliot resistance. His

adherence to the principle of tyranny which arose from the

apparent concrete failure at Selinus, Himera and Acragas,

convinced him of the necessity of dictatorship for the

Siceliot cities. The successes of the despotate in the

great Punic war provided Philistus with the proof he

required to substantiate his thesis. As a member of

the wealthy classes, belonging to the aristocratic inner

circle of government, his environment contributed

significantly to reinforce his anti-democratic prejudices.

At the same time, as the analysis of the text has shown,

Philistus was aware of the continued operations of the

organs of democratic government and of the voluntary basis

of Dionysius' relations with other Siceliot cities. In

this respect, Philistus' adherence to Thucydidean ideas

is most closely perceived. Both histori~ns, though

conscious of the existence of democratic government,

preferred to advance monarchical principles of government,

set in an oligarchic or aristocratic context, and ignore

the democratic environment. In so doing, they considerably

distorted the historical realities and advanced theories

on the rise and fall of empires which were clearly not

substantiated by the evidence.
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PHILISTUS' PLACE IN THE DEVELOPr-lENT

OF FOURTH CENTURY GREEK NONARCHICAL THEORY

Consideration of the political ideology of Philistus

and, indeed, of Thucydides, cannot be examined in isolation

from the general development of political thought in the

, late fifth and early fourth centuries. Artistic achievement

seldom, if ever, exists in a vacuum; and the case of the

Thucydidean approach is certainly no exception. There is

little doubt that the attractiveness of monarchy as a form

of government was beginning increasingly to be appreciated

by major literary personalities p long before the emergence

of effective Maceconian imperialism and the creation of the

Hellenistic power blocs.

The aim of this chapter is first, to determine the

cause and character of this development and the nature of

the contribution of Philistus and his spiritual mentor,

Thucydides. Second, it is hoped to assess the extent to

which the approach of Philistus and Thucydidcs stood aloof

from the general tendency which reached fruition in the

mid-fourth century.

It must be stated iITJ'nediately that the association

of literary figures \vi~h despotic overlords is not a

particularly novel feature by the fourth century.

Distinguished lyric poets of the sixth century worked in

420
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close contact with the powerful tyrants of Corinth,

Samos and ~thens. The case of Sicily is certainly no

exception. The Deinomenids of Syracuse welcomed the

Siceliot Epicharmus, Simonides of Ceos, Bacchyliaes,
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Pindar and Aeschylus. The latter two are particularly

relevant since bo-tIl carr.e from c.eT:1ocratic j\tr.ens.

Moreover, not only do we discover the absence of

contention on this issue in practice: it is also most

apparent on a purely theoretical level. ~s has teen seen,

Herodotus even offers a convincing defence of monarchy.

There is, moreover, no doubt that its antecedents can be.
1

found in Solon.

Em-lever, i t ~~, clear tr.at monarcl:ical theory

developed in a much fuller sense as a result of political

changes in the latter part of the fifth century. It ItlaS

argued in a p~evious chapter that the association of

Pericles with tyrannical designs was very real and that

the Thucydidean iDage was based upon the realities of the

situation, to which other contemporary evidence bears

testimony. However, the emergence of such a pattern

cannot be considered in isolation from the general political

developments of the period. In the first place, there is

the very real fact of the increased importance of states

with distinct monarchical characteristics. This occurred

in the periphery of the Greek world, and not in states 1t7ith

the developed E9li~. Archelaus of Macedon, Jason of Pherae,
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Evagoras of Cyprus, as well as Dionysius of Syracuse

proviaed new relevance for the theory of one-man rule.

One result was the abandonMent of the Athenian ideal

and the willingness to compromise with new forces not

-necessarily comparable with Athens.

Even more significant is the blend of radicalism

and reaction produced by the political, social and economic
2

crisis of the Peloponnesian ~ar. In Athens, a major

factor in the crisis was the rise of new leaders of the

Cleon type, totally divorced from the aristocratic

background of a Pericles. Aristocratic resentment

inevitably resulted. ~Iost appealing to this element

were the debates centred around the ~omos~E~x~is. issue.

Ultimately it produced the argument that moral law was

mere convention, and the corollary: the equation of

might with right. Theoretically, it meant the return to

aristocratic rule and the rejection of democratic

government: in practice, it resulted in the establishment

of one-man rule.

Practical examples illustrate this clearly.

Alcibiades was the central figure in the revolution of

411 just as Critias was in 404 B. C. The harmosts

theoretically took orders from Sparta: in fact they

possessed considerable initiative. Lysander was unable

to fit into the Spartan political structure. Hence

arose the conflict with Agesilaus, and Lysander's later
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intrigues, including the evolution of his theory of
3

elective monarchy.

Euripides, who went to Pella in 408 B. C., wrote

a play on Archelaus' ancestor and namesake called

in which an ideal portrait of

the son of Temenos is provided. Similarly, Xenophon's

political thesis centred around the issue of one-man rule.

In the ~~esilau~_and ~xroE~~dia, he appears as a

reactionary who looks back to tribal kingship. His old

admiration for Sparta as manifested in fue ~ge~ilaus was

shattered by Sparta's collapse. Realizing the presence of

the tyrant, he hoped for the tyrant's conversion to

monarchy. Thus the ~ieEo~, probably dating from 360--353 R.C.,

marked the final stage of Xenophon's acceptance of monarchy.

Yet the dynamic quality in man remained his chief theme.

It is noteworthy that in the ~esilau~ and the L~ceda~~~~ian

~o~stit~~io~, kingship was emphasized to the detriment of

other political institutions, and, as Weathers has

observed, this is even evident in the !~~easis,where

the view is 'distinctly upheld that the removal of the

ideal man is accoMpanied by the collapse of the

institutions of the state. The fact is that Xenophon felt

that because not all men were virtuous and disciplined, the

only chance lay in the ideal ruler. In a similar manner,

Antisthenes, realizing the decay of Sparta, saw a wise

and benevolent monarch, guiding morality.
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Plato's thought follo~s a similar pattern. Indeed

to Plato one-man rule provided the best possibilities for

unhindered action. In the ~epublic, the philosopher kings

ruled the majority because Plato was confident that the

demos could not grasp at the truth. In the Laws, the

attitude to this element was essentially the same. In

the seventh ~~tte~, the people are only capable of the

pleasures of life. On a practical level, this attitude

led Plato to attempt to influence Dionysius II and Hermias

of Atarneus. Plato's choice of Dionysius II is

incomprehensible for the latter's indulgence in his cups

was a matter of co~mon repute. Plato's final projects in

the. eighth letter concern the creation of a triumvirate

from Dionysius I's o~~n family. It could be argued that

Plato hoped to work through Dion who was addicted to

Plato's philosophic ideas. Yet the fact is that Dion had

achieved fortune and renown in the service of Dionysius I.

Finally, it must be stressed that Plato was very much

attracted towards the thirty tyrants, at first, and that it

was their failure and not their initial coup that
4

disillusioned Plato.

It is thus clear that a conflict between monarchic

and oligarchic ideas and conservatism and radicalism is

apparent. Attempts to limit democracy instead of resulting

in a restoration of oligarchic power, led inevitably to the

espousal of one-man rule. Thus movements which began in
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a highly conservative spirit, culminated in radical

departures, involving monarchic-type hegemonies. Moreover,

a move away from Athens is discernable. This too resulted

from disinterest in the ideal of the democracy which

Athens epitomized and from the growth in the importance of

monarchies in the periphery of the Greek world.

It is, moreover, clear that in the case of Isocrates,

an individual emerges to whom the hegemony of his heart is

Athens and yet who is unable to distinguish clearly between

voluntary union and enforced hegemony. The ideal and the
5

reality are strikingly at variance. The fact is that

Isocrates' ~ajor concern was not the restoration of

democracy or fiftll century Athens, but the problem of

Panhellenic union and hegemony. As such he was clearly

in the tradition of Gorgias who in his Olympic discourse of

392 E. c. reco~mended the union of Greece under Athens

against Persia, and Lysias, who at Olympia in 388 B. C

promoted a si~ilar project, not only against Persia but

against Dionysius as well. However, Isocrates refused to

limit himself to hthens alone. In the ~~negyricu~ of 380,

he recommended spontaneous union against Persia on the

basis of Greece's cultural superiority ornuLDEtu as

epitomized by Athens, and the solution of the social evil

through the acquisition of Persia's wealth. It is true

that Isocrates' aim is the growth of the Second Athenian

Sea League. But it is significant, as Momigliano has
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observed, that Isocrates' love for Athens is intimately

connected with his admiration for Timotheus. His support

for the aristocratic-type leadership of Timo~heus rather

than for communal policy is also seen in the Plataicus

-~f 371, where again a plea for the League is apparent.

In the subsequent years, this dream for the restoration of

Athenian power dissolved, and Isocrates openly turned to

individuals like Alexander of Pherae, Dionysius of Syracuse

and ~rchidarr.us of Sparta. There is little doubt that he

had a very real sympathy for monarchy. In Cyprus, the

combat of Greek civilization with the Phoenician element is

invested in the persor~alities of Evagoras and Nicocles. In

the ~:!s:1~9.~~~:::., Spart:arr possession of I\lessenia is justified.

Isocrates never Frocee~ed to a theoretical justification

of monarchy as Xenophon die. in the ~;ieron, and he oscillated

betFeen ideas of spontaneous union and regal rule. Ho'.,·ever,

in 378/7, Isocrates clcarlv s}~O\..ed "There his sympathies lay.

In the 0!:~~.P~5it~£us, internal reform ,-las suggested: election

was to replace the use of lot; and the po~ers of the

Areopagus 'Jere to be extenuec. By this time, it is clear

that der-ocracy held little practical attraction for Isocrates.

Ultirately Isocrates felt that Philip could effect the

realization of his dreams of union against the barbarian.

In the Panathenaica of 342-339 I P-.gamemnon is like Philip

who unites Hellas and wars against the Trojan. Clearly,

Isocrates was not willing to plunge into conflict with
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Philip in the manner of a Ce~osthenes.

Naturally Philips' position was somewhat embarrassing.

Isocrates' departure froM the ideals of the Pan~gyricus was

now more apparent. The solution to this difficuity was the

adoption of the concept of Europe. The ancient division

bet~:een Greek anc bar~arian becar.,e one between Europe and

Asia. !IelleEi~ was replaced by European. Significantly,

the Peace of ~ntalcidas had made Burope free and given
6

Asia to Persia. In the IIele~ of 380 B. C. the opposition

of Europe and Asia was dated to the Trojan War, which was

the cause of the division between Europe and Asia. In the

~~~~9y~i~~~, it appears that the Great King had divided the

fate of Europe and Asia by the peace of 387 B. C.
7

Consequently, Asia had to be taken.

Isocrates, by stressing this idea of Europe, was

able to assimilate ~acedor.ia, ~hrace, Italy, Gaul and

Spain. Clearly, however, the main purpose was to bring

Philip who possessed a non-1IelJenic background into the
8

picture. Thus Isocrates decided to call Philip ~~!~pe~~

as opposed to the Asiatic Great King. Hence were justified

Macedonian expansion in Greece and the conquest by the

IIeracleidae, whose descendant was Philip, of the realms of

the A~haemenid.

Thus it is clear that despite an earlier tendency

to support a revival of Athenian hegemony, based upon her

democracy and ancient cultural preereinenc~, Isocrates was
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quite prepared to allow such considerations to disappear,

when they prevented the realization of his ideal of

Panhellenic union against Persia. Indeed, Greece herself

could be subordinated to the concept of Europe.

It is most significant that the evidence suggests

that the Isocratic historians, Ephorus and Theopompus,

similarly subordinated such ideals as democracy, Athens

and, indeed, Greece to considerations of hegemony,

absolutism and conquest of ~sia.

Ephorus followed Isocrates iri contrasting Greek

and barbarian and adopting the necessary corollary that

the barbarians were the natural enemies of the Greeks.

From this, he concluded that one power had to possess

hegemony over all Greece. Hence Ephorus stressed the

universality of Greek history from the Dorian invasion to

contemporary times. Thus the Persian Wars were fought for

the common liberty of the Greeks; Gelon liberated all
I

Greece and not merely theSiceliots; Carthage and Persia

were allied against Greece; the Athenians who perished in

Egypt were likened to the Greeks who fell at Thermopylae;
9

and the Peace of Callias was stressed. This attitude as

Momigliano has shown, is very apparent in Diodorus'

narrative, which seems to be based largely upon Ephorus.

Sparta, Thebes and t:acedon are considered as well as

~thens. Thus in 400 B. C., Sparta's decline is due to

the abandonment of the Lycurgan system and of the forces
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of OIl6vo\,a. and &.vopc:ta. and the failure to rule the
10

allies justly. The evidence suggests favour to l,thens'

hegemony. Thus the help afforded the ~hebans and the

liberation of the Cadmea and the aid to the Spartans at

Leuctra is relevant. Athens is Ilc:ya.A6~uxo~ xat
11

cpLAa.v8pwTtoC;. Thebes seerrs to lack Tta.LOc:ta. and &.ywyfr for

her maintenance of hegemony. This leads naturally to

lack of oil \,A La. TtpO~ &.vepWTtOU~ ~he hegemony of Thebes

rests not on the Thebans as a whole, but upon Pelopidas

and Epaminondas, particularly the latter who does possess
12

~~d~i~_ Philip possesses the qualities of Athens,

Sparta and Thebes. He has the &.PEk~ of Epaminondas,

the aveps ta of Spart.a, and 'the llc:ya.AO~lt)Xta of 1'.thens.
13

Further he has C:Dac:~tain contrast to Phocian &.a~~c:\'a.

It is thus evident that to Ephorus, Greece as a

whole counted, and nthens' predominant role was considerably

curtailed. Ephorus certainly aimed to take his account

of Greek history to Chaeronea, and perhaps Alexander, whose

career could be regarded as the culminating point of the

Isocratean ideal. Unfortunately, death intervened, and

Ephorus' son, Demophilus, had to continue the task: there

is no reason to doubt that Ephorus ultimately dropped

Athens and incorporated Macedon into his scheme. Like

Isocrates, Greece was overshadowed by the concept of

Europe. Thus in the preface to book sixteen of Diodorus,

Philip is described as having constituted the most pOvlerful
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European monarchy. with the force acquired in Europe,

he was able to effect the dissolution of the Fersian

Empire in Asia.

Theopompus' literary output similarly derives

its significance from the fact that ~thens and all which

she represents ceases to count exclusively. Second, this

abandonment of the state, epitomizing democracy and supreme

cultural and political development, led Theopompus to

espouse monarchical type institutions. These tendencies

are already found in the early Hellenica which as a

continuation of Thucydides was likely to possess less

individuality than the mature Pl~~~irEica. The terminating

date of the work, 394 B. C., is significant. It would

appear that Theopompus' interest was centred upon Sparta,

for in that year the battle of Cnidus shattered the
14

extreme form of Spartan hegemony. It certainly appears

that the central figure of the ~ellen~c~ was Lysander '

who is praised for his good work, help to princes and

private citizens, self control and freedom from drunkeness
15

and sexual vice. This suggests that Theopompus was

impressed by the austerity and discipline of Sparta which

led her on the path to empire. ~1oreover, it seems probable

that Lysander was regarded as the precursor of Philip in

standing against Persia, since the battle of Cnidus was

lost to Conon of Athens who had Persian support.

Thus it is clear that Theopompus in his first

work turned from Athens to Sparta and made his central
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figure the despotic Lysander. Further, concentration upon

the latter took the form of ~anhellenism. These tendencies

were continued in the Philippica. Macedon was now the

central attraction and Philip epitomized the Panhellenic

aspect. Indeed, a period of unity, ended with the Spartan
and

hec;eI:lony, !':;<J.s continued ,·li th the rise of Macedon. Hence
16

the gap of 394-360 B. C. Finally, it is significant that

Theopompus like Isocrates and Ephorus replaced Greece by

Europe, thereby incorporating Macedon into the scheme.

In a famous passage, Theopompus wrote that Europe had
17

not seen such a man as the son of Amyntas, who is thus

monarch, not of Greece, but of a wider area. Theopompus

appears to have s·tresseu the importance of consolidation

".7i thin Europe. F'hilip f the Phocians and the Amphictionic

council are the central issues: a great Furopean state

is visualizeD, set over against the Asiatic one.

Thus Isocrates and the Isocratic school of

historiography, by abandoning the Athenian fifth-century

ideal of that state's democracy's lead in Hellas, were

steadily drawn towards a conception, tased upon monarchical

hegerr.ony. The very real fact of the increased importance

of monarchy in the fourth century and, in particular, the

rise of r'aceCon, was, of course, a major factor determining

such a develop~ent. Hm.;rever, it is equally certain that

the conservatism of the type which manifested itself in

Plato and :enophon and in the careers of Alcibiades,
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Lysander and Critias, lay at the root of the Isocratean

conception of monarchy. In the first place, as has been

seen, Isocrates' admiration for Athens does not appear to

have been derived from particular enthusiasm for'the

denlocracy. Rather, it was the figure of Timotheus that

exerted the greatest influence upon Isocrates. Moreover,

the evidence of the Ar~~pagi!~c~s provides decisive evidence

of Isocrates' limited conception of Athenian democracy. The

transition to Evagoras, Nicocles, Dionysius and Philip is

easily comprehensible.

The evidence for Ephorus is less clear and based.

essentially upon book sixteen of Diodorus, in particular

the Eroo~mi~. Purther, the premature termination of

Ephorus' history prevents precise assessment of that

historian's viewpoint. However, there is little doubt

that Philip certainly marked the cUlmination of Isocratean

ideals in the history of Ephorus.

In the case of Theopompus, the evidence is more

positive. There is no doubt that Theopompus was distinctly

antagonistic to democracy and favourably disposed towards

governments of limited franchise such as oligarchy and

monarchy. Moreover, his distaste for democracy was

accompanied by a middle class type of moral censure.

Theopompus clearly hated democracy and vice which he

bracketed together. At the same time, he was strongly

attached to oligarchical or monarchical type figures, such
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as Cimon, Alcibiades, Agesilaus, Lysander and Antisthenes.

Thus he disapproved of the Byzantines frequenting taverns

after the introduction of democracy, of the Arcadians

dining with slaves at festivals, and even of Isocrates'
19

teaching for money.

Even More significant is Theopompus' attitude to
20

Athens and her leaders. It is certain that he blamed

Eubulus' distribution of ~ealth for Athens' easy

capitulation to Philip. The picture of Cimon lavishing

his wealth and of the luxury of Chares supports this view
21

of the corruption of the Athenian demos. Connor's

conclusion is that Theopompus' aim in his digression

on the Athenian demagogues in book ten of the ~hilippi~~

was to show that Philip's success was natural because of
22

the inner weakness of Athens. Indeed, a major aim of

Theopompus was to consider the decline of the Athenian

democracy. According to Theopompus' reasoning, this was

due to men like Cimon and Thucydides the son of Ne1esias,

as vIe11 as to the Cleon types. The immediate cause of the

digression seems to have been a discussion of Eubu1us'

and Ca11istratus' financial policy. Pericles, with his

policy of payment for offices was perhaps a successor of

Cimon, when he carried the process one stage further, by

substituting payment from state funds for 1arg~sses from

private wealth. Certainly, according to Theopompus, by
23

C1eon's ti~e, bribery had 08cone a habit among the demagogues.
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Theopompus' attack upon the vices of tyrants is

most instructive. He can only attack Dionysius I for

promoting luxury and debauchery among his subjects.

However, as regards Cleomenes, tyrant of~1ethymna, praise

is given for the cespot's ability to suppress vice, luxury
24

and lawlessness. Fritz's conclusion is thus most

plausible: the criticism of Dionysius was that the

tyrant made the people enjoy themselves in sin to secure

his own position, while Cleomenes aimed at a law-abiding

state. ~gain it is clear that the writer is a conservative

who is cont~~ptuous of democratic rule. Theopompus'

disapproval of Dionysius did not stem from the fact that

the ruler was a dictator, but from the fact that his

regime possessed democratic features.

Hermias of Atarneus is attacked for his low

origins and early violent career; however, he is praised
25

for his aristocratic firm rule. Again it is clearly the

sentiments of a snobbish aristocrat that are being echoed.

Thus to ~heoponpus, the main issue was the maintenance of

stability. 'Hence his praise for tyrants and his anti-

democratic sentiments with their strong moral tone.

It is only upon such an interpretation that

Theopompus' attitude to Lysander and Fhilip, the central

figures of his major works can be comprehended. Above all,

there is the notorious difficulty of Philip, a man,

according to Theopompus of the type not produced by former
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ages, who is nevertheless extravagant, flattered by wicked

men, a despot who constructs the city for perjurers and

sycophants, a debauchee and alcoholic, a corrupter of his
26

associates and a promoter of slaughtered despots. Indeed,

it is clear that Theopompus' attitude was very mixed. On

the one hand, he appears to have appreciated the fact that

Philip brought stability to Greece. As an Isocratean, he

may have evisaged as the result of this stability, the
27

effective assault upon Asia.

At the same time, Philip is attacked for his lack

of morals. Lysander, on the other hand, is praised for
28

his high moral standards. Two reasons have been

provided for Theopompus' distaste for the }lacedonian

hegemony in contrast to Lysander's. Fritz argues that the

Macedonian were semi-barbarians, whereas the Spartans

possessed inborn aristocratic qualities. This is a

distinct possibility, yet as Fritz himself observes, if

this was the case, Theopompus' view was certainly not

realistic, for Lysander's actions and designs for an

elective monarchy clearly posed a serious threat to the
29

oligarchic power structure of Sparta.

Indeed, more satisfactory is Momigliano's conclusion

that Theopompus' dissatisfaction derived from the fact

that Philip's character initiated a process of intrigues,

culminating in Pausanias' murder of Philip. To Theopompus,

Philip was the most gifted political figure ever produced by
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Europe, who was destroyed by his dissolute character. Thus

Theopompus distinguished between Philip's capacity and

personal failings.

Certainly, there is no doubt that Theopompus was

deeply disappointed with Macedon's achievement. He wrote

no history of Alexander and his letters to Alexander were

uninteresting in comparison to those sent to Philip. To

quote Fritz -he was not the patriarchal monarch and

protector of hierarchic social order, of whom Theopompus
30

had dreamt."

It is thus apparent that Theopompus' excessive

interest in the private lives of the chief figures in

his historical ~orJ~s is not simply the result of cynicism

and a desire to humiliate persons politically in the
31

forefront. Rather, it results from and is characteristic

of the historian's aristocratic conservatism and distrust

of qualities associated with the masses. Like Xenophon,

Plato, Isocrates and Ephorus, his faith in democracy has

disintegrated to be replaced by conviction in monarchical

predominance. Like Plato, he was contemptuous of the

demos whom he associated with vice. The Fonarch had to

be untainted by the blemishes of the "majority". Philip,

despite his political successes, failed because of his

private vices anc as such he \"as no more successful than

the Athenian state had heen under Cimon or Eubulus.

Thus it is clear that political d~vclopments of
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the late fifth and early fourth century, associated with

the increased i~portance of monarchies on the periphery

of the Greek world and the crisis of democracy as a result

of the convulsion of the Feloponnesian War, resulted in

renewed interest on the part of major intellectual figures

in one-Dan hegenony devoid of Athenian association. A

desire for renewal of the old and the restoration of

aristocratic preeminence led, in fact, to the espousal of

monarchical concepts.

In such circumstances, Philistus' work on

Dionysius takes its place alongside the works of Xenophon

and the Isocratean school, and is not to be regarded as

existins in isolation. Literary figures in their dislike

of democracies became increasingly attracted tovards

monarchs. Thus Isocrates was drawn towards Evagoras and

Nicocles amongst others, Euripides and Thucydides to

Archelaus, and Xenopbon towards ngesilaus and Persia.

Philistus' association with Dionysius is thus to be

viewed in a wider context. In the first place, he is

representative of the anti-democratic movement. Second,

like Xenophon, the Isocratic school and Plato, he is a

conservative monarchist. Finally, the choice of Sicily

as a centre of Hellenic civilization is to be regarded as

typical of the general swing away from Athens.

Dionysius as an usurper must have been acutely

sensitive of the intellectual climate of his age, and of
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the importance of monarchical theory. Plutarch records

that Dionysius told his mother that he could harm a city's
32

laws but not her nature. Certainly, this citation bears

testimony to the tyrant's interest in the nomos-physis

controversy. The fact that he called his daughters,

P.i~~~£~~E~' §~~~~~YE.~ and ~rete suggests, as Stroheker

observed, that Dionysius was attempting to legitimize his
33

despotate. Certainly, Dionysius was a man of learning.

The Suda notes that he wrote comedies, tragedies and

histories. The tragedies were regarded as poor in form

and content and often more suited to comedy. In 388 B. C.

the tyrant's work received scant appreciation at the
34

Olympic games. Political changes characterized by the

entente with Athens may have influenced the decision to

reward Dionysius the first prize at the Lenaean games,

despite their poor quality. However, three citations

do suggest a political context for these plays. One

fragment declares that anxiety is for every man, for only

the gods are completely happy. More important is the

citation which records that tyranny is the mother of

injustice. Finally, a third fragment refers to the
35

shining eye of justice. Certainly it appears that

Dionysius was eager to justify his rule and grant it

legality, and it seems that the evidence of the names

of Dionysius' daughters is confirmed by the testimony of

the fragments of Dionysius' own works. It would appear
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that in his endeavour to justi~y his rule from a

philosophic point-of-view, he differed from Philistus,

whose picture of Dionysius was based upon purely practical

consideration and was devoid of ethical factors,.except

in the case of Carthage and the Italiots. Dionysius'

attitude.certainly does explain the attraction of major

literary personages towards his court.

On the whole the evidence suggests that the literary

figures who frequented Dionysius' court were unable to

maintain a cordial relationship with the tyrant. We know

that Dionysius' visitors included the tragedian Antiphon,

Xenarchos who wrote a play about the cowardly Rhegines and
36

the philosopher, Aristippus of Cyrene. About these

personages~ little evidence is provided. ~lore interesting

testi~ony is provided about Philistus, Plato and Philoxenus

of Cythera. Philistus' experiences have been fully dealt

with. Philoxenus, the most distinguished representative

of the dithyra~r, quarrelled with Dionysius in 390 B. C.

and was thrown into the quarries, officially either for

seducing the tyrant's mistress, Galatea or for criticizing

Dionysius' works. Ve know that in 388 B. C., he depicted

Dionysius as a Cyclops and it is most probable that
37

political differences contributed to Philoxenus' fate.

l~st famous of all was the visit of Plato in 388,

which clearly reveals the strain imposed by the relationship

between the tyrant and the scholars at his court. Various
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authorities give different accounts of this visit.

Diodorus claims that Dionysius called Plato to Sicily and

treated him with honour, and that differences between the

two men resulted in Dionysius' having sold him in a

Syracusan slave market. Ultimately, Plato was freed by

friends and able to go home. Cornelius Nepos argued that

Dion was behind Dionysius' invitation to Plato. Phi10demus

connects his appearance at Syracuse with the philosopher's

visit to the Pythagoreans of South Italy. lIe adds that

Dionysius sold him to a Laconian who brought him to Aegina.

Plutarch claimed that fate brought Plato to Syracuse and

Dion, and that conversation on the topic of justice upset

Dionysius. Dion succeeded in getting his friend aboard

the ship of a certain Spartan.Pollis,who was told by

Dionysius either to set him on the high seas or sell him
38

into slavery.

The stages ~hereby this tradition arose cannot be

determined: however,' it is clear that it results from

the fact that little is known about an incident about

which Plato himself says little. Dionysius' complicity

in the sale is certainly to be doubted. It is possible

that Plato came to Sicily by chance, that he met Dion who

introduced him to Dionysius, and that subsequent discussions

between the two men resulted in their estrangement. However,

in view of the admittedly meagre but significant evidence

of the fragments of Dionysius' own works, the nomenclature
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of Dionysius' daughters, the general attraction of literary

figures to Dionysius' court, and the interest of Philistus

and Plato in monarchical government, there is little doubt

that Plato's visit was not purely incidental. The seventh

Epi~tle clearly states Plato's intentions. Dissatisfied

with the course of events at Athens, the oligarchic

revolution of 404, the restored democracy and the death

of Socrates, Plato sought his answer in philosophy.

Dionysius, as has been seen, was keenly interested in

contemporary philosophic discussion. Whether Plato

seriously thought that he could influence Dionysius is

doubtful in view of the fact that Dionysius was Flato's

senior. I!O\vcver, it seems certain that he hoped to work

through Dion, a younger person Mho was open to the

philosophic influence.

Though Dionysius' theoretical intentions

corresponded closely to those of Plato, and aimed at

legitimizing his rule, disagreement with Plato was

inevitable. To Plato, ethics formed the indispensable

basis for hegemony. As has been seen, in the GO~9~~~'

dikai~.§lrne_ and '§~p.b.ro~y~~ were the necessary ingredients

in the ruler and not his ability to make the city famous

politically. It is true that Dionysius in theory aimed

at the achievement of these qualities, and that in the

process, he named his daughters 1'.rete, !2.ikaiosy!.!~ and

~9E~E~~yn~. However, the fact is that Platonic ideology,
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when pursued to its logical conclusion, involved the

disintegration of Dionysius' empire.

Though Philistus' political viewpoint appears to

have corresponded much more closely to that of Dionysius,

as espouser of a policy of ~~al p~litik, the crisis

experienced by both Plato and Philistus at Dionysius'

court was basically not dissimilar, and is representative

of the general failure on the part of fourth century

literary figures to transfer to practical reality, the

results of individual theorizing. Plato and Philistus

like Xenophon, Isocrates, ~phorus and Theopompus,

despairing of democratic government, decided upon one-man

rule as the ideal forn of gover~rent. It is true that

ethics counted for more in rlato and Xenophon and, indeed,

in Theopo~pus, than in Philistus. Yet it is a fact that

at no ti~e ~id Plato advocate a return to democracy. In

tl:e ~_~"pu~~j.c, supr.en~e control \,.'as vested in the hands of

the philosopher kings, and in the Laws, Plato hoped for

the conversion of the young tyrant. On a practical level,

Plato turned to the thirty tyrants, Dionysius II, Dion

and Hermias of l.tarneus. Finally, he recommended that a

triumvirate forrr'eG from the family of the cIder Dionysius

rule Syracuse.

The parallel may be carried further. Each of these

figures were unable to satisfy the~selves fully, even

\vhen they felt that they had. disco"'J'8red their iCleal
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statesman. ~s has been seen, the evidence suggests that

Dionysius' treatment of the Greeks of South Italy is at

the root of the break with Philistus. The fact is that

the nature of Dionysius' power could not tolerate

interference of any type from philosopher or historian,

if this challenged the basis of his power. The ideal was

not represented by the reality. Xenophon and the Isocratics

appear to have undergone a similar disillusionment. Thus

Xenophon's faith in Spartan hege~ony as represented by

Agesilaus was broken ~ith that state's collapse, and in

the Hi~ron, the tyrant had to be replaced by the benevolent

ruler. Isocrates turned from one ruler to another, and

it is doubtful whether Philip, in fact ultimately satisfied

him. Ephorus seems to have been attracted by the Macedonian

monarchy, but the incomplete nature of his work and the

sparseness of the testimony precludes dogmatic assertions

as to whether Ephorus discovered a satisfactory ultimate

solution. Certainly, Theopompus' disillusion with Philip,

as has been seen, is adequately documented.

Such disillusion is understandable when it is

remembered that all these writers represent a conservative

element with strong idealistic and, indeed, moral tendencies.

The application of this idealism inevitably incurred deep

disappointment when faced with the historical realities.

Hence Philistus' ideal of ~estern Greek union against

Carthage was contradicted by Dionysius' South Italian
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policy, which stemmed from the realities of the situation.

Similarly Plato's hopes for an ethical basis for Dionysius'

rule were simply not practically effective, and one sus-

peets: that similar factors underline Philoxenus' breach

with the tyrant. Moreover, the examples of Xenophon and

Theopompus provide clear illustrations of the incompatibility

of the ideals of the "cultured" conservatives with the

practical examples of Sparta and Macedon.

Thus Philistus' conception of Dionysius and
I.

I monarchical rule is clearly representative of the general

tendencies, characteristic of the late fifth and early

fourth centuries. The problem remains to determine more

precisely the position of Philistus in the development

of historiography, in particular to examine whether Philistus

is to be regarded as a Thucydidean or Isocratean in sentiment.

In fact, it is clear that elements, representative of both

schools are apparent in Philistus. Philistus' conception

of Vestern Greek union against Carthage seems to anticipate

the panhellenic ideals of the Isocrateans. Eowever, it

must be remembered that Thucydides too had advocated the

importance of unity, as epitomized by the Athenian hegemony.

Further, though it seems that Theopompus regarded Philip

as the champion of Hellenism against Persia, it is

possible that the emphasis was upon the political stability

brought by Macedon to the Greek world rather than the

crusade against Persia. The move away from ~thens may
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Yet is is to be observed that the evidence clearly indicates

that Thucydides himself was attracted by Syracusan

~}..xpra9!:r'~.~Y~!:_ and the Periclean Hermocrates.

Third, like Isocrates, Ephorus and Theopompus,

Philistus was drawn towards a monarchical form of

government, as opposed to the democratic type. Yet in

this respect, he can also be regarded as Thucydidean,

for Thucydides was certainly more impressed by individuals

like Pericles and lIermocrates than the l,thenian demos.

Finally, it is clear that the strong moral tone of

Philistus, as found in Diodorus' text, owes as much to

Thucydides as it anticipates Theopompus.

In this connection, the antithesis between

Theopompus and Thucydides is hardly as decisive as

claimed by Connor. Connor argued that whereas Thucydides

was impartial, the later historian was distinctly anti-

Athenian; whereas the former was a sceptic, the latter

was a cynic; whereas the latter was interested in

personaliti~s and their private lives, the former was
39

differently inclined. On all counts, Connor clearly

generalizes excessively. As has been seen, Thucydides

is by no means impartial. Hence his distorted view of

demagogues and post-Periclean Athens. Indeed, he does

bring his m"m personal judgments into the narrative.

More important, Thucydides is by no means devoid of
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moralizing tendencies. His atiitude to Athenian

imperialism is distinctly moralistic. Hence the contrast

between the_~itaphios, The Mytilenean debate and the

Melian dialogue. Finally, his interest in leading

personalities and their failings is clearly apparent in the

case of Alcibiades.

However, the fact is that the ancient testimony

clearly regarded Philistus as a Thucydidean. Two reasons

would appear to account for this development. First,

stylistic considerations may have led to this comparison.

Yet, as has been argued above, stylistic and political

considerations cannot be entirely divorced. 7hus it seems

likely that the identification of the two writers stemmed

from their common championship of tyrannical rule, devoid

of moral panhellenistic overtones. It is true that both

historians discussed moral considerations, but it must be

emphasized that neither author judged his ideal ruler from

a moral point of view. Thucydides' moral judgment was

placed upon the Athenian demos, and Philistus/Diodorus'

moral assessment concerned Carthage. Pericles and

Dionysius -certainly as champion against Punic imperialism-

were totally unaffected by such considerations. Adherence

to these monarchical figures was based entirely upon their

political effectiveness. Here Xenophon and the Isocratics

departed from the Thucydidean conception, and with

Theopompus, a crucial stage in the development of Greek
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of the central figures of history,is clearly reached.
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VI

THE THADITION J..FTEH PHILISTUS AND DIODORUS' 'TESTH10NY

1. The Testimo~y of Ephorus and Theopompus

Theopompus' interest in the private failings of

figures of political importance stemmed from the conviction

that great capability was often rendered futile by i~~oral

conduct. There seems little doubt that Theopompus'

emphasis upon vice and degeneracy was closely associated

with the political effects which arose from them. However,

Theopompus" example vIas emulated by less discerning

historians wlose works took little cognizance o~ the nature

of the political importance of the individuals about whom

they wrote. Dionysius' political importance led to an

association of the tyrant with such a hostile testimony.

Of primary i~portance was, of course, the account of the

historian, Timaeus of TauromeniUJT1. HOvlever, that

historian's testimony is merely the culminating point of

earlier developments. It is accordingly necessary to

trace the Gevclopment of the hostile tradition which

revised the account of rhilistus, and determine t~e

extent to which this account influenced Diodorus' testiITony.

Two historians who certainly discussed Dionysius

in th~ course of their work on the history of mainland

Greece were Ephorus and Theopompus. Little is known about

448
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their attitude towards the tyrant, but the evidence suggests

that they did not adopt an essentially hostile approach.

It would appear that Ephorus treated the early

Sicilian tyrants and the war of 480 B. C. in book twelve,
1

which procably ended with Ducetius' death. Books thirteen

to fifteen appear to have covered the Peloponnesian War,

and perhaps book fifteen dealt with the Athenian expedition

to Sicily. Fragment 68 refers to Entella and is associated

with book sixteen of Ephorus' history. Entella was given

to the Campanian allies of Dionysius in 403 B. C. Later,

after these Campanians had rejoined Carthage, the city was
2

attacked and destroyed by Dionysius. Therefore Barber

~uggests that ~nok sixteen of Ephoru5 ended with the treaty
3

of 392 B. C. betv;een Dionysius and Carthage. Two

references to Pharos, Dionysius' colony of 388 B. C. and

to the city, IIerbita which was attacked by Dionysius in

403 B. C. suggests that book twenty-eight discussed

Dionysius. Book twenty-nine continued the discussion of

Sicilian history, and appears to have dealt with the

period following the death of the elder Dionysius to

Timoleon. Eence fragment 221 refers to Timoleon's

suppression of his brother's attempted tyranny.

The evidence thus indicates that Ephorus certainly

discussed Sicilian history in books twelve, sixteen,

twenty-eight and twent~-nine. Dionysius I was probably

discussed in books sixteen and twenty-eight. It would
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appear that Sicilian history after the collapse of the

Athenian expedition was pursued after Ephorus had

completed his narrative of the Pe19ponnesian War, and that

discussion of the crisis of 410-5 B.. C. led inev~tably

to an account of the early years of Dionysius in book

sixteen. Indeed, this book seems essentially to have

been concerned with Punic-Siceliot hostilities 410-392 B.C.,

which resulted in the creation of Dionysius' empire. The

penultimate book of Ephorus' history appears to have

discussed Dionysius' later career, after the initial
4

struggle with Carthage had been terminated.

So little is known about Ephorus' account of

Sicilian history that it is impossible to prove that

Diodorus' account derives from Ephorus. To a certain

extent, the answer to this problem is determined by

whether it is accepted that Ephorus was Diodorus' main

source for the history of the Greek mainland. If it is

accepted that Ephorus was Diodorus' source for this

portion of his history, it will be very difficult to argue

that Diodorus did not read Ephorus for the narrative of

Sicilian affairs. Certainly, there is no doubt that

Diodorus saw Ephorus' narrative of Sicilian history.

Further, his narrative was not as hostile as that of

Timaeus. Hence Ephorus' favourable account in contrast
5

with Timaeus' attack upon Philistus. However, it is

difficult to maintain that Ephorus' influence was decisive.First,
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there is the fact that Diodor~s' account is lengthy and

only becomes sketchy with the departure of Fhilistus.

Hence I believe that it reflects the testimony of a

native historian, particularly interested in Sicily and

not an historian to whom Sicilian affairs did not form the

crux of the narrative. The antithesis between the fullness

of the narrative for the first two decades of Dionysius'

reign and the later tw6 decades cannot be accounted for

by Ephorus, but by Philistus, whose exile, it has been

seen, lasted until the death of Dionysius I. Noreover, as

has been indicated in the analysis, the testimony of a

conte~porary is suggested in the full narrative of the

first two decades. Ephorus can hardly r.e classed as a

contemporary, and he was certainly far fro~ the field of

action. The vividness of the detail certainly suggests

a conte~porary, well-acquainted with the ,Sicilian position.

Again Philistus is a much preferable candidate.

More probable is the view advanced by Schwartz

that Diodorus relied heavily upon Ephorus in the portions
6

follO't·:ing the abrupt termination of the detailec narrative.

In other words, it is conceiva~le that Diodorus in book

fifteen utilized rphorus. It would appear, on such an

interpretation, that Diodorus, with Philistus' detailed

narrative exhausted, was obliged to consult the testimony

of an historian whose account was much briefer. The

discrepancy in the t~o accounts of Dionysius' embassy to
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7
the Olympic games suggests a source change. The fact

that Diodorus had used Ephorus for his narrative of Greek

affairs, renders credible the view that he, at this point,

used the account of Lphorus. ~aturally it is impossible

to be dogmatic on this point. There is some reason to

regard Theopo~pus as the ne~l source employed. The

agreement of Diodorus and Ephorus over Pharos certainly

proves very little. Indeed, if Diodorus did base his

account of Dionysius' later reign upon Ephorus' testimony,

the fragmentary nature of the information renders impossible

any attempt to seek Ephorus' viewpoint in Diodorus' text.

An alternative view is that Theopompus was the

s u c~ of Diouorus i. book fifteen. It is clear that

Diodorus saw Theopompus' excursus on Sicily from the

E~~l~ppj9~. The fact that Diodorus refers to only a part

of the ~~~liP2i9~' that dealing with Sicily, indicates

that Diodorus had seen the work and was writing down his
8

information from memory.

Consideration of the precise nature of Theopompus'

excursus, however, renders this view most unlikely. It

began, not as Diodorus says, in book forty-one, but in

book thirty-nine because the eight !ragments cited from

the Sicilian books derive from books thirty-eight and forty.

Diodorus declares that three books were devoted to the

excursus. Therefore, it would appear that books thirty-

nine to forty-one and not forty-one to forty-three
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constituted the excur~us. The digression seems to have
9

followed an account of Macedonian operations in Epirus.

A di~cussion on the Western Mediterranean seems to have

followed the narrative on SicilY to book forty-three.

--~his is indicatee by the fact that fragments 199 to 204

from book forty-three are chiefly concerned ~lith the

West. Thus Westlake concludes that Diodorus' confusion

sternmed from his erroneous association of the number of
10

the books with the general excursus on the West.

Diodorus says that after the beginning of the

tyranny of the elder Dionyslus, Theopompus covered a

period of fifty years and ended with the expulsion of

tile yo ycr Dionysius. The prqblero is that the period of

405 to 343 covers more than sixty years. It is, therefore

conceivnble that the excursu~ began with the establishment

of Dionysius' empire in 392 B. C. - a logical date which

marked a similar division in Ephorus' history, - and that

the earlier part of Dionysius' reign occurred in the
11

Hellenica.

It is clear that Dionysius I was not dealt with

in great detail in the excursus of the PhiJ~pEi_~~~ First,

there is only one fragment which belongs to the books on

Sicily which mentionsDionysius, and this merely notes

that he was the father of Hipparinus and Nysaeus. The

rest refer to Dionysius II and not to the elder Dionysius.

The absence of references to Dionysius is particularly
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striking when it is reMe~bered that three-fifths of the

period dealt with Sicily under Dionysius. It is true

that the absence of references to Dionysius I could be a

coincidence. However, other facts suggest that this was

not the case, First, one fragment from book thirty-nine

refers to the inte~perar.ce of Apollocrates, the eldest
12

son of Dionysius II and his estrangeDent from his father.

Since Dionysius II was born in 398 D. C., it is clear

that Apollocrates belonged to the generation which
13

flourished after Dionysius l's death. Second, frag~ents

192 and 194 refer to events occurring in pook forty, after

Dionysius' 0ithdrawal. Third, the one fragment about

Diony",ius :;:, '.l:'1ic·! attac}:s the tyrant for pror.1otingluxury
14

and debauchery, derives fro~ book twenty-one. It forms

part of a general attack upon Greek tyrants, including
15

Peisistratus. It is, moreover, clear that Dionysius

himself is not attacked for his own personal moral

deficiencies, but merely for the fact that he encouraged

dissoluteness in others. Finally, as Vestlake observes,

it is strange that Athenaeus should quote from book

twenty-one and mention no attack on Dionysius I, deriving
16

from the later Sicilian excursus. The evidence clearly

indicates that Theopompus ' research into the moral failings

of prominent political figures, did not discover a great

deal in the case of the elder Dionysius. In the light of

Dionysius of Halicarnassus' remarks on the thoroughness of
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Theopompus' research, it is to .be concluded first, that

Theoporrpus' digression on Sicily in the Philippica did not
17

involve Dionysius I in great detail. Second, it would

appear that Theopompus did not write a particularly hostile

_account of Dionysius I. Thirm, it may be suggested that

he, in fact, admired the political acumen of Dionysius, and

included his opinion in the possible digression in the

Hellenica. Finally, it would appear that Theopompus aimed

at tracing the fall of Dionysius' empire, and that he

found the cause of its collapse in the dissolute figure of

the younger Dionysius, whose failings corresponded closely

to those of Athens and Philip, who also figure prominently
I

That Dionysius II was the central figure of the

excursus in the Philippi£a is confirmed by the fact that

Dion and Tinoleon do not appear to have been attributed

as much irrportance as in the traditions of Plato and

Timaeus. Theopompus seems to have dealt with the corrupting

powers of Dion. Certainly, he was highly critical of

Plato. The main point, however, is that Theopompus, unlike

later authorities, concentrated upon Dionysius II, vlhose

corruption \vas regarded as reiPonsible for the decline of

Dionysius lis empire. Clearly, the tradition of Plato and

Timaeus gained many adherents: however, there is no doubt
18

that Theopompus was the chief influence upon Athenaeus,

and, more important, upon Trogus Pompeius. Theopompus'
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influence is indicated by the very title of the latter's

work, Ph}.li:ppica_. I·~ore important is the fact that the

account provided of Sicilian affairs in Justin's epitome

clearly echoes Theopompus, for the rise of Dionysius is

'simply omitted and to quote V~estlake "to Justin the

ignominiols career of Dionysius II ",as the only noteworthy

feature of Sicilian history of the middle of the fourth
19

century." Moreover no hostility to Dionysius is

evident in the epitome. Finally, Justin's account is

part of a general excursus on the West.

In such circumstances, decisive influence of

Theopompus' excursus upon Diodorus is unlikely, in

spite of he fact that ~iodorus does seem to have read

the excursus. It is true that Theopompus' hostility

does not appear to have been manifested towards Dionysius I

and that, as has heen seen in the analysis, Diodorus' text

is not especially hostile to Dionysius. f!O\vever, it is

to be observed that no evidence of Theopompus' scheme is

manifested in Diodorus' text. ~1oreover, as in the case

of Ephorus, 'it is unlikely that the vividness of detail

which we would associate with a contemporary like Philistus,

would characterize Theoponpus' work. Moreover, the moral

tone of Theopompus is most definitely ansent from Diodorus'

text. Finally, the fact tr.at Tr.eopo~pus does not appear

to have attacked Dionysius' moral failings suggests that

the inforr~ation in book fifteen does not derive from that
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historian.

In conclusion, it is evident that Diodorus

consulted both Ephorus and Theopompus. However, there is

little reason to suppose that these historians exercised

decisive influence upon Diodorus. It is possible that

their influence is to be found ~ost decisively in book

- -fifteen of Diodorus. IIo~,'ever, the moral <ee'rlsure directed

towards the person of Dionysius, which is a notable

characteristic of these chapters, suggests use of other

sources, for, as has been seen, Ephorus' and Theopompus'

-accounts do not appear to have been really hostile.

Certainly the case against the use of Theopompus is

particularly strong: Ephorus' presence is perhaps more

probabl~."

~__The I?eve19J?m~nt_<:>Lth~Hostil~Tradition

The growth of the hostile tradition certainly

stems from developments of a political and intellectual

nature, which took place during the life time of Dionysius I,

arid it is, indeed, strange that Ephorus and Theopompus

were comparatively uninfluenced by these tendencies, for

both historians ca~e from Athens, the city most responsible

for this movement. In the case of Theopompus, the

difficulty can be easily resolved. Theopompu?, the

evidence suggests, was an historian of considerable

individuality who, despite an undoubted interest in the
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private failings of individuals in his histories, was

unlikely to employ evidence of doubtful authenticity

merely for creating sensational effects. It must be

stressed that emphasis upon vice in Theopompus was very

much dependent upon political considerations. Therefore,

it is clear that Theopornpus was unwilling to utilize

current gossip at Athens. In the case of Ephorus, a

solution is more difficult to achieve. Again, it has to

be conceded that probably a degree of integrity impeded

Ephorus' use of contemporary gossipy material. Ephorus'

universalism may have led to the adoption of this attitude.

Finally, it is clear that at this stage, the hostile

tradition was not fully developed. Hence, its preeminence

in Ephorus and Theopocpus is most unlikely.

The hostile tradition originated not in Sicily

but in Athens, and is associated with the peculiar position

occupied by Dionysius. The extent of Dionysius' empire,

occupying as it aid, most of Sicily and Southern Italy, and

maintainins notable economic control over the Northern

Adriatic, ~as a new pheno~enon in the Greek world, and

certainly foreshadowed the huge Hellenistic power blocs.

As a result of such ~evelopments, Dionysius began to be

regarded as second only to the Great King. Thus we read in

Diocorus 6~6rrEp at ~ty~o~o~ ~wv ~6~E ovvaa~wv AtyW

oE ~ov nspawv $ao~Ata xal ~ov ~~xsAtas ovvaa~~v 6~ovua~ov.

Bebause of this, according tci ~~horus, he was feare2 in old
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Greece: 6U~Os yap (~LovuaLOs) ~Ae£ ~ouA6~£vos ~tv ~~

ox~~a~L AaXE6aL~ovtoLs ~o~6~aaL xa~a !e~vatwv ~~ at

&A~e£t~ ~ouA6~£vos ~~V'EAA&6a ~E~a ~ou ITtpaou

~£ptoaaeaL EXEtvOU 6~Awaav~os au~~ wsrE~opos
20

tO~OpEr. It is most likely that Diodorus is

echoing the sentiments of Ephorus. Certainly, the second

passage ~hich definitely stems from Ephorus is illustrative

of the Athenian conception of tr.e ~estern empire, and though

it appears that Ephorus' testimony does not reflect an

essentially hostile attitude towards Dionysius, tr.is

citation fro2 his history clearly illustrates the

circumstances "'hicl..... gave rise to l\thenian hostility.

Syracuse is cracketed \\'i th l\thens' foes, Persia and

Lacedaenon. Indeed Syracuse supported Sparta, whose

interests in the 1';rest had been represented by the Dorian

bloc under Syracuse throughout the fifth century.

Athenian hostility to rionysius is well-documented

and stems fron Dionysius' support of Sparta during the

years 393-87 B. C. In 394 B. C. we find Athens honouring

Dionysius together with his brother Leptines and Thearidas
21

and his brother-in-law, Polyxenus. Later Conon sent
22

an embassy to Syracuse. This failed to achieve anything

substantial, for we find Po1yxenus, heading the Ita1iot

and Sice1iot ships with Anta1cidas, the aim being to
23

persuade Athens to agree to the ~iEg~_Peac~.

In the years which follow, ~ionysius appe~rs to
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have met with ridicule from the comic poets. In a play

of Philoxenus of Cythera, Dionysius appeared in the guise
24

of a Cyclops. Strattis provided a picture of Dionysius,
I 25

the cruel tyrant who did not wish to singe his beard.

Eubulus wrote a play called Dionysius, and no doubt a
-I---- 26

similar hostile viewpoint was provided.

Criticism of Dionysius was by no means confined

to the Attic stage. In 388 B. C., Lysias saw Dionysius

as the enemy of the Greeks in their endeavour to achieve
27

freedom. He was placed by the side of the Great King.

In the seventh Platonic ~pist~~, Plato's dissatisfaction
28

with the position in Syracuse in 388 B. C. is voiced.

Isocrates in the Pan~9.xricus notes in 380 B. C. the
29

slavery of Sicily and the laying waste of Italy.

In 371, however, Isocrates changed his tone because

of the altered political situation in Greece. The letter

indicating this changed attitude is dated after the battle

of Leuctra. Spartan hegemony was as a result ended.

Athens thus appears to have again turned to Syracuse.
30

Hence Isocrates asked Dionysius to save Greece.

The increased friendship towards Dionysius is

attested by two inscriptions of 368 B. C. The first

contains a Erob~~~~~~a of the Athenian boul~, referring

to Dionysius' proposals in furtherance of the·peace congress

at Delphi to which he sent envoys. It praises Dionysius

for upholding the ~ing~ Peace and grants him and his sons
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golden crowns and the freedom of the city. The second

decree of 367 B. C., as well as honouring bionysius,

contains the terms of a treaty concluded with him. Each

side is to help the other against their enemies. Dionysius'
31

phrourarchs appear on the decree taking the oaths.

Thus Athens constantly attempted to woo Dionysius,

who,until Leuctra,remained a firm ally of Sparta. Athens'

frustration as revealed by the testimony of Ephorus,

Lysias and Isocrates was very real and was based upon

serious political developments. Her irritation took a

most vitriolic form in comedy and there is little doubt

that much later anecdotal material originated from the

Athenian st2ge. It is true that by 371 B. C., relations

bet\veen l\thens and Syracuse vlere of a more cordial nature.

However, there is little doubt that the popular concept

of the Syracusan despot had taken form.

A second influence upon the formation of the

hostile tradition was the failure of Plato to effect the

conversion of Dionysius II to his philosophical viewpoint.

Dionysius \-'as denounced by Speusippus as godless and
32

wicked. Demosthenes, attacking Aischines, likened his

Indeed Aischines took offence at

To Aristotle Dionysius had become the
34

example of the demagogic tyrant.

opponent to Dionysius.
33

this comparison.

Certainl~i, Plato is the key to these late developments.

To Plato, tyranny fT'.arked the ultimate corruption of the
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civic body politic. Most interesting is the picture
35

provided in the Republic. Orators champion the people

against the supposed designs of the rich. Allegations

of an attack upon the tyrant's life follow, and a bodyguard

is employed. The tyrant burdens the citizens with

taxation, confiscates temples and stirs up wars to make

the presence of strong leadership essential. Much of this

corresponds to the picture in Diodorus' text: the ruse to

obtain a bodyguard, the enrollment of foreign wercenaries,

the deliberate attack upon the rich, the ignorance of the

masses. However, in two respects, it differs. First, the

patriotic element is entirely lacking. Second, no

indication is provided of the oligarchic character of

Dionysius' hegemony and of the support of Philistus. Thus

by concentration of certain particulars and avoidance of

others, Plato's portrait, in fact, marks a radical

departure from that found in Diodorus. For this reason,

it is dangerous to assume that the Platonic picture is
36

found in Diodorus. On the contrary, Plato took what

suited him from Philistus or, indeed, from oral tradition,

and by a process of skilful selection, considerably

distorted the realities of the situation.

One clear example exists of Plato's ability to

falsify facts. In the seventh letter, it is recorded that

Dionysius I saved many Greek cities. The eighth letter
37

also noted this fact. Here it is stated that in the
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crisis of 405 B. C., two strategoi autokratore~ were

chosen. These were Dionysius and Hipparinus, the father

of Dion. However, this point is not noted by Diodorus.

According to the latter, only one strategos autokrator

was chosen - Dionysius.

In fact, the connection between Dionysius and

Hipparinus was later. In 405 B. C. Dionysius married

'l'hi s

He, however, appears on the Athenian
39

inscription of 393 B. C. honouring Dionysius.

Hermocrates' daughter and gave the latter's brother to
38

his sister.

is accounted for by the fact that in 398 B. C. Dionysius
40

had married Aristomachc together with the Locrian, Doris.

Therefore, the connection with Dionysius dates from 398,

an~ only took place after the death of Eermocrates'

daughter.

In 367 B. C., Dion championed Aristomache's sons,

Hipparinus and Nisaeus, Doris' son, DionysiuEII, however,
41

prevailed. Thus it appears that Flato had a special

reason for placing !iipparinus as a colleague of Dionysius

in 405 B. C. Eis aim was probably to add to the validity
42

of Di.on's plan.

The eighth letter notes after Dian's death,

Plato' 5 plan of dividing the monarchy beb-Ieen three priest
43

kings. They were to be the two sons of the elder

Dionysius, on the one hand, and the grandson of Hipparinus

and the son of Dian, on the other. This plan closely
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resem;)les Dion' s of 367 B. C.

It is further to be observed that when Diodorus

notes the marriage of Dionysius to Aristomache, he does

not mention ~ristomache's father's name. He werely
44

refers to her father as ~mv noXL~LHmV ~~v tnLa~~o~&~~v.

~£ has teen arsucd, Philistus' attitude is echoed. In

other words, it might indicate the philosopher's view

of the state was of no interest to tl~e historian. To

Plato. on the other hand, Hipparinus and Dion were the

all important persons.

Certainly by the beginning of the third century,

a considerable anount of hostile material had accumulated,

originating from i\.thenian comedy and reinforced by the

philosophic opposition. This hostile tradition appears to

have found its way into peripatetic biography. We know

that Phaenias wrote a work on the Sicilian tyrants and

Satyrus wrote on the younger Dionysius. Unfortunately

little is known about these works. It can be stated that

the peripatetics were clearly gossipy writers, for gossips

like Athenaeus preserved their traditions. Certainly the

fashion of the time was to typify lives of luxury and the

excesses of the absolutism of the tyrants. Phaenias' work

on the Sicilian tyrants may thus have anticipated Suetonius'
45

Caesars.

The circumstances surrounding the growth of the

anecdotal material indicates the importance of maintaining
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caution in respect to their authenticity. The material

is Athenian and not Sicilian and based upon comic

fabrication, Platonic distortion and peripatetic interest

in gossip.

The anecdotes themselves deal with the tyrant's

personal relations with his family and friends, his

tyrannical behaviour towards the citizens of his empire,

and his cruelty in warfare. Most of them belong to the

first group, where Dionysius is depicted as the suspicious

monarch, secure behind his fortifications, mistrusting

Philoxenus and Plato and even his old mother. The second

group discusses the bodyguard, secret police and financial

pressure imposed upon the citizens. Certainly, they

reflect the classic picture of the tyrant, found in Plato
46

and in Aristotle. It has been suggested above tllat the

picture of Dionysius' cruelty in war might derive from

Philistus, and thus antedate the later developments.

In general, the anecdotes mostly represent the

results of political theorizing and are rarely conceived

in a critical light. The case of Leptines' death is

certainly illustrative of the manner in which such

traditions arose. Plutarch ascribes it to jealousy by

the tyrant of his brother. Aelian says that Dionysius

could have saved Leptines in the sea fight. Diodorus

merely observes Leptines' brave death at Cronion, commanding
47

one wing. Thus it is clear that the early tradition,
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probably representing Ephorus or Philistus, merely stated

the fact that Leptines had the weaker force. Later

sources elaborated this point with the result that

Dionysius' placing of Leptines became a deliberate act,

arising out of the tyrant's jealousy for his brother. The

story of Plato's enslavewent probably arose through similar
48

circu"'1.stances. 'I'he main point to stress is their

unreliable nature, which sterrmed from the fact that at

their root lay Athenian comedy, philosophic theorizing and

gossip, particularly associated \vith the peripatetics.

3. Tir'.1aeus

The development of the hostile tradition culminated

with the history of Timaeus. The evidence of two fragments

reveal clearly Timaeus' hostility to~ards Dionysius. The
49

first fragment records the dream of a IIimeraean \\Toman.

We read ho~ this lady saw Dionysius in heaven next to Zeus.

He was red-~aired and chained, and is described as the

spirit of Sicily who, once freed, would ravage these lands.

L~ter, when this woman saw him in person, she collapsed

\'lith a screan. Three months later she was dead, having
50

been secretly murdered at Dionysius' orders.

The second fragment notes the fact that the

trage~ian Euripi~es died in the same year in which
51

Dionysius, the epitome of tragedy was born.

Polyhius supports the evidence of these two

fragments, when he endeavours to show how Tireaeus discovered
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52
the traits of individuals from their writings. Hence

Horner is a glutton because he feasts his heroes constantly.

Similarly Aristotle who provides recipes has culinary

interests. Polybius also mentions DionYsius whose

effeminate tastes, according to Timaeus, are revealed by

his interests in bed hangings and the study of woven work.

The reference is to ~Lovvato~ b ~vp&vvo~ and no doubt,

as Kalbank suggests, the elder Dionysius is clearly
53

indicated.

Consideration of Timaeus' hostility towards

Dionysius is explained largely ~y personal factors. Indeed,

it is illustrative of the changing ideals which characterized

historical writing from the Classical to the Hellenistic

periods. Thucydides, Philistus, Ephorus and Theopompus,

despite their personal involvement in the happenings which

they recorded, based their assessment of human achievement

upon political considerations. In the case of Thucydides,

for example, in spite of that historian's personal grievances

against Cleon, it is clear that the main reason for

Thucydides' .hostility was based upon the premise that it

was individuals of the Clean-type that caused the collapse

of Athens. Thucydides, further, was quite willing to

oppose the policies of his probable kinsmen eimon, because

of his O\-ffi belief that Periclean policy was the only

hope of salvation· for Athens. Similarly Theopompus'

criticisms of Philip were clearly not based upon personal
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~9tiv~~~ In fact, Theopompus greatly admired Philip.

1n~ gttack upon Philip's private failings, as has been

~~~n, was justified, according to Theopompus, by political

con~iderations. Philistus' motivation is similarly to be

delineated. There is no doubt that Philistus admired

Diony~ius and that his position depended upon maintenance

of the tyranny. However, the evidence certainly suggests

that the cause of the schism between the tyrant and his

9hief~inister lay essentially in Philistus' ideological

~nd p9litical opposition to the tyrant's activities in

south ;Italy.

Timaeus is, howcver, the product of a different

{1<jc. ;In his history, personal experiences and animosity

~~e the preeminent factors and it is, indeed, fortunate

that the events of his life and those of his father are

vlell-90cumented, for they explain clearly the cause of

Timaeus' hostility towards Dionysius. Timaeus was the

son of Andromachus, who ,noted for his high mindedness

and wealth, gathered the Naxian survivors who had escaped

when their town had been destroyed by Dionysius, and
54

colonized Tauromenium. Further, it seems that
55

Andromachus had helped Timoleon. It certainly appears

that Andro~achus had been a tyrant. It is true that

according to tradition, Ti~oleon was a hater of one-man-rule.

This is the reason given for his murder of his brother who
56

aspired to the tyranny of Corinth. J'..t the same time,
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it is important to note that according to Marcellinus,

Timaeus praised Timoleon immoderately because he had not
57

overthrown the one-man-rule of his father Andromachus.

Other evidence exists, which proves beyond a doubt
58 •

that Timaeus' hero was Timoleon. At one point, Polybius

informs his readers that Timaeus exalted his hero above

the gods, and at the same time had the nerve to convict
59

Callisthenes of flattery. Plutarch, speaking about the

acts of Timoleon, says, quoting Timaeus, that if the

distressing incident about Timoleon's brother is omitted,

Sophocles' words "0 gods, what love and affection was
60

joined in him", might be applied to him. Finally,

Cicero, writing to L. Lucceius, the historian, expresses

the wish that somebody should do for him what Timaeus had
61

done for Timo1eon and Herodotus for Themistocles.

It is thus clear that the personal experiences

of Timaeus' father rendered Timaeus automatically hostile

to the memory of the Dionysii. It is, moreover, most

probable that Timaeus received his information from his
62

father personally. Two conclusions result. First,

Timaeus' treatment of the Dionysii was highly subjective

in comparison with Philistus' ITEpt ~Lovuatou Second,

the tradition about Timo1eon is similarly suspect, in

spite of the fact that it formed the basis for the two

biographies of Timo1eon by Plutarch and Cornelius Nepos,
63

as well as for Diodorus' account.
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Timaeus' o~n experiences under Agathocles tended

to reinforce the historian's antagonism towards the

Dionysii. Polybius and Diodorus both note that Timaeus
64

was extremely antagonistic towards Agathocles. That

this should have been so is not strange. Agathocles, it

appears. was the man who banished Timaeus from Sicily.

Diodorus says that Timaeus was banished from Sicily by
65

Agathocles. Polybius and Plutarch provide us with

information as to Timaeus' whereabouts during these years.

Polybius, quoting the thirty-fourth book of Timaeus,
66

notes that Timaeus lived for fifty years in Athens.
67

Plutarch states that Timaeus wrote his history in Athens.

Thus it is clear that Timaeus was banished by Agathocles
68

from Sicily and that he spent his exile in Athens.

There is little doubt that the exile affected his

attitude in his history towards Agathocles to a considerable
69

extent. It has already been seen that Polybius and

Diodorus noted Timaeus ' excessive bias against Agathocles.

We have, moreover, some evidence of the methods employed

by Timaeus in blackening the portrait of Agathocles.

Evidently he took delight in stressing Agathocles' lowly

origins. He noted how the tyrant began life as a potter,
70

and then abandoned the smoke and clay to come to Syracuse.

According to Polybius, Timaeus erred in regarding lowly

origins as a disgrace. To elevate oneself as Agathocles
71

had done was an act worthy of praise.
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The account given by Diodorus of Agathoc1es'

childhood seems to derive from Timaeus. It is recorded

hm'1 Carcinus of Rheg.i.um, when his wife was pregnant,

requested some Carthaginians to ask at Delphi about the

future of his unborn child. The oracle is recorded to

have foretold the distress which the boy would bring upon

the Carthaginians and all Sicily. The story goes on to

narrate how the mother hid the boy from his father who

later acknowledged him. It is then noted that Agathocles

became a potter. This event was followed by the death

of his father. He took Syracusan citizenship at the

time when Timoleon offered it. His mother then dedicated

a statue, around \-J1105e hips bees s\vannecl. This was
72

interpreted as a sign of future greatness.

The motifs of the pregnancy, of the swarm of bees,

of the foretelling of the future greatness of Agathocles,
73

as I have shown, all resemble Philistus. The emphasis

upon the idea that Sicily and Carthage will suffer distress
74

from the man clearly echoes Timaeus. It seems that

Timaeus used Phi1istus and transformed his account to fit

in with his own thesis. Indeed, as will be shown below,

evidence does exist indicating how Timaeus distorted

Philistus to establish the validity of his account of

Dionysius. It is thus clear that this passage of Diodorus

appears to derive from Timaeus.
75

A final passage to be noted also comes from Diodorus.
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The text notes that Agathocles ended his life in a manner

fitting his wickedness. As Timaeus is quoted immcdiately

afterwards, there is no reason to doubt that this phrase,

if it does not reproduce Tinaeus, directly echocs hirn.

It is thus apparent that the hostility Tv'lhich appears

in Timaeus' history towards Agathocles was the result of

the historian's own experiences at the hands of that

despot. Tirnaeus' hostility towards tyranny as such may

have been further increased upon his consideration of his

father's position as regards Dionysius II and Tirnoleon.

It~blearly resulted in the historian's unbounded admiration

for '1'imoleon. Further, it is clear that not only were

~gathoclcs and Dionysius II the o~jects of Timaeus'

hostility. It has been seen that the attitude of Tirnaeus

towards Dionysius I was a none-too-friendly one. Clearly

to Timaeus, Dionysius was a tragedy for Sicily.

Two other facts clearly influenced Timaeus'

political viewpoint towards the Sicilian tyrants. First,

the influence of contemporary Athenian society must have

been of considerable importance. It is interesting to

observe that Timaeus praised Demosthenes and the orators,

but condemned Callisthenes for paying divine honours to
76

Alexander. It is thus clear that he was opposed to

Alexander. Hence, as r:IorQigliano suggests, his hatred
77

for Dionysius corresponded to Athenian sentiment. Thus

Timaeus showed a distinct lack of interest in the Orient and
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the absolute monarchs, and directed his polemics against

Aristotle, Callisthenes, the philo-Macedonian Theophrastus

and Theopompus. His favouritism towards Timoleon and
78

Hermocrates was quite consistent with this attitude.

Second, Timaeus' favour towards Rome elucidates the nature

of his attitude to the Sicilian tyrants. It results from

his indifference to the great monarchies and his hatred

of tyrants. The result was inevitable admiration for a
79

republic like Rome.

Timaeus' approach to his task was clearly

facilitated by the fact that he spent his exile in Athens.

Indeed, it ~eems likely that his picture of Dionysius was

rnorc Athenian than Sicilian. The fact that Athens was the

storehouse of hostile tradition, and the fact that Timaeus'

bookishness is well-attested, indicates that the books

in which Dionysius was discussed, reflected the Athenian

viewpoint. We may conjecture that a Platonic or

Aristotelian Dionysius emerged, and that the narrative

contained a considerable amount of material derived from

the Athenian comedy. The two fragments of the Himeraean

woman and the synchronization of the tyrant's birth with

the death of Euripides clearly indicate the nature of

the material contained in Timacus' exposition.

Timaeus' work, moreover, took the form of a polemic

against Philistus. Timaeus certainly considered Philistus

tedious and clumsy. Diodorus noted the difference of
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opinion between the two historians about the question whether

or not the Sicani were the first inhabitants of Sicily.

Finally, Plutarch noted that Timaeus slandered Philistus
80

because the latter uas zealous and faithful to the tyranny.

Thus it is clear that Timaeus read Philistus. The

last citation is especially significant. It indicates

the fact that, although Timaeus used Philistus, his estimate

of the tyrant differed radically from that of the earlier

historian.

~vo exa~ples illustrative of Timaeus' ~ethod of
81

effective change in Philistus' account are to be observed.

Theon, the ~lexandrian grammarian, notes the lavish

Plutarch mentions

_JO'\'] !"Joschion notes the
83

'1"_lI':1a-eus.quoting, however,story,

funeral of Dionysius and quotes as his authority the
82

eleventh book of Philistus.

same

this on the authority of Philistus. He saysolov ~p~yw6[a~
I 84

~EY&A~~ ~~~ ~vpavv(6o~ ~~66LOV 8Ea~pLXOv YEVO~~V~v.

This certainly cannot come fro~ Philistus. On the contrary,

it appears that Plutarch had read Timaeus, for as has been

seen, it 'vIas 'i'ir.aeus \'7ho regarded Dionysius' tYl.~l.:.:r :::t::.;

a great tragec;y.

Clearly 7irnaeus ta~pered with Philistus. The

same subject received distinctly different treat~.ent by

the two historians. ~o Philistus, Dionysius received a

funeral fitting his greatness. To 7iQaeus, on the other

hand, it formed a Lrilliant conclusion to the tragedy of
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his tyranny. Plutarch, in fact, took over the polemic

of Ti~acus against Fhilistus.

The eXMnple noted above provides an instance

of Timaeus' ability, not so much to falsify as to alter

his source"' s coinments. On", one occasion, Tir:aeus actually

falsifies his evidence. Though Philistus is not cited,

it is most likely that Timaeus is dealing with Philistus.

Certainly, he is changing a more favourable source's

opinion. I refer to the description of the death of
85

Dionysius in Plutarch's Dion. ~e read that Dion failed

to confer with Dionysius in the interest of Aristornache's

children because of the intervention of the physicians who

wanted to gain the confidence of the younger Dionysius.

Timaeus, however, not satisfied with describing the

friends of Dionysius II as flatterers, goes further and

accuses them of murder. Plutarch is quite clear of the

fact that the tradition that the physicians murdered
86

Dionysius derives ultimately from Timaeus.

Though it is possible that Timaeus used Ephorus

and Theopom~us, it is clear that Timaeus' interest was

centred upon Philistus. TvlO facts particularly influenced

this decision. First, it was advisable to employ a

Sicilian source whose information vlas fuller. Theopompus'

testimony was, moreover, severely limited in that

information prior to Dionysius' debut was absent. Second,

Philistus' view of Dionysius proved to represent the exact
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antithesis of Timaeus'. Hence Timaeus' refutation of

Philistus' testimony was imperative. As has been seen in

the case of the issue of the Sicani, it is clear that

Timaeus' polemic was certainly not confined to consideration

of Dionysius' career.

Thus three characteristics are particularly to be

associated with the Timaeus tradition. First, Timaeus was

able to offer a different interpretation of the facts

recorded by Philistus. Secondly, he does not seem to

have been averse to actually falsifying the evidence of

his predecessor. Third, he could make use of the hostile

literature contained in the libraries of his country of

refuge.

It is, moreover, possible that Timaeus' history

offered a carefully developed theory of decline and that

the historian's views on Dionysius are merely part of
87

this scheme. Two subjects discussed by Timaeus would

tend to suggest such a pattern: Acragas and Empedocles.

There is no doubt that Timaeus discussed Acragas

and that the excursus as found in Diodorus appeared in

the pages of Timaeus, even though, as has been suggested,

they derive ultimately from Philistus. Four points would"

indicate this. First, Ti~aeus appears to have written

about Acragantine affluence in a corresponding part of
88

his history. Second, Diodorus is not alone in attributing

the information about this subject to Timaeus. It is clear
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Both

that Timaeus' notices on Empedocles are also found in
89

book fifteen. Aelian, quoting Timaeus, refers to the
90

same strigils and oil flasks as Diodorus.

Diogenes Laertius and Diodorus receive information about

racehorses from Timaeus. Diogenes Laertius mentions the

racehorses of Empedocles' grandfather and namesake and

refers to his father, Meton's victory at the seventy-first
91

Ol~"piad. This citation may be compared to Diodorus'

reference to the fact that Exaenetus of Acragas won the
92

stadion in the ninety-second Olympiad.

Third, it is to De noted that the other references

in Diodorus to t1:e ~dealth of llcragas - U-.e notice on the

Lull of fLalu.r is -- in l)ook thirteen is quoted on the
93

authority of Tinaeus.

Finally, as has been observed in the analysis of

Diodorus' text, a condermatory tone prevails throughout

the excursus. ~s such, it has been suggested that it

derives from Philistus. TiT':1.aeus, hm,,'ever, clearly employed

it" for his own purpose, to epitomize the Siceliot failure

in the fourth and third centuries.

Timaeus' viewpoint is similarly discernible in

his account of EmDedoclcs. We read in Diogenes Laertius

that Tirnaeus clai~cd that Ernpedocles displaye~ opposite

views on politics and poetry. In the former, he appeared

modest and reasonable; in the latter, boastful and conceited.
94

He declared Xa!pE't'e:yw 6'VI-lLV eEOC; a.1-l[3po'tOC; OUJ-tE'tL eVT)'tOC; ll:WAEUl-laL.
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Timaeus, moreover, denied the stories about

Empedocles' death. There appear to have been t\~'o accounts.

ll.ccording to neracleides Ponticus, a sacrifice took place

in the field of Pcisianax, follo~ing Empedocles' 'raising

of a \~o~an from tl:e dead. Fhile the company slept,

ElI,pedocles disappev.red. Later a servant re~embered tl:at

he had l:eard a voice calling Empedocles in the night and

seen a light in the sky, together with the glow of torches.

After this: a certain Pausanias ordered ttat divine honours

be paid the philosopher. According to Hippobatus,

Empedocles jumped into the crater of Eount l'.etna, soon

after \·thich one of his sandals was throvm out.

Tir.ttlcus douJ::.tcc t .•e authenticity of these accounts.

First, he argued that the origin of these stories is to

be connected with the fact that Empedocles disappeared

mysteriously in the P~loponnese. Second, it is this

which accounts for the fact that there is in existence no

tonD. Third, Peisianax was a Syracusan and not an

Acragantine. Finally, Timaeus claimed that Empedocles

'-JOuld not have jumped into a crater to which he never
95

referred.

Timaeus· hostility to Empedocles is clearly

revealed in his account of Empedocles' political conversion.

According to Aristotle, he was a champion of freedom,

hating one-man-rule of every kind. Xanthus of Lydia said

that he declined the kingship because he preferred a frugal
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life. Timaeus, hOviever, associated Empedocles' induction

into politics ~ith his annoyance at a dinner table. He

records how the host required that the wine be drunk only

after a certain guest had arrived. Empedocles disapproved.

The man upon arrival was pronounced to be master of the

feast. Empedocles now declined to drink at the man's

bidding. Given the alternative of drinking or being

drenched with the wine, Empedocles accused his host of

atteDpting to set up a tyranny, and the latter was
96

sentenced to death together with his master.

This is a difficult episode to comprehend clearly.

Two points are, however, significant. First, it illustrates

the extreme l'xtry ,'~ich existed in Acragas. It would,

therefore, appear to come from the same pen as the account

in Diodorus. A si~ilar emphasis upon the demoralizing

aspect of this excess of wealth is apparent. At the same

\
time, the picture given of Empedocles is a none toafavourable

\

one.

Finally, it is to be observed that Timaeus noted

that Empedocles was excluded from the discussions of the
97

Pythagoreans because he stole his master's discourses.

The main point to observe about these citations is

that they are distinctly hostile to the preeminent Acragantine.

Empedocles is accused of being conceited. Timaeus is

sceptical about the stories of his death. His political

conversion is a result of his irritation at a dinner table.
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His intellectual abilities ~~cre so small that he had to

resort to e~ploying the ideas of his master.

This hostility is especially interesting when

considered by the side of rolybius' remarks about Tiroaeus'

atti tude tor..:ards the preer:'tinent personalities of Sicily.

He rer.-arks:

"Timaeus introduces such long speeches
and shows suc~ zeal in ~aking Sicily the
greater part of llellas, and the c1eec:s
there the Dore conspicuous than those in
the rest of tr:c '.lorlc. and the Sicilian men
as the wisest Clr.'ongst those 1,10St
distingu.ishecl for ~ .. isc.om, and the
Syracusans 2S the greatest and most 98
outstanc.:'ing- leaoers arronsst the statesnan. ,.

The evi~ence concerning Timaeus' attitude towards

Lionysius, LnpeCocles and icragantine prosperity openly

contradicts this state~cnt. It inplies the fact that

Tirraeus certainly lookea with disfavour upon the events

in Sicily from the end of the fifth century E. C. It

would seem that his attitude towards Acragas and Empedocles

V,Tas determined by that \-,1hich he bore tOi'.:ards Dionysius and

Jl_gathocles. In an attempt to discover the cause of the

Siceliot collapse before the tyrants, he assumed it to be

the result of failure within the Siceliot camp. Certainly

to Tinaeus, Dionysius 'vas a tragedy for Sicily. The tragedy

which ~:las Dionysius, hOi.;ever, was only part of the general

tragedy of the Siceliot decline. I~ence his attitude tOivards

Acragas and its distinguished personality, Lmpedocles. The

only Siceliot who lived in the fourth century and received
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Tir.aeus' praise ~as Ti~oleon, and, as has been seen, the

historian's motives tippear to have been personal.

It is thus clear that when it suited Timaeus, he

adopted the senti~ents expressed by his chief source,

Philistus. Renee the Acragantine~ excursus, ~hich clearly

originated from Philistus, was assimilated into the scheme

of m'.1IT.aeus. Its role had, however, changed. To Philistus,

it represented the Siceliot failure which rendered

necessary the person of Dionysius. To Timaeus, Acragas,

Empedocles and Dionysius were all part of one malady.

The details known about the chronology of Timaeus'

history tends to confirm the irr:pression that Timaeus'

main aim was to concentrate upon the woes which overtook

Sicily in her later days. Certainly, the historian's

emphasis upon ~ore recent events stemmed from the obvious

fact that information for the earlier period was inevitably

more scarce. l~owever, the personal factor counted clearly
99

for a great deal.

Fragment 18 refers to the battle of Belarus in

which l:ippocrates, tyrant of Gela, defeated Syracuse. The
100

scholiast cites book ten. Fragment 21 notes how Gelon

gave his sisters in marriage to Aristonous and Cronicus.

The second book is quoted. Perhaps for ~,(~)~ should be
101

substituted. Therefore this fragment would appear to

come from the twelfth book. The reference to Hykkara in

fragments 23 and 24 in book thirteen seems to correspond
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102
to the reference in Thucydides. Therefore it refers

to the Sicilian expedition.

Thus far, the following facts can be established.

Book ten dealt with the end of the sixth and the'early

fi~th centuries. Book eleven discussed Gelon and Hieron.

The fragment on the marriage would appear to refer to the

suceession crisis. Hence it can be concluded that book

twelve discussed the death of Hieron. Probably the first

Athenian expedition to Sicily was also dealt with in book

twelve and the great expedition occupied book thirteen.

Diodorus places a reference to the wealth and

h0spitality of Tellias of Acragas in book fifteen.

Clearly ~e are here dcalins with the Punic siege of

Acragas. Therefore the wars against Selinus and Himera

were placed in the fourteenth book, while the second
103

invasion occupied book fifteen. De Sanctis has disposed

of the proble~ of the fragment concerning the woman of

Himera's drean. ~ should be (~)~. Instead of six, sixteen

is' referred to. Equally difficult to accept is Polybius'

attribution of Hermocrates' speech at Gela and Timoleon's
104

speech to book twenty-one. Thu~ most scholars argue

that rolybius is in error. In the first place, it is

unlikely tha.t the hlO speeches y·?ere placed in the same

book. Second, \-lhile Hermocrates' speech is much ~ore

likely to De in books thirteen, fifteen or sixteen, the

speech of ?imolecn is probably oetween books twenty-two
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105
and tv.1enty·-eight.

Fragment 32 on ~amocles' flattery of Dionysius II
106

is placed in book b;enty-t\w. Thus Look twenty-bw

began the account of Dionysius II. It fbI lows that books

sixteen to twenty-one covered the period of Dionysius I.

Thirty"'eight LooJ~s arc cited, anc. it is unlikely

that more existed. Diodorus, when discussing the bias

of 'l'ircaeus towards l'.gathoclcs, observes that Timaeus
107

dealt with Agathocles in five books. Therefore, it

would appear that books thirty-four to thirty-eight covered

lc\.gathocles. It follows that books twenty-two to thirty-

three covered the period 36G to 317 B. C., and it is

possible, as Palbank has suggested, that Timoleon was
108

discussed in books twenty-two to twenty-eight. Certainly

books twenty-two to thirty-three averaged an Olympiad per

book.

The details devoted to these years is understandable

in view of Timaeus' sympathies for Timoleon and his interest

in the reconstruction after the "hateful" rule of the
109

Dionysii. Moreover, it is not difficult to comprehend

why Agathocles was treated much more briefly, and only an

average of five and a half years were spent on each book.

First, there is the fact of Timaeus' disgrace and exile

from Sicily. Certainly, as Kothe observed, all connections

with Sicily were severed and the historian's friends were
"lID

either dead or killed by Agathocles. Second, a consequence
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of Timaeus' exile was his complete ignorance of military

affairs. Hence he is unlikely to have provided much

information about Agathocles' military campagins. Finally,

the great hatred which he bore towards Agathocles is

likely to have stifled any attempt to dwell in detail and

provide prominence to Agathocles' defence of the Siceliots

against Carthage.

Thus it is clear that books fourteen to thirty-

eight dealt with the period of Siceliot failure. Clearly

then, the decline of Western Hellenism was the subject

which interested Timaeus most.

There is little doubt that Timaeus' chief theme

appealed strongly to a certain element in third and second

century Rome, as a result of which Philistus' works, which

began to appear considerably dated, were almost totally

eclipsed. Clearly this interest stemmed from the historian's

view of Pome which in Timaeus' scheme bore an intimate

relationship with the problem of the Siceliot decline.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus notes that Timaeus was the first
111

historian after Hieronymus to discuss Roman antiquity.

As Jacoby has noted, it is Timaeus' interest in the fortunes

of Rome that, above all, justify the importance which was
112

attributed to him. Timaeus appears to have been the

first to have appreciated the importance of the emerging

Rome. Timaeus' appreciation of Rome's importance was no

mean achievement, in that the historian anticipated Polybius
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in a conclusion which was far more evident after the wars

with Hannibal, Antiochus and Perseus.

Timaeus certainly penetrated Rome in the third

century with the Roman conquest of Sicily. The history

must have appealed to the philhellenist group of Roman

aristocrats, and thus have exerted considerable influence
113

upon Fabius Pictor. The theme which criticized one-man

rule clearly harmonized with Roman feelings towards

effeminate Hellenistic kingship. Indeed, Timaeus'

hostility towards the tyrants of the Pest brought in its

wake, at the very least, disinterest in the Graeco-

Macedonian monarchies and sympathy for the emerging

republic of Roree. Of significance is the date which ended

Timaeus' work. The ancient ene~y of the Greeks now faced

POMe. After the defeat of one enemy, Pyrrhus, now the

older enemy, Carthage was confronted by Rome. Rome thus

eMerged as the champion of the Greeks against their old

enerr.y.

Timaeus' popularity is above all indicated by

the fact that Foly1.Jius sa", fit to c:evote one half of his
114

h:elfth beok to criticizing hir:,.. On one occasion,

Polybius complains that r:;:ir:,aeus I reputation resides in
115

the fact that he was able to criticize earlier ~riters.

It results from tis,ability to enploy illogical arguments
116

and appear to tell the truth. Finally f Polybius asks hm'l

could a man like TiMaeus acquire such a reputation - a
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117
man who has the nerve to call hi~self an historian?

The iffiportance which was attributed to Timaeus is

also indicated by the fact that Polybius states that he

will begin his work at the point when the Romans first

crossed from Italy, in the one hundred and twenty-ninth
118

Olympiad, the two introductory books bridging the gap

where Timacus left off. The fact that Polybius saw

himself as the successor of Ti~aeus is in itself an

admission by the later historian of the fact that Timaeus
119

was recognized as the foremost historian at that time.

'Polybius' hostility can only be justified if it is

argued that Polytius' contention was based upon considerations

?hus Levi argued that at the root of this

Thus he accused

Indeed, Polybius argued that history,
121

~hen robbed of truth, was an idle tale.

hostility lay Polybius' conception of the pragmatic function
120

of historiography.

Philinus and Fabius Pittor of neglecting the virtue of

impartiality, from which utility derived. For the same

re~son, Polybius felt that a knowledge of places and pUblic

service was necessary. Hence Timaeus' bookishness was

attacked. Within this scheme can be found Polybius'

attack upon rhetoric, which had certainly characterized

historical writing since Isocrates. Polybius classified

historians in two camps: those giving false facts through
122

ignorance and those intending to falsify. Timaeus was

accused of following the persuasive school. As a result,
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123
Ti~aeus' false speeches were attacked. It is thus clear

that Polybius' desire for authenticity led to his attack

on the bookishness, rhetorical tendencies and ignorance of

geography and pUblic service of Timaeus.

More important is the personal clement, where

again Polybius clearly betrayed himself to be a successor
124

of Ti~aeus. First, there is the fact that Polybius'

universal outlook resulted in automatic resentment of the

fact that such great popularity accrued to an historian

who made Sicily and Magna Graecia the centre of the stage.

Certain~y to Polybius, Timaeus was a typical provincial,

possessing a refugee mentality, a romantic at Athens,

unconcerned Viith the Major political developments of the

Hellenistic East.

This is undoubtedly an unfair criterion by which

to judge Timaeus. In the first place, it is a most narrow

utilitarian point of view which ignored the Herodotean

type of interest in the past for its own sake. More

inportant is the fact that Timaeus' theme was a great one.

Under Dionysius I and Agathocles, Sicily had become a

llediterranean power and discussion" of the conflict between

Greek and barbarian in the Best was certainly not reflective
125

of a provincial approach.

~~o other factors are clearly most pertinent.

Timaeus was regarded as an authority on early Rome and

as such anticipated Polybius in a conclusion which had
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become more evident by the time Polybius began to compose

his history. Further, Polybius was clearly irritated by

the fact that Timaeus was the man who first drew attention

to the West.

That the personal element underlies Po1ybius'

attack upon Timaeus is clear. For similar reasons, he

assaulted Theopompus for his attack upon Philip and his

inability to appreciate the role of the rising power of
126

Macedon. Similarly, Fo1ybius was not perturbed by

~ratus of Sicyon's attack upon his former ally, Antigonus
127

Doson. Personal factors also account for Polybius'

hostility to~ards Philip V. The latter was the benefactor

of the ~eloponnese against Sparta, and Greece and not

Philip should, in Polybius' eyes, have been the centre of

history.

It must be stressed that Fo1ybius was considerably

indebted to Timaeus. As has been seen, he saw fit to

continue from the point where the earlier historian left

off. rurther, the vitriolic attacks upon Timaeus were

clearly derived from Timaeus' own techniques. Timaeus,

though in the tradition of the logographers and Herodotus

as regards geographical interest, certainly foreshadowed

Polybius and Poseidonius in this respect. Finally, Timaeus l

plac~ in the development of historiography wai secured by

his formulation of a precise chronological scheme.

Thus Timaeus, in spite of rhetorical tendencies, his
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provincia1isD, bookishness, personal ignorance of geography,

his prejudice against the tyrants and his adulation of

Timo1eon, was clearly a major figure of the Greek literary
128

scene in the third century. ~ost important are the two

facts that his political ideology appealed strongly to the

third and second century Roman mind, and that Po1ybius was

himself considerably indebted to Timaeus, despite 'his

polemic against him. In such circumstances, it is clear

that Phi1istus' ideological position ~vas almost totally

eclipsed, and it might appear initially that Diodorus' main,

if not sole source, was inevitably Timaeus.

Certainly, it cannot be denied that Diodorus used

Timueu~. The cviecncc of the citations from the thirteenth

and fourteenth books and Diodorus' advice on the necessity

of caution as regards the Agathoc1es books, clearly
129

indicates this. Yet, as has been argued above, it is

most inadvisable to assume on the basis of the Timaeus

fragments that the vlho1e text derives from Timaeus or that

Timaeus is the major influence upon Diodorus. Further, as

has been seen, there is no doubt that Diodorus saw the

accounts of Ephorus and Theopompus - a fact which supports

the chief contention of this thesis, that Phi1istus was

used by Diodorus.

Certainly the fragments of Timaeus as found in

Diodorus' thirteenth and fourteenth books suggest Diodorus!

use of Timaeus. Nost of these references concern a
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difference of opinion over numbers between Timaeus and other

authorities. notably Ephorus. Ephorus provided the more

adventurous figures and ~imaeus defended the more cautious

estimate. This indicates that Diodorus betrayed interest

in the debate and that he, therefore, singled out Timaeus
130

as the authority cr.a~pioning the conservative viewpoint.

Similarly, he consulted Timaeus on Acragas' wealth. Indeed

. to Timaeus, this episode played a key role in determining

the Siceliot failure. However to conclude from such

references that the excursus derives from Tirnaeus alone is

most unwise in view of the adequate testimony indicating

Timaeus' ignorance of geography. Further, it is certainly

hazardous, on the basis of a few citations, to suggest that

Tirnaeus' political thought is reflected throughout the text.

Indeed certain Dore positive factors preclude the

hostility to Dionysius as such is noticeably absent until

the later chapters of the fourteenth book and is only fully

apparent in tr-e fifteenth book. Had the influence of

,
I
I

I
I·,

assumption of such a conclusion. First, the fact is that

Timaeus been ~ecisive upon Diodorus, information of the type

~~lich ultimately derived from Athenian comedy, Platoriic

rooral censure and gossipy details such as characteriz~cl

Hellenistic literature, would have been expected. Yet tile

emphasis througl~out is upon the effectiveness of Cionysius

in combatin~ Carthage and defending ~estern Eellenisrn.

It is true that a change of tone is disceini})le in the
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narrative of the Italian war. Yet even here, it has been

suggested, that the influence of Philistus is most probable.

Second, it has been shO\·.71 that 'I'imaeus dealt \vith

~ionysius in six ~ooks. Philistus, on the other hand,

--devoted four boo}:s to discussing the tyrant. !'~ost probably

Timaeus dealt more fully with Dionysius' later years. and

-at least two books were devoted to these two decades. Yet

the influence of such material upon Diodorus' text is

negligible. Indeed, the fact that the full narrative ends

at the point where Philistus went into exile suggests the

use by Diodorus of Philistus and not Timaeus. It has been

argued by certain scholars, that this fact merely indicates

that Timaeus relied on Philistus, and that, therefore, his

own narrative ~as obliged to impose upon itself the

limitations of Philistus. Yet no source indicates such a

possibility. The fact is that Ti~aeus had ~t his disposal

a new type of material of an inferior nature which could

filladequately the lacuna left by Philistus, and had Diodorus

relied upon Timaeus, he could have employed this evidence

to discuss the period 387/67 B. C. It is true that Tirnaeus

used rhilistus. However, it is significant that the

examples of Timaeus' ability to falsify ?hilistus are found

in Plutarch and not Diocorus' text. A final fact to observe

is that by the time Diodorus composed his Bie~iot~~~e,

Timaeus' primacy as an historian of the West had been

effectiveiy challenged by a revival of interest in Philistus.
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Political circumstances, it has been shown, favoured this

revival of interest in Philistus. a fact to which the

evidence of Cicero, Cornelius Nepos and Dionysius of

Halicarnassus provides adequate testimony. Moreover, a

clear tendency to revise the picture which had achieved

popularity in the Hellenistic world, is apparent. Nepos,

who, as has been seen, almost certainly read Philistus and

seems to have been greatly influenced by him, is the most

conspicuous example. He describes Dionysius as a brave

and skilful commander, averse to sensuality, luxury and

avarice, covetous of nothing, able to preserve his power

with good fortune and live to over sixty, without seeing

the funeral of ~ny of his offspring. The domain is

described as existing in a flourishing condition. In

general, this is a very different picture from that suggested

by the preface to Diodorus' fourteenth book. and the anecdotes

concerning the mistrustful despot, ravaging Sicily and

oppressing its inhabitants with mercenaries and taxes.

According to Cornelius Nepos, Dionysius was "nullius rei

cupidus nisi singularis perpetuique imperii".

Cicero who similarly read Philistus, in spite of

the fact that he was not averse to accepting the hostile

testimony upon occasion, wrote "de hoc homine a bonis

auctoribus sic scriptum accepimus summam fuisse eius in
131

victu temperantiam." The case of Plutarch is not

dissimilar. On the one hand, he was quite prepared to
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certainly sa';; Philistus I history, and, as has been seen,

warned his readers against the excesses of the Timaeus

493

bias. It is, moreover, clear that he was strongly

influenced by the tradition ste~~ing from Philistus. At

one point, Dionysius censures his son for violating the

wife of a Syracusan citizen, warning him that such actions

will lead to his inability to inherit his father's empire.

He advises his son that Hdrinking cups do not make a

friend; that resolute action is necessary; that the soul

when relaxed, is like a bow which breaks, when too tightly

stretched. ". Dionysius, moreover, lrote a letter to

Epeu~ip~ s con~e~ning his hedonisro. Plutarch also records

a conversation between Philip II and Dionysius II about
132

Dionysius' avoidance of drink. It is possible that

TheopoGpuS' censure of the younser Dionysius is here

reflected: at the same tire, the Philistus portrait is

reore than hinted at. The ~ain point to stress is that the

Timaeus tradition appears to have been seriously challenged,

as a result of ',"'hich a less hostile attitude associated

largely with Pllilistus towards the elder Dionysius was

clearly apparent.

Thus it is clear that the chief authorities on

Dionysius I, Ephorus, Theopompus and Timaeus 0ere all seen

by Diodorus. It is possible that the less distinguished

representatives, Polycritus of ~~ende and Silenus of Caleacte
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133
are also represented. Also ·he might have seen the works

of Dionysius I, Hermias of Methymna and ~lcimus Siculus.

Polybius might also have been used. Certainly, Diodorus'

citation of Polycritus suggests that he might have seen
134

this authority. The fact that he does mention Philistus

frequently combined with the fact that Philistus was

enjoying a significant revival in popularity in the first

century certainly indicates use by Diodorus of the testimony

of Dionysius' minister. In such a context Diodorus'
135

reference to ~LVEs has a very real validity. Clearly

Diodorus consulted a number of sources at a time. Moreover,

it has been argued that definite evidence exists of
136

Diodorus' personal contribution.

The fact that Diodorus consulted a number of

authorities need not, however, be indicative of equal

influence exerted by each of these sources. It can,

therefore, on the basis of the analysis and identification

with Philistus, be concluded that the authority upon whom

Diodorus relied the most was Philistus. Certainly, he

adopted Philistus' political sentiments to a considerable

degree, while those traditions which were hostile to

Dionysius and reached fruition in the Hellenistic age and

are especially associated \'lith Timaeus, exercised a minimum

amount of influence upon Diodorus.
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DIODORUS' EISTOPIOGP-APHICl<.L AH1S l\.ND THE PLACE OF

THE TIJ1;PI llIONYl.:IOY IN TEE BIBLIOTHEKE

In the preceding chapter, an attempt has been

-made to answer the question of the numLer of sources

employed by Diodorus for his account of Dionysius I and

to assess the extent of their influence. It has been

concluded that Diodorus was fairly catholic in his taste,

consulting the testimonies of Philistus, Timaeus, Ephorus,

Theopompus and Polybius, and possibly the evioence of

Folycr':' tl:S of ~;cr.c.c I I:err..ic:s of ~:cthymna, ]\.lcimus Siculus

and Silcnus as well. However, it has been further noted

that, despite employnent of many authorities for Sicilian

history, the evidence strongly suggests that Philistus

was the source exerting the major influence upon Diodorus.

These t~o conclusions raise a number of issues

which involve a consideration of Diodorus' Bibliotheke

as a whole, an~ which ultiffiately have an important

influence upon motives determining Diodorus' preponderant

use of Philistus as a source for his account of Dionysius I.

First, it ~ust be asked whether it was, indeed, the

practice of Diodorus to consult numerous sources for his

narrative as our analysis has suggested? Second, there

is the problem of what determined the choice cf a source

495
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on Diodorus' part? Third, and as a consequence of the

second question, did Diodorus impose his mm scheme upon

his history? Finally, in the light of our solutions to

these problers, can Diodorus' choice of Vhilistus as his

principal source be explained as deriving from considerations

of Diodorus' historiographical objectives?

Diodorus' use of many authorities is well illustrated

by a consic1eration of the prefaces of the Bibliotl.eke.

Since the preface contains the exposition of the historian's

philosophy of history, it clearly constitutes vital evidence

regarding the extent of the historian's indebteC:ness to u

single or nany sources. Laqueur argued that Diodorus
1

received his prefaces froIT; Ephorus. Ilis claim has little

validity since it presupposes the fact that Ephorus was
2

the only authority to \'lrite such a type of preface.

t10reover, it is clear that the influence of Tiraeus is

also to be found. Folybius notes the preface of Tinaeus'

sixth book \~'hich took the form of a defence of declamatory

writing and an attacJ::: upon Ephorus. Both subjects appear

in the 2ro~i::i~!:0. to Diodorus I hlentieth book. l<iorcover, as

Kuntz has observed, both Diodorus and Ti~aeus discussed

individual aspects of their research, such as the difficulties

encountered in collecting their evidence. Even the Ka~& ytvo~

arrangement need not be regar0e0 as specifically deriving

from Ephorus, since the same nethod is found in the

geographical introduction of the first two books of Timaeus'
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3
history.

It is, moreover, clear that the prefaces of

Diodorus CO not follow a consistent pattern. Whereas the

prefaces to books sixteen and seventeen are in the form

of -an encomium to the heroes of these books, Philip and

Alexander, books eleven to fifteen and eighteen to

thirty-two seem to merely state the the~es. Books one to

three are mere summaries, \.,lhile four and five discuss

historiographical themes. ?he ..E..r..20err.iu~to the ~;lhole

~ork in book one is most strange. This consists of a

praise of history, a polemic against Diodorus' predecessors,

a personal declaration, a summary of the whole work, a

clear statement of the basic method employed is missing.

The personality which emerges in ook sixteen and seventeen

is noticeably absent. The problem of the ~_at~__~os_

method in relation to the annalistic method is not discussed.

It is not difficult to agree vlith Kunz's observation, !lEtwas
4

vorn wichtigsten fehlt also in diesem ProoemiUI:l."

polybius could certainly have constituted the muin

influence upon Diodorus in the first prooe~l~~. Thus both
5

historians discuss their respective travels and the fact

-that-historians have erred because -of their ignorance of
6

geography. Si~ilarly, they both declared that, although

most writers were concerned with individual wars, they had
7

concentrated upon the interconnection of political events.
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Finally, both stress the importance of the whole and
8

univ~rsal rather than the parts and particulars.

The change in the nature of the prefaces in books

sixteen and seventeen is easily explained. The termination

of the history of Ephorus necessitated the employment of

a new source. Clearly, Ephorus could not be employed for

passages which he did not himself write.

Finally, it is clear that other sources introduced

their narratives by similar procedures and there is no

reason to doubt that Diodorus saw their products. Ca11is-

thenes, in his general prooemium, discussed the basic

historiographical question which, as has been seen, Diodorus
9

ignored. Theopompus in the Ph~l~~ic~ gave proof of his

qualifications, introduced polemics against his predecessors

and an enc~~ium on Philip, the central figure of this work,
10

and summarized the narrative that was to follow. Duris

offered a defence of tragic history against Ephorus' and
11

Theopompus' method. Cratippus save a personal statement
12

and effected a comparison with his predecessors.

Polybius discussed the importance and usefulness of history

and the historian's own personal methods in composing his
13

history. Dionysius of Halicarnassus took as his subject

the worth of history, criticized his predecessors and gave

a personal declaration of his own personal technique of
14

historiography.

Diodorus was thus the inheritor of IJel1enistic
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methodology, and it is a gross oversimplification to

declare that Diodorus' use of the prooemi~ derives from
15

Ephorus. 71'.e siI'!'.ple fact thnt rphorus \'!as not a source

for the later part of Dio<lorus' history and, in fact,

could only be used for books eleven to sixteen

strcnsthcns the validity of this opinion. Thus consideration

of Diodorus' use of the E~mi~ inuicates that Diodorus

used many sources.

The same argurnent \'lould apply to the claim that

Ephorus' moralizing tendencies appear in Diodorus' text.

Other historians, ?heopompus and Timaeus, as has been

seen, ~ere also accustomed to moralize, and it cannot be

ccnclude2 simply that tllis tendency alone is reflective of

one particular source. Similarly, the practice of

effecting praise or blarr.e cannot be associated ~ith Lphorus,
16

v;hen, for example, Caesar is praised by Diodorus. Indeed,

it will be shovn below that Diodorus' own scheme accounts

for such tendencies and that he deliberately used sources

which would supply him with material to effect agreement

with the central thesis of his work.

It is. thus apparent that Diodorus did not limit

hireself in any way as far as his sources were concerned.

-If necessary, he consulted a large number of authorities.

The prefaces certainly reflect the views of a considerable

number of sources, and the basic themes of the Eibliotheke

cannot be simply attributed to one particular source. This
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data thus confirms the conclusion arrived at through the

detailed examination of the chapters dealing with Dionysius I,

where it was shown that Philistus, Timaeus, Ephorus,

Theopompus, Polybius, Polycritus of Mende and possibly

Hermias, Alcimus and Silenus were all consulted.

The problem, therefore, is to determine what

considerations induced Diodorus to select a particular source

for the composition of his history. Two reasons, can, in

fact, be provided. First, there is the obvious fact of

the availability and popularity of a particular historian's

work. For this reason, Diodorus obviously chose a source

like Ephorus for the history of Greece until the siege of

Perinthus of 341 B. C., supplemented by Demophilus' account

of the Social ~ar and Hieronymus. of Cardia for the Diadochi,

and Polybius for the narrative of the Roman conquest of the

~1editerranean. For the same reason, the popularity of

Timaeus in the Roman world renders inevitable Diodorus' use

of that writer's narrative. However, modern historians tend

to' forget that a revival in Philistus' popularity is a

notable characteristic of the years in which Diodorus

flourished. Consequently omission of Philistus' testimony

is most unlikely.

Equally important is the fact that Diodorus appears

to have selected his material to correspond with the main

purpose of the ~ibl~~th~~~. Here the problem of the unity

in thought in Diodorus emerges. One aim of Diodorus was
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certainly to present a clear and concise account in order

that his reader might avoid reading lengthy treatises.

Hence the use of many different sources by Diodorus. The

latter's aim was also to place the events of the past in

a clear chronological framework before his Greek and Roman

readers. HO\'lever a far more significant purpose accounted

for the composition of Diodorus' history.

It is probable that Stoic ideals influenced the
17

course of Diodorus' narrative. It has, moreover been

suggested that Diodorus received his kno\vledge of Stoicism
18

from Polybius or roseidonius. Two features of Diodorus '

work ~igllt ~erve to support the contention that Diodorus is

strongly influence~ by Stoic thought: the fact that Diodorus

wrote a universal history; and the fact that it is-characterized

by a strong moral tone. '].'he scope of DiocJorus I \'lork r.:ight

appear to support the first fact. Diodorus hicself divided
19

his history into three parts. 7he first went up to the

Trojan t'ar; the second continued to the death of Alexander;

and the third en~ed 1ith the archonship of Herodes in 60/59 B. C.

Eook seventeen \d'l!ch dealt \'11 th l.lexander the Great IT,arked

the enC:: of tlle first historical period. It is, indeec r

possible thut ~lexander's career marked a clir.~ax in Diodorus'
20

universal scheme.

Em'lever r it would be wrong to vie-",; Diodorus as an

.univer~al historian in the sense of a Polybius or roseidonius

or, indeed r a Ponpeius Trogus or Nicolaus of Caoascus.
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Clearly the inter--relationship"of events was of no interest

to Diodorus. The histories of the various nations were
21

dealt with separately and not linked in any decisive way.

Certainly, the terminal date of 60 B. C. is insignificant
22

when compared with Polybius' date of 146 B. C. It is
~

further to be observed that Polybius and roseidonius, the

two most likely sources for such an approach, were employed

for periods of Diodorus' history of which only fragments

survive. It is, therefore, difficult to effect decisive

conclusions upon the basis of such an agreenent. Furthermore,

as will be sho~n below, Diodorus' conception of the pragmatic

quality of historical writing is not based upon a desire to

present advice in a political and military sense: the

emphasis is clearly upon ethics and morals. In the preface,

Diodorus declares that to write universal history is to be

the servant of the divine providence, and that universal

history unites in its composition all mankind. The idea

of providence directing the motion of the stars and the

lives of mankind is also employed.. Thus the chief idea is
23

of the unity of the universe. ~ence perhaps Diodorus'

favour towards the Indians who had"a law against the

existence of slavery ,and his pity for the Egyptian slaves

and the slaves in the Spanish mines might reflect Stoic
24

influence. In this context Farrington has explained

Diodorus' sympathy for the slaves who revolted in 135-2

and 104-2 B. C., and his Utopian image of "the islands of

I

"I
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25
the Sun, "the uneasy conscience of the educated slaves".

Thus it is clear that it would be difficult to

state dogmatically that the universal aspect of Diodorus'

Biblioth~ke derives from Stoic thought, though Stoic

influence is undoubtedly to be suspected. Two other

points tend to minimize the importance of this factor.

First, Busolt already admitted that Epicurean influence
26

is also possible, and indeed, the various philosophic

schools of the Hellenistic world can hardly have avoided

exercising influence upon Diodoru& ~ven if the conventional

view of Diodorus as an historian only capable of

reproducing his sources is accepted it is to be conceded

that the ideas associated with the chief philosophic

schools would have found their way into many of Diodorus'

sources.

It is further to be observed that, though it is to

be conceded that Diodorus \Vas probably influenced to a

certain degree by stoic thinking, it must not be concluded

that Diodorus was a philosopher,a fact which even Busolt
27

admitted. Indeed, it is clear that Diodorus' chief aim

v]as to inspire nobility and high morals. As such, it is

impossible to single out a particular influence. Certainly

Stoicism cannot alone be seen as a source for such an

approach. As has been seen, Ephorus, Theopompus, Timaeus

and even Thucydides were not averse to a tendency to

moralize. Thus it is clear that one feature which unifies
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Diodorus' work is a tendency to moralize, arid abundant

testimony can support this thesis. The significance of

this fact is that the various sections of Diodorus'

~ibliotheke are thus closely related, and Bury, by not

realizing the interconnections of the history, appears

to have failed to appreciate that Diodorus' interest lay

in the quantity and variety of the situations of history,
28

which would illUstrate his central moral thesis.
29

Diodorus' beliefs include divine !'lem.esis, the

expediency of justice and
30

resulting from vice,

virtue as opposed to destruction
31

the i~portance of eusebia, nemesi~
32---

produced by· man's overstepping his bounds and ~c.te

33
Hhich s1.1bordinates !"'an and "hould make him.humble.

34
These ideas are backed up by motifs of restraint,

35 36 37 38
clemency, ~ildness, pity and humility.

Pronouncements upon individuals, based upon the

above opinions, are frequent. Diodorus' aim is to shoH

that the good receive rewards and to provide incentive
39

for men of the future to emulate. Pythagoras has
40

~~phro~yne, ·patience and courage and is averse to luxury.'

Gelon has cpieikia, philanthroEia, bears good fortune
41

~nthropi.E0s., and dislikes pomp and luxury. Epaminondas
42

has ~p'ieik~a, m cg~l-.9.Esychja, ~!"ete, andrei a and philanth~Q12~!:-'
43

Philip possesses ~us~bia and philanthropia. l\lexander

possesses ~p~ei~j~, ~ret~, me9al~~~ychi~ and regard for
44

~y~~~. Eamilcar Barca is humane, acting according to
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45
~che_,

46
and the same qualities are found in Hannibal.

Epieiki~, ehilanthropia and respect for tyche characterize
47

Aemilius Paullus.

At the other extreme, Sardanapallusis censured
48

for debauchery and Pausanias is attacked for his tryphe.
-4~f

Philomelus and the Phocians had asebia and paranomia.

I1arius' downfall results from Eleonexia, cruelty and his
50

refusal to heed !y~~~.

Less prominent individuals receive similar praise

and censure. The decision to include mythology in the

B~bliothek~ was largely conditioned by Diodorus' moralizing

bent. Diodorus, indeed, was well aware of the fact that

major historians did not include mythology in their

and

~he Egyptian kings

Aeolus has eusebia,

qualities shared
58

eus~Ei~ to the gods,
59

~Ei:~ikia and ~usebia.

51
histories.

Sesostris has

54
and Heracles has eusebia.

55 - --_._--

Jason has epieikia and megalopsychia, and Castor and
------ - 56

Polydeuces have eusebia and dikaiosyne,
57 -----

by· Admetus. Achises bears

Thus Zeus possesses eusebia,
52

PEila~thropia and all ~retai.

53
philanth£~pia and dikaiosyne,

To Aristeides, ~~mili~ and dikaiosyne

60
and Cyru~ possess similar qualities. Battus of Cyrene

61
has ~pi~iki~ and Pittacus of Mytilene has every virtue.

62
attributed.

Ptolemy I is

Eumenes possesses phila~~hroE~~

65
and insight into the workings of tyche.
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66
accorded ~pi~l!ia. Scipio Africanus' enjoyment of good

Cambyses does not

Philopoemen also has

Alexander Zabinas has
72

Caesar amongst other qualities has epieikia.
73-

~2i:eiki~, 9-nthroE.ia. and dikaiosyne..
74

Antiochus III lacks eusebia.

fortune is matched by his ability to accept !ych~,

67
~E~hr~pi:nC!E.

ROIlle has

Scipio A~lilianus too knows the power of
68

tyche and possesses virtues.
----. 69

virtues and Arsaces of Parthia has ~piei~ia, and
70

PEila!:lthr~pia and shuns tryphe.
71

virtues,

Cleon, Chares and

Harpalus is lawless

Philip V has asebia and is----18-
arrogant in the enjoyment of good fortune. Andriscus

knm'l hm·J to bear his good fortune ~Ethr~pino~_, and
75

Tyndarides is defiant and impudent.
76

the Persian Dagoas have paran~mi~..
77

and succumbs to !~le.

possesses every vice, including
80

Ptole~y Fhyscon and DeITletrius

79
paranomia and p.l~onexia_.

81
I have vices. The

p'ar_~nor.l~9- of the JeVlS is contrasted 't!i th Roman ~piei~i:a

82
and the JevlS have ~i:.:;anJ:hr.s?Ei:a. Trzphc is a common

characteristic, affecting Ninyas, king of Assyria,

Cleonymus of Sparta and Tarentum, l:.ntander, brother of

Agathocles, Hieronymus of Syracuse, Ptolemy Philopater,

Prusias, Alexander Balas, Antiochus Cyzicenus, the Etruscans,
83

the Sybarites and Rome after the Punic Wars.

Diodorus' account of the actions of individuals

illustrates these theories. Tantalus experiences punishment

because he fails to act anthEopino~, when blessed with good
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84
fortune.

85
failure.

The same reason accounts for the Sybarite
86

Cleophon disregards the hazards of !Xche..

The Carthaginians realize the manner in which fortune
87 88

changes. Agathocles feels the power of fortune.

Divine

Himilcon is punished
90

of the temple of Demeter and Kore.
91

asebiaBura and Belike suffer for
92

the Phocians.

for his sacrilege

as do Philomelus and
93

Asebia is the cause of Agathocles' death.
94

Philip II is successful because of his eusebia.

Asebia accounts for the death of huntsmen who failed to-_._---
89

dedicate a boar's head to Artemis.

. Harius

and is received by the Carthaginians for
96

their cutting off the hands of captured sailors.
97

and Cinna receive nemesis from Sullo.. Of a similar nature

n~mesi~ is meted out to the Argive demagogues for butchering
95

the "leal thy

Finally, it

Olympias dies in

and the slave owners suffer
101

for their wrongs with the slave uprising.

is the nemesis of the mocker who finds his name among the
--98--

proscribed. Perilaus, the contriver of the bull of
99

Phalaris, burns within its figure.
100

accordance with her cruelty,

is clear that in the speeches and Diodorus' own comments

in the history, the familiar motifs of ~~_~, ~pi~~ki~,

102
~~_E.:.!"9~si~, !1emesis and 12hilanthropia occur.

Thus it is clear that certain general sententiae

appear throughout the Bibl~~!hek.~ and that upon them

Diodorus bases his views of the various personages and

the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of their actions. The
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chief theme espoused is that of man's righteousness

towards the gods and man and the recognition of ~yche.

The fact that this theme is so widespread indicates that

Diodorus cannot have been as dependent upon his sources

as most scholars argue, unless the absurd argument is

employed that Diodorus' sources had cornmon views. At

the same time, it is clear that Diodorus' choice of sources

was largely dictated by consideration of the basic thesis

which he sought to propound.

It is certainly clear that often Diodorus chose

historians not for their approach to morals but because

of their _popularity and quality as historians. T~:l0

examples noted J:y Dre\','s sho\'! that if necessary Diodorus

was quite prepared to go further than the sources which

he employed. Both cases are derived frOD Polybius, the

chief historian whose output is substantial, and they

suggest the possibility that Diodorus adopted a similar

procedure if he felt that his other sources required
103

re~ision. Drew's first example concerns the dysentry

experienced by Prusias' soldiers, which is definitely

associated ~y nioGorus with Prusias' sacrilege. In

Polybius I the facts are stated but no identification of 'the
104

h.'O occurrences is effected. The same situation

characterizes the two historians' view of the death of

l'ntiochus I:piphanes. rolybius;, entions lmtiochus' plunder

of the tcrple of Tabae: Diodorus clearly associates this
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105
event with the king's death.

These two examples clearly illustrate how

dangerous it is to assume that Diodorus simply received

his moralizing tone fron his sources. The historian's

own personal contribution has also to be considered.

I·:oreover lit seems likely that Diodorus at times employed

lesser authorities to enhance the effectiveness of the

theories which he proposed. For example the eulogy of

Epaminondas which observes the ~12i:..eikia and megal..?P5iychia

of that leader does not appear to be derived wholly from

Ephorus. Agesilaus is described as living slightly

earlier than Epaminondas l Pelopidas and Conon, and the

Athenians from Solon to Pericles are listed as living

during the times of the Medes and Persians. As Drews

notes l such a statement is unlikely to derive from Ephorus
106

\\Tho according to Josephus vIas "accurate", and the

narrative, therefore l is nost likely derived from Ephorus.

Aristoxenus and Diodorus' personal knowledge of history.

Similarly, in the account of the Sacred War, Diodorus' own

influence against Demophilus' is clearly discernible, when

Diodorus emphasizes the fact that the rise of Philip

resulted from his protection of Apollo. Diodorus shows

how the Phocian women who had put on golden necklaces

from Delphi were punished according to their impiety,

while Philip became leader because of his reverence towards
107

the oracle.

Consideration of Diodorus' prefaces, as has been
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seen, confirmed the view that Diodorus used many sources.

The prefaces, moreover, reveal the employment of some

degree of individuality on the part of Diodorus. As

M. Kunz has observed, two questions ultimately determine

whether the prefaces are Diodorus' own or those of the
108

source he used. First, there is the problem of style

and content. If a uniform style is evident, it could be

concluded that it derives chiefly from Diodorus. Also,

there is the problem of whether the uniform aspect is

only external. Second, a comparison with Diodorus' sources

is necessary. Five conclusions were noted by Kunz. First,

she observed a clear vocabulary poverty and an inability

of Diodorus to express hinself. Second, she noted a

difference between the richer and more logical sections

of the prefaces and the commoner transitionary passages.

Also in this connection, the s~~aries had a form, content

and choice of words of an identical type.

Third, it followed that the preface, on the one

hand, and the transitions and summaries, on the other,

came from different sources. The richer section, therefore,

depended upon Diodorus' source. Fourth, Kunz observed

that the difference between the individual prefaces

indicatec that Diodorus followed different sources,

and that he changed his information by adding and omitting

facts. Finally, it is to be concluded that, on the one

hand, it isA~rse to speak of great originality or
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subjectivity on the part of Diodorus whereby unity was

imposed in a significant sense. On the other hand,

Diodorus certainly did contribute himself to the

composition, even if his contribution was, on the whole,

dull, repetitious and uninspiring.

Finally, Diodorus' tendency to err certainly

would be indicative of individuality, if not of the most

praiseworthy kind. Laqueur observed that in the beginning

of book thirteen, Diodorus claiMed that that book would

end with the ~eginning of the second runic War against
109

Dionysius. YEt book thirteen, in fact, ends with the

termination of the reloponnesian War and the conclusion of
110

the first ~~r ~sainst Dicnysius. It is possible that

Diodorus found that he had too much material, and that he

had, therefore, to close his book earlier than anticipated.

Ilowever, this is unlikely, in view of his statement that

he had completed what he had intended. The error seems

to be due to Diodorus hi~self.

Thus consideration of Diodorus' Bibliotheke as a

whole confirms the two conclusions suggested by the

detailed examination of the chapters devoted to Dionysius I,

that Diodorus consulted many sources and that the evidence

of Diodorus' oVln personality is clearly apparent. Though

he utilized the output of many authorities, his choice was

not haphazard and was based upon his conception of history,

whereby the ~iElio~h~~~ ,vas employed as a'vehicle for his
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moralizing tendencies. As such, the evidence discussed

confirms the conclusion arrived at previously that

Diodorus' own personal contribution is clearly discernible.

If necessary, Diodorus derived conclusions from his

sources where these had not previously existed. Moreover,

evidence for Diodorus' individuality was discovered from

two other sources of evidence: Diodorus' contribution in

the prefaces and his own liability to error.

This conclusion is confirmed by the work of

J. Palm on the purely philological aspects of Diodorus'

history. By concentrating upon the relationship of

Diodorus' style to that of his sources and by observing

the particulars of Diodorus' style, Palm concluded that

Diodorus modernized his material and effected changes
III

if necessary.

Thus it is clear that the approach of most scholars

since Volquardson is at variance with the realities of

the situation. The assumption either that Diodorus

employed one source at a time or that he was a scissors-

and-paste historian oversimplifies a situation of far

greater complexity. Clearly, as R. K. Sinclair suggests,
112

in every case a detailed examination is necessary.

In the case of Diodorus' chapters on Dionysius, there is

no doubt that many sources were employed, and·a general

consideration of the Bibliotheke tends to confirm this
113

impression.
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In such circumstances, it is not difficult to

appreciate the cause of Diodorus' specific interest in

the testimony of Philistus. As has been seen, Philistus'

narrative, as found in Diocorus, presented a thesis on

Punic decline based upon moral considerations. Carthage's

power lust is described as knowing no bounds, for which

divine nemesis inevitably ensued. Hirnilcon's career

epitomized the Carthaginian failure in a manner not

dissimilar to that of Cleon in the case of Athens in

Thucydices' text. Thus Diodorus was able to obtain

material which was of crucial importance for his main

thesis. It· is possible that Diodorus developed the ideas

found in Phllistus just as, it has been seen, he did in

the case of Polybius' testimony. And it is conceivable

that the thesis of Carthage's decline was not so directly

stated as it is in Diodorus, and that it closely resenbled

the Thucydidean parallel. However, there is little doubt

that this information was consistent with the main

argillnent of the ~ibli9~hek~_: the necessity of respect

tm'lards man and gods and reverence for !=:Y~l?:~.•

Diodorus' desire to base his narrative largely

upon the authority of Philistus seems to have led him

to contradict himself in the preface to took fourteen.

Indeed, in the preface, Diodorus promises that he ".rill

denounce the thirty tyrants and Dionysius. Diodorus ~rites:
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"r::ion:isius, the tyrant of the Syracusans,
although he had been the ~ost fortunate of
such rulers, was constantly plotted against
~~ile alive, was co~pelled by fear to wear
an iron corselet under his tunic, and has
bequeathed since his death his own lifE;
as an example to all ages for the maledictions
of r.1en."

This passage is intended to illustrate Diodorus' earlier

s tateIT',en t that:

"wicked nen leave to posterity an undying
image of their whole life; for ... the life
tlhich has preceded death l:eco!!1.es far \·;orse
throughout all tine for the evil memory that
it enjoys."114

In spite of this stateroent, as I have attempted

to demonstrate earlier, little censure characterizes
115

book fourteen. Certainly no evidence of plots against

the tyrant is provided. The type of material which would

have supported this thesis has survived in the testimonies

of other writers like Plutarch and Cicero. For example,

the case of the tyrant'-s murder of his mother or of the

crucifi~~ion of the barber who boasted that he had the

razor at the tyrant's throat could have teen cited. No

information is provided by Diodorus about Dionysius'

informers or about the construction of the trench and

drawbridge or about the murder of the youth who had been

entrusted with Dionysius' sword while he played ball.

Nor do we hear of Dionysius' murder of Aristo~ache's

mother for supposedly having prevented her daughter's

conception or of Dionysius' suspicion of clever men or
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of the tales of Dionysius and his daughters who would
116

singe his beard. The evidence of the preface certainly

suggests that Dionysius knew about this anecdotal material.

He had no doubt seen it in the pages of Timaeus' history.

The conclusion is clear: in the pro~~~ium, Diodorus

was echoing the popular view as represented by Timaeus;

in the narrative, however, Diodorus was obliged to rely

chiefly upon the authority of Philistus. Essentially,

there was little of a hostile nature in Philistus, with

which to substantiate the claim of the preface. True the

speech of Theodorus might be conceived as hostile to Dionysius:

yet none o( its information corresponds to the views found

in the preface. Moreover, as I have shown, the speech

can certainly not be adduced as evidence for the text's

hostility towards Dionysius. Diodorus' choice of Philistus,

as has been seen, was conditioned by two factors: the fact

that Philistus was enjoying a revival in the first century

B. C.; and the fact that Philistus' moralizing tendencies

in the case of Carthage could be easily incorporated into

the general'scheme of the Biblio!Eeke. However, the

inclusion of Philistus involved the abandonment of Diodorus'

plan to portray Dionysius as illustrative of the unfortunate

end which the impious encountered. Thus a contradiction

occurred between the popular view and Philistus' view of

Dionysius. It is true that Diodorus consulted many sources

and that he was capable of changing the testimony of his
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sources to make them correspond with his main thesis.

However, in the case of Dionysius, it is clear that the

task of effecting a change of viewpoint proved excessively

difficult. }1oreover, as has been seen in the case of

Timaeus' books on Agathocles, Diodorus was distrustful

of Timaeus' bias. This suggests that he was disinclined

to incorporate Timaeus into the Philistus narrative. Hence

a discrepancy between the thesis of the preface and that

of the narrative was inevitable, and it is true to say

that Timaeus' influence, despite th~ Timaeus citations,

was considerably limited.



CONCLUSION

The Train purpose of this study has been to determine

the source or sources exerting an influence upon Diodorus'

chapters on the elder Dionysius. Inevitably such an enquiry

has necessitated an examination of the development of the

tradition about the Syracusan tyrant. It has been shown

hO\\' disillusion with Atbens ~nd her democracy and the rise

of monarchies in the periphery of the Greek ~'7orld in the

late fifth an~ early fourth centuri~s resulted in a strong

•• • 1.
conservatlve reactlon on the part of the chlefllterary

figures. Though the aim was to seek the restoration of the

situation existing before the emergence "of democracy, in

fact the formation of monarchical theory was effected.

Thucy~ides certainly belonged to this movement and the

mhucy2idean conception was clearly developed by Philistus.

To Philistus, the despot Dionysius was the only effective

response to the Funic threat, just as to the Athenian

historian the greatness of Athens depended upon the monarch,

Pericles.

The development of the hostile tradition ,'las an

outgrm'lth of the strained political situation between

Dionysius and ~thens in the years before Leuctra. The

evidence suggests that I:phorus and Theopor.lpUS were

unaffected by these developments. Popular animosity

revealed itself in the comic theatre - the source of the

517
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later anecdotal tradition. Plato's experiences under

Dionysius I and the debacle with Dionysius II led to

clear hostility, er.anating from the Academy. The hostile

tradition found fertile ground in the Hellenistic age,

in particular \vith the peripatetic biography. This

process culMinated in the history of Timaeus of

Tauromenium. There is no doubt that to Timaeus, the

tyrants from Dionysius I onwards were the cause of the

Siceliot woes. Timaeus, though a Sicilian, wrote an

account which was ~oreAthenian than Sicilian. It is

true that he seems to have used Philistus: yet there is

no doubt that he distorted the earlier Sicilian's account

to a consiccra~lG c~:tcnt. Ti~aeus' hostility to Dionysius

resulted from his own personal experiences under Agathocles,

and from those of his father Andromachus under Timoleon.

~JO factors account for Timaeus' popularity in the Graeco

Roman world of the third and second centuries. First,

there was his lack of interest in, and animosity towards

monarchical regimes and their adherents, which was an

aspect certainly most appealing to Roman governmental

circles. Second, and largely as a result of such a

political viewpoint, Timaeus showed considerable favour

towards tIle Roman Republic. By the first century B. C.,

however, the evidence suggests a revival in the popularity

of Fhilistus' historical work. The Syracusan historian's

political philosophy began to possess more relevance
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to the contemporary political situation, and effectively

challenged the supremacy of Timaeus' portrait of Dionysius I.

Diodorus, it has been shown, employed all the major sources

on Sicily and perhaps even used less familiar authorities.

The fact that he cited Timaeus proves little, since the

political philosophy of the text is not consistent with

'~imaeus' authorship but is consistent with the DEpt

bLovuotOlJ of Philistus. Indeed, it has been argued that

the source exerting the greatest influence.over Diodorus

was Philistus.

First, it has been argued that the vividness of the

narrative indicates the use of a contemporary source.

So 4'lG, t:~c interest in \':ar and politics likm'lise suggests

Philistus, especially since Timaeus does certainly appear

to have been deficient in these respects. Third, Philistus'

division between the DEpt ~Lovua(ou and the DEpt ELxE\ta~

is suggested ~y the forffiat of Diodorus' text. Fourth,

the political ideology of Philistus is clearly apparent.

Fifth, the hypothesis has been presented that the change

in tone which characterizes the account of the war with

the Italiots, reflects Philistus' disapproval. Sixth,

the lacuna in the text for the last twenty years of Dionysius'

reign corresponds to the exile of Philistus. Finally, it

has been deronstratcd thatThucydidean cJlaracteristics are

abun~~nt: the plague, the chronological sche~e, the lack

of interest in economic phenomena i the ovenlhelf~ins absorption
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in conte~porDry affairs; the Cionysius-Pericles parallel;

Thucydides' sympathies for f:errnocrates i the strong

aristocratic background; and the distorted view of the

democracy's capabilities, com~on to ~oth Th~cydides'

and Diodorus' narratives.

The c3.rgUP.1ents against a decisive influence on the

pc3.rt of Ti~aeus are equally significant. First, absence

of gossipy and hostile ~aterial of the type associated with

Athens and m' ,... lmaeus, 1S a noticeable feature. Second,

this fac~ gains added significance when contrasted with

Diodorus' statement in the preface to the fourteenth book,

which clearly echoes the Timaeus-type tradition. Third,

Diodorus clearly realized the ehtent of Timaeus' bias in

respect to the books dealing with Agathocles. There is

no reason to doubt that a sil':1.ilar feeling tm\'ards the

Dionysius ' books is a major factor determining his choice

of Philistus in preference to Timaeus as a major authority.

Fourth, Dionysius ' later career was not discussed by

Diodorus in detail. ~e know that Tinaeus spent two extra

books on Dionysius. These probably dealt with the

tyrant's later years. Finally, there is the fact that

by Diodorus 1 ti~e, Philistus' testimony was gaining added

importance. Hence there is little validity in the claim

that Timaeus was the most important authority on Western

affairs and that Oiodorus automatically consulted Ti~aeus

as his major source.
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Diodorus' choice of Philistus as his chief source

results fron three factors. First, the revival in importance

of Philistus rendered his choice inevitable. Second,

Diodorus was well aware of Timaeus'. bias in respect to

the Siceliot tyrants. Finally, Philistus'conception of

the Punic moral failure was in accord with the chief

thesis of the Bibliotheke.

The conclusions arrived at, present serious

implications for the question of the character of Dionysius'

rule. Emphasis of most modern accounts of Dionysius is

placed upon the repressive nature of Dionysius' hegemony.

The present analysis of the Dionysius' tradition, however,

adds a ne~ dimcLsion to the pro~len. It is clear that the

popular picture as found in, for example, Freeman and
1

Finley is singularly one-sided, and ignores the fact that

Diodorus' text, the major source for Dionysius, is well

aware of the fact that Dionysius' control was to a large

extent popular and based upon a cooperative understanding.

This relationship manifested itself, on the one hand, in

the associations between D{onysius and the citizen body of

Syracuse, and on the other in the entente between Syracuse

and the Siceliot League. It has been shown that the

--speech of Theodorus~cannot be employed as evidence to

indicate the repressive nature of Dionysius' rule. In

fact, the very opposite is suggested. The existence of

a popular basis to Dionysius' rule is confirmed by the
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Thucydidean associations of Philistus. To a large

extent, Philistus 1 own attempt to subordinate the Siceliot

role in the invasions of the last decade of the fifth

century would appear to confirm the traditional picture.

However, the limited extent to which this picture is

substantiated serves to confirm the present writer's

thesis. Clearly, the Syracusans were not the sheep,

Philistus represented them to be. Thus the evidence

of Philistus tended to support the view regarding the

repressive rule.

The e~dstence of a genuine cooperative relationship

between the tyrant and his subjects is supported by other

evidence. First, there is the fact that the testi~ony

of Theopompus certainly does not appear unfavourably

disposed tOvlards Dionysius. Theopompus' hostility is

focused upon the younger Dionysius and, as such, supports

the picture preserved by Philistus. Second, it Must be

re.:-.cill0ere0 tha.t the hostility of Dionysius was directed

essentially a.gainst the Ionian element in Sicily and that

the tyrant thus inherite~ an ancient feud. ~ith t_e

Dorian bloc, hm-;ever, little real hostility is indicated.

Therefore, the Ccstruction of Catane, :-Jaxos and P.Legium

can hardly be adduce6 as evidence for Dionysius' oppressive

rule within Syracuse anc the Dorian cities, WllO had formed

the nucleus of resistance to Carthage in the wars of

409/8 and 406/5 E. C. Third, it has been argued tlat the
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evidence of Dionysius' financial policy amounts to

very little, and is a characteristic not necessarily

applicable solely to totalitarian regimes. Moreover,

Dionysius cannot be held alone responsible for the

destruction of the Greek cities. On the one hand,

Carthage's contribution was very real. On the other

hand, the chaos of the years following Dionysius' death

is obviously to be associated largely with defects in

the political ability of Dionysius II. As regards

Dionysius' mercenaries, it is clear that this element

was very much needed against Carthage, and that Dionysius

was no innovator. In fact, mercenaries had been employed

by the Syracusan democracy against Carthage during the

invasion of 406/5 B. C. It is, therefore, erroneous to

associate the mercenaries solely with Dionysius' policy

towards the Syracusans.

That a popular basis to Dionysius' rule was very

real is indicated by the evidence of Plato. In the

seventh Let~~£, Plato voices his dissatisfaction with the

situation in Sicily under Dionysius I. Yet, all that he

can find to criticize is the fact that the populace indulged

over~uch in sex and drink. It is not inconceivable that

Plato found the popular support for the tyrant distasteful.

Such a conclusion would certainly accord with the views

expressed in the ~~public and ~~'v~ and with Plato's attraction

towards despotic individuals - Hermias of Atarneus,

Dionysius II, Dion and the Thirty Tyrants. As has been seen,
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the Platonic picture is, indeed, confirmed by Theopompus'

testimony.

The respect of the tyrant for constitutional

procedure is, moreover, confirmed by the facts that

the Boule appears on the inscriptions concerning the

-treaties between Athens and Dionysius and that the Syracusans
2

and not Dionysius appear on coins. In addition, attention

has been dra\-m towards the unreliable nature of the hostile

tradition, based as it was upon Athenian political

opposition, comic invention, Platonic distortion,

peripatetic gossip and the highly subjective and unreliable

testimony of Timaeus of Tauromenium. Finally, it is a fact

that in face of this very powerful hostile testimony, a

tradition sur~ivG~i portr2ying Dionysius in a more favourable

light. That such a tradition could survive at all testifies

to its strensth. It, moreover, furnishes clear evidence

of the fact that Dionysius' rule was not exclusively based

upon terror and the sHord, and that the Philistus portraits

as found in Diodorus is based upon the realities of the

situation in the late fifth and early fourth centuries B. C.

Certainly, it is not claimed that Dionysius' control

of Syracuse and the Sicilian arche was based upon support

from the demos alone. T~ere was much in the regime which, ----

could be regarded as ~onarchical or oligarchical- a fact

which, it has been shown, Philistus was well aware of.

Ortygia end tr.e todyguard are certainly relevant. At the

sa::,e time, hm.'ever, this is only one aspect of a far wore
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complex situation. There is no doubt that a strong

cooperative basis existed-a factor which, above all,

.accounts for the ability of Dionysius to have ~aintained

his hegerr:ony over Syracuse and the Empire for thirty-eight

years.
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concludes that Diodorus drew only upon general recollections.
The most important piece of evidence brought forward by
Wa1bank is the fact that Polybius omits any reference to
the role of Scipio in sending it back to Acragas, the
implication being that it had not taken place yet.

42
See R. Drews, "Diodorus and his sources", A. J. Ph.,

LXXXIII (1962), 383-392.; R. Drewes, Historiographical
Objectives, pp. 84-86. cf. Diod.XXXI.35 and Polyb. XXII.1S.
13-15; Diod. XXXI.18a and Polyb. XXXI~9.4.

43
Po1yb. XII.25.4./Jacoby, op. cit., IIIb, No. 566,

F. 28b. Here we read that when Polybius was at Carthage
in 146 B. C., he found a bull with a door for placing
victims in. Po1ybius thought that it was of non-Carthaginian
origin. He therefore concluded that Timaeus lied in
refuting the existence of a bull in Acragas.

A third reference to Phalaris' bull and Timaeus'
authority comes from the scholiast on Pindar Pyth.l.l85./
Jacoby, op. cit.lllb. No. 566, F. 28c. Here we read that
according to Timaeus, the Acragantines cast the bull of
Phalaris into the sea, and that the one exhibited in the
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was not that of Phalaris, but an image of the river Gela.

44
T. S. Brown, Timaeus of Tauromenium (California,

1958), p. 55, notes how Timaeus was probably right. His
theory rests on the assumption that Timaeus, Diodorus and
Polybius were not liars. Diodorus' and Polybius"bulls
can thus be identified. Now Diodorus was wrong in saying
that Timaeus denied the bull's existence. He was, therefore
wrong in saying that the bull was sent back to Acragas.
He had no proof at Acragas that the bull which he saw
was Phalaris'. His proof that he had no evidence that the
bull came from Carthage is a weak argument. We cannot,
therefore, say that it, in fact, did come from Carthage.
Therefore, concludes Brown, Timaeus was probably right.

45
Diod. XIII.61.1;63.1.

46
Diod. XIII.33.2-3; cf 34. 6-35.

47
Di od. XI. 7 6 . 3 ; 89 ; XI I I . 3 5 . 2; 54.'3; 81. 4- 84 ;

86.2; 113.3; XIV.7.l-5; 16.1-4; 18; 48.2; 53.3; 62:.3;
63.1: 95.2: 105.2; III.l: XVI.70.6; 83.2; 90.1.

48
Diod. XIII.35.3; XVI.70: XI.38.

49
See the above discussion on the Timaeus fragments

in book XIII.pp. 12-14•
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'=, '-'.' ';~,- ~~Drod~' :XIV. 59; ~ 88 ;,96: XVI. 7: 68.

51
A. Holm, Ope cit., II, p. 369

52
Diod. XXI.17.l.!Jacoby, Ope cit. , " IIIb, No. 566,

T. 4a.
Polyb. XII.25h,1.!Jacoby, Ope cit. , IIIb, No. 566,

F. 34.
Pluto De Exil.14.!Jacoby, Ope cit. , IIIb, No. 566,

T. 4e.

53
Polyb. XII.27.4-6.
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54
Diod. XIV.16.

55
Holm. op. cit. , p. 371.

56
Diod. IV.24;80.

57
Diod. XIV.9.

58
Diod. XIV.78.7; 95.

59
Diod. XIV.95.

60
Diod. XVI.82.4; 83.3.

61
Po1yb. XII.4a.5-12a; 13-15; 23-25.

62
Po1yb. XII.3-4; 4b.c.d; 25d.e.f.g.h.

63
Po1yb. XII.24.

64
Po1yb. XII.25k; 26; 26a.

65
See T. S. Brown, Timaeus of Tauromenium, pp. 71-90

cf K. F. Stroheker, Dionysius I p.11-31; Satura Otto Weinreich.
p. 139-161; H. Z., CLXXIX (1952), 225-259.

66
Thus Volquardson, op. cit. , pp. 85 ff.

67
Diod. XIII.92.3

68
Diod. XIII.93.2.

69
Diod. XIII.94-95.

70
Diod. XIV.9; 14.2; 88.
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71
Diod. XIV. 45.l.

72
Diod. XIV.46.2.

73
Diod. XIV. 65-69.

74
Diod. XIV.75.3.

75
Diod. XIV.102.3.

76
Diod. XIC.105.2.

77
Diod. XIV.109.

78
Diod. XIV.112.

79
Diod. XV.74.

80
Diod. XVL. 70.

81
Diod. XVI.82.

82
Thus destruction of Messana in XIV.68.5, and 56.1;

Dionysius' Policy to distract the Siceliots from the real
issued in XIV.68.4, and 41.1; unwillingness of Dionysius
to destroy the Carthaginian army in XIV.68.!, and 75.3 and
in XIII.112.1 and XIV.7.l; Slavery of Catane and Naxos
in XIV.66.4; 68.3, and 14-15; Treachery over Gela and
Camarina in XIII.111.5 and XIV.68.2; Treaty in XIII.114.1,
and XIV.6B.2; 3000.00 Carthaginian dead at Himera in XIV.67.1,
XI.20.2; 22.4; XIII.59.5; 94.5; Dionysius as public clerk
in XIV.66.5, and XIII.96.4; Dionysius' plunder of temples
in XIV.65.2; 67.4.69.2.

83
Plato Republic. VIII.565ff. See discussion below Pp.457-66.

84
See Stroheker, Dionysius I, pp. 18-22.
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85
Stroheker, Dionysius I pp. 18-22.

86
On Philistus see chapter III below. P·p.225 ff.

87
Cornelius Nepos Dion.rI~·2; hominem amicum non

magis tyranno quam tyrannidi

88
See below p p. 256 ff.

89
Diod. XIII.91.4.

90
Polyb. XII.26b.4.

91
Diod. XXI.17.3; Polyb. VIII.12.12; XII.15.

92
Pindar Pyth. 111.85; Isocrates Evagoras. 40;

See A. Andrewes, The Greek Tyrants (London, 1956), p. 24.

93
Isocrates Panath. 8; ~.ristotJ·1etaphys. 1060 a25.

See H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek English Lexicon,
7th ed.; revised by H. S. Jones (Oxford, 1940), p. 1978.

94
Aristot. Nicom. Ethics.1095 b.22.

95
E. Bachof, N. J. C. P., XXX(1884), 445-478.

This view has also been adopted by S. Luria, A. Ant. Hung,
XII (1964) 62-3; J. Luccioni, La Pensee Politique de Platon
(Paris, 1958) p. 84.

96
Diod. XIV.66.2; 55.5.

97
Diod. XIV.68.6; 61.4.

9B
Diod. XIV.6B.5; 55.4.

99
Diod. XIV.68.5; 61. 5 cf Bachof. N.J.C.P., xxx. (1884) •
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100
Diod. XIV.68.2; XIII.111.5.

101
Diod. XIV.67.4.

102
Diod. XIV.65.2; 65.7.

103
See Diod. XIV.45.2; 61.3; 96.2; 7.5; 9.5; 65.2-3.

104
Diod. XIV.70.3; 64.5.

105
Diod. XIV.66.4; 68.3.

106
Diod. XIII.S2; XX.1-2.

107
Thus Diod. XIV.66.3 echoes XIII.22.4.XI.25.5;

26.6.

108
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Ge10n as 1:6pavvos in Herod.
V. 2 • 6; 9. 23 (13 02 b . 131Sb);

Diod. XI.38.2; 38.7; cf.
VII.1S7; 163; Aristot. Politics.
Ae1ian XIII.37; Justin XXIII.4.4.

109
Clearly Himera supersedes Salamis (See Diod.

XI.23.). Three factors count: the battle gave courage
to the Greeks before Salamis; whereas the Persians and their
king escaped, the Carthaginians and their king all perished;
whereas Pausanias and Themistocles were disgraced, Ge10n
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Thrasybulus.
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Polybius' anger and the attack of Polyb. XII.26b, for
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Sicily's achievements.

110
C. H. Oldfather, Diodorus, Loeb Classical Library,

IV, p. 187.

111
Bachof, N.J.C.P., XXX, (1884), 472.
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XII, 25k.

113
Pluto Nicias, XXXVIII.4; Comparison of Timoleon

and Aemilius Paullus, 11.2.

114
See below chapter VI, .pp. 466 ff.

115
Diod. XIV.70.

116
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117
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118
Diod. XIV.64.5.

119
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(Diod. XIII.l9.4; 34.5).

120
Diod. XIII.8S".3; 87.4.5; 88.7; 93.1.4; 96.1.

121
Diod. XIII.SS.4; 57.5; 58.2; 90.2; 111.6;

XIV.42.3; 51.5; 73.5; 74.2; 76.3.
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XIV.41: 45: 47: 63,1-2: 70, 4-6: 73: 74; 76; 77.

124
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125
i.e. Diod. XV.24.

126
R. Drewes, Historiographical Objectives pp. 79

and 86; R. Drewes, "Diodorus and his Sources", A.J.Ph.,
LXXXIII (1962), 3g3-392.
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128 '
Diod. XIII.59.4; 62.4.

129
Discussed in chapter III, belowf"~)'l.C. Hejni,

"Das Geschichtswerk des Philistos von Sizi11en als
Diodors Quelle ", Studio Antiquo A. Salac Septuagenario
oblata, (Prague, 1955), pp. 31-35.

130
R. Laqueur, s.v. "Timaeos", P.W.K., Real

Encyclopadie, sere 2, VI a, cols. 1076, 1203.

131
A. Holm, Ope cit., II, 340; E. A. Freeman, Hist.

Sicily, III, 607; N. G. L. Hammond, "The Sources of
Diodorus Siculus XVI", C. Q., XXXII (1937), 79; T. S. Brown,
"Timaeus and Diodorus' Eleventh Book", A. J. Ph., LXXIII
(1952), 339, cf. p. 345, "but he(Diodorus) does cite
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cf.p. 355, n.96.

'132
Brown, A. J. Ph., LXXIII (1952), 340-41.
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Loc. cit.,
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137
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138
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139
Diod. XIV.7.4. XIII.88.8.

140
Diod. XIV.8.3.XIII.88.2.

141
Diod. XIV.9.3. XIII.88.6.

142
Diod. XIV.8.3. XIII.59.7.

143
Diod. XIV.50.3; 59.7.
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Diod. XIV.61.2b.cf. XIII.61.2; XIV.57.1.

145
Diod. XIV .100.1.

146
Diod. XIII.44.1-2; 55.7; 62.5; 85.4; 88.1-5.

147
Diod. XIII.44.4; 54.3; 56.1; 59.1-3; 59.9;

61.3; 61.6.
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Diod. XIII.85.3; 87.4-5; 88.7; 93.I; 93.4; 96.1.
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151
Diod. XIII.86.1-3 B :114.2b.

152
Diod. XIII.90.4.

153
Diod. XIII.43.5; 59.5-6.

154
Diod. XIII.54.6; 59.6.

155
Diod. XIII.111.1; 111b-113.

156
Diod. XIV.7.6. XIII.112.7.

157
Diod. XIV.7.6. XIII.113.3.

158
Diod. XIV.7.6. XIII.114.2.

159
Diod. XIV.8.5. XIII.91.4.

160
Diod. XIV.4101 (cf. XIII.114.2b); 45.3: 47.2b-3.

161
Diod. XIV.49.3; 51.1: 53.1-3;

162
Diod. XIV.51.7-52.1b (cf. XIII.56.6).

163
Diod. XIV.40.3; 45.5; 46.2-3; XV.13.1-5; 14.3-4.

164
Diod. XIV.55.4; 54.2.

165
Diod. XIV.55.6-7a. cf. XIV.48.4; 54.2; 58.1a;

75.6; 54.6; 75.7.
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Diod.XIV.95.4-7; 96.1; 87; 88.
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Diod. XIII.54.2; 54.4.
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cf. XIV.18 & 41.1-2.

169
Diod. XIV.41.3; 42.2.

170
Diod. XIV.4l.3; 42.2.

171
Diod. XIV. 41. 3; 42.1.

172
Diod. XIV.43.4; 44.1.

173
Diod. XIV.46.5; 47.1.

174
Diod. XIV.50.l; 50.2.

175
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Selinus (Diod. XIII.54.7; 55.5.) is,according to Laqueur
indicative of a single authority. Because the space
in between is concerned with the Selinuntine appeal and
the resistance of the Selinuntines, particularly of the
women and children as \o7ell as with an account of the
battle, Laqueur identifies this extract with the authority
of Timaeus.

176
Diod. XIII.33.2-3.·

177
Diod. XIII.34.4-6.

178
Diod. XIII.35.

179
Laqueur's treatment of the Dioc1es tradition

is especially important for the question of the authenticity
of the legislator of that name. If Laqueur's arguments are
accepted, this will result in the possible conclusion that
Ephorus was the more reliable historian than Timaeus,
because, whereas the latter erred in identifying the
mythical lawgiver with the historical Diocles, Ephorus
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the two. See especially the discussion of E. Pais, "A
Proposito della legislazione di Diocle Siracusano",
S.I.F.e., VII (1899), 5-98; G. De. Sanctis, "Diocle di
Siracusa", S.l.F.e., XI (1903), 433-445.

180
Diod. XllI.58.1-2.

181
Diod. XllI.59.9-60.

182
Diod. XIII.63;75.

183
Diod. XIII.85.3b-5.

184
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185
Diod. XIII.86.1-3.

186
Diod. XIII.87-88.1.

187
Diod. XIII.88.

188
Diod. XIII.91b-96.4.

189
Diod. XIII.91-3.
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Diod. XIII.92.4.
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Diod. XlII.91.3-92.3.
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It is interesting to note that when it suits Laqueur, he
can associate one of his interpretations with the authority
of Diodorus himself. Again as in the case of the. Timaeus
interpolations, he is working in a purely arbitrary manner.
Clearly such hypothetical interpolations can be associated
with any authority. External evidence does not count, and
Laqueur's highly personal conclusions are the decisive
elements.

195
Thus in Diod. XIV.44-45, Ephorus is supposed to

be concerned with events in S. Italy, while Dionysius'
plans for his great war with Carthage come from Timaeus.
In other words, local patriotism is identifiable with
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196
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197
Diod. XIV.50.3.

198
Diod. XIV.49.l; 50.1; 54.5.

199
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200
Diod. XIV.56.3-6.

201
Diod. XIV. 56-57.

202
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203
Diod. XIV.63.3a+3b.

204
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205
F. Sartori, "Su Dionisio i1 Vecchio nell 'opera

Diodorea", c. S., I (1966), 6. This is a general comment
not based, however, upon a detailed analysis of Laqueur's
article. cf. T. S. Brown, "Timaeus and Diodorus' Eleventh
Book", A. J. Ph. , LXX III (1952), 340-41; 353. Brown

(op. cit., p. 355) writes, "an identification should be
made on the basis of correspondence in thought rather than
similarities in vocabulary and style". R. K. Sinclair,
"Diodorus Siculus and the writing of History", P.A.C.A.,
VI (1963), 41, writes, "It is hardly satisfactory--£o--
insist that a particular detail could have been drawn only
from the particular fragment which happens to have been
preserved. "He also asks whether errors could not have
resulted from the process of abridgement and transcription.
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Diod. XIII.109.
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Diod. XIII.111-112.
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Diod. XIII.113.
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Diod. XIII .114 •.
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Diod. XIV.2.2.
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Diod. XIV.8.
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Diod. XIV.9.
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Diod. XIV.15-16.
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Diod. XIV.40.
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Diod. XIV.46.5-47.1-3.
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Diod. XIV.87-88.

16
Diod. XIV.90.
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17
Diod. XIV.91.1.

18
Diod. XIV.l00-l08; 111-112.

19
Diod. XIV.I09.

20
Diod. XV.6-7; 13-17; 73-74

21
See below pp.391-2,403-404.

22
Thus the Rhegines are drawn into the war after the
conquest of Naxos and Catane in 399 B. C. (Diod.XIV.40.).
In 398, Dionysius fears Rhegium and Messana (Diod.
XIV.44.3.). In 394, the Rhegines took in the exiles,
settled the Catanians and Naxians in Mylae, and
besieged Messana (Diod. XIV.87.). In 393, Magon
renewed hostilities with Messana.. Dionysius responded
by defeating the Carthaginians and commencing
hostilities against Rhegium. A truce of one year
followed. (Diod.XIV.90.). The result was the creation
of the Italiot League. (Diod. XIV.9l.l). The war
with the Italiot League occupies XIV.100-108 and
111-112, and culminates in the capture of Rhegiurn
in 387 B. C.

23
Thuc. VI.88.6; VII.53.2; 57.11.

24
Diod. XV.14.3-4. Diodorus attributes economic
motives to the clash and singles out the plunder
of the temple at Agylle (port Pyrgi).

25
Diod. XIII.112.1-2 (Dissatisfaction leading to
the revolt of the knights);
Diod. XIV.~l.l (Dionysius' aim); 68 (Theodorus) .

26
See below discussion on Syracusan democracy pp. 316 ff,
521 ff.

27
Diod. XIV.108.ll2

28
Diod. XIII.44.4-5.
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Diod. XIII. 56.l.

30
Diod. XIII. 56.2.

31
Diod. XIII.54.5; 55.3.

32
Diod. XIII.59.1.

33
Diod. XIII.59.9.

34
Diod. XIII.60.1-7

35
Diod. XIII.59.9.

36 D, d XIII.61.5-6~o •

37
Diod. XIII.79.8; 86,4.

38
Diod. XIII.86.4-6.

39
Diod. XIII.87.1-2

40
Diod. XIII.87.3.

41
Diod. XIII.88.l.

42
Diod. XIII.91.2.

43- Diod. XIII.56.2.
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Diod. XIII.61.3.
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Diod. XIII.91-96.

53
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Diod. XIII.109.3-5.
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Diod. XIV.8.

61
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63
Diod. XIV. 40.1.
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65
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66
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67
Diod. XIV.45.

68
Diod. XIV.45.5.

69
Diod. XIV.46.3+5; 47.1.
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Diod. XIV.47.4-6; 48.1.

71
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72
Diod. XIV.48.4-5; 49.3.

73
Diod. XIV.49.2; 50.1-2.

74
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75
Diod. XIV. 53.
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Diod. XIV. 54.4.
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Diod. XIV.62.1.
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Diod. XIV.64.4-5.

85
Diod. XIV.65.2; 66.3.
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Diod. XIV.67.2-3.

87
Diod. XIV.67.4-7.
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Diod. XIV.69.2.

89
Diod. XIV.69.4.
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Diod. XIV.70.1.
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Diod. XIV.72.

92
Diod. XIV.75.1-3,6-9.

93
Diod. XIV.78.3.7

94
Diod. XIV.87.1.4; 88.2-5.

95
Diod. XIV.90; 95.3.

96
Diod. XIV.91.1.

97
Diod. XIV.95.6-7.
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98
Diod. XIV.96.3-4.

99
Diod. XIV.100.1.

100
Diod. XIV.l00.1-3; 102.2-3; 103.1-4; 104.1+3;
105.1-3; 106.1+3; 107; 108; 111; 112.

10l
Diod. XIV. 109.3.

102
Diod. XV.6; 13+14.

103
Diod. XV.14.4; 15.3.

104
Diod. XV •. 15.4; 16.1.

105
Diod. XV.16.

106
Diod. XV.17.2.

107
Diod. XV.17.5.

108
Diod. XV. 73.1.

109
Died. XIII.33-35; 63; 75.

110
Diod. XIII.75.9; 75.4.

111
Diod. XIII.59.1-3.

112
Diod. XIII.55.4.

113
Diod. XIII.55.8; 59.9.

114
Diod. XIII. 60.1.
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115
Di od. XI I I. 56• 5 •

116
Diod. XIII.90~ 108.1.

117
Diod. XIII.I08.4; 111.2+5.

118
Diod. XIII.59.3.

119
Diod. XIII. 58.1.

120
Diod. XIII.44.4; 54.3; 54.5.

121
Diod. XIII.55.3.

122
Diod. XIII.56.1-2.

123
Diod. XIII.55.3; 56.1-2.

124
Diod. XIII.59.10

125
Diod. XIII.59.9.

126
cf. Diod. XIII.59.1~ 59.9.

127
Diod. XIII.79.8.

128
Diod. XIII.aO.6.

129
Diod. XIII.81.2.

130
Diod. XIII.79.8; 80.6.

131
Diod. XIII.86.4-5.

132
Di od • XI I I. 87 •1.
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133
Died. XIII.87.5.

134
Died. XIII.87.2-3.

135
Died. XIII.88.4.

136
Died. XIII.88.5.

137
Died. XIII.88.7; 89.

138
Died. XIII.89.4; 91. 2.

139
Died. XIII.93.1.

140
Died. XIII.93.5; 96.1.

141
Died. XIII.108.5.

142
Died. XIII .109.1.

143
Died. XIII.114.1.

144
Died. XIV.47.6.

145

Died. XIV.56.2; 56.3-6; 88.5.

146
Died. XIII.82.6; 83.2.

147
Died. XIII.90.3-4; 89.1.

148
Died. XIII. 87.

149
Diod. XIII.109. D. Adamesteanou,"Osservazioni
su11a battag1ia di Ge1a del 405 B. C.", Kokalos, II
(1956), 142



150
Diod. XIII.43.s-G.

151
Diod. XIII.44.1.

152
Diod. XIII.44.G.

153
Di.od. XIII.58.l.

154
Diod. XIII.59.3.

155
Diod. XIII.G2.5-6.

156
Diod. XIII.80.2.

15?
Diod. XIII.80.2-5.

158
Diod. XIII.86.1-3.

159
Diod. XIII.88.2.

160
ibid.

161
Diod. XIII.BB.3.

1G2
Diod. XIV.54.5-G.

1G3
Diod. XIV.55.l.

164
Diod. XIV. 56.1.

1 65
Diod. XIV.58.4.

166
Diod. XIV.58.3.

1G?
Diod. XIV.5G.3-G.
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168
Diod. XIV.59.3-4.

169
Diod. XIV.62.3.

170
Diod. XIV.63.1-2; 70.4-71; 63.3-4.

171
Diod. XIV.77.5; 77.3.

172
Diod. XIV.77.6.

173
Diod. XIV.95.1.

174
Diod. XIV.43.5-6; 80.2.

175
Diod. XIII.43.4.

1/6
Diod. XIV.76-77

177
Diod. XIII.44.6; 80.2-5; XIV.54.5-6; 95.1.
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178
Diod. XIII.58.1; 62.5; 86.1-3; 88.2-3; XIV.62.1-4;
76.3-4.

179
Diod. XIII.59.3; 62.5; 86.3; XIV.55.1"

180
Diod. XIII.88.3; XIV.56.1; 56.3.

181
Diod. XIII.91.3.

182
Diod. XIII.92.1.

183
Diod. XIII.92.5-7; 96.1-2.

184
Diod. XIII.93.3; 96.1-2.



185
Diod. XIII.92.2.

186
Diod. XIII.93.2.

187
Diod. XIII.95.6.

188
Diod. XIII.96.1.

189
Diod. XIII.96.2; 111.6; 94.1-2.

190
Diod. XIII.95.6; 91.4-5; 92.3; 93.3; 96.1.

191
Diod. XIII.92.3-.

192
Diod. XIII.93.3; 96.1.

193
Diod. XIII.92.5-7.

194
Diod. XIII.93.3.

195
Diod. XIII.93.10

196
Diod. XIII.96.10

197
Diod. XIII.96.10

198
Diod. XIII.96.2.

199
Diod. XIII.96.2.

200
Diod. XIII.92.1; 95.3; 94.2.

201
Diod. XIII.94.1; 93.3.
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202
Diod. XIV.7.6.

203
Diod. XIV.7.7.

204
Diod. XIV.7.3-5; 78.1-3.

205
Diod. XIV.8.4; 67.3; 78.1-.3.

206
Diod. XIV.8.6.

207
Diod. XIV.9.3.

208
Diod. XIV.9.9.

209
Diod. XIV.7.6.

210
Diod. XIV.14.6-7; 15.1-2; 78.7.

211
Diod. XIV.95.6.

212
Diod. XIV. 7.l.

213
Diod. XIV.7.1.

214
Diod. XIV.7.1-3; 9.8; 7.7; 8.4; 8.6.

215
Diod. XIV.7.7.

216
Diod. XIV.8.2.

217
Diod. XIV.9.8.

2i8
Diod. XIV.70.3.

219
Diod. XIV.14.6-7.
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220
Diod. XIV.14.8.

221
Diod. XIV.15.1-2.

222
Diod. XIV.14.1; 15.2-3; 40.1.

223
Diod. XIV.1S.4; 40.1.

224
Diod. XIV.96.4.

225
Diod. XIV.78.5.

226
Diod. XIV.78.5.

227
Diod. XIV.I06.3; 107.2.

228
Diod. XIV.I07.2.

229
Diod. XIV.41.1; 68; 75.3.

230
Diod. XIV. 45.1.

231
Diod. XIV.45.5-6.

232
Diod. XIV.67.3; 69.2; 65.2-3.

i

233
Diod. XIV.65.3; 68.3; 65.4; 69.4.

234
Diod. XIV.66.1-3.

235
Diod. XIV.66.4; 68.3.

236
Diod. XIV.68.S.

237
Diod. XIV.67.3.
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238
Diod. XIII.91.3-5.

239
Diod. XIII.92.5.

240
Diod. XIII.93.2-3.

241
Diod. XIII.94.10

242
Diod. XIII.94.1-3.

243
Diod. XIII.95.3.

244
Diod. XIII. 94.3'; 95.5.

245
Diod. XIV.14.8.

246
Diod. XIV.45.1.

247
Diod. XIV.~S_2.

248
Diod. XIV.61.

249
Diod. XIV.64.

250
Diod. XIV.70.3.

251
Diod. XIV.96.2.

252
Diod. XIV.88.5.

253
Diod. XIII.92,5-6.

254
Diod. XIV. 41. 2; 44.3.

255
Diod. XIV.45.3.
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256
Diod. XIV.45.4.

257
Diod. XIV.45.5-46.

258
Diod. XIV.75.2.

259
Diod. XIV.41-44.

260
Diod. XIII.113.3.

261
Diod. XIV.I02.3.

262
Diod. XIV.I07.4-5.

263
Diod. XIV.9.4.

264
Diod. XIV.14,6-7.

265
Diod. XIV.14.4; 15.1-

266
Diod. XIV.41.1.

267
Diod. XIV.78.5.

268
Diod. XIV.44.

269
Diod. XIV.74.

270
Diod. XIV.96.3.

271
Diod. XIV.I00.1.

272
Diod. XIV.9.5.
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273
Diod. XIV.45.5; 70.3; 7.5.

274
Diod. XIV.102.

275
Diod. XIV.105.3-5.

276
Diod. XIII.112.5.

277
Diod. XIII.95.6; XIV.8.5-6.

278
Diod. XIV.7.l.

279
Diod. XIV.88.3-5.

280
Diod. XIV.108.6.

281
Diod. XIV.41-43.

282
Diod. XIII.55.2-3.

283
Diod. XIII.55.2-5.

284
Diod. XIII.56.6.

285
Diod. XIII.56.7.

286
Diod. XIII.57.2.

287
Diod. XIII.57.3.

288
Diod. XIII.58.2.

289
Diod. XIII.61.5.

290
Diod. XIII.62.4.
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291
Diod. XIII.108.6; 108.8.

292
Diod. XIII.89.3.

293
Diod. XIII.56.4.

294
Diod. XIII.59.9.

295
Diod. XIII.60.2.

296
ibid.

297
Diod. XIII.59.8.

298
Diod. XIII.60.3.

299
Diod. XIII.62.l.

300
Diod. XIII.60.2.

301
Diod. XIII. 81.l.

302
Diod. XIII.10B.9.

303
Diod. XIII.BS.3.

304
Diod. XIII.60.S.

305
Diod. XIII.60.7.

306
Diod. XIII.S7.I.

307
Diod. XIII.57.3.

30B
Diod. XIII.S8.l.
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309
Diod. XIII.58.2.

310
ibid.

311
ibid.

312
Diod. XIII.62.3.

313
Diod. XIII.58.2.

314
Diod. XIII.89.1.

315
Diod. XIII.90.2.

316
Diod. XIII.111.3-4.

317
Diod. XIII.111.4-6.

318
Diod. XIII.59.9.

319
Diod. XIII.89.2.

320
Diod. XIII.59.4; 62.4.

321
Diod. XIV. 18.4-7.

322
Diod. XIV.41.2.

323
Diod. XIV.41.6.

324
Diod. XIV. 42.1.

325
Diod. XIV.42.5.

326
Diod. XIV. 43.1.
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327
ibid.

328
Diod. XIV.43.4-44.2.

329
Diod. XIV.44.3.

330
Diod. XIV.44.3-8.

331
Diod. XIV.45.2.

332
Diod. XIV.45.4.

333
Diod. XIV. 46.l.

334
Diod. XIV.46.2.

335
Diod. XIV.46.4-5.

336
Diod. XIV.46.5; 47.

337
Diod. XIII.44.3.

338
Diod. XIII.55.6.

339
Diod. XIII.60.7.

340
Diod. XIII.87.1-2.

341
Diod. XIII.87.3.

342
Diod. XIII.87.4.•

343
Diod. XIII.87.5.

344
Diod. XIII.88.5.
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345
Diod. XIII.8S.7.

346
Diod. XIII.SS.S.

347
Diod. XIII.91.1-3.

34S
Diod. XIII. 91. 4-92.

349
Diod. XIII.92.3.

350
Diod. XIII.92.4.

351
Diod. XIII.93.10

352
Diod. XIII.93.3.

353
Diod. XIII.93.5.

354
Diod. XIII.94.1-3.

355
Diod. XIII.95.1.

356
Diod. XIII.94.2.

357
Diod. XIII.95.4-6.

358
Diod. XIII.96.2.

359
Diod. XIII.112.4.

360
Diod. XIII.92.3.

361
Diod. XIV.?l.

362
Diod. XIV.7.6.
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363
Died. XIV. 9.1.

364
Died. XIV.9.4.

365
Died. XIV.9.5.

366
Died. XIV.lO.3.

367
Died. XIV.lO.4.

368
Died. XIV.14.7.

369
Di.ed. XIV.40.

370
Died. XIV.45.2.

371
Died. XIV.56.3.

372
Died. XIV. 61.1-3.

373
Dicd. XIV.64.3.

374
Died. XIV.64.5.

375
ibid.

376
Died. XIV. 70.1.

377
Dicd. XIV.70.3 •

.378
Died. XIV.96.2.

379
Diod. XIII.54.l,5; 80.2-5.

380
Dicd. XIII.55.2.
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381
Diod. XIII.55.5.

382
Diod. XIII. 56.le

383
Diod. XIII.55.2; 55.7; 56.5; 56.8; 59.7; 60.6.

384
Diod. XIII.60.2.

385
Diod. XIII.60.6.

386
Diod. XIII.60.3.

387
Diod. XIII.88.2-.

388
Diod. XIII.58.2.

389
Diod. XIII.57.1.

390
Diod. XIII.57.2-3.

391
Diod. XIII.58.2.

392
ibid.

393
Diod. XIII.59.4; 62.4.

394
Diod. XIII.62.3; 79.8; 80.1; 111.4.

395
Diod. XIII.58.1.

396
Diod. XIII.62.4.6; 89.1; 90.3-5; 108.3.

397
Di od . XI I I. 57 • 3 •

398
Diod. XIII.62.3-4.
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399
Diod. XIII.86.1-4; 90.2.

400
Diod. XIII.59.2.

401
Diod. XIII.86.1.

402
Diod. XIII.86.2-3.

403
Diod. XIII.90.1.

404
Diod. XIII.90.2.

405
Diod. XIII .111. 5.

406
Diod. XIV.45.5; 46.2.

407
Diod. XIV.46.3.

408
Diod. XIV.46.4.

409
Diod. XIV.47.5.

410
Diod. XIV. 48.1.

411
Diod. XIV.51.4.

412
Diod. XIV.52.2.

413
Diod. XIV. 52.1.

414
Diod. XIV.52.3-5.

415
Diod. XIV. 53.1.

416
Diod. XIII.57.2.
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417
Diod. XIV.53.3.

418
Diod. XIV.63.1-2.

419
Diod. XIV.70.4.

420
Diod. XIV.73.3-4.

421
Diod. XIV.76.l.

422
Diod. XIV.76.2.

423
ibid.

424
Diod. XIV.76.4.

425
Diod. XIV. 77.l.

426
Diod. XIV.77.4.

427
ibid.

428
Diod. XIV.77.5.

429
Diod. XIII.81.1-3.

430
Diod. XIII.90.3-4.

431
Diod. XIII.55.5.

432
Diod. XIII.57.3.

433
Diod. XIII.62.4.

434
Diod. XIII.62.6.
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435
Diod. XIII.90.2.

436
Diod. XIII.96.5.cf.90.4.

437
Diod. XIII.108.3.

438
Diod. XIII.108.4.

439
Diod. XIII.111.2.

440
Diod. XIII.90.4; 96.5; 108.2; 108.3; 111.2.

441
Diod. XIII.81.1-3.

442
Diod. XIII.84.5.

443
Diod. XIII.a9.1.

444
Diod. XIII.89.3.

445
Diod. XIII.90.3.

446
Diod. XIII.82.8.

447
Diod. XIII.83.10

448
Diod. XIII.83.2.

449
Diod. XIII.84.4.
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III

1
See Pausanias V.23.6./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556,

F. S7b.

2
Pluto

3

Nicias XIX./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T.2.

G. De Sanctis, Ricerche sulla storiographia Siceliota
(Palermo, 1958), p. 17.

4
See F. Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, (Komm) ,

pp. 496-514.

5
See Suda, S.v.~tA~axo~ ~ ~t~La~o~; Cicero De. Orate

II,13.57./Jacoby Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T. lA, 17 b.

6
Diod. XIII.9l.4; XIV.8.S; XV.7.3; Pluto Dion XI.S./

Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb. No. 556, T. 3a, 4, Sc.

7
Diod. XIII.91.4./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T.3A

8
The dictum that a tyrant should not flee, but should

be dragged by the legs which is attributed in Diodorus
XIV.8.S/Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T. 4., to
Philistus, is associated by the same author, in a
later context, with Megacles, Dionysius' brother-in-law
(XX.78.3). The authenticity of the latter reference
seems certainly to be supported by Plutarch's claim
(Dion XXXV.2./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T.9d,
F.S9. cf. No. 566, F. 115.) that Timaeus attributed
this remark to Philistus himself. It is, therefore
possible that the reference in XIV.8.5, reflects the
viewpoint of Timaeus, or is representative of the
Ti~aeus type tradition. However, as De. Sanctis
suggests (P~~erche p.19.), there is no reason to doubt
that Philistus would be likely to place these words in
the mouth of a character in his history. Laqueur
(s.v. Philistos" in P.W.R. R~c0-_~~1!.~Y_~J9P_,?-.dAeJXIX.col.
2410) similarly believes that such a remark undoubtedly
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represents the viewpoint of Philistus. Upon such an
interpretation, the view that the remark is representative
of a hostile Timaeus tradition loses its strength and
attractiveness. In other words, it matters little
whether Megacles or Philistus made the statement.
The statement itself seems to be representative of the
authentic Philistus viewpoint. Further, as has been
seen, there is little doubt that Philistus was
intimately connected with the inner. circle of Dionysius.
As one of the <.ptAo t. his absence from the negotiations
leading to the decision of Dionysius to continue to
resist appears most unlikely. Therefore, even if it
is argued that the actual statement about the tyrant's
being dragged by his feet was not made by Philistus,
there is no doubt that similar sentiments were expressed
by Philistus. For the details of Philistus' political
viewpoint see the discussion below pp. 234 ff.

9
See below pp237fcf. Pluto Dion. XI.4-7./Jacoby,

Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T. Sc.

10
Diod. XV.7.3./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb; No. 556, T.5b.

According to Pluta ch (Dion XI.6.) his banishment was
the result of his marriage to Leptines' daughter. As
will be shown below, this statement, though ultimately
reliable is a dangerous generalization, which masks
a far more complicated situation. It clearly stems
from the common practice of classical historians to
discover personal motives, divorced from general
issues, at the root of major events. Such causes,
though often reliable, have never to be viewed in
isolation, for such a procedure is inevitably
accompanied by a great degree of artificiality.

11
See discussion below pp. 248-54.

12
Pluto Dion. XIV.4./Jacoby, Ope cit.,IIIb, No. 556,

T. 6A. cf. in general, Pluto Dion. XI-XIX: Diod.
XV.7.3./Jacoby,op. cit.,IIIb, No. 556, T. Sa; Diod.XVI.
16./Jacoby, ~cit., IIIb, No. 556, T.9c.

13
The reference in XIII.35.3, to the use of Diocles'

laws in the time of Timoleon and Hieron indicates the
employment of much later information. Volquardson
JUntersuchungen uber die Quellen die griechischen und
sicilischen Geschichten bei Diodorus XI-XVI (Kiel 1868),
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p.lOl) already identified this information with
Timaeus. The arguments against the adoption of such
an approach have been discussed in chapter I,p .26,29.
The first main point is that Diodorus might have
received the information from a source later than
Timaeus, or even derived his account from common
knowledge. More important, the use of later
information need not preclude use by Diodorus of an
earlier, and indeed, contemporary source like
Philistus.

14
See above p p. 224 ff.

The military factor is clearly illustrated by
D. Adamesteanou, "Osservazione sulla battaglia di
Gela del 405 B. C.", Kokalos, II (1956), 142-157.
Adamesteanou examined Diodor"us XIII .108-111, from a
topographical point-of-view, in the light of recent
excavations, with the aid of plans and an aerial
photograph. He concluded that the information could
only come from a contemporary source, identified as
Philistus. Thus p 157, "E impossibile infatti
immaginare alIa base della descrizione un autore che
non ab1ia conosciuto1de visu\l'andamento delle
operaLo . 0 i... ~ ta:l.rL ~nte corr ispondente alIa realta
dei fatti che e necessario ammettere che questa fonte
vada ricercata in qualche autore contemporaneo."
cf. G. Colomba, "Filisto storico del IV Secolo",
A.S.S., N. S. XVII (1892), 275-311, esp. p.286
"corne uomo di arrni, egli dovea naturalmente avere
una competenza speciale nelle narrazioni di carattere
militare." Cf. R. Lauritano "Ricerche su Filisto",
Kokalos, III(1957), pp. 98-122.

15
Diod. XIII.103.3; XV.89.3.!Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb.

No. 556. T.ll. It is to be observed that Cicero
(Ad Quint. Fratr. II.ll.4.!Jacoby, Ope cit., I~Ib<

No. 556, T. l7a,) speaks of the two corpora ( Lspl..
ELKsX(a~, Dspt ~Lovuotou)

16
See belowpJ38See R. Laqueur, s.v."Philistostl~ P.W.K.

Real-Encyclopadi~, XIX. col. 2418. G. L. Barber argues
against the use of Philistus {The Historian Ephorus,
{Cambridge, 1935),p. 166-167. He notes the infrequency
of the citations, and concludes that Diodorus was lazy,
and that Isocratean similarities indicate use of
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Ephorus. The latter clai~ is certainly not decisive,
and Diodorus' supposed laziness, is certainly not
substantiated by the evidence, - a fact revealed by
the enquiry of chapter one, and the discussion below
on Diodorus'use of sources generally and the historian's
political ideas. See chapter VII, pp.495 ff.

17
See Diod. XIII.103.3; XV.89.3; XV.94.4.cf.XIII.91.4;

XIV.8.5.

18
Theon Progym. I~.68.~7~Sp./Jacobl' ~p. cit." IIIb,

No. 556, F. 28.xa~ napa ~~Ato~w~ £v ~tv ~~~ oYD6~~

~a nEpt ~~v napaoxEv~v,~~v ~nt KapX~DGvto~s 6~ovuotou
~on ~up~vvou xat ~~v onAwv xat ~mv VEWV xat ~WV ~PY~vwv

19
Dion. Halic. Ad. Pomp. 4./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb,

No. 556 T. l6b:~eos ~OAax~vov xat ~~Ao~~pavvov
~~~a(VE~ xat ~anE~vov,xat~~xpo\6yov, ~~~ 111.2:
~~Ato~O~ eEparrEu~~xoV~wv,~up&vvov
Plut. Dion. XXXVI; Ni~ias. I./Jacoby, Ope ctt., No. 556,
T. 23a, 16; Dion. XI. ~E~a~6~EpOV ~~ ~upaVV DL
Jacoby, Ope cit., III b, No. 556. T. 5c. cf. Diod.
XVI.16.3./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, T. 9c.
Pausanias 1.13.9.1 Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556,
T. l3a.

20
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causes of war, C. Q. , N. s., /X (1959), 223; A. G.
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(2nd Eng!. ed.; Oxford, 1947), I, p. 38, "His
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49-53; A. Leskey Ope cit., p. 458.

76
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J. H. Finley, Jr. "The Unity of Thucydides History",
Three Essays in Thucydides (Harvard, 1967), pp 118
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A. G. Woodhead,_Thu~d~s on the Nature of Power
(Cambridge, MassachusettSl!,pp 43 ff.
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Thuc. VI.24.4; 31.6; VIII5.7. On rejection of
Periclean policy see Thuc. 1.144.1; 11.65.7; IV.17.4;
21.2.

81
Thuc. IV.41.4 (Pylos); IV.92.2 (Delium); V. 97 (Melos).
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III (1948), 55A, 3, 1-57; J. Vogt, "Das Bild des
Pericles bei Thucydides", H. Z., CLXXXII (1956),
249-266, cf. J. H. Finley, Thucydides, pp. 56-249,
302-306; Three Essays pp~154-l6l.

83
Thuc. 11.35.2; 41.2.

84
Especially Plato Gorgias. 515 c.

85
ie in Thuc. I.76.3.cf.II.63.l, where Pericles warns
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drive, see J. H. Finley, Thucydides, p.143, 150-155;
J. De Romilly, Thucydides and Athenian Imperial~~,

tra slated by Philip ody (Oxford, 1963), pp.19 ff.

86
See Thuc. V.43.2; VI.15.2; VIII.47.l.cf.II.60.5;

II. 65

87
Thuc. 111.82.2. Thus Pericles' warning of

1.140.1; 11.61.1: his fear of revealing the true
position of the Athenian cause 11.62.1: Pericles as
a stabilizing influence; 11.65.5.

88
Thus F. Wasserman, "Thucydidean Scholarship 1946-56",

C. W., L (1956), 95. "Thucydides leaves no doubt that
a new Pericles might have mastered the crisis of a
long war."

89
ego J. H. Finley, Thucydides pp.136 ff; Three Essays,

pp. 154 ff. cf. B. X. De Wet, "Periclean Imperial
Policy and the Hytilenean Debate", A. Class, VI (1963),
106-124. De Wet accepts the Thucydidean picture of
the cautious Pericles aiming at the conservation of
the sea Empire after 446 B. C. He argues for a
moderate type of imperialism, and (p.118) speaks of
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the fact that there was no Pericles present to curb
the demos' passions. According to De Wet, Cleon lacks
moderation and an appreciation of the cultural values
of Athens. The fact that half of Diodotus' and
Cleon's speech deals with the question of debate in the
assembly is indicative of a desire to show the failure
of the new democracy (p 120). Cleon and Diodotus
the cold rationalist contrast with the ideals of
the ~Ei-~_~E!li9.~ and the assessment of Pericles' heirs
in 11,65.

The same idea is espoused by F. Wasserman,
"Post Periclean Democracy in action: the Mytilenean
Debate", T. A. Ph.A. , LXXXVII (1956), 27-41. Thus
(p. 33) Cleon is described as a "vulgarized Pericles",
echoing Pericles' phrases, he epitomizes the immorality
of the actions of the Hellenic world as seen in the
Plataean debate of III. 53-67., which is the counterpart
to the Mytilenean affair. (cf. A. Andrewes, "The
Mytilene Debate", Phoenix, XVI (1962), 75) Diodotus
is a second best to Pericles, concentrating on reasons
of State. W. concludes that the debate is a compliment
to Pericles' statement of 1.114.4 where Pericles
says, "I am more worried about our own faults than
about the plans of our enemies."

V. Ehrenberg adopts the same procedure in,
"polypragmosyne: a study in Greek Politics", J. H. S.,
LXVII (1947), 46-67. Thus (p. 48) on Periclean
imperialism which "did not originate from lust for power,
but derived from a deep love of Athens and was
subordinate to higher ideals in which power politics
were to be merged into one with cultural supremacy and
brilliance. HOwever idealized Thucydides' picture of
Pericles and Periclean democracY may be, there was a
fundamental difference between his policy, at least
after 446 B. C. and that of his successors. Under
Pericles' leadership, Athenian polypragmosyne was
turned into a useful and inspiring activity of a
people, politically and spiritually alive, although
it remained a tyranny, a burden and a danger for the
states under Athenian rule, and thus a potential danger
to Athens herself". cf. p.51,"Athenian imperialism was
not the same under Pericles as it was under Cleon or
Alcibiades, although the Athenian character had
certainly not undergone any fundamental change •..while
Pericles declared that Athens could not relinquish
power, Athens refused to accept limits to its expansion
he knew by this [Pericles I] policy, Athens had grown
into the school of Hellas. But he was also a
rationalist and moralist who saw the dangers of
unrestrained activity, irresponsible leadership and
mass instincts." cf. p. 53, "he believes in power. He
knows the evil of corrupt men holding power, but he
does not know that power corrupts." cf. Sir. R. Syrne,
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see -i-1:-chambers, "Studies in Thucydides 1957-62",
c. ''1., LXII (1957), 12; M. Amit, "The Mel-ian Dialogue
and Hist.ory", Athenaeum, III-IV (1968), 221; A. E.
Raubitchek, "War Helos tributsflichtig?",. Historia,
XII (1963), 78 supports Treu and argues for the
possibility that Ephorus was convinced ,of the fact
that Melos rebelled from Athens.

110
A. D. Momigliano, "On the Causes of War in Ancient

Historiography", Acta Congressus Madv~iani, I (1954),
199-211. Reprinted in Secondo Contributo alIa Storia
degli Studi Classici (Rome, 1960), pp. 13-27 & Studies
in Historiogra~ (London, 1966), pp .. 112-126 (esp. p.118).

111
F. M. Cornford, Thucydides Mythistoricus (London, 1907).

112
Thuc. 1.103.

113
Pluto Them. XXXII,2; Herod. VIII,62; Pluto Them~

XXV; Thuc. 1.136.
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1. G. I , 19./M. N. Todd, A. Selection of Great

Historical Inscriptions (2nd. ed.; Oxford, 1933), I,
No. 31./R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek .
Historical Inscriptions (Oxford, 1969), No. 37; 1.6.12 ,
S2./Tod, ~E_._cit., I, No. 57./Meiggs and Lewis, ~. cit.,
No. 63; 1.6.I~51./Tod. Ope cit., I, No. 58/Heiggs
and Lewis, Ope cit., No. 64. cf. Diod. XII.54; Pluto
Pericles. XX; Pluto Alcib. XVII.

115
See H. D. Westlake, "Athenian aims in Sicily, 427-424 B.C.
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(1960), 385-402.
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Thuc. IV.65.4.

117
Thuc.II1.90.1.
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Thuc. IV.65.3.

119
Thuc. 111.86.4.

120
Westlake argued that the use originally of twenty

ships indicates that initially lack of enthusiasm
characterized the venture. Only later were forty
additional ships sent out (Thuc. III.115.3-5.). Against
Westlake, it is clear that a division of opinion
continued. Hence the use of the ships to help Corcyra
and to patrol the Peloponnesian coast (Thuc. IV.2.3-4.).
Hence more acceptable are the other views; that the
purpose of the expedition was to provide military
exercise; or that it took the form of preventive action
against Western aid to the Peloponnesians, either
political or economic in nature.

121
Thuc. III.86.4.

122
Thuc. II.7.2; 1.36.2; 1.44.3 (Corcyraeans); V1.6.l

(Segestans at Athens in 416 B. C.); VI.1S. (l>_lcibiades
at Athens); VI.83.2i V:.84 (Euphemus); VI.34.8
(Herrnocrates); VI.36.4 (Athenagoras).

123
Thuc. IV.65.2.

124
Thuc. VI.15.2; 34.2; 90.2.

125
'l'huc. VI.16-18.
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See M. Treu "Athen und Karthago und die thukydideische

Darste11ung", Historia, III (1954/5) ,41-57.
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127
Thuc. VI.48.

128
Thuc. VI. 50; 51.

129
Thuc. VI.88.6. As Treu observes, Alcibiades' plans

were binding upon Nicias and Lamachus: no change in
plan is observed by the text; the nature of the
strategia is not changed; and it is conceivable that
some preliminary relations with Etruria and Carthage
had been effected.

130
Thuc. VI.62.

131
To quote P. A. Brunt, "Thucydides and Alcibiades",

R. E. G., LXV (1952), 59-96, "Alcibiades" aim was
to weave a grand alliance against Syracuse and Selinus
in Sicily."

132
cf. Thuc. VI.9-l3; 17; 18.

133
See Pluto A1cib. XXXVIII,2.

134
Pluto Alcih. XVII. observes that the people had

been held in check by Pericles and that the latter's
death resulted in increased meddling in Sicily. He
also notes how Alcibiades dreamt about Carthage and
Libya and a grand alliance against Sparta. The young
were persuaded to share his dreams. The old merely
stirred up the young by thoughts of former conquests.
An interest in military geography was noted and maps
were drawn up. Elsewhere (Nicias,XII), maps of the
Sicilian and Libyan regions are-noted, the aim being
the entire conquest of the Western Mediterranean. This
evidence might appear to confirm the Thucydidean thesis
of conquest. Against this view, two points are to be
noted. First Alcibiades is said to have dreamt of
alliance against Sparta, and not necessarily of conquest
of the West; second, the latter is only associated with
popular imag ination. Freeman, History of Sicily., III,
Note VII, 636-41, has noted three stages. The first
consists of vague ideas. In the second stage, ideas
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are hoped for and discussed. Finally these ideas
are openly discussed in the assembly. Freeman
concludes that the second stage had been arrived at,
in the Athens of 416 B. C., and that Hermocrates did
not simply invent his claim about Athenian designs upon
Carthage, but based his theory on current gossip at
Athens (Thuc. VI.34.2). What must be stressed is
that even if certain elements seriously considered
the possibility of an attack upon Carthage and the
whole of the west, this must not be confused with
pUblic policy.

135
F. M. Cornford, Thucydides Mythistoricus (London, 1907);

G. B. Grundy, Thucydides and the History of his age
(London, 1911), pp. 315-332, 366ff. Cornford concentrated
upon the influence of the new Piraeus element whenJhe
took action against Megara. Grundy and he saw the
necessity of controlling the corn supply as a cause of
Athenian intervention in the north West. Similarly both
writers felt that Corinth was the most threatened
member of the Peloponnesian League, while the inland
communities felt the loss of imported corn. Pressure
was thus laid upon Sparta by Corinth,which is the key
to the situation.

It is certainly true that Thucydides leaves
no doubt of the fact that Corinth is the major power
in favour of war, and that she exerts the most considerable
influence upon Sparta. Further,Sparta's reluctance is
suggested by her later interference in the so-called
First Peloponnesian War. Indeed there is not a little
truth in the view that Thucydides failed to apprecia e
the importance of the West as a factor leading to the
outbreak of war in 431 B. C., and determining Athenian
policy throughout the century.

Two facts, however, must be stated. First, it
is certainly a gross generalization to state that
Thucydides was ignorant of the importance of economic
factors as determinents, influencing the cause and
course of war. Indeed, the greatness of the whole
conflict arose from the material resources of the chief
combatants (Thuc. 1.1.1.). Archidamus declared that
"war is less a matter of arms than money" (1.82.2;88.1).
Pericles speaks of economic surpluses rather than forced
contributions as supporting war (1.141.5) and the
Athenians argue that material resources must accompany
intelligence(V.103.l). Hermocrates looks to Carthage's
gold and silver (VI.34.2). See S. B. Smith, "The
Economic Motive in Thucydides", H. S. Phil., LI
(1940), 267-301. At the same time, it must be stressed
that this is a very limited interest.
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Second, it must be stated that the thesis
about the threat to Corinth's economic welfare, drawing
Sparta into the conflict, requires considerable quali
fication. The following points made by G. Dickins, "The
true causes of the Peloponnesian War", C. Q., V (1911),
238-248, are still relevant. First, it is clear that
Sparta was herself seriously threatened by a strong
Athens which had repaired her fleet, crushed the revolts
against her, and was intriguing in the North West, West,
and North Eastern Aegean. Second, Dickins observes
that hostility from Corinth only emerges in 334 B. C.
and therefore after 445, whereas Sparta is continuously
hostile from 480 B. C. Thirdly, there is the fact that
the Attic trade monopoly of the West would affect Sparta
nearly as much as it would Corinth. Fourthly, Sparta's
reluctance to fight is due as much, if not more to
other factors: internal divisions, the conventional
nature of her warfare, and her simple desire to get
Athens out of the North-West, after which peace was
agreeable. Further, there is the fact that it is
certainly hazardous to attribute modern economic motives
to the ancients, who, on the whole, were less keenly
aware of their significance. As regards Corinth's
threat to secede to Argos, there is no· mention of
such consideratiol Archidamus and Sthenelaidas
certainly do not mention the possibility.

To conclude, it appears that the economic
motive, though it cannot be totally discounted, is less
important than Cornford or Grundy maintained. Certainly
the Western policy of Athens is a major key to the
understanding of the manoeuvreings of the Pentecontaetia
and Peloponnesian War. However, the military and political
significance is probably more to the point. Hence
Thucydides, though wrong to dismiss the Sicilian
expedition as due to demagogic irresponsibility after
Pericles' death, is not entirely wrong to play down
the economic factor.

136
See A. B. West, "Pericles' political heirs",

C. Phil., IX (1924), 120-146, 201-228. West accepts
the view of the new radical movement of the post
Periclean era, though he argues that it only gradually
emerged, and created a split with the Periclean peace
party of Nicias. He dates this movement to the period
following the Sicilian and Aetolian adventures, and
argues that the Pylos episode is the first manifestation.
As has been indicated above, Athenian interest in the
Corinthian Gulf and Sicily is certainly not representative
of a radical change of policy. Further,the unreliability
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of Thucydides' portrait has been shown to reflect a
considerable degree of bias on Thucydides' part.

137
H. H. Chambers, "Thucydides and Pericle", H. s.

Phil., LXII (1957), 79-91.

138
Chambers, loc cit., is supported by the conclusion

of Dickins, c. Q., V (1911), 248 that "there was more
than one Alcibiades living." (ie in 431 B. C.).

139
A. W. Gomme, Historical Commentary on Thucydides

(Oxford, 1959), (Henceforth referred to as H. C. T.),
I, 152, suggests that Thucydides may have thought Athens
to be the aggressor morally.

140
Especially indicated by De Romilly, Thucydides and

Athenian Imperialism, pp. 19 ff. and J. H. Finley,
rrhucydides - ;-pp:--143;- 150-155.

141
'rhus F. E. Adcock, "Thucydides in book I",

J. H. 5., LXXI (1951), 10i Gomme, H. C. T., I, 152.

142
P. K. Walker, "The Purpose and Method of the

Pentecontaetia", C. Q., LI (1957), 27-38. Walker
particularly discusses the walls, Aegina and Thasos. I
find it difficult to agree in entirety with H. D.
Westlake, "Thucydides and the Pentecontaetia", C. Q.,
XLIX (1955), 53-67, who argues that the excursus is a
work of Thucydides' exile, on the ground that little
information is provided on individuals like Cimon and
Pericles and on major battles and motives, the
contrasting apparent knowledge of Spartan motives,
the detailed knowledge of Egypt in connection with the
Egyptian campaign, and the detailed knowledge about the
more 'recent Samian "lar. First, Westlake seems to
misunderstand the significance of the Pentecontaetia
excursus as a continuation of the Archaeology. (See
esp. J. H. Finley Thucydides p. 137 and D. Grene,
op. cit., pp. 50,53.). The common aim is to describe
naval growth as seen in Crete and Athens and, indeed,
the general growth of power blocs, as indicated by the
cases of Minos and Agamemnon. Hence no particular
interest in details of the battles, individuals or
policies is necessary. It may be noted that the speeches
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and comments certainly make Pericles the central
figure of the history. Second, Westlake ignores
the role of the Pentecontaetia excursus as the
aA~e£o~a~a rrp6~ao~~ Details would be out of
place,if they did not illustrate the growth of
Athens' and Sparta's increasing fear. .

Regarding Thucydides' claim that no interest
was shown in the period (I.97.2.), this need not imply
the fact that Thucydideswould therefore, deal in
detail with the period.

More serious is the statement about Hellanicus.
It is possible to argue that it is an interpolation,
providing a terminus ante quem (Thus Adcock, Ope cit.,
p. 11, following K. Ziegler, Rh. M., LXXVIII (1924),
66, n.2.). An alternative view-IS possible. Thucydides
makes three statements. First, there is the note on
the omissions of his predecessors. There follows the
observation that Hellanicus' work was characterized by
brevity and chronological inaccuracy. Finally, there
is the statement that Thucydides' is useful "at the
same time" to explain the establishment of the
Athenian Empire. It would appear that only the first
and last statements regarding the omissions of his
predecessors and the necessity of explaining the rise
of Athens refers to Thucydides' aim. The middle
statement, if not an interpolation, is a general comment
not associated with the historian's aim.

Certainly Westlake's argument is possible,
but it is not the only and most logical explanation
for the brevity of the narrative of the Pentecontaetia.

Nor can more certainty be attributed to
Westlake's second thesis, that the accounts of
Themistocles and Pausanias are early, and later
interpolated into the history, thus reflecting early
romantic popular tradition of the Herodotean type.
The interest in Themistocles stems from the fact that
Themistocles was the driving force behind the creation
of the Athenian Empire. Also it is to be remembered
that Themistocles was the epitome of Athenian innovation
tendencies. Hence the detailed account of his duping
the Spartans, where the contrast between lethargy and
progress is most apparent. At first sight, Pausanias'
position is unaccountable. Two possibilities must,
however, be considered. His role leading to the
formation of the Delian League was of great importance.
Perhaps of greater significance, Pausanias stands out
as an untypical Spartan. He represents innovation,
while Sparta stands· for reaction. Sparta lacks men
like Pausanias. Hence she cannot assume the importance
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in the Greek World as Athens does. Yet Sparta has
stability. Pausanias, with his tendencies for
innovation of the Athenian type, epitomizes the forces
of instability. Yet, it is to be noted that Gomme,
H. C. T., I, 21, regards the Themistocles-Pausanias
excursus as "quite unnecessary for Thucydides.' purpose "

143
R. Sealey, "Thucydides, Herodotus and the Causes

of War", C. Q.,N. S. V (1957), 1-11. For a gradual
process &'Ja:.yH.6:.Z:s 1. v would be used.

144
Sealey C. Q., V (1957), 10 refers to Corcyra,

Phormio in Ambracia, Potidaea, Megara and Aegina.

145
Thus M. A. Levi, "In Margine a Tucidide", P. P.,

VII (1952), 97; N. H. Chambers, "Thucydides and
Pericles", H. S. Phil., LXII (1957), 81; A. Leskey,
Ope cit., p. 461, however, assumes that the ideals of
the ~itaphios are those of Thucydides.

146
See De Romilly, Ope cit., p. 153. Yet Gomme,

H. C. T., II, 124, sees a contradiction with the
third speech.

147
M. H. Chambers, H. S. Phil., LXII (1957), 81;

M. F. McGregor, "The Politics of the Historian Thucydides" ,
Phoenix, X (1956), 100, " in praising Pericles, he
did not perceive that he was praising democracy."

148
J. H. Oliver, "The Praise of Periclean Athens as

a Mixed Constitution", Rh. M., XCVIII (1955), 37-40.
cf. J. S. Morrison, "The place of Protagoras in
Athenian Public Life 460-415", C. Q.,XXXV (1941) ,12.

149
Oliver, Ope cit., pp. 37-40; Thuc. 11.65.9.

150
See R. Sealey, "The Entry of Pericles into History",

Hermes, LXXXIV (1956), 234-247.

151
Thus Pluto Cimon, XIV.4, on Pericles' cooperation

with Cimon when the latter was put on .trial after his
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return from the siege of Thasos in 463/2 B. C. The
agent was E1pinice and the source was Stesimbrotus. cf.
Theopompus (Jacoby, op. cit., IIa, No. 115, F. 88)
on the recall of Cimon by Pericles and Elpinice.
Finally, Cimon's last operations on Cyprus appear to
have been the product of secret negotiations with
Pericles (P1ut. Moralia. 812F; Pericles X.5). On
Cimon's wife as an A1cmaeonid, Isodice by name, see
Plutarch, Cimon, IV.IO; XVI.l. See J. H. Finley,
Thucydides, pp. 9-20, on Thucydides' connections
with the Philaids on his maternal side. cf. McGregor,
op. cit., pp.94-95.

152
Sealey Hermes, LXXXIV (1956) also argues that like

Cimon, Pericies was favourably disposed towards Sparta
and for war with Persia. He also suggests that the
anti-Spartan policy was a late feature, emerging in
432 B. C. As has been argued above, the evidence
throughout the 450's, 440's and 430's suggests the
very opposite, and that there is little to distinguish
Periclean from post-Periclean policy towards the
Peloponnesus.

1ST
Sealey correctly argues that Pericles emerges as a

corruptor of the demos through the oligarchic fabrication
of the late 5th and early 4th centuries. The problem
was to account for the rise of the demagogues, and
inevitably as Cornford has shown, not entirely
incorrectly,Pericles was held responsible. This is
essentially the viewpoint of the old oligarch and
Theopompus.

154
Syme, op. cit., p. 40; McGregor, op. cit., p. 102,

"he ended his life a confirmed oligarch who never
renounced the creed of his father."

155
See T. A. Sinclair, A History of Greek Political

~hou9.ht, (London, 1951), p. 98 ff; H. D. Westlake,
Individuals in Thucydides (Cambridge, 1968), pp. 5-15.
Westlake, "Nicias in Thucydides" , C. Q., XXXV (1941),
58-59 argues that Thucydides cannot be attached to any
one party, and that the historian was more Periclean
than Pericles himself. The latter fact is certainly
clear. Hence his idealized and incorrect contr st of
Pericles with the demagogues. Whether, however, he
cannot be attached to one party is more debatable. It
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is true that in a precise sense he was no oligarch.
As will be shown below, he was clearly anti-democratic,
and very little separated him from the pro-tyrant
Philistus.

The thesis of F. vlasserman, "The Speeches
of King Archidamus in Thucydides", C. J., XLVIII
(1953), 193-200, would appear to support the view
that Thucydides had more in cornmon with oligarchs than
democrats. Wasserman notes the emphasis upon
sophrosyne ?nd eunomia which is considered to represent
a "type of conservatism". Archidamus is compared to
the great old man of Athenian tragedy, the Five Thousand
and Pericles.

There are, however, serious problems. True,
the identification of the Five Thousand and Pericles is
not difficult. However, it is to be doubted whether
Sparta's case can have been applied to Athens. Thus
when Wasserman speaks of the "Greece of Pericles and
Archidarnus turning to the Greece of Sthene1ai.das,
A1cibiades, Lysandar and Critias", his statement
bears little relationship to the realities of the
situation. The case of Lysander and Critias is most
doubtful, since the eighth book stopped before discussion
on these characters. There is no evidence for the
~ysander-Cr'tia ~ soc'ation equated w'th the Spart4
Athens identification. It must, moreover, be asked
with what authority does Wasserman speak of the
demagogic ephor, Sthene1aidas (p. 94). The
implication is serious. There is, however, no reason
to assume that in Thucydides' mind Sparta's problems·
paralleled Athens', that she too suffered from C1eon
type politicians, and that a division between oligarchic/
aristocratic types and demagogic democrats marked the
course of the Pe1oponnesian War. It must be asked what
evidence exists for assuming that Archidamus worked
against a party of the youth? There is indeed no
reason to assume Archidarnus to be the representative
of the "old" against the new party under Sthenelaidas.
Indeed to Thucydi~es. S~artan motivation is ~ore

complex. Above all, Sparta is pushed by Corinth who
considerably complicates the issue. The conflict
between the old and the young is doubtful and certainly
oversimplifies the problem. Further, Wasserman's
identification of Archidarnus with sobriety and the
Pericles-type is misleading. He is a national type,
representing Sparta's conservatism as opposed to
Athenian Eo1ypragmosyne. He is not associated by
Thucydides with navy and democracy and Periclean-type
imperialism. Finally, there is the question of
Wasserman's argument that Thucydides wanted cooperation
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between Athens and Sparta, through the agency of these
similar types, Archidarnus and Pericles. This thesis
is highly speculative. It is to be doubted whether
Thucydides desired cooperation until the Thucydidean
Periclean policy was ensured by such an entente.

156
J. H. Finley, Thucydides, p. 3-35; Syrne, op. cit.,

p. 51, "a lucid and non practicing oligarch".

157
Plato Gorgias, 471; Thuc. 11.100.2.

158
Plato Gorgias, 518 E-5l9 A.

159
A. W. Gomme, "Thucydides and Fourth Century Political

Thought", More Essays in Greek History and Literature
(Oxford, 1962), p. l28, correctly observes that it is
wrong to regard Plato Gorgias. 470 D-47l C, as a definite
rebuttal of Thucydides 11.100.2. Certainly there is no
contrast between the conventional¢6yos andtyxw~~ov

However a distinct difference of attitudes on the part
of the two writers cannot be denied.

160
Thus A. W. Gomme, More Essays, p. 129

161
A. W. Gomme, H. C. T., 11.175 on Thuc. 11.63.2.

Perhaps popular opinion did not regard it as such a
crime. The more philosophic hostile view of Tyrannis
is the product of fourth century philosophic
speculation. See below p.457.See Woodhead, Thucydides
on the Nature of Power pp. 84-89.

162
Thuc. 1.39.3; 127.3; 11.65.

163
See V. Ehrenberg, Sophocles and Pericles (Oxford,

1964), p. 75ff; Ehrenberg, From Solon to Socrates
(London, 1968), pp. 230-38; E. M. Walker, Cambridge
Ancient Historx,IV, 155; J. S. Morrison, "The Place
of Protagoras in Athenian Life 460-415", C. Q.,
XXXV (1941), IIi w. G. Forrest, The Emergence-of Greek
Democracy (London, 1966), p. l83ff. Woodhead,
!hucydides on the nature of Power p. 89, distinctly
states that Pericles was no tyrant, but an individual
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who appealed to the "hearts· and affections of men".
In spite of Woodhead, it is a fact, as has been
shown, that the historian disliked democracy, and,
as will be indicated, he was attracted towards the
tyrant figure of Hermocrates. McGregor "The Politics
of the Historian, Thucydides", Phoenix X (19~6),

97-98, points to the facts that citizens governed, the
ecclesia decided policy, free elections existed, Pericles was
always-responsible to the sovereign demos, and that Pericles
faced opposition from Thucydides the son-of Melesias in 444
and ,~as deposed in 430. Against ~~cGregor, these facts do not
affect the view of Thucydides and other sources that Pericles

164 resembled an autocrat.
Cratinus F. 24; Pluto Pericles. VII.l; V.3.

-"----
165

V. Ehrenberg, Sophocles and Pericles, p. 105 ff;
Fr~m _s~~on __~C? _~_C?_~~~~~~_; -p:---2~----.-----

166
Herod. 111.80-82.

167
Thus J. S. Morrison, C. Q.,

168
Euripides Supplices, 403.

XXXV .( 19 41), 12.

169
See Morrison, "Pericles Monarchos", J. H. S.,

LXX (1950), 76-77; A. W. Gomme, "Pericles Monarchos 
A Reply", J. H. S., LXX (1950), 77, is unconvincing.
The first point Gomme makes is that the Greek
background cannot be reconciled with this description
of Darius and the Persians. Against this it is to be
noted that this does not presuppose the use of the
Persian parallel for the Greek view. Aeschylus, for
example, was willing to equate barbarians and tyranny
(thus the Erynes in the Eumenides and the Egyptians in
the Supplices.)

Second, Gomme argues that the experience of
Greek tyranny and not monarchy is stressed. This is
a weak argument: the main issue is absolute rule.
Further, the influence of tyranny, as has been shown
in the text was considerable.

Finally, Gomme points out that there is no
evidence to suppose that Herodotus was hostile to
Pericles. Against·this, it must be stated that not
only an enemy is capable of criticism. Sophocles who
was Pericles'friend, seems to have criticized him
(Thus Ehrenberg, Sophocles and Peric~es). Aeschylus,
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who accepted democracy in the Prometheus Vinctus,
was well aware of its dangers, as manifested in
Prometheus' irresponsibility or his cru8uo(cr

170
Thuc. I . 98 . 4.

171
Thuc. 111.37.4; V.85.

172
Thuc. I .75-77.

173
Discussed by De Romi11y, Thucydides and Athenian

Imperialism, pp~ 77:82,and Finley, Thucydides, pp.
127,154 Why Thucyd~des admired the po1ypragmosyne of
Pericles and disapproved of its later manifestation
is difficult to determine in spite of the attempts of
ego Finley and Ehrenberg. See n. 77 above; cf. A. H.
H. Jones, "The Athenian Empire and its critics",
C. H. J., IX (1953), 1-26. Reprinted in Athenian
Democracy (Oxford, 1957), pp. 41-72. ~hether

Thucydides was justified in describing the Athenian
Empire as oppressive is doubtful. Thus Jones,
loc. cit.; G. E. M. De Ste. Croix, "The Character of
the Athenian Empire", Historia, III (1954/5), 1-41;
H. w. P1eket, "Thasos and the Popularity of the
Athenian Empire", Historia, XII (1963), 70-77.

·Against this, see T. J. Quinn "Thucydides and the
Unpopularity of the Athenian Empire", Historia XIII,
(1964), 257-66, supporting D. W. Bradeen, "The
Popularity of the Athenian Empire", Historia, X (1960),
257-269.

174
For what follows see F. Sartori, "Su11a ouvcrO'rEtcr

di Dionisio i1 Vecchio ne11'opera Diodorea", C. S.,
I (1966), 3-66.

175
Diod. XIV.107.2; XV.23.5; X.3-4; XIII.96.4;

XIII.112.1; XIV.2.2; XIV.10 2.4; XV.15.1-2; XV.16.2;
'-'XV.73.5; XVI.16.3.

176
Herod. IX.2-3.

177
Sophocles Oed. ~.5 92-3.
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178
Thuc. 11.102.6 (A1cmaeon's sons); 111.62.3 (Thebans);

IV.78.3; 126.2 (Thessalians Brasidas); VI.38.3 (Hermocrates).

179
Andoc. Drat. VII.

180
Xen. Hell. V.4.46; Cyrop. VIII.8.20

181
ego Isox. Panag. IV.80-8l;105.

182
See Sartori, C. S., pp. 40-42.

,
183 524 E

Plato Gorgias, 479 A; 492 Bi 524 D; 526 B; Republic
499 B; 502 A; 540 D; Laws.680 B; 710 E; 711 C;
Epistles 325 B; 326 B~rtori Ope cit., pp. 44-46.

184
Aristot. Polit.1272 B. 2-3; 1272 B. 9-11; 1292 B.

7-10; 129 3A. 30- 32; 1292 B. 9-1 0; 1298' A. 32- 3 3 ;
1306- 308. Sartori Ope cit., pp.47~50.

185
Diod. XIV.48.4; 53.5; 59.7; 60.4; 72.1; 102.2-3.

186
Diod. XIV.102.3; pluto Dion VII.2; V.4; Corn.

Nepos Dion. 1.4-5

187
Xen. Hell. V.l.26.

188
Diod. XV.17.l-2.

189
Diod. XIII.96.3.

190
Diod. XIV.44; XVI.6.2.

191
Diod. XV.7.4; Pluto Dion VI.l

192
P1ut. Dion VI.l.
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193
Diod. XIV.7.4-5.

194
See M. Tod. A Selection of Greek Historical

Inscriptions, II, Nos. 108, 133, 136.

195
W. Jaeger, Paideia, I.409-l0, "the despot

Dionysius did not really succeed in inducing the
citizens of Syracus_ to coop~rate governing it in
such a way that (as Pericles) advised ~very individual
should divide his life between his private vocation
and his public duties; that was impossible in the
absence of some extra interest, and true insight into
the life of the state."

The crux is, of course, the Epitaphios.
However, as has been argued, it is not democratic
government which it eulogizes.

196
Thuc. VI.20.3; VII.55.2; VIII.96.5.

197
Thuc. VII.21.3-4; 37.1; 70.3; 55.2.

198
Thuc. VII.34.7.

199
Thuc. VII.49.2; II.89.8; VII.62.2; I.49.2. G. F.

Bender, Der Begri~f des Sta~tsmannes bei Thukydide~,

Diss. (Wurzburg, 1938), concludes that Hermocrates
was the closest to the Periclean ideal. J. H.
Finley Jr. A. J. Ph., LXI (1940) 249, in the revic~.·! of
Bender's work criticizes B. for overlooking the role
of democracy in Hermocrates' achievement. Finley
thus accepts uncritically the Thucydidean picture of
democracy.

200
H. D. \.vestlake, "Hermocrates the Syracusan",

B. R. L., XLI (1958), 239-68; cf. H. D. Westlake,
'''l'hucydides I Narrative of the Sicilian Expedition",
P. C. A., L (1953), 27.

201
Westlake, B. R. L., XLI (1958), 244.

202
Westlake, B. R. L., XLI (1958), 248 on Thuc. VI.34.S.
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203
Thuc. VIII.26.1.

204
Diod. XIII.75.5.

205
Westlake, J~.!..._Il_.L., XLI (1958), 263.

206
Thuc. VI.72-75.

207
It is to be noted that Thucydides VI.73,

implies that the fifteen generals were deposed, and the
three including Herrnocrates elected immediately.
That this was not so is indicated by Thucydides VI.96.3,
where Hermocrates and his colleagues appear several
months later as having only just then entered office.

208
Both Plutarch Nicias XVI.5, and Diodorus XIII.4.1,

though they mention the reforms, fail to indicate that
they were enacted through the agency of Hermocrates.
Plutarch may pc ha.9 he cxc'sed acco'nt of the nature
of his work. Diodorus,however, is clearly guilty of
shielding vital information in his process of
compression, because the main interest of the
reform lies in its association with Hermocrates.

209
Thuc. VI.36-40:

210
Freeman. Hist. Sic., III, 507 writes "his tendency

was to oligarchy; he might conceivably have been driven
into tyranny~ cf. Freeman, Sicily, Phoenician Greek
and Roman (London, 1892), p. 146. Holm, Gesch. Sizil.,
II.86 sees Hermocrates as an aristocratic type tyrant,
"ein zweiter Gelon niemals ein Dionys geworden".
This is basically the view of Stroheker, Dionysius I,
p. 34, and Westlake, B. R.L., XLI (1958); L. Pareti,
Sicilia A~tica (Palermo, 1959), p. 154 considers him
a representative of the conservative moderates.

211
Lenschau, P. W. K., Real-Encyclop., VIII A,col.885

and J. Bayet, La Sicile Grecque (Paris, 1930), p. 32
accept Diodorus' assertion.

212
Diod. XIII.75.9.
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213
Diod. XIII.94.5.

214
Diod. XIII.63.

215
Thuc. VI.103.4.

216
Xen. Hell. 1.1.27.

217
Diod. XIII.63;75.

218
See F. Grosso, "Ermocrate di Siracusa", Koka1os,

XII (1966), 102-43.

219
Livy XXV.5.4; Duris in Jacoby, Ope cit., II A,

No. 76, F. 14. See Stroheker, Dionysius I, pp. 147
84. On Dionysius' financial policies, see C. H.
Bullock, "Dionysius of Syracuse Financier", C. J.
XXV (1930), 260-70; A. J. Evans in Freeman, Hist.
Sicily, IV. Supplement III, 230ff; A. J. Evans,"Some
new lights on the Monetary Frauds of Dionysius",
N. C., sere 3, XIV. (1894), 216ff.

220
As argued by S. Luria A. Ant. Hung., XII (1964),

62-63 and J. Luccioni, La Pensee Po1itique de P1aton,
p. 84. On Plato's attitude to one-man-ru1e, see below,
chapter V. p.414-

221
Cicero De Divin. I.39./Jacoby, ~cit., IIIb, F.57a.
Cicero De Divin. I.7S./Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, F.S8.

222
Thuc. II. 8.3; !'1. I. Finley, '''rhucydides the Moralist",

Aspects of Antiqui~ (London, 1968), p. 49, argues
that it is impossible to state what Thucydides'
religious views were.

223
Thuc. I.23.3.

224
Thuc. IV.17.4; 64.1; 64.2; 11.64.
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225
nLO~£uo~£v ~~ ~6X~ EX ~ou 8£tou ~~ EAuoowo£o8uL
O~L OOLOL np'~~ 6~xutou~ to~&~€8u

226
See Cornford, op. cit., pp. 174, 216-17.

227
See especially Thuc. VII.29 (Mycalessus), and

VII.86.5 (Nicias' fate). See A. W. Gomme, H. C. T.
I, 89. cf. A. \.~. Gomrne, "Thucydides, the Greatest War
in Greek History", Essays in Greek History and
Literature (Oxford, 1937), pp. 116-124; Grene,
Image of Man, p. 84; De Wet, A. Class., VI (1963),
106-124; A. Andrewes, Phoenix, XVI (1962), 64-85;
Wasserman, T. A. Ph.A., LXXVIII (1947), 18-36;
Wasserman, T. A. Ph. A., LXXXVII (1956), 27-41.

228
Noted by F. Wasserman, "Thucydidean Scholarship

1946-56 ", C. V.J. L (1956), 91; A. W. Gomme, "Thucydides
and Fourth Century Political Thought", More Essays.
p. 129; A. Leskey, 9p. cit.fP.480. M.,I. Finley,
"Thucydides, the Moralist", ?>spects of Antiquity.
pp. 51, 56.

229
W. Wallace, "Thucydides"', Phoenix XVIII (1964), 256.----J

230
Thuc. 111.36.3; IV.39.3; IV.17; III.45.4.

231
Thuc. IV.65.

232
Thuc. VI.9.3; 13.1.

233
Cornford , op. cit., p. 205.' De Romilly, op. cit.,

p. 307 ff.considers the possibility of Cornford's
thesis without citing his authority.

234
Thus De Sanctis, Ricerche p. 25. T. S. Brown,

"Alexander's book order (Plut. Alex.8)", Historia,
XVI (1967), 365 wrongly asserts that only by book
eight was Philistus' a contemporary. In fact, he is
a child by book six.
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235
Jacoby, Ope cit., IIIb, No. 556, F. 15

236
See R•.~.__!-._~_~, N. S. ,VIII (1930), 449-466.

237
S. Mazzarino, "Tucidide e Fi1isto su11a prima

spedizione Ateniese in Sicilia II , B. S. C., XVII (1939),
5-72.

238
Mazzarino did indeed argue that Thucydides later

carne to Phi1istus' point of view, and that evidence
of this new conception is found in the speech of
Hermocrates which does not harmonize with the
narrative of the events in Sicily of 427-24 B. C.

239
A. D. Homig1iano, "II Nuovo Filisto e Tucidide",

R. F. I. C., VIII (1930), 467-70, argued that Phi1istus
relied on local, more or less, exact information.
I Perrota, ItI Papiro Fiorentino di Filisto", S. Ie F. C.,
VIII (1930), 311 argues against a contradiction-on the
note on Chareades' ~eath in T uc. III,90. Perrota
claimed that it was only a general note not necessarily
clashing with the evidence of the papyrus (followed by
De Sanctis, Ricerche, p. 34.). Otherwise there is no
real confusion between the two Locrian attacks which,
in fact, constitute one attack, seen in two different
aspects (cf. Mazzarino, B. S. C., XVII (1939), 5-72.

240
See Volquardson, Ope cit., p. 107; Diod. XIV. 70.4-71;

Thuc. II. 49-50; Athenian plague in Diod. XII.45.2.
cf. D. Page, "The Plague at]l... thens", C. Q., N. S.,
III (1953), 97-119, for its identification with measles.
Against Page, see ~\'. P. MacArthur, "The Athenian Plague.
A. Medical Note", C. Q., N. S., IV (1954), 171-174.

241
S. Hejni, "Das Geschichtswerk des Phi1istos als

Diodors Que11e",Studio Antiquo A. Sa1ac Septuagenario
Oblata (Prague, 1955), pp. 31-35 .

. . t,.

242
Dion. Halic. De Thuc. IX p. 337.18.

243
Examples from books XI-XVI: Sicilian portions,

XI.91.2(451 B. e); XIII.44.6(410); 88.4(406); 91.1
(406); 96.5(406); 108.2(405); XIV.70.4(396); 88.2
(394); 100.5(390); XV.73.4(368). Non-Sicilian,
XI.27.1(479); XIII.49.2(410); XIV.35.7(400); 79.3(396);
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xv . 12- 2 (3 85); 41 • 4 (3 74); 4 3 . 4 (3 74 ); 7 0 • 1 (3 68) • .

244
Moreover the stylistic considerations cannot be

entirely divorced from the political factor. De
Sanctis, Ricerche , p. 40, believed that speeches of
a Thucydidean type characterized Philistus. In
other words speeches were used to explain political
circumstances and were not simply employed as exercises
in rhetoric. Hence one reason for Dionysius of
lialicarnassus' opposition. Manni, Kokalos, III (1957),
p. 136 considers Philistus a historian-rather than an
orator. T. S. Brown, Historia, XVI (1967), 365
ignores the possibility of a Philistus revival by
asserting that tyranny was unpopular.

245
Cicero De Orate II, 13. 57./Jacoby, Ope cit.,

III b, No. 556, T. l7b. See Columba, Ope cit.,
p. 289.



IV

1
Thucydides ignores a number of general considerations.

First, there is the fact of the general economic
and military developments of the democracy. Second,
there are the cultural achievements of the de~ocracy

to be considered. It must, moreover, never be
forgotten that the intellectuals were in no way
isolated from the democracy. Furthermore, it was
a direct democracy, which functioned extraordinarily
well, survived to 362 B. C. and only suffered two
oligarchic revolutions. It was a democracy which
needed men like Cleon and rarely committed violent
excesses in contrast to those perpetrated under the
auspices of the oligarchs. Pericles indeed owed
his position to this democracy. Clearly, the
evidence suggests that the Athenian Empire was generally
popular. See De Ste. Croix, Historia, III (1953/4),
1-41; Jones, C. H. J. ,IX (1953), 1-26; M. 1. Finley,
"The Athenian Demagogues, P. &. P., XXI (1962), 3-22;
N. I. :tilly, "Pla'o dn Prac i. al Politics", Asp-e-cts
of Antiquity, pp. 82-3; W. G. Forrest, The Emergence

. of Greek Democracy (London, 1966), pp. 13ff.

2
Diod. XIII.43.4-6.

3
Diod. XIII.43.6; 54.5; 59.3-5.

4
Just. XIX.2.l-6.

5
Arist. Politics. l272b-1273a.

6
Hamilcar's sons, Hannon, Himilcon and Giscon

together with Hannibal, Hasdrubal, and Sapho, who
are described as sons of Hasdrubal (Just. XIX.2.1-2.).
This Hasdrubal is noted as a son of Magon the Great,
the founder of the Magonid line, who was succeeded
by his brother. The latter was the Great Magon's
son Hamilcar (Just. XIX.2.6.). Herod, VII.165-166
refers to Hamilcar as the son of Hannon. This has
led Beloch, "Die Konige von Karthago", Klio, VII

603
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(1907), p. 24, to suggest that Hamilcar was, in fact,
not a brother of Hasdrubal, but a son of Hasdrubal's
brother.

7
Libyans are found in the preliminary detachment

sent by Carthage to Sicily in 410 B. C., arid in
Hannibal's force, where they are distinguished from
the mercenaries (Diod. XIII.44.1; 54.1). In the
great enrollment of 406 B. C., they are mentioned
together with the Phoenician allies and Carthaginian
citizens, and the allied kings and nations of the
Maurusians, Nomads and others dwelling by Cyrene
(Diod. XIII.80.2-4). Carthagian control must have
been consolidated by 410; hence their" enrollment in
the expeditions of 410/9 B. C. and 406/5 B. C.

8
B. H. Warmington, Carthage (London, 1960), p. 51;

G. Picard, Carthage (London, 1964), pp. 82-83, 184;
Louis Maurin, "Himilcon le Magonid, crises et mutations
a Carthage au debut du IV siecle avant J. C.",
Semitica, XII (1962), 5-43; G. Picard and C. Picard,
The Life and Death of Carthage (London, 1968), pp.
59, 86, 108. ~vhe=~ s Pic&r' later accepted Maurin's
view, he earlier dated the constitutional change to
some time after 480 B. C., since he saw the end of
Magonid predominance as a direct result of the battle
of Himera. The very fact that the Magonids were able
to conduct the African conquests and direct state
policies is indicative of the unlikelihood of such an
assumption. It seems that Picard is influenced by
the claim of Diodorus XIII.43.5, that Giscon, the
father of the Hannibal of 410/9 B. C. was exiled
because of his father's defeat in 480 B. C. Against
Diodorus, Justin implies that the collapse of
authority of Hanno Giscon, Himilcon, and Hasdrubal's
sons, Hannibal, Hasdrubal and Sapho, clearly took
place a considerable time after 480 B. C.

9
Justin XIX.3.

10
Hannibal as grandson of Hamilcar and son of Giscon

(Diod. XIII.43.5). Himilcon is described as of the
same family by Diodorus XIII.80.2.(EX L~~ aUL~~
0UYYEvELa~andLov ~AvVWVOs,Ihis Hannon is identified
by Beloch as the ~rother of Giscon. (Just. XIX.2.l.).
He was, therefore, Hannibal's cousin (See Picard,
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Life and Death of Carthage, pp. 61 and 84 and Maurin,
Ope cit., p. 13 on the difference of age, where
Himilcon is placed in the third generationJ.

11
Aristot. Politics. 1273 a; 1293 b.

12
Aristot. Politics. 1272 b; Polyb. VI.43.l; 51.2;

Eratosth ape Strabo. 1.4.9; Cato ape Servo in Aen.
1V.682; Cicero De Republica, 1I.23. Admiration for
the mixed constitution is found in Cato ape
Servo in Aen. 682, Cicero De Rep. II.23, and Polyb.
VI.5l.2.

13
See S. Gsell. Histoire de l'Afrique du Nord

(Paris, 1913), II,pp. 236-7.

14
Aristot. Politics. l273a-1273b; Isocrat. Nicocles.

111.24.

15
Aristot. Politics. l292b.15; Diod. V.38; Polyb. VI.56.2;

IX.ll.2.

16
See Picard, Life and Death of Carthage, p. 85.

17
Diod. XIII.43.5.

18
The direct association of Giscon's exile with

the defeat of 480 B. C. is doubtful in view of the
continued activity of the Magonids in North Africa,
noted by Justin. There is no reason to deny the
authenticity of the exile of Giscon. That the battle
of Himera was sought as a pretext is equally probable.
More questionable is the supposition that Giscon was
exiled very soon after 480 B. C.

19
See Diod. XIII.43.5. The claim of Daebritz, s. v.

"Hannon", P. W. K., Real-Encyclop. VII, col. 2353,
and Picard, Carthage, p. 83, that Hannon was exiled
together with Giscon is not substantiated by any
direct evidence. The Hannon referred to by Pliny,
VIII.55, Plutarch Praec. Reip. III.9 and Aristotle
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Politics l307a,S seems to correspond to the Hannon
who was a commander of the Carthaginian force during
the wars of the latter part of the reign of the Elder
Dionysius (Just. XX.S) and the princeps Cartha~iniensiurn

who was crucified for an attempted coup (Just. XXI.4;
XXII.7.10.) .

20
Maurin, in fact, argues that instances of action by

the Hundred are very late. He furnishes two examples.
First, he observes Magon's suicide through fear of
court condemnation and crucifixion (Pluto Timo1.22.).
Second, he notes the manner in which the oligarchy
managed to control the generals in the late fourth
century. However, this evidence and that concerning
the Great Hannon does not mention any trial. Even
if, as is conceivable, the hand of the Hundred is
seen here, it cannot be regarded as extensive evidence.
See Picard, Life and Death of Carthage, p. 129
on the importance of the Libyan revolt which leads
Picard to conclude that the suppression of the Magonids
occurred much later than Himilcon (ie. C. 373 B. C.).

21
Diod. XIII.80.2.

22
Discussed fully by Maurin, Semitica, XII (1962),

5-43.

23
Reference is made to the Greek title. As is well

established this is not simply a translation of the
Phoenician Shophet. Thus Gsell Ope cit., p. 192,
observes Livy's reference to the principle magistrate
of Gades as Sh~het in 206 B. C. (Livy XXVIII.37.2)
and the use of the word shophet for the principle
magistrates of Carthage's Empire in Punic and Latin
inscriptions. (following Meltzer, Geschichte der
Karthager (Berlin, 1896), II, p. 418, confirmed by
the Pyrgi inscriptions. See Picard, Life and Death
of Carthage, p. 80; cf. Justin XXXI.2.6; comparison
of the Carthaginian princeps with the Roman consul.
As Gsell observed, Shophet seems also to have been
a name. Thus perhaps Sapho, the son of Hasdruba1
(Just. XIX.2.2.). Picard, Life and Death of Carthage,
p. 119, cites Chronicles 1.8.35 for the similar use of
Melech as a name. The authentic title was probably
Melech, no doubt confused by Justin XVIII.7. with
Malchus.
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24
Diad. XIX.I06.2: XX.33.2.

25
Diad. XIII.80.1-2.

26
Diad. XX.33.2.

27
Thus Beloch,Klio, VII (1907) against Meltzer,

Ope cit., p. 12S on the chief text, Corn. Nepos.
Hann. VII.4. " u t enim Romae consules, sic Karthagine
quotannis bini reges creabantur". Aristotle's
comparison (Politics, 1272b.) of Carthaginian and
Spartan kingship is not aimed at comparison of
respective diarchies, but at showing common
characteristics of a general nature. ~hus the
Carthaginian mess tables are compared to the
Spartan ~iditia., -the Hundred to the ephorate, the
kings and elders to the Spartan kings and elders.

28
Herodotus VII.166, for Hamilcar in 480 B. C.:

Diod. XIII.43.3-5, for Hannibal: Diod. XIX.I06.2 and
XX.33.2, for Hamilcar the son of Giscon. See Beloch
Klio, VII (1907), 27ff.

29
This would account for the suicide of Himilco which

can best be explained as a result of fear of being
superceded. See Maurin, ~~ cit.,5ff.; Justin XVIII.7.4,
(Malchus); Aelian V. H. XIV.14; Pliny VIII.55; Pluto
Praec. Reip III.9~nnon); Diod. XIII.43.S (Giscon):
cf. Gsell. Opt cit., II, 189-90.

30
See Diod. XX.10, where two generals are sent in

310 B. C. At the battle of the Crimisus, there are
two strategoi. The eldest Hasdrubal is king. The
younger, Hamilcar does not possess the regal title
(Plut. Tim. XXV). A similar situation is seen in the
case of-the forces sent against Timoleon. One king
is called by Plutarch, Magon (Plut. Tim. XVII.22.).
Diodorus calls the king Hannon. Meltzer, Ope cit.,

- I, p. 117 met this difficulty by assuming an error
on the part of Diodorus. Beloch, however, concluded
that Diodorus had confused the naval commander noted
by Plutarch Tim. XIX, with the king.
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The events of 406 B. C. provide another
example. Himilcon is Hannibal's junior colleague who
succeeds Hannibal at Acragas and is regarded by
Diodorus XIV.54.5 as king for the first time. Himilcon's
commander of the fleet in Sicily succeeds Himilcon
after the latter's suicide (Diod. XIV.59.l; 76.4;
95.2. cf. Justin XIX.3, for a slightly different accoun~)

Later he is called basileus (Diod. XV.15.2-3.).
Thus it can be seen that the fourth century

practice was to divide the military command and maintain
at the same time the monarchical concept.

31
See above note 6 p.60).

32
Himilcon's successor is his junior colleague Magon

(Diod. XIV.59.l; XV.15.2-3). The latter's possession
of the name of the founder of the dynasty strengthens
the supposition regarding his association with the
Magonid line. Another Magonid name, Hanno, follows
(Justin XXI.4.l.). There follows the familiar
Himilcon and Giscon (Polyaen. V.ll.). Then appears
another Magon and not another Hannon 1See note 30
above). Popular nomencl u e ppea~s at the Crimisus:
Hasdrubal the king and Hamilcar the general (Plut.
Tim. 25). Giscon is then recalled (Diod. XVI.8l.3) and
is probably made king, as his son is later made king
(Diod. XX.33.2). Finally a Hamilcar appears fighting
against Agathocles (Justin XXII.2.5; Diod. XIX.7l.6;
72.2).

Thus the names of the Carthaginian kings suggests
that even in the fourth century, the monarchs came from
the Magonid line. It is to be observed that nomenclature
of dynasties is generally conservative. Even Picard
Life and Death of Carthage,p. 128 agrees that the
dynasty probably survived Himilcon.

33
Thus Maurin cites the following passages: Magon

"non minus bellandi arte quam virtute" Magon's sons,
Hasdrubal and Hamilcar II per vestigia paternae virtutis
decurrentes, sicuti generi, ita et magnitudine patris
successerunt death of Hasdrubal," veluti cum duce
vires Poenorum cecidissent." Just. XVIII.7.l9;
XIX.l.1-8). The descendants of Hasdrubal and Hamilcar
are described as "familia tanta imperatorum". (Just.
XIX.2.5.). Diodorus emphasizes the fact that
Hannibal's election was based upon the fact that he
was the grandson of Hamilcar who was killed at Himera



(Diod. XIII.43.5). Diodorus further stresses the
fact that Himilco belonged to the same family as
Hannibal (Diod. XIII.80.2). Hamilcar's heroism
in 480 B. C. (Herod. VII.167) may be compared to
Hasdrubal's death on the battlefield in Sardinia
(Just. XIX.l.). On the cult of Harnilcar, s~e Diod.
XIII.62.4-5. On the joyous reception of Hannibal
at Carthage, see Diod. XIII.62.6. cf. Picard, Life
and Death of Carthage, p. 82, on the religious issue.

34
Geogr. Graec. Min. I.p.l.

35
Just. XVIII.7.2-l6.

36
Gsell, Ope cit., II, p. 23, n. 9.

37
Diod. XIII.43.4-5.

38
Picard's claim, Life and Death of Carthage, p. 84

tha the earliest refe:C~llce to d councilof e ders is
Diod. XIV.47, is contradicted by the evidence of
XIII.43.

39
Diod. XIII.43.3; 62.6.

40
Diod. XIII.79.8; XIV.95.l; XV.16.l.

41
Diod. XIV.47.2.

42
Diod. XX.lO.l; Gsell, Ope cit., II.222, n.9.

43
Aristot. Polito l273a.

44
Picard's claim Life and Death of Carthage, p. 84,

that the evidence suggests that the kings could not
undertake military campaigns without the permission
of the assemblies oversimplifies the issue and
ignores the vital evidence of Aristotle.

45
Diod. XIII.43.5.

609
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46
Five thousand Africans and eight hundred

Carnpanians (Diod. XIII.44.1-2.).

47
Diod. XIII.BO.l.

48
Diod. XIII.79.8.

49
Aristotle Politics, 1273 b. 20-24. In 1272 b. 30

34, Aristotle argues that a good proof of the
constitution's stability is the faithfulness of the
population to the state. The result is the absence
of civil strife, in any degree, and of tyranny.
This would indicate that no serious crisis had
developed of which Aristotle and the Greek world
knew. Yet this evidence does not deny the
possibility of a crisis. The words to note are
&~~ov EtrrELv Indeed, it is significant that
elsewhere Aristotle notes the conspiracy of Hannon
fav ~~S ~tya~ t Kat 6UV&~EVO~ f~~ ~Et~wv Etva~ tva
~ovapx~ IIJorrEp.:. tv KapXT)o6v ~ "Avvwv'
(Polit. 1307a. 3-5). See also Plutarch's remarks on
the savage, sullen and disagreeable Carthaginian
populace (Praec. Reip. 111.9.).

50
See Picard, Life and Death of Carthage, p. 122,

against W. Seston, "Des Portes de Thugga a la con
stitution de Carthage". R. H., CCXXXVII (1967),
p. 277ff. for the existence of popular assemblies of
the Graeco-Roman type.

51
Diod. XIII.19.4.

52
Diod. XIII.34.6. On the problem of the legislation

attributed to Diocles, see W. T. Arnold, Histo£Y of
Rome (London, 1871), I, 368-9; G. Grote, History of
Greece (London, 1869), X, 537; E. Pais, "A Proposito
del~legislazionedi Diocle Siracusano", S. I. F. C.,
VII (1899), 75-98; W. Huttle Verfassun9~eschichtevon

. Syracus (Prague, 1929), pp. 85-98; A. Holm, ~. cit.,
II, 418; E. A. Freeman, Hist. Sicil., III, 728;
V. Costanzi, "Sguardo sulla politica di Siracusa
della fine della guerra con Atene alIa fondazione
della tiranide di Dionisio", ~-"~, II (1896) ,61;
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G. De Sanctis, "Dioc1e di Siracusa", S.I. F. C.,
XI (1903), 433-445 cf. 'A~~{G Storia d. rep. Ateniese
(Rome, 1898), p. 35; J. Beloch, Griechische Geschichte
(Strasbourg, 1914), 1.308; II,p. 81, n. 2 •.

53
Thus A. Andrewes, The Greek Tyrants (London, 1956),

p. 137.

54
Thuc. VII.55.2. Earlier Nicias had observed the

similarity of the Sicilian cities to Athens (VI.20.3).
See J. H. Finley, Thucydides, p. 237; Three Essays
on Thucydides, pp. l50ff; A. D. Momigliano, "Sea
Power in Greek Thought", C. R., LVIII (1944), . 1-7.
(Reprinted in Secondo Contributo alla Storia Degli
Studi Classici (Rome, 1960), pp. 57-67.) The
association of the Syracusan democracy with the navy
is already noted by W. T. Arnold, History of Rome,
1,366, and Be1och,. Griechische. Geschichte, 11,402.

55
See F. Graefe, "Karthagenische Seestrategie im

Jahre 406 v Chr", Hermes, LII (1917),-317-20.

56
Thus Himilcon's first attack was aimed at destroying

the small shipping in the harbour in order that
Dionysius might be compelled to send back part of his
fleet from Motya to Syracuse (Diod. XIV.49.l.).
Hinilcon manned the "best" triremes in order to seize
the vessels on the land. His aim was to become master
of the sea ( xvp~suwv ~~s eaAa~~~s Two results would
follow: Motya would be relieved and the war would be
transferred to Syracuse. Then (50.3) we read that
Dionysius' force was more numerous, Himilcon failed.
He believed that a sea fight would be futile since the
ships of the enemy doubled his numbers (50.4).

57
Polyb. VI.52 notes Carthage's ancient Maritime

supremacy.

58
This is not to be regarded as a form of mercantilism

or hegemony based upon trade.· Its aim was to safeguard
·Punic interests against those of the Greeks. See the
remarks of G. Picard, Carthage, p. 93; cf. Gsell,~
cit., p. 242, "En general elle ne se montra pas
imp~rialiste dans sa politique exterieur. Riche, elle
tenait plus encore a conserver sa fortune quia courir
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des risques pour l'accr~itre."

59
For the authenticity of the treaty of 509 B. C.,

see L. R. Beaumont,"The Date of the First Treaty
between Horne and Carthage", J. R. 5., XXIX (1939),
74-86; cf. A. Toynbee, Hannibal's Legacy (Oxford,
1965), I, p. 528; N. Lewis and M. Rheinhold, Roman
Civilization (Columbia, 1951), I, 70; on the----
Assyrian-Phoenician treaty see R. Laqueur II E61lS0ACX
1tEpt -roD IlTJ (x,o~xe\'v.J Hermes, LXX. I (1936), 469-72.

60
Po1yb. III.22.5.

61
Polyb. III.24.2.

62
Herod. VI.17; Diod. XVI.82.3.

63
Thus Beaumont, J. R. 5., XXIV (1939), 83-84.

64
Dio Chrys. XXV. Bibliography of the maritime

expeditions in Picard, Carthage, pp. 184, 194.

65
See above p.349.

66
Diod. XIII.56.2.

67
Diod. XIII.59.3.

68
See above chapter III,pp.3I3ffPn Hermocrates'

tyrannical designs.

69
Diod. XIII. 58, refers to the Greeks in the service

of Carthage who were aroused to pity as a result of
the wrongs inflicted upon the Selinuntines by
Carthage. There is no other reference to Greek
mercenaries in the service of Carthage. There are
three possibilities regarding the origin of this
element. It might have derived from the Greek
homeland, Sicily or Magna Graecia.
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It is to be observed that when Diodorus
does not refer to the people of individual Siceliot
cities and groups them together, he either refers to
them as ou~~axo~ of the Syracusans (thus XIII.55.3;
59.9) or as 2.:I,HEAI,C:rrcxt. (XIII.35.3; 55.1; 61.1;
63.5; 80.4; 91.2; 109.4; 110.4; 110.6; 113.4). The
word employed by the text to describe the Greeks of
Sicily collectively is ~\'XEA\'W~CX\' It is true that
upon two occasions the word wEAA~VEs is used. The
precise nature of these references is to be observed.
Upon the first occasion (Diod. XIII.57.1), it\s
specifically used to denote the contrast between the
positions of the vanquished and the conquerors. The
antithesis between the two peoples is indicated. For
the second reference (Diod. XIII.88.5), there is also
justification. By this time, the allies from the
Greek mainland had joined the ranks of their Western
brethren. Further, it is to be observed that reference
is here not to the Siceliots, but to the "position of
the Greeks" (~T)C; 't'wv .. EA.'\~ V:J.)V lrn;OeSdc:wc)

Thus it is clear that when the text speaks
about the acts of the Sicilian Greeks, it refers to
them as ~LHEAI,~~~1, It may also be noted that there is
a reference to the Eu~~axot.. &rrOE\'x~Al,as of the
Carthaginians who were sent hOIT1~ after the capture of
Himera (XIII.62.5). It could be argued that these
were the ljEAA~vEsat Selinus. On the other hand, it
seems more likely that these allies were either
Phoenicians from the Siculo-Phoenician inhabitants of
the island, or Elymians from Eryx or Segesta, or
indeed Sicels and Sicans who, we know, joined Carthage
(Diod. XIII.59.6). The text would explicitly state
as elsewhere that they were Greeks, referring to them
as ~t.XEA~rn't'a\' or "E~~~VEs ~nO ELXEA(as

It is unlikely that they were Italiots. The
text refers to the Greeks of Southern Italy as 'I~cxA~w~o:.~

~AA~VEs lino L;I,HEA.Lac.
(Diod. XIII.109.l; 110.5; 109.5; 110.2-4.) .

. Probably the "EJu\.T1VEs came from the Greek
homeland. It is possible that they came directly
from Athens, for Athens had probably established
relations with Carthage (See below pp.375ff). More
probable is the view that they came from survivors
of the Athenian expedition. Three facts indicate such
a possibility. First, there is the problem of why
these Greeks are referred to only upon one occasion and
in such a peculiar context. Second, they are not
referred to, when Diodorus notes the enrollment of
the Athenian armament (Diod. XIII.44.l). Two conclusions
follow; they were too insignificant to record-a fact
which would indicate that they were not enrolled with
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the other mercenaries; and they were probably enrolled
later.

Second, it is clear that a few, who had fought
on the Athenian side, had managed to eScape. Diodorus
XIII.33.1, records "how such of the Athenians who
possessed a better education were rescued from there
by the younger men, and were thus saved." Thucydides
VII.85.4 noted how many of the Athenian armament
escaped after they had become slaves and made their
way to Catane. There is some evidence which suggests
that the lot of the captives was alleviated somewhat
by their employment as teachers of the youth. Thus
a proverb arose: he is either dead or teaching letters
(Zenob. IV.17.). Further, Plutarch records that favour

was shown to those who could repeat the choruses of
Euripides (Plut. Nic. XXIX.).

Third, it is to be noted that the original
eight hundred Campanians of Hannibal had been
previously in the service of Athens (Diod. XIII.44.1-2).
This means, in fact, that they had been without occu
pation for three years. Therefore, it appears that
the Greeks who according to Diodorus were in the
service of Carthage, were, in fact, the survivors of
the Athenian expedition, who like the'Campanians, had
been wandering around Sicily until Carthage made use
of them.

70
Diod. XI.21.5.

71
Megarean exiles appear at Selinus.' As Dunbabin

suggests, this seems to date from the period just
before the fall of Megara Hyblaea, and two factors
may account for their decision: the fact that Selinus
was Megara's colony; and that Selinus was out of
reach from Gelon. See T. J. Dunbabin, The Western
Greeks (Oxford, 1948), pp. 334, 417.

72
Stylistic similarities noted by A. H. Lloyd, "The

Coin Types of Selinus and the Legend of Empedocles",
N. C., 5th ser., XV (1935), 73-93, esp., 81. and followed

by DunbaD1n, ~p~_~~_., p. 338
73

Thus Dunbabin, Ope cit., p. 352.

74
Dunbabin, Ope cit., p. 352.
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75
Dunbabin, Ope cit., p. 326, citing Noe, Greek

Coin Hoards 2 , p. 278.

76
Thuc. VI.15.2; 90.2; 34.2.

77
Thuc. VI.16-18.

78
M. Treu, "Athen und Karthago und die thukydideische

Darste11und", Historia, III (1954-5), 41-57.

79
Thuc. VI. 88 . 6 .

80
Treu, ~ cit. ,pp. 41ff.;

and A1cibiades", R. E. G.,
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55
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62
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from Plutarch and Cicero are to be noted.
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Timoleon's own propaganda and Plutarch's biographical
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Timoleon and his_Relations with the ~yrants, p. 2.
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of Plutarch's Timoleon", C. Q., XXXII (1938), 65-74
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who relied directly upon Timaeus; the brevity in
contrast to the length of Timaeus; and the personal
nature of Nepos' life, which indicates a biography of
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64
Polyb. VIII.10.12; XII.15; Diod. XXI.17.3. Diodorus'
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65
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66
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67
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68
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. substantiated. Little evidence of his direct knowledge
of Western geography is apparent. The exception
might appear to be Acragas, yet as has been argued,
this. seems to derive from Philistus. Certainly,
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(Reprinted in Terzo Contributo I,pp.23-5l), p. 541,
"11 suo odio per il tiranno Dionisio corrispondera
a sentimenti ateniesi."

78
Timaeus' attitude towards Her~mocrates thus differed

"considerably from that of Philistus. Both historians
admired Hermocrates, yet for entirely different
reasons. To Philistus and indeed Thucydides, he
was a Periclean-type tyrant with an aristocratic
background. To Timaeus on the other hand, he is
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128
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The account of the tyrant-~-death through drinking
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133
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argument of Lauritano is that Diodorus'--crOiticism of
Timaeus (eg. the case of the Agathocles books, and
the Bull of Phalaris) indicates that Diodorus was
following the criticism of a later source. Therefore,
Silenus, who was a contemporary of Hannibal and
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Diod. XXVI.16.1; 14.1.

47
Diod. XXX.23.1-2.

48
Diod. II.23; XI.33.1.

49
Diod. XVI.56.4; 56.8; 57.3; 61.1; 64.1.

50
Diod. XXXVIII-IX,6.

51
Diod. IV.1.2.

52
Diod. V.71.3; 71.6; III.61.4-5.

53
Diod. V.7.7.
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54
Diod. IV.22.4-5.

55
Diod. IV.53.1-3.

56
Diod. VI.G.1.

57
Diod. VI.8.

58
Diod. VII.4.1-4.

59
Diod. I.55.10-12.

60
Diod. I.70-71; IX.24.1.

61
Diod.VIII.30.1; IX.11.1-2.

62
Diod. XI.46.4.

63
Diod. X.28.3; XI.53.2.

64
Diod. XVI.20.6; XVI.65.2.

65
Diod. XVIII.40.4; 41.6; 42.1; 60.1.

66
Diod. XVIII.14.1; 33.3; XIX.55.5; 56.1.

67
Diod. XXVII.6.2.

68
Diod. XXXII.23;24; XXXI.26.5-27.1.

69
Diod. XXIX.1a.1.

70
Diod. XXXIII.1a.1.
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71
Diod. XXXIV-V.22.

72
Diod. XXXII.27.3.

73
Diod. XXX.23.2; XXXII.4-5; XXXIII.27~2; XXXIV-V.33.5.

74
Diod~ XXVIII.3.1; XXIX.1; 15.1.

75
Diod. X.14.2; XI.86.4.

76
Diod. XII.55.8; XV.95.3; XVI.47.4.

77
Diod. XVII.108.4-6.

78
Diod. XXVIII.2; 5; 7.1; 9.1; XXVIII.3.l.

79
Diod. XXXII.9a.

80
Diod. XXXIII.12; 23; XXXIV-V.14.1.

81
Diod. XXXIII.4.1; 9.1.

82
Diod. XL.2-3; XXXIV-V. 1. 1-5.

83
Diod. 11.21.1-2; XX.104.3-4; XX.16.1; XXVI.15.1;

XXX.17.1; XXXI.1S.1; XXXIII.3; XXXIV-V.34; V.40.4;
VIII.18.1; XXXVII.3.2.

84
Diod. IV. 74.2.

85
Diod. X.23.1.

86
Diod. XIII.53.2.

87
Diod. XIV.46.4; 76.1.



88
Diod. XX.30.1.

89
Diod. IV.22.4.

90
Diod. XIV.63.1.

91
Diod. XV.4B-49.

92
Diod. XVI.24; XVI.31.4.

93
Diod. XX.I01.1-4.

94
Diod. XVI.l.4; 3B.2; 60.4; 64.3.

95
Diod.XV.5B.4.

9-6
Diod. XIX.I03.5.

9.7
Diod. XXXVIII-IX.6.1.

9B
Diod. XXXVIII-IX.19.1.

99
Diod. IX.1B.l.

100
Diod. XIX.11.6-7.

101
Diod. XXIV-V.2.1-48.

102
ie. in Nicolaus' speech t~he, Diod. XIII.20.5;

21. 2; 21.4-5; 24.5; 27.6; €p-ieilCia and _e-.U.e~.a

in Se1eucus I's letter to his son, the future Antiochus
I, XXI.21; ideas of epieikia, euergesia, nemesis
and tyche in Scipio's-'-speech, XXVII~I3~l1r;-Diodo"i:·us

XXXI~3:1; 3.3;when he comments upon Roman success after
Popi1ius Laenas' ultimatum leading to Antiochus IV's
retreat from Egyp~introduces a consideration of the
terms !;y.~ll~, ~p_ie!.~ia and ph!.!an!:h:E9Pia •
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103
See R. Drews, A. J. Ph., LXXXIII (1962), 383-92;

Drews, His!~r~9gE~ib:rcaTObjectives, pp. 84-86.

104
Diod. XXXI.35; P01yb. XXXII.15.13-14.

105
Diod. XXXI.18a; Polyb. XXXI.9.4.

106
Diod. XV. 88; Josephus C(:mtr~_~E.!~~~E:I I. 67. The

remarks of D. Lewis, "Ithome Again", Historia, II
(1954), 417, are relevant". His (ie.-Ephorus') style
w~s criticized, it is true, but attacks on his accuracy
were comparatively rare. He could not compete with
Thucydides in power or Herodotus in charm, but he
was taken as factually reliable, probably on the
assumption not uncommon in our own day that anyone
so dull, must at least be accurate.

107
cf. Athenaeus VI.232d-233a, and Diodorus XVI.64.2-3.

See Drewes, A. J. Ph., LXXXIII (1962), 383-92; cf.
~I!s'!:~F:h~9:~ap[~E~l Ob~·cti ~pp. 121-137.

108
M. Kunz, ~~~._~i~., pp. 39-4tf.

109
R. Laqueur, "Diodorea", Hermes, LXXXVI (1958),

p. 281.

110
Diod. XIII.1.3; 114.3.

111
J. Palm, ~be.E2Erache und Sti1._-.:Jes !?i~9oros_~~~

~izJ:1.. ienJLund, 1955), p. 94.

112
R. K. Sinclair, "Diodorus Sicu1us and the Writing

of History", P. A. C. A., VI (1963), 36; S. Usher,
"Some Observatrons on Greek Hi st_Q.~.icC!.l N~.t:.r.a.t.iYe ;J.A . J . Ph . )
400-1 B. C." ,JLXXXI (1960), 362, liThe very title of
the work ~L0ALOA~x~ tIo~OPLX~ suggests a compilation
rather than a critical and original account, though
it would be doing Diodorus less than justice to regard
his history as a collection without a recasting of
different sources." The remarks of Grote, as
recorded by Mrs. Grote, are perhaps pertinent. See
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The Personal Life of Geor9-e Grot~_! (London, 1873),
p. 19, citing Grote's journal of December 9th, 1873,
"Employed all my reading time this day upon Diodorus
and got through eighty pages, taking notes. He seems
a more sensible writer than I had expected." Freeman,
~~s~~§ici~y~ III, p. 610 speaks of the coexistence
of "~ransparent gauze"and "good cloth"~

113
Examples of such oversimplification are numerous,

G. De Sanctis, Ricerche, p. 77, writes, that Diodorus
is "un mediocrissIrnao-compi1atore senz' arte e senza
pensiero", cf. p. 83 liMa Diodoro, corne s'e gia detto,
non ~ che un miserabile compi1atore." Similarly
A. D. Momig1iano, s. v. "Diodorus", Encyclopedia
Ita1iana, pp. 924-925, writes, "La suaopera-non--ha
percio-a1cun va10re di pensiero, rna ha in compenso
un importanza eccezionale, per un a1tro rispetto:
che Diodoro non avenda alcun criterio e a1cun motivo
per trasformare 1e sue fonti. II cf. C. t'>7achsmuth,
Uber das Geschichtswerk des Sike1ioten Diodoros,
II-,- p~ -Y,-"bamentsprechend ste1I"tsich-dlese-t~e1t=
geschichte bei genauer Prufung a1s ein Aggregat von
Excerpten heraus, die ganz roh neben einander ge1egt
sind: es ist eben n r eine B~BA~Oe~H~ 'IaLop~H~
wie Die, sein Werk selbst nannte, d. h. eine sarnrnlung
verschiedenster historischer Werke (naturlich in
Auszugen) kein neues selbstandiges Buch." cf. p.6,
"sklavische Abschreiberei". cf. p. 12; cf. E. D.
Westlake, "The Sicilian Books of Theopompos' Phi1ippica",
Historia II (1953/4), 300, "Diodorus is an historian of
so~ittle originality that his indebtedness to his
sources, is by no means confined to the facts with
which they supply him. He also derives from them, to
a large extent, the general colouring of his narrative,
including his presentation of the leading characters
and conception of the central theme. Where his
principal authority may be identified with some degree
of confidence, he provides a mirror in which a picture
of the authority is reflected, though the outline may
be somewhat blurred." cf. A. W. "Gorome "The End
of the City State", Essays in Greek History and Literature,
p. 247; Diodorus as a-mano-f-".suchIittle-3udgmentO,,-.--------

114
Diod. XIV.1-2.

115
The same applies to the thirty tyrants. Hence Drews

Historiographical Objectives and Procedures of Diodorus
Slculus:- pO. - 86--;-concludes-thaFthe-pr?oem-i~- contains-



different material from the text, and that Ephorus in
the main text, failed to supply Diodorus with adequate
material for his thesis.

116
Pluto pe Ma!i9-. ~~!~~.. II,S. p,338B; !2~_GaE!:~l-J!~te

XIII.p. 508F; Cicero, Tusc. Disp. V.20.57; Pluto Dion.
III.3; II.3-5.
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CONCLUSION

1
E. A. Freeman, ~istorY_E..!-._Si~.!'!y.' IV, -p. 59, "He

destroyed the political freedom of his own city."
p. 209," he [Dionysius] had destroyed the freedom

of his native city." cf. Freeman, Sicily, Pho~~.!£.!~

Greek and Roman (London, New York, Fischer Unwin,
Putnam, p. 195. Stroheker, Dionysius I p. 178,
argues that the popular image--haano-s·ubstance. M.
I. Finley, ~Js~~!'y_of Si~ily, p. 87, argues that the
people were mere pawns. cf. L. Pareti, Sicilia Antica,
p. 187; J. Bayet, !-a Sicile Grec:gue..r.. p.40-.-por--a--
particularly hostile view, see M. L. W. Laistner,
A History of the Greek World 479-323 (3rd ed.i London,
1957);--p:285-,-...--yn-shoit-;-wemay-·betieve that the
ancients who appraised him as a tyrant with few
redeeming qualities were in the main justified and
far nearer the truth than those modern writers who
have portrayed him as the forerunner, both in
statecraft and military genius, of Philip and Alexander
of Hacedon." Laistner accepts uncritically the hostile
tradition and regards the Diodorus narrative as
essentially hostile. A similar picture is found in
G. Morrow, Studies in the Platonic Epistles (New York,
1961), p. 146. ----

2
K. J. Beloch, Griechische Geschichte 1I 2 ,105;

W. Huttle, VerfassungsgeSChIcFlte von'Syrakus (Prague,
1929), p. too-------_·
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